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SUMMARY
This thesis explores the possibilities of humour as a vehicle of nonviolent struggle. It
focuses on two waves of activism in Serbia: the 1996-7 protests; and the campaigns led
by the Otpor (Resistance) movement which culminated in the bloodless overthrow of
Slobodan Miloševi . Extensive interviews with protesters, activists and members of
Serbian civil society, together with local Serbo-Croatian news reports, constitute key
sources of information from which the analyses of this thesis are drawn. The thesis argues
that humour operates in nonviolent conflicts by subverting the ruling elites’ propaganda,
mitigating collective rage in street protests, and generating hope for social change.
Two levels of analysis are presented in the thesis: practical and theoretical. At the
practical level, experiences of the 1996-7 protesters and Otpor activists indicate humour’s
contribution to the stages of conducting nonviolent resistance campaigns: mass
mobilisation, communication and response to repression. Festive activities and humorous
street skits can attract increased numbers of activists and campaign supporters who view
these activities as empowering and ‘cool.’ In addition, satirical street theatre can serve as
a stimulus for media attention, enabling a movement to transmit its agenda to a wider
audience. In response to the opposed regime’s repression, activists may make use of
humour’s innocent and harmless image to expose to the public the repressive nature of
the regime, forcing it to encounter a crisis of legitimacy.
At the theoretical level, the thesis finds three ways humour operates in nonviolent
conflicts. Firstly, in contrast to nonviolent action theory’s assertion that total
disobedience underpins the power of nonviolence, the logic of satire and parody suggests
that acting as if submitting to the dominant system can constitute a departure point for
nonviolent resistance. When activists turn this logic into a protest action, they can
challenge the ruling elites’ propaganda by incorporating its form in order to adapt and
reconstruct it in an absurd version that undermines its original purpose. Secondly,
carnivalesque activities can transform the protest atmosphere from one of antagonism to
cheerfulness. This emotive shift can influence protesters to refrain from provoking the
security forces, and thus prevent the government’s justification of a protest crackdown.
Lastly, carnivalesque protests contain the metaphor of participants’ emancipation from an
oppressive situation. This metaphor can generate popular awareness of the possibilities of
changing the status quo, and inspire activists to make these possibilities become reality.
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INTRODUCTION
THE USE OF HUMOUR AS A VEHICLE FOR NONVIOLENT STRUGGLE:
SERBIA’S 1996-7 PROTESTS AND THE OTPOR (RESISTANCE) MOVEMENT

This thesis explores the possibilities of humour as a vehicle of nonviolent struggle. It
focuses on two waves of activism in Serbia: the 1996-7 protests; and the campaigns led
by the Otpor (Resistance) movement which culminated in the bloodless overthrow of
Slobodan Miloševi . Theoretically, it argues that humour works as a vehicle of
nonviolent struggle in three ways. First, it subverts the propaganda of ruling elites,
enabling protesters to turn that propaganda against its creators. Second, humour channels
the antagonistic atmosphere of street protests into cheerfulness, helping to avoid clashes
between protesters and the security forces. Third, humour offers a metaphor of
emancipation from an oppressive polity, encouraging the oppressed to make this
metaphor become reality.
The 1996-7 protests and the Otpor movement are paradigmatic cases studied in this
thesis because they have prototypically demonstrated the significant contribution humour
can have in a contemporary nonviolent revolution. This contribution is evident at the
level of domestic and global politics. Throughout the early 1990s, the Miloševi regime
survived waves of popular uprisings. But it was through the mass demonstrations in the
winter of 1996 that the regime’s power began weakening. The schematic use of humour
as a form of protest action emerged during this period, coming of age through Otpor’s
campaigns. Between 1998 and 2000, Otpor activists skilfully carried out creative and
humorous street actions across Serbia. They eventually succeeded in toppling one of
Europe’s most brutal dictators in recent history. Leading activists from Otpor continued
their nonviolent crusade, transferring knowledge of nonviolence strategy to other youth
movements in countries such as Ukraine, Georgia, Lebanon, Iran, the Maldives, Burma
and more recently Egypt. The innovative use of humour was at the heart of this strategy.
Globally, Otpor became an inspiration for a later generation of protest movements,
showing that humour can be a powerful vehicle for nonviolent resistance against
dictatorship.

The contribution of this thesis to existing scholarship on nonviolence and humour is
threefold. First, the thesis constitutes the most detailed account of humorous protest
actions staged during the 1996-7 protests in Serbia and Otpor’s campaigns. This account
is based on interviews with 66 protesters, activists across cities and towns in Serbia, and
politicians as well as civil society members involved in the two protest campaigns. Otpor
activists’ personal archives of street actions carried out in their towns, protest leaflets and
local Serbo-Croatian news reports are sources of information additional to the interviews.
Second, this thesis provides a practical analysis of how humour can be useful for the
conduct of nonviolent resistance campaigns. Despite the growing popularity of using
humour in nonviolent protests, little attempt has been made to evaluate the advantages of
humour and develop a practical knowledge of its uses in nonviolent activism. Drawing
on insights from the 1996-7 protesters and Otpor activists, the thesis provides a general
analysis of the impact humour can have on three audience groups critical to a successful
nonviolent resistance campaign. These groups include supporters of protest campaigns,
the general public and the antagonist’s institutions. The practical analysis provides an
opportunity for emerging protest movements to reflect on some effective ways of using
humour to advance their campaigns.
Lastly, the thesis offers ways of conceptualising how humour works in nonviolent
conflicts. The subversive operation of humour suggests a way of rethinking the notion of
power in nonviolent resistance. Existing theoretical explanations of what underpins
nonviolent action emphasise the subordinates’ complete withdrawal of consent from the
dominant as the departure point of resistance. However, this thesis proposes that
withdrawal of consent is not required to use humour in nonviolent resistance. Rather, the
ability to embrace the opponent’s propaganda, as promulgated to maintain popular
consent, indicates the subversive power of humour. In the process of incorporating
propaganda, humour distorts its essence to the absurd. If propaganda constructs a claim
of a regime’s invincibility, the distortion of humour challenges this claim.
In theorising humour and nonviolence, this thesis also addresses the power of
carnivalesque humour in transforming conflicts from a destructive to a constructive
tendency. This impact has attracted surprisingly little attention in nonviolent resistance
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scholarship, which is dominated by discussion of how to inflict damage on the opponent.
Serbia’s1996-7 protesters and Otpor activists demonstrate the potential of carnivalesque
humour to generate an atmosphere of joyfulness, and offer a metaphor of overturning
hierarchy. The thesis explores how such an atmosphere helps prevent clashes between
protesters and security forces, and how the metaphor encourages the former to think of
the possibilities of emancipation from ongoing oppression.
Humorous protest actions as an emerging tactic in protest campaigns
Over the past few decades, different forms of humour have been increasingly
incorporated into the protest repertoires of social movements. In Western democracies,
tactical carnivals and avant-garde street theatre have become increasingly prominent. In
its anti-transnational corporation campaigns, ‘Reclaim the Streets’ often occupies busy
London streets by organising parties and feasts. The idea is to symbolically take the street
back from automobiles which represent the dominance of transnational corporations.1
The ‘Absurd Response’ group has staged a series of avant-garde street performances in
opposing the United States-led war in Iraq. Rather than embracing the sober approach of
traditional pacifists, activists dressed in “fluorescent colored gowns, opera-length gloves,
and two-foot high Marge Simpson-type wigs.” They carried a banner that read “an
absurd answer to an absurd war.” Rather than chanting ‘Give Peace a Chance,’ their
chanting contained a sarcastic tone: “We Need Oil! We Need Gas!,” “Watch Out, World,
We’ll Kick Your Ass!” and “We Love BUSH! We Love DICK! All You Peaceniks Make
Us SICK!”2
In Eastern and Central Europe, humorous protest actions played a conspicuous role in the
struggle against communism. The Polish Orange Alternative provides an inspiring
example in this context. Led by ‘Major’ Waldemar Fydrych and a guitarist, Krzysztof
Jakub, Orange Alternative’s activists often staged absurd street performances in an
attempt to socialise people to the situation of protest, “making the protest episodes the

1

2

John Jordan, "The Art of Necessity: The Subversive Imagination of Anti-Road Protest and Reclaim the
Streets," in DIY Culture: Party & Protest in Nineties Britain, ed. Stephen Duncombe (London & New
York: Verso, 1998), 129-51; Naomi Klein, No Logo (New York: Picador, 2009), 320.
Laurence M. Bogad, "Tactical Carnival: Social Movements, Demonstration, and Dialogical
Performance," in A Boal Companion, eds. Jan Cohen-Cruz and Mady Schutzman (London: Routledge,
2006), 46.
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element of everyday street life.”3 Sarcastic chants (e.g. ‘Love the People’s Police’ and
‘Long Life to the Undercover Agents!), comic street theatre and dance were key
ingredients of the ‘happenings.’ Typical was also the imaginative clothing of activists,
including the ‘elves’ outfit (red shoes, red caps and if possible, red nails). On the Sovietnominated ‘Children’s Day,’ for instance, the elves took to the street. They handed out
candy, sang children’s songs and danced in a circle. As the police moved to detain ‘the
elves,’ they willingly surrendered, loading themselves in the police cars where they
merrily waved to the onlookers. Then, they kissed the police.4
In the same period, Czechoslovakia’s Society for a Merrier Present (Nezávislá Mírová
Sdruženi – NMS) led the absurd protests that mocked both regime repression and the
opposition’s seriousness. In 1988, on the twenty-first anniversary of the Soviet invasion
of Czechoslovakia, the group held a silent march, dubbed ‘A Fruitless Action.’ During
the march, the NMS activists paraded through the tourist spots of Prague, wearing
helmets fashioned from watermelons and holding ‘blank banners.’ The march served as a
parody of an opposition group’s silent march in which marchers strolled around the city
without banners or leaflets. While mockingly pointing out that the silent march was
pointless as it failed to communicate the protest agenda to the public, the skit highlighted
“the empty phases of the communist regime” through activists holding the blank protest
banners.5 On other occasions where opposition protests were met with police arrests, the
NMS activists mocked the outrageous repression by dressing as policemen and arming
themselves with truncheons made of cucumbers and salami. Patrolling through
downtown, some of the ‘Merrier’ police ate their truncheons and even shared them with
passers-by.6
In Thailand, waves of protests staged between 2005 and 2010 were characterised by
activities and theatre performances that ridiculed the ruling elites. For example, in 2005,
a doormat with the image of the former Prime Minister was placed at the entrance of the
3
4
5
6

Bronislaw Misztal, "Between the State and Solidarity: One Movement, Two Interpretations - the
Orange Alternative Movement in Poland," The British Journal of Sociology 43, no. 1(1992): 62.
Padraic Kenny, A Carnival of Revolution (New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 2002), 160-4.
Kenny, A Carnival of Revolution , 267.
Thomas Omestad, "Ten-Day Wonder: Czechoslovakia'
s Instant Mass Movement," The New Republic
(December 25, 1989), http://www.tnr.com/article/world/ten-day-wonder?page=0,1 (accessed on
December 2, 2011).
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protest site for protesters to clean the ‘dirt’ from their feet. After the coup d’état in 2006,
demonstrations were staged in support of the ousted Prime Minister. Facing the
Emergency Decree imposed to prohibit public gatherings, protesters opted for cheeky
street actions to circumvent the consequences of the draconian law. On every Sunday,
protesters gathered at a public park in Bangkok’s business area, wearing red shirts, the
symbol of the anti-coup protest movement. They carried out non-political activities such
as aerobic dancing or bicycle riding and proclaimed that these actions were lawful
because they were only a group exercise.7
These were some examples of protest movements’ growing interest in utilising humour
as a novel protest toolkit. ‘New Tactics’, a well-known website that promotes innovative
methods for human rights advocacy, points out that the tactical use of humour has roots
in peace and human rights activism, which date back to the Norwegian resistance
movement in the Second World War.8 In the realm of pro-democracy, communitybuilding and anti-transnational corporation activism, humorous protest actions have
increasingly gained ground. They are acknowledged as a “non-violent way of engaging
with power.”9 Activists saw humour as useful for enlivening training sessions,
facilitating the conversion of skeptics, creating solidarity within a movement, and
reaching out to the public.10 Amartya Sen, the Nobel Prize-winning economist, even
suggests that Seattle’s anti-globalisation protest in 1999 would have been more effective
had protesters employed humour, rather than vandalism, as a strategy.11 The United
“
! (Aerobic dance as a commemoration of 90 victims of the protest
crackdown), Thai News (July 24, 2010), http://thaienews.blogspot.com/2010/07/90_24.html (accessed
on August 25, 2010). See also“ "
#$
% %&'()* +,+ - . $ "- +% /$” (Haunting Soldiers
with Ghost Costume Dressing, so They Remember What They Did to Us)," Prachatai Online News
(September 13, 2010), http://prachatai.com/journal/2010/09/31066 (accessed on February 28, 2011).
8
New Tactics, "A History of Humor in Human Rights Advocacy," (August 6, 2009),
http://www.newtactics. org /en/blog/philpaiement/history-humor-human-rights-advocacy, (accessed on
May 24, 2009).
9
Benjamin Shepard, Laurence Bogad, and Stephen Duncomb, "Performing vs. The Insurmountable:
Theatrics, Activism, and Social Movements," Liminalities: A Journal of Performances Studies 4, no. 3
(2008): 3.
10 Katrina Shields, In the Tiger’s Mouth: An Empowerment Guide for Social Action (Newtown, NSW:
Millennium Books, 1991), 73-5; Arnie Alpert, "Clamshell Memories: Discipline, Humor, and the
Power of Nonviolence," Peacework 2007, 24; and Marty Branagan, "The Last Laugh: Humour in
Community Activism," Community Development Journal 42, no. 4 (2007): 470-81.
11 Amartya Sen, "All Players on a Global Stage," The Australian (16 May 2001), 7, 11, cited in Roland
Bleiker, "Activism after Seattle: Dilemmas of the Anti-Globalisation Movement," Pacifica Review 14,
no. 3 (2002): 204.
7
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Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) also recognises the
important role of political caricaturists and comedians in the democratic transition of
authoritarian societies. In the late 1980s, it established ‘the Commission of Freedom and
Justice Through Humour’ to protect freedom of speech by humorists from state
repression.12
One of the aims of this thesis is to enhance our understanding of the growing popularity
of humour in the protest repertoires of activists around the world. There are at least two
reasons why humorous protest actions are worthy of in-depth academic treatment. Firstly,
humorous protest actions are a part of the emerging creative tactics being added to the list
of 198 nonviolent actions proposed by Gene Sharp a few decades ago. While this list has
inspired many activists around the globe, it is the activists themselves who have
developed tactics appropriate to their context. The tactical innovations in different places
should be documented, and their dynamics analysed as shared experiences. This is the
‘activism-oriented’ task of this thesis: humorous protest actions invented by a particular
movement should be recorded to inspire critical reflection and innovation by other
movements.
Secondly, in the academic realm, little attempt has been made to analyse how humour
works as a method of nonviolent action. Existing theories of nonviolent activism provide
an overarching explanation of nonviolent action. The general assumption is that unarmed
methods work as a result of the population withdrawing its cooperation from the
institutions of their adversary. In the process, they undercut their opponents’ sources of
power, and consequently instigate change. However, this axiom was formulated to
elucidate the politics of nonviolent action in general rather than a specific category of
nonviolent action. For instance, it sheds little light on how humour can subvert a more
powerful opponent or bring about change without the use of force. This thesis seeks to
accomplish the task of conceptualising in what ways humour has been used effectively
by protest movements.

12

Charlie McKenzie and James H. Borem, A Report to the United Nations Human Rights Commission,
June 14, 1993 (The Commission of Freedom and Justice Through Humor), cited in Robert Casals i
Garaells, "Clowning across Borders," in The Frontiers of Nonviolence, eds. Chaiwat Satha-Anand and
Michael True (Hawai'
i & Bangkok: International Peace Research Association and Peace Information
Center, 1998), 133.
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Academic debates
What makes this thesis important for the nonviolence literature is the near absence of
acknowledgement of humour’s potential in nonviolent resistance campaigns. On the one
hand, nonviolence research has neglected the subject because of assumptions about the
possible ethical and tactical disadvantages of humour. On the other hand, humour studies
have devoted little attention to the subject because of the association of the potentially
subversive function of humour with a psychological safety-valve. Much of what has been
written about protest movements’ tactical use of humour is the work of students of social
movement scholarship, cultural studies and history. However, they do so without
engaging with debates in nonviolent activism research, despite the nonviolent
characteristic of these movements.
The dismissal of humour in nonviolence studies
In nonviolence scholarship, proponents of principled nonviolence – those regarding
nonviolence as an ethical imperative – dismiss the potential of humour as a nonviolent
method of engaging in conflict.13 For many practitioners, nonviolence is a way of life,
rather than an instrument to achieve political goals. And to live a nonviolent life, it is
suggested one should shy away from committing any kind of physical or psychological
harm, because it violates the sacredness of life. Nonviolent behaviour is shaped by the
purification of mind and remains coherent with non-harmful thinking. In this sense,
verbal insults and offensive gestures, despite the absence of physical violence, can be
identified as violent action.14

Approaches to nonviolence and conceptual categorisations have resulted in an unresolved debate
within nonviolence studies. See Gene Sharp, "The Meanings of Non-Violence: A Typology
(Revised)," The Journal of Conflict Resolution 3, no. 1(1959): 41-66; Martin Oppenheimer, "Toward a
Sociological Understanding of Nonviolence," Sociological Inquiry 35(1965): 123-31; Johan Galtung,
"On the Meaning of Nonviolence," Journal of Peace Research 2, no. 3(1965): 228-57; Judith Stiehm,
"Nonviolence is Two," Sociology Inquiry 38(1968): 23-30; Robert Burrowes, The Strategy of
Nonviolent Defense: A Gandhian Approach (New York: State University of New York Press, 1996),
98-106; Chaiwat Satha-Anand, "Overcoming Illusory Division between Nonviolence as Pragmatic
Strategy and a Way of Life," paper presented at the International Peace Research Association
Conference, Kyung Hee University, Seoul, South Korea, July 1-5, 2002; and Thomas Weber,
"Nonviolence is Who? Gene Sharp and Gandhi," Peace & Change 28, no. 2(2003): 250-70. For a
detailed explanation of differences between the two approaches, see Appendix 1.
14 See, for example, John Dear, The God of Peace: Toward a Theology of Nonviolence (New York: Orbis
Books, 1994); Krisha Mallick and Doris Hunter, An Anthology of Nonviolence (London: Greenwood
Press, 2002).
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According to principled nonviolence advocates, humour may not be considered as
nonviolent due to the association with ridicule and humiliation. In a conflict situation,
humiliating the opposing party can damage relationships, hindering long-term conflict
resolution. For instance, Arne Naess in Gandhi and Group Conflict: An Exploration of
Satyagraha Theoretical Background, postulates that a principle of nonviolence embraces
the act of non-humiliation and non-provocation as it “reduces the tendency to violence in
the participants in the struggle.”15 Similarly, Joan Bondurant warns against the type of
direct action, termed ‘Duragraha,’ which places the opposing conflict party in the frame
of the enemy, thereby being forced to capitulate. She contends that humiliating the
opponent with derision implicitly maintains the antagonism despite its unarmed nature.
This act fundamentally deprives the other conflict party of his or her dignity, and
prevents any attempt to repair the damaged relationship. And this is potentially
counterproductive to a sustainable process of conflict transformation.16
The tendency of the advocates of principled nonviolence to ignore the possibilities of
humour is also shaped by their emphasis on ‘self-suffering’ as a mechanism of
nonviolent change. As an element of Gandhi’s satyagraha, or soul force, the practice of
self-suffering denotes nonviolence practitioners’ acceptance of the opponent’s assaults in
the course of civil disobedience.17 In her analysis of the political implications of
satyagraha, Bondurant posits that this acceptance of attack can surprise or even shock an
opponent who is expecting the counter attack. This effect can act as a catharsis to evoke
the opponent’s sense of morality; i.e., the opponent may feel guilty about his or her
hostility toward nonviolent activists. Bondurant argues that this emotion can cut through
“the rational defenses which the opponent may have built in opposing the initial efforts

Arne Naess, Gandhi and Group Conflict: An Exploration of Satyagraha Theoretical Background
(Oslo, Bergen and Tromso: Universitetsforlaget, 1974), 59.
16 Joan V. Bondurant, "Satyagraha versus Duragraha: The Limits of Symbolic Violence," in Gandhi, His
Relevance for Our Times: A Volume of Contemporary Studies in Gandhian Themes Presented to Sri R.
R. Diwakar on His Seventieth Birthday by the Workers of the Gandhi Smarak Nidhi, ed. G.
Ramachandran and T. K. Mahadevan, http://www.mkgandhi.org/g_relevance/chap05.htm (accessed on
September 12, 2009).
17 Thomas Weber, Conflict Resolution and Gandhian Ethics (New Delhi: Gandhi Peace Foundation,
1991), 52-9; Thomas Weber, " '
The Marchers Simply Walked Forward until Struck Down'
: Nonviolent
Suffering and Conversion," Peace & Change 18, no. 3 (1993): 267-89. It should be noted that other
components of ‘satyagraha’ include fearlessness, ‘ahimsa’ (non-harm), truth and non-possession.
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of rational persuasion … ”18 And activists may take this opportunity to convince the
opponent for a change in behaviour or policy in a way that redresses grievances of the
group represented by activists.
Richard Gregg, in The Power of Non-Violence, elaborates this theory, defining the
emotional function of self-suffering as ‘moral ju-jitsu.’ He argues that activists’ nonretaliation to the opponent’s attacks amplifies the cause of struggle. It brings to the fore
the oppressive nature and hence the illegitimacy of the opposing ruling elites. By
publicising this nature, activists may then elicit sympathy and support from ‘onlookers’
or third parties to the conflict. When the allegiance toward the opposing party is shifted
to the nonviolent activists, they can potentially gain the upper hand in a conflict.19 Put
differently, existing research in nonviolence scholarship emphasises ‘pity’ generated by
the practice of self-suffering as an emotional factor contributing to converting public
opinion. Little attempt has been made to investigate if the joyful element of humour can
provide a similar result.
The proponents of pragmatic nonviolence have generally acknowledged forms of humour
as viable techniques for nonviolent ‘combat.’ In the influential, The Politics of
Nonviolent Action, Gene Sharp argues that nonviolence is a set of techniques for
unarmed struggle. The reason one should apply methods of nonviolent action, and avoid
the use of force in a conflict situation, has to do with strategic calculation rather than an
ethical imperative. According to Sharp, grievance groups may opt for nonviolent action
because the avoidance of hurting the other party can evoke public empathy, leading to
increased legitimacy and support for their protest campaigns. And rising legitimacy in a
conflict implies moving a step closer to victory.20 Based on this approach to nonviolence,
Sharp lists unarmed methods historically used in conflicts. A few forms of humorous
protest, such as street skits, pranks and satirical songs are included in this list.21

Joan V. Bondurant, Conquest of Violence: The Gandhian Philosophy of Conflict (Berkeley & Los
Angeles: University of California Press, 1967), 228.
19 Richard B. Gregg, The Power of Non-Violence (London: George Routledge and Sons, Ltd. &
Broadway House, Carter Lane, E.C., 1935), 71-2.
20 Gene Sharp, The Politics of Nonviolent Action (Boston, MA: Porter Sargent, 1973), 10-24, 67.
21 Sharp, The Politics of Nonviolent Action, 705-11.
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Despite the acknowledgement, at the theoretical level, pragmatic nonviolence proponents
can find humour a form of domination rather than a tool of nonviolent resistance. One
possibility for the dismissal of humour in pragmatic nonviolence lies in its theoretical
underpinning, which was largely developed from Etienne de La Boétie’s book, The
Politics of Obedience: The Discourse of Voluntary Servitude. La Boétie’s central
argument is that a tyrant can maintain his power because people willingly and habitually
render him obedience or ‘voluntary servitude.’ Rituals and entertainment manifested in
forms of comic theatre, farce, feasts and plays are powerful tools for the manipulation of
subjects. By maneuvering entertainment to strengthen his popularity, and hence
legitimacy to remain in power, a tyrant does not need to rely on terror or means of
violence to achieve this goal.22 La Boétie concludes:
Plays, farces, spectacles, gladiators, strange beasts, medals, pictures, and other such
opiates, these were for ancient peoples the bait toward slavery, the price of their liberty,
the instruments of tyranny. By these practices and enticements the ancient dictators so
successfully lulled their subjects under the yoke, that the stupefied peoples, fascinated by
the pastimes and vain pleasures flashed before their eyes, learned subservience as
naively, but not so creditably, as little children learn to read by looking at bright pictures
books.23

Some contemporary theorists in nonviolent resistance doubt the capacity of humour to
contribute ‘seriously’ to successful nonviolent campaigns, and this doubt underlies the
lack of attention drawn to studies in humour as a technique of nonviolent struggle. The
standpoint is reflected in Adam Roberts’ landmark study of the techniques of civil
resistance. According to Roberts, ridicule by the oppressed of the oppressor “is not
necessarily in itself a part of a public movement or of a serious attempt to change the
situation.”24 He rejects the fact that everyday joke-making and carnival feasts of the
lower orders have historically provided the ground for overt and organised resistance.25
This dismissal reflects the general assumption among pragmatic nonviolence scholars
Etienne de La Boetie, The Politics of Obedience: The Discourse of Voluntary Servitude, trans. Harry
Kurz (New York: Free Life Editions, 1975), 70-2.
23 La Boetie, The Politics of Obedience, 70.
24 Adam Roberts, The Technique of Nonviolent Resistance (London: London School of Economics and
Political Science, 1976), 28-9.
25 James C. Scott, Domination and the Arts of Resistance (New Haven & London: Yale University Press,
1990), 136-82.
22
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that the conduct of resistance campaigns is a serious business. It is unlikely that humour
and its playful image can have a substantial role in a campaigns’ success.
The association of humour with a psychological safety-valve in humour studies
In humour studies, safety-valve theory became a conceptual barrier, blocking scholars
from acknowledging the subversive potential of humour.26 The theory regards antiregime jokes as merely a psychological release of popular resentment, which serves to
prevent the eruption of a mass uprising. This is the reason why dictatorial regimes allow
the circulation of jokes against themselves. The association of jokes with a psychological
safety-valve overshadows a fact that forms of humour other than oral jokes have been
increasingly incorporated in protest repertoires.
Anton Zijdervel carried out one of the most elaborate historical studies of safety-valve
theory. He argues that ‘progressive’ humorists (e.g. intellectual satirists or
excommunicated clerics who became wandering pranksters) in medieval Europe did not
contribute to the revolutionary movements which toppled monarchies across the region.27
On the contrary, Zijdervel found that ‘regressive’ humorists or court jesters rather served
to maintain the power of the monarchy. These jesters were normally kept in the palace to
entertain the court. Although licensed to mock the elites, they were in part concerned
with entertainment. At times, due to their non-serious image, jesters were used as spies,
infiltrating potential adversaries of the regime. Zijderveld concludes that medieval
It should be noted that the nexus between oppressive and contemptuous dimensions of humour is
widely discussed by scholars within humour research. See, for example, Henri Bergson, Laughter: An
Essay on the Meaning of Comic, trans. Cloudesley Brereton and Fred Rothwell (London: Macmillan,
1912 [1902]); Richard Stephenson, "Conflict and Control Function of Humour," The American
Journal of Sociology 56, no. 6(1951); Sigmund Freud, Jokes and Their Relation to the Unconscious,
trans. Angela Richard and James Strachey (New York: Norton, 1963); Marvin R. Koller, Humor and
Society: Explorations in the Sociology of Humour (Houston: Cap and Gown Press, 1988); Michael
Mulkay, On Humour: Its Nature and Its Place in Modern Society (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1988); and
Jerry Palmer, Taking Humour Seriously (New York: Routledge, 1994). This section only addresses the
dismissal of humour’s subversive role in humour studies. There are existing works that suggest the
role of jokes, especially ethnic and sexist jokes, in amplifying social conflicts and reinforcing gender
prejudices. See, for example, Ann Marie Love and Lambert H. Deckers, "Humor Appreciation as a
Function of Sexual Agressive, and Sexist Content," Sex Roles 20, no. 11/12 (1989): 649-54; Kathryn
M. Ryan and Jeanne Kanjorski, "The Enjoyment of Sexist Humor, Rape Attitudes, and Relationship
Agression in College Students," Sex Roles 38, no. 9/10 (1998): 473-56; Michael Billig, "Humour and
Hatred: The Racist Jokes of the Ku Klux Klan," Discourse and Society 12(2001): 267-89; and Michael
Billig, "Comic Racism and Violence," in Beyond a Joke: The Limits of Humour, eds. Michael
Pickering and Sharon Lockyer (London: Macmillan, 2005), 25-44.
27 Anton C. Zijderveld, Reality in a Looking-Glass: Rationality through an Analysis of Traditional Folly
(London: Routledge, 1982), 27-8.
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humour, despite its air of defiance, served to strengthen the power of the ruling class,
rather than weakening it.28
Safety-valve theory is also applied to explain why the Catholic Church permitted
festivities and carnivals in Renaissance Europe. Despite the rule violation and role
inversion featuring in these festivities, adherents of safety-valve theory, such as Max
Gluckman and Roger Sales, suggest that authorities licensed carnivals and feasts to
temporarily release the revolutionary impulses of their subordinates, and, as a
consequence, to stabilise their own domination.29
Studies of political humour devote little attention to humour’s contribution to the fall of
regimes, mainly due to their focus on ‘political jokes’ as a safety-valve. For instance,
Gregor Benton points out that political jokes produced and circulated in societies under
dictatorship (e.g. Jewish communities under the Nazis, Central Europe under
communism or the Chinese under the Communist Party) did not encourage popular
uprisings despite their contemptuous tone. In one popular joke,
An old Czech peasant has used up all his savings and is in urgent need of money. He
writes a letter to God: ‘Dear God, I have prayed to you all my life. Winter is coming and
I need a thousand crowns. Please help me.’ The censor reads the letter and passes it on to
the Party committee. The Party secretary decides to help the peasant. He thinks it will
improve the Party’s image. The peasant gets the money through the post in a special
Party envelope. Inside are five hundred crowns. He writes again: ‘Dear God, thanks for
the money. Next time don’t send it through the Party. Those bastards kept half.’30

According to Benton, political jokes – as exemplified above – are a response to the
nagging strain of everyday living under an authoritarian regime. They allow people to
endure economic hardship and political persecution. When people use jokes to lessen
their frustration at oppression, the established order is reinforced: “[t]o permit jokes
against the state is therefore a clever insurance against more serious challenges to the

Zijderveld, Reality in a Looking-Glass, 118.
29 Max Gluckman, Rituals of Rebellion in South-East Africa (Manchester: University of Manchester
Press, 1954); Roger Sales, English Literature in History, 1780-1830: Pastoral and Politics (London:
Palgrave Macmillan, 1983).
30 Gregor Benton, "The Origins of the Political Jokes," in Humour in Society: Resistance and Control,
eds. Chris Powell and George E. C. Paton (London: Macmillan Press, 1988), 46-7.
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system.”

31

Benton concludes that political jokes are not a form of resistance. Jokes

reflect “no political programme and … will mobilise no one.”32
In a similar vein, Spier Hans and Alexandra Rose point out that gallows humour or sick
jokes serve as a psychological flight for subjects living under oppressive political
regimes or undergoing economic hardship.33 They argue that existing scholarly works on
anti-regime jokes circulating among the oppressed are problematic in their analysis,
challenging the view that these jokes contribute to the actual overthrow of the regimes.
For the two authors, telling jokes is not political activism. Jokes may be a means for the
powerless symbolically to attack the mighty, but they are not a form of resistance. Their
only utility is that jokes “[help] one to bear somewhat better the unalterable; sometimes it
reminds both the mighty and the weak that they are not to be taken seriously.”34
Humorous protest actions in social movement scholarship, cultural studies and history
Within social movement scholarship, humorous protest actions have recently received
increasing attention. In particular, the phenomenon has been examined in ‘frame theory,’
which relates social movements’ perception of causes of struggle to the nature of
mobilisation and their strategy.35 A seminal work in this field is Colin Barker’s study
which argues that jokes circulating among the workers of the Polish Lenin Shipyard
played a major role in constructing the anti-regime consciousness. Prior to the general
strikes in 1980, the workers were familiar with political jokes which exposed the reality
of the regime’s “corruption, privilege, inefficiency and injustice.” These jokes influenced
the workers to believe in the mistrustful and brutal nature of the regime. During the
strikes, this perception contributed to the workers’ decision to refuse the regime’s
proposal to negotiate. They perceived negotiation as merely a regime ploy to halt the
Benton, "The Origins of the Political Jokes," 41.
Benton, "The Origins of the Political Jokes," 54.
33 Hans Speier, "Wit and Politics: An Essay on Laughter and Power," The American Journal of Sociology
103, no. 5(1998), 1352-401; Alexander Rose, "When Politics is a Laughing Matter," Politicy Review
Dec 2001/Jan 2002(2002), 59-71.
34 Speier, "Wit and Politics," 1358.
35 On framing theory of social movement studies, see more in Erving Goffman, Frame Analysis: An
Essay on the Organization of Experience (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1974); Alberto
Melucci, Challenging Codes: Collective Action in the Information Age (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1996); and Robert D. Benford and David A. Snow, "Framing Processes and Social
Movements: An Overview and Assessment," Annual Review of Sociology 26 (2000): 611-39.
31
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strikes without a police crackdown. And the workers’ fear was that any appearance by
the regime to be acting benevolently toward them might lead to the regime avoiding
meeting their demands. Barker concludes that the workers’ decision exemplified how
jokes could frame a collective attitude toward the regime, which in turn shaped the
movement’s strategic calculation.36
Another major concern of this field of scholarship is the contribution of humour to the
mobilisation of social movements. The volume Humour and Social Protest demonstrates
this contribution by drawing on social movements’ diverse experiences incorporating
humour in protest repertoires. For instance, Thomas Olesen shows that humorous and
imaginative anecdotes, published on the Zapatista movement’s website, helped mobilise
global support for the movement’s campaign to preserve Mexico’s rain forests. A popular
story depicted a scene of soldiers camping in the forest having chicken for dinner. When
they were about to eat the last piece of chicken, this piece (which was supposed to be
deceased and cooked) decided that it would not be devoured. Then, it began to walk
upright like a penguin, but “teetering back and forth” because it was not used to this
action.37 Noticing this strange creature, the soldiers were somehow convinced that it was
a real penguin. Eventually, they let it escape into the forest. The point drawn from this
anecdote: the Zapatista movement would survive state repression, and continue its
protest against deforestation. As with the chicken turning into a penguin, at times it might
struggle to ‘resurrect’ itself. But should that happen, global solidarity would certainly
enable the movement to carry on its ‘walk.’38
In cultural studies, the effects of humorous protest action are conceptualised as
facilitating a paradigm shift. Laurence Bogad, for instance, regards ‘guerrilla theatre’ as a
cultural form of protest, enabling the contestation of popular perceptions of electoral
democracy. Drawing on research in the Netherlands, the United States and Australia, he

Colin Barker, "Fear, Laughter, and Collective Power: The Making of Solidarity at the Lenin Shipyard
in Gdansk, Poland, August 1980," in Passionate Politics: Emotions and Social Movements, eds. Jeff
Goodwin, James M. Jasper, and Francesca Polleta (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2001),
175-94.
37 Thomas Olesen, "The Funny Side of Globalization: Humour and Humanity in Zapatista Framing," in
Humour and Social Protest, eds. Marjolein'
t Hart and Dennis Bos (Cambridge: the Press Syndicate of
the University of Cambridge, 2007), 31.
38 Olesen, "The Funny Side of Globalization,” 32.
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demonstrates ways in which activists in disguise as pranksters and drag queens exposed
the non-democratic nature of representative democracy, by nominating themselves as
candidates for the elections. These activists then carried out parodic election campaigns
such as releasing condom-balloons attached to election banners, wearing drag-queen
costumes to convince voters unlikely to vote for a drag-queen as the city mayor (the
action was dubbed ‘drag-in’), and mocking the xenophobic speeches of politicians in the
lyrics of drag-queens singing performances. Bogad argues that the sketches made use of
cultural forms to challenge the sacredness of electoral doctrine. If the lampooners and
drag-queens can be elected, any corrupt politicians can be allowed to represent the
people’s voices through electoral democracy.39
In addition, cultural studies research pays attention to carnival-generated ‘joyfulness’ and
its role in promoting a movement’s positive image. For instance, Ben Shepard examines
festive protest activities of the AIDs Coalition to Unleash Power’s campaigns (ACT UP),
such as chanting funny slogans, dancing, party organising, theatre performance and
concerts. The organisation of these activities contained a political message that linked
social justice with homosexual and HIV-positive people’s access to the ‘fun of life’:
“without justice there can be no pleasure.”40 Facing police raids during a pro-homosexual
rights protest, ACT UP activists opted for a mirthful approach. They linked arms around
one another, kicking ‘Rockettes style’ and singing: “We are the Stonewell Girls, We
wear our hair curls, We wear no underwear: We show our pubic hairs.”41 Shepard
concludes that this joyful gesture confused the police who expected aggressive reaction
from protesters. More importantly, the joyous kick line put the spotlight on the playful
image of queer movements, challenging a social prejudice against them as being hostile
and dangerous.42

Laurence M. Bogad, Electoral Guerrilla Theatre: Radical Ridicule and Social Movements (New York:
Routledge, 2005).
40 Ben Shepard, "The Use of Joyfulness as a Community Organizing Strategy," Peace & Change 30, no.
4 (2005): 436-7.
41 Shepard, "The Use of Joyfulness as a Community Organizing Strategy," 439. ‘Stonewell’ Girls refers
to the Stonewell riots which saw the emergence of queer movements in the U.S. and set the stage for
the globalisation of queer movements.
42 Shepard, "The Use of Joyfulness as a Community Organizing Strategy," 458.
39
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In history scholarship, a few studies provide accounts of carnivalesque protests by prodemocratic groups. The historical accounts enable the assertion within ongoing debates
that these protests contributed to specific regime change events The most detailed study
in this field of scholarship is Padraic Kenney’s A Carnival of Revolution: Central Europe
1989 which documents a series of carnivalesque protests taking place during the struggle
against communism in Central Europe. Kenny argues that the historical explanation of
how communism in Central Europe ended should include reference to the protest events
organised to make fun of regimes by groups such as the Polish Orange Alternative, the
Czech Children, and the Society for a Merrier Present. These groups changed the sober
image of street demonstrations with their entertaining activities (e.g. parties, dances,
concert performances, absurd street ‘happenings’). As a result, they were able to draw the
attention of ordinary people who had otherwise become weary from decades of orthodox
pro-democracy campaigns.43 At the same time, through the language of ridiculing and
belittling the regime, the groups provided the experience of emancipation. This
experience served as an escape from everyday hardship under the regime, while also
provoking individuals to yearn for the fall of communism.44
Research on humorous protest actions in the social movement, cultural studies and
history scholarship does not explain however why the movements have used humour as a
part of nonviolence. Their debates do little to engage in theories of nonviolent activism.
Nor do these studies systematically explain how humour allows an organised movement
to subvert the ruling elites without resorting to the use of force. The focus of social
movement studies is on the movement. Therefore, the analysis of humorous protest
action sheds light on how the actions themselves – rather than their nonviolent
characteristics – affect the movement’s dynamics.45 In a similar vein, cultural studies
scholars devote their attention to the impact of humour on changing values in society,
while those of history scholarship investigate a specific past event of which humorous
protests were a constituent part. However, neither group of academic literature has
elucidated the dynamics of power when humour was incorporated in a nonviolent protest.

Kenny, A Carnival of Revolution, 1-20.
Kenny, A Carnival of Revolution, 190.
45 See also Ronald M. McCarthy and Christopher Kruegler, Toward Research and Theory Building in the
Study of Nonviolent Action (Boston, MA: The Albert Einstein Institution, 1993), 40-1.
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The approach of this thesis differs fundamentally from existing studies on humorous
protest actions undertaken in the fields of social movement scholarship, cultural studies
and history. It examines the nexus between humour and nonviolent protest. At the same
time, with its focus on organised protest movements, the thesis constitutes a critique of
the prevalent safety-valve theory in humour research.
Existing research in humour as a vehicle for nonviolent struggle
In the field of pragmatic nonviolence, there are a few emerging studies coupling
nonviolent resistance with humour. A pioneering study was undertaken by Jörgen
Johansen who canvasses how humour facilitated the act of civil disobedience in the case
of the Norwegian resisters of military conscription. In 1981, the Norwegian Campaign
Against Conscription (Kampanjen Mot Verneplikt – KMV) demanded the abolishment of
the conscription law. To draw media attention and to expose the Norwegian public to the
government’s violation of civil rights for conscientious objection to military service, the
group opted for public pranks. One of the KMV activists was charged with refusing
military service. On the trial day, another KMV activist impersonated a prosecutor of the
charged KMV activist. The (pseudo) ‘prosecutor,’ whose presence was actually not
needed in the trial according to the draconian law, pretended to demand the harshest
punishment for the alleged activist. The (genuine) judge believed the prosecutor – and his
argument – to be for real. Without further investigation of the case, he allowed the harsh
punishment. The skit was videotaped and broadcast in the Norwegian media. It generated
public debate on the issue and provoked reforms to the law. Johansen concluded that in
this case, ‘humorous direct actions’ helped break through the media walls, unveiling an
undemocratic characteristic of a perceived democratic country.46 Although Johansen
framed the KMV’s use of humour as a part of civil disobedience campaigns, he did not
expound upon how humour deals with dominant power in the logic of nonviolent
struggle.

46

Jörgen Johansen, "Humour as a Political Force, or How to Open the Eyes of Ordinary People in Social
Democratic Country," Philosophy and Social Action 17, no. 3-4(1991): 7-23.
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By employing the case of Otpor, Majken Jul Sørensen, in her Master’s Degree thesis,
engaged in the theoretical debate concerning the use of humour in nonviolent activism.47
According to Sørensen, Otpor’s humorous protest actions served to enhance the effect of
‘political jiu-jitsu’ and ‘backfire’ as mechanisms of nonviolent action.48 She argued that
while Otpor’s use of humour could serve as a communication tool to gain popular
support, its most effective function was the creation of a legitimacy crisis for the regime.
Because humorous tactics enabled Otpor activists to project an image of playfulness and
innocence, repression was seen as ridiculous and excessive in the eyes of the public.
Consequently, the regime was further de-legitimised.49 Underpinning Sørensen’s analysis
is the function of nonviolence as a tool to subvert an oppressive ruler. Humour is a
technique that can serve this function by hindering the ruler’s repressive mechanism.
Employing an offensive but unarmed response toward the ruler, as a person rather than a
process of domination, underlies Sørensen’s conceptualisation of nonviolent resistance.
This thesis differs from Sørensen in three ways. First, it attempts to analyse the impact of

It should be noted that there are numerous publications providing a historical narrative and analyses of
Otpor as a ‘political organisation.’ The foremost comprehensive journalistic writings on Otpor are
Matthew Collin’s This is Serbia Calling (London: Serpent'
s Tail, 2001). See also Matthew Collin, The
Time of the Rebel: Youth Resistance Movements and 21st Century Revolutions (London: Serpent'
s
Tail, 2007), 9-60. An academic work that sheds light on Otpor’s tactical use of humour is undertaken
by Taras Kuzio. However, nonviolent activism does not constitute his analytical frame. See Taras
Kuzio, "Civil Society, Youth and Societal Mobilization in Democratic Revolutions," Communist and
Post-Communist Studies 39 (2006): 365-86. As for Serbian writers, Otpor attracts their attention in
terms of organisational structure and the nature of campaigning in general. See, for example, Vladimir
Illi , "The Popular Movement Otpor - between Europe and Re-Traditionalization,"
pdc.ceu.hu/archive/00005016/01/Files05.doc (accessed on February 1, 2010); Danijela Nenadi and
Nenad Bel evi , "Serbia - Nonviolent Struggle for Democracy: The Role of Otpor," in People Power:
Unarmed Resistance and Global Solidarity, ed. Howard Clark (London & New York: Pluto Press,
2009), 26-34. Some Otpor activists, such as Sr a Popovi and Ivan Marovi , provided analyses of the
movement’s nonviolent strategy. However, they did not draw specific attention to humorous protest
actions used in their campaigns. See Sr a Popovi , "Serbia Arena for Nonviolent Conflict: An
Analytical Overview of an Application of Gene Sharp'
s Theory of Nonviolent Action in Miloševi '
s
Serbia," paper presented at the conference '
Whither the Bulldozer? Revolution, Transition, and
Democracy in Serbia,'Belgrade, January 30-31, 2001; Anika Binnendjik and Ivan Marovi , "Power
and Persuasion: Nonviolent Strategies to Influence State Security Forces in Serbia (2000) and Ukraine
(2004)," Communist and Post-Communist Studies 39(2006): 411-29; and Ivan Marovi , "What
Strategies Proved Successful in Bringing Democratic Change or Liberalization to Your Country?"
Central Europe Review 3, no. 8(2007), http://www.ce-review.org/01/8/pozun8.html (accessed on
November 24, 2009).
48 Sharp, The Politics of Nonviolent Action, 657-98; Brian Martin, Justice Ignited: The Dynamics of
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humorous protest actions on changes at the level of popular discourse and perception. It
adopts the understanding that domination is beyond a person, involving influences on our
way of thinking. In this thesis, nonviolent resistance to domination is defined as an action
plan that can deal with the manipulation of public opinion by means other than
overthrowing the ruling elites. For instance, if a regime managed to construct an image of
an invincible system and consequently cultivate widespread submissiveness, methods of
nonviolent action would work to subvert and desecrate this image. This study explores
how humour can be used in nonviolent resistance campaigns to accomplish this task.
Second, the thesis treats the ‘tradition’ of making jokes at the expense of authorities as an
important factor explaining both the development and the success of humour as a method
of nonviolent action. Accordingly, it traces the history of humour as utilised in protest by
Serbian civil society in the early 1990s and in 1996-7 against the Miloševi regime. It
further demonstrates that the Serbian tradition of subverting the authorities with humour
had been rigorously developed in both the media and everyday life. These historical
protests and traditions were not addressed in the work of Sørensen.
Third, this thesis offers a geographically and socially broader account of the dynamics of
the protest movement than Sørensen, whose research was confined to a small group of
Belgrade-based activists.50 It takes the position that the degree of political freedom,
which varied from one city to another, depended on the active role played by local
opposition forces (e.g. opposition politicians, anti-regime media and NGO members).
And the extent of political freedom influenced activists’ decision to opt for humorous
tactics.51 The thesis examines the impact of local politics on activists’ tactical calculation
Sørensen, "Humour as Nonviolent Resistance to Oppression," 51-2. Sørensen interviewed 13 Otpor
activists in Belgrade in June 2006. Out of this number, six were females and seven were males. Her
approach to the selection of activists predominantly from Belgrade is that “the use of humour does not
seem to be different between the capital and the provinces.” This thesis, however, challenges this
finding.
51 This approach is common in the ‘political process’ theory of social movement studies which posits
that political structure, such as the nature of the government, domestic process of policy making and
policies of powerful states, potentially determines social movements’ selection of protest repertoires
and the outcome. However, the thesis employs this approach so as to demonstrate both the influence of
‘political process’ and the limits of this influence on activists’ tactical decision. See more in Sydney
Tarrow, "States and opportunities: The political structuring of social movements," in Comparative
Perspectives on Social Movements: Political Opportunities, Mobilizing Structures, and Cultural
Framing, eds. Douglas McAdam, John McCarthy, and Mayer Zald (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1996), 41-61; Kurt Schock, "People Power and Political Opportunities: Social Movement
Mobilization and Outcomes in the Philippines and Burma," Social Problems 46 (1999): 355-75.
50
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by expanding on the number of interviewees, including more than 20 Otpor activists that
led branches in regional cities and towns apart from Belgrade. In examining the role of
local opposition forces, it relies on interviews with NGO members, journalists and
opposition politicians who cooperated with Otpor during the campaigns in 1998 to 2000.
This extensive number of interviews enables the thesis to draw conclusions regarding the
situations both favourable and not for staging humorous protest actions.
Chapter outline
This thesis seeks to elucidate how humour works as a vehicle for nonviolent struggle
through the study of Serbia’s 1996-7 protests and Otpor’s campaigns. In demonstrating
the importance a protest movements’ development has on humour’s effectiveness, it
traces the popularity of comedic culture in Serbia. Their cultural familiarity with
mocking authorities in everyday life enabled protesters to incorporate humour in the
demonstrations against Miloševi in 1991, 1992 and 1996-7. Between 1998 and 2000,
Otpor activists developed humorous protest tactics from experiences of the earlier
demonstrations. But the tactics’ effectiveness was improved by progressive nonviolent
strategies and the nationwide establishment of branches. Three forms of humorous
actions were products of this development: satirical street theatre, parodic protest actions
and carnivalesque events. To understand how these actions subverted the Miloševi
propaganda, the thesis applies concepts of power underpinning nonviolent action and
humour.
Chapter 1 offers a theoretical lens applied to explain how humour works as a vehicle for
nonviolent struggle in the 1996-7 protests and Otpor’s campaigns. It begins with a
discussion of Gene Sharp’s theory of consent withdrawal, which entails people’s removal
of the yoke subjugating them under the rule of tyrants, as a prerequisite for nonviolent
resistance. However, some scholars challenge this postulate. They contend that popular
consent can be fabricated to maintain the ruler’s power. Whether or not people withhold
support from a tyrant does not determine the total emancipation from the system of
domination. To deal with these criticisms, concepts that explain humour’s subversion of
authority are introduced. They suggest that in the course of mounting resistance to
tyranny, a total liberation from webs of domination is not essential. Satire, parody and
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tricksters’ ruses are forms of humour encouraging people to submit to the logic of
domination in a way that turns that logic against the dominant system. For carnivals, the
subversive process entails offering a metaphor of hierarchy overturning. This metaphor
reminds the lower orders of society of the possibilities to emancipate themselves from an
oppressive situation, encouraging them to realise these possibilities.
Chapter 2 traces the history of Serbian humour in the 1990s that influenced humorous
protest actions in the 1996-7 protests and Otpor’s campaigns. It shows that using humour
as a protest method was an emerging trend in Serbia from the time of the anti-war
demonstrations in 1991, and followed by the student protest in 1992. This trend was
influenced by the genre of absurd theatre popular among critical art movements in the
former Yugoslavia. In the realm of popular culture, the satirical lyrics of rock ‘n’ roll
music and tragicomic films constituted a platform for artists to express dissent toward the
regime. But it was the popularity of black humour in everyday life that set the stage for
the use of humour to subvert the authorities in both activist and artistic domains.
Chapter 3 provides an account of the 1996-7 demonstrations’ humorous actions which
constituted a vital step for the success of Otpor’s campaigns. The protests saw both
improvised and organised styles of humorous street actions. On the one hand, several
‘happenings’ were staged spontaneously by ordinary citizens as a contemptuous response
to the Miloševi regime and its hijacking of the election outcome in November 1996. On
the other hand, numerous actions were organised by students. Some student leaders
contemplated in advance what effect the humour could have on the regime. They learned
that the entertaining character of humorous actions could maintain mass actions at a level
of participation critical for effectiveness. In addition, student leaders realised that humour
could project an image of innocence on student actions which consequently weakened
the regime’s justification for a crackdown against the protesters. Most importantly, they
were aware that humour could draw increasing media coverage of protest events and
thereby enhanced public recognition of the protests. This knowledge was used to develop
Otpor’s core political strategy.
Chapter 4 examines the impact the development of Otpor as a movement had on the
changing nature of humorous protest actions. The outcome of the 1996-7 protests which
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failed to topple the Miloševi regime propelled a group of student activists to found the
Otpor (Resistance) movement. They put forward the goal of regime change, shifted the
protest methodology from taking to the street to staging media campaigns, and reached
out to the young in the regime’s stronghold towns. These changes enhanced the effects of
humorous protest actions. The actions were schematically designed and executed, and
encapsulated coherent messages that aimed to convince the Serbian public to vote against
Miloševi .
Chapter 5 demonstrates the proliferation of Otpor’s humorous protest actions enabled by
the widespread nature of its branches across Serbia. Throughout the two years of
campaigns by Otpor, humour was a crucial tool for the movement to garner media
coverage of their actions, and thereby increase publicity. Activists from hundreds of
Otpor branches were encouraged to combine humour in their protest actions to achieve
this goal. They created innovative satirical street performances to mock the regime’s
propaganda and organised a host of concerts and parties to promote the resistance
campaigns. Parody became an emerging form of humour utilised by activists to co-opt
national symbols and historical narratives, which were once maneuvered to consolidate
the regime’s power.
Chapter 6 investigates ways in which local politicians, media and NGOs influenced
Otpor activists to adopt or avoid using humour in street actions. Humour was not the
preferred choice of tactics in every town. The extent to which independent media, NGO
members and opposition politicians were active in different areas shaped activists’
tactical decisions. In major towns, including Belgrade, the constructive cooperation
between Otpor activists and the opposition forces, especially the anti-regime journalists,
enabled the proliferation of humorous protest actions. However, in other towns, the
overpowering role played by opposition politicians and NGO members could lead to
activists’ avoidance of humorous tactics. Similarly, in towns with a near absence of
opposition forces, activists bypassed humorous protest actions, viewing them as
counterproductive or even dangerous. Nevertheless, in the regime’s stronghold towns in
which independent media was banned, but civic protests had been common, Otpor
activists opted for humour. It constituted the key communication method with the already
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rebellious citizens. Situations both favorable and not for employing humorous tactics are
drawn on from these observations.
Chapter 7 discusses the practical and theoretical implications of humour used as a vehicle
for nonviolent struggle. In the conduct of nonviolent resistance campaigns, humour is
effective for mobilising a campaign’s supporters, while also constituting a useful media
toolkit to promote the campaign’s messages. In response to regime repression, using
humour can bring to the fore the absurdity of this repression, thereby furthering a
movement’s claim of a regime’s illegitimacy. The theoretical analysis sheds light on the
operation of humour as a form of power in nonviolent conflicts. It applies Chapter 1’s
theoretical lens to explain how satirical street theatre and parodic protest actions, staged
in the 1996-7 and Otpor’s campaigns, worked to desecrate the regime’s truth claims.
Carnivalesque protest activities produced a different effect from these two genres. They
generated the joyful atmosphere conducive to preventing clashes between protesters and
security forces. Moreover, carnivalesque protests offered a metaphor of reality inversion
which potentially encouraged protesters to realise the possibilities of emancipation from
the oppressive regime. This process of seeing multiple possibilities can be regarded as a
primary step toward a nonviolent ‘revolution.’
Research methodology
The 1996-7 protests and Otpor serve as paradigmatic cases in this study.52 The
paradigmatic case methodology illuminates a specific social event, or actors in that event,
which potentially constitute a “prototype” or a theoretical model for a board research
subject that the case concerns.53 This methodology does not draw a generalisation from
the case in the sense that research findings can be applied across historical and

It should be noted that in nonviolent action research, the use of cross-national methodology is common
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Kurt Schock, Unarmed Insurrections: People Power Movements in Nondemocracies (Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota Press, 2005); Martin, Justice Ignited; and Erica Chenoweth and Maria J.
Stephan, Why Civil Resistance Works: The Strategic Logic of Nonviolent Conflict (New York:
Columbia University Press, 2011).
53 Bent Flyvbjerg, Making Social Science Matter: Why Social Inquiry Fails and How it can Succeed
Again (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001), 80.
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geographical contexts. Instead, it allows elaborate research of a social event that shows a
unique representation of a general subject of study. Because of its exemplary nature, the
case is likely to form a conceptual foundation of this subject. The theoretical foundation
may be contested and refined by subsequent research undertaken with the use of different
cases.54
The 1996-7 protests and Otpor movement are selected as the paradigmatic cases because
they are exemplary in demonstrating humour’s substantial contribution to successful
nonviolent protests. On the domestic level, Miloševi had survived waves of protests in
the early 1990s. But it was through the carnivalesque protests in 1996-7 that his power
started to crumble. Otpor’s humorous street actions were developed from this period, but
they became highly systematised. The message conveyed in the actions consistently
belittled the regime’s authority. It eventually aimed to convince the Serbian public to
vote against Miloševi in the election. Through the widespread nature of the movement’s
branches, Otpor’s street skits proliferated and their message promulgated accordingly. At
the end of Otpor’s campaigns, the national ridicule of Miloševi created a crisis of
legitimacy for him, setting the stage for his electoral defeat in September 2000.
At the global level, Otpor’s success has inspired a later generation of activists and the
movement’s humorous street actions have arguably set the global trend of protest
repertoires.55 Generally, Otpor’s humorous tactics became a blueprint for two groups of
activists. The first group is those without direct contact with Otpor activists. It is possible
that the role of Otpor as a global inspiration has been facilitated by the production of the
Otpor film ‘Bringing Down A Dictator.’ This film has been shown across the globe in
training workshops. Many activists in countries under dictatorship and autocracy, such
those in Belarus, Iran and Venezuela, often download the film from the YouTube
website.56 The inspiration bears its fruit in ideas for action. Otpor’s playful and

Flyvbjerg, Making Social Science Matter, 81. See also Bent Flyvbjerg, "Five Misunderstandings
About Case-Study Research," Qualitative Inquiry 12, no. 2 (2006): 219-45.
55 See, for example, Wayne Grytting, "Gandhi Meets Monty Python: The Comedic Turn in Nonviolent
Tactics," Waging Nonviolence (October 28, 2011), http://wagingnonviolence.org/2011/10/gandhimeets-monty-python-the-comedic-turn-innonviolenttactics/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_ campaign=Feed% 3A+Waging
Nonviolence+%28Waging+Nonviolence%29 (accessed on November 3, 2011).
56 New Tactics, "Humor as a Tool of Protest in Belarus," (2010), http://www.newtactics.org/en/blog/alinardone/humor-tool-protest-belarus. (accessed on February 28, 2011); Janine di Giovanni, "Blueprint
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humorous style of protests is evident in different places. For instance, activists from a
Sudanese youth group, ‘We’re Fed Up’ (Girifina), replicated an Otpor humorous skit in
an anti-corruption campaign.57 In the anti-corporate demonstrations dubbed ‘Occupy
Wall Street’ that swept across the United States and the world in 2011, episodes of funny
street actions reflected some commonalities with Otpor’s humorous protests.58
The second group constituted activists who received training workshops from Otpor
veterans, and in these workshops, the effective use of humour was discussed. In 2002, a
small group of Otpor veterans founded the Center for Nonviolent Resistance (CNR) and
in 2004 the Center for Applied Nonviolent Action and Strategy (CANVAS).59 The CRN
offered training workshops on nonviolent strategy to activists particularly from Georgia
and Ukraine. Its trainers used Otpor’s humorous protest actions as examples of creative
nonviolent methods. The ideas influenced Georgian and Ukrainian activists. Otpor’s
style street skits were evident in the demonstrations that toppled the authoritarian
governments in 2003 (Georgia) and 2004 (Ukraine).60 On the part of CANVAS, the
organisation provided training classes for over 1,000 activists in 37 countries from its
inception in 2004 to early 2011.61 Of these countries, activists in Syrian-occupied
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Lebanon, the Maldives and recently Egypt carried out nonviolent campaigns that
achieved democratic transition. And Otpor’s model of funny street actions was observed
in these countries.62 Sr a Popovi , a founder of CANVAS, stresses that humour has been
“such a powerful game changer” for the recent nonviolent resistance campaigns, and it is
central to nonviolent action courses offered by CANVAS.63
Data collection
The analysis of this thesis is based on insights and information obtained from two
sources: semi-structured interviews and documentary research.
Semi-structured interviews
Between September and December 2010, 66 interviews were conducted. Some
interviews were in English with the remainder in Serbian (with the assistance of an
interpreter). Initial contacts were made with key interviewees (such as leading activists of
Otpor) when I initially visited Serbia in November 2009. During the four month of field
research in 2010, when I asked for further contacts, the majority of interviewees
introduced me to their friends and colleagues who formed the target groups of future
interviewees. I also approached a number of additional interviewees, especially those
from Serbian non-governmental organisations, from contact details found on websites,
and in newspapers and journal articles.
Interviewees have been classified into one of three groups. Members of the first group
Anna Louie Sussman, "Laugh, O Revolution: Humor in the Egyptian Uprising,"(February 26, 2011),
http://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2011/02/laugh-o-revolution-humor-in-the-egyptianuprising/71530/ (accessed February 28, 2011); Yolande Knell, "Egypt Protest: '
Carnival Atmosphere'
among Demonstrators,"(January 31, 2011), http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-africa-12328506?print
=true (accessed on February 28, 2011); and Tina Rosenberg, "Revolution U: What Egypt Learned
from the Students Who Overthrew Milosevic" (2011), http://www.foreignpolicy.com/articles/2011/02
/16/revolution _u?sms_ss =gmail&at_xt=4d61f7e3d198e602%2C0 (accessed on August 20, 2011). It
should be noted as of March 2012, the course of democratic transition in the Maldives reversed when
the president Mohammed Nasheed elected in 2008 was ousted by a coup. In a similar vein, Hosni
Mubarak of Egypt was brought down from power in 2011. However, at the time of writing, the
Egyptian Army, which had long served the Mubarak regime, remained its influence through the
Supreme Council of Armed Forces (SCAF). Street protests have been ongoing, and protesters demand
the army transfer its ruling power to a civilian government.
63 Sr a Popvi , interview with author, September 8, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia. See also Sr a Popvi , "A
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on December 7, 2011).
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can be positioned within two sub-groups: leading student activists in the 1996-7 protests
and founding members of Otpor, active from 1998 to 2000. Some of the members of the
first interview group were in both positions during these two periods of Serbian protest
movements, while others were in either one or other of the positions. The leading figures
of the 1996-7 protests interviewed included the President of the Belgrade Students’ Main
Board – an ad hoc student group spearheading the student protests – and staff from
security and program teams of student protests, as well as student leaders in other cities.
Interviews were carried out with 10 founding members of Otpor who were also veterans
of student protests. In the later stage of the field research, follow-up interviews were
conducted with five leading activists of Otpor who possessed more detailed knowledge
of the movement’s nonviolent strategy and the planning of humorous protest actions.64
Interview questions for the first group revolved around the specific details of humorous
protest actions they took part in or witnessed, their opinions about how these tactics came
into being and the motivation and ideas behind the actions. Also important was
identifying comparisons between characteristics of nonviolent actions in the 1996-7
protests and in Otpor’s campaigns, and between humorous actions staged in the protests
and in Otpor’s campaigns. Other issues included activists’ evaluations of the responses to
humorous protest actions and their analysis of how nonviolence and humour are linked.
The second classified group of interviewees comprised 15 rank-and-file participants in
the 1996-7 protests, and 22 regional activists of Otpor from 16 regional cities and towns.
The selection of rank-and-file protesters was less structured than that of Otpor activists.
This is because the protests in 1996-7 were spearheaded by the opposition coalition, and
student activists from Belgrade and those from university cities (Niš, Novi Sad and
Kragujevac). Organisers of the protests did not form a movement. They comprised an
eclectic group of politicians and students, including artists and NGO members in
Belgrade, who united over the course of four months of protests. When I conducted an
interview with a member of this group, I usually asked him or her to recommend
additional potential interviewees (i.e. others who had also been involved in organising
protest events). In this way, the number of interviews expanded. With regard to the
selection of regional Otpor activists, I traced the organisational structure of Otpor –
64
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which had its headquarters in Belgrade – to the branches in regional cities and towns.
These regional branches were run by ‘coordinators’ who supervised the planning of
humorous protest actions in their areas. The insights of these local activists are crucial for
understanding the influence of opposition forces on their decisions to stage humorous
actions in areas under their supervision.65
Interview questions for the second group were similar to those presented to the first
group. Rank-and-file participants of the 1996-7 protests were additionally asked to
provide their insights with regard to motivations for their participation in the protests,
and evaluations of humorous actions staged in the protests. Otpor regional activists were
asked to offer details of humorous street actions and the dynamics of Otpor’s campaigns
carried out in their cities and towns. These details also included their cooperation with
opposition politicians, local journalists and NGO members, responses to street actions,
and the local history of rebellion against the authorities.
The third classified group was made up of 19 interviewees, comprised of members from
non-governmental organisations in Serbia, scholars, artists and political figures. They
were involved in the 1996-7 protests or associated with Otpor’s campaigns. Interview
questions were designed to cross-check stories and information provided by interviewees
in the first two groups. In addition, interviewees of this group were asked to provide
stories of their involvement in the early 1990s’ protests, their insights into the
atmosphere of the 1996-7 protests, and information about their cooperation with local
activists of Otpor. With regards humorous protest actions, the interviewees offered
comparative evaluations between humorous protest actions in the 1996-7 protests and
those of Otpor’s campaigns.66
Documentary research
Documents were collected to supplement details of information provided by
interviewees. They were also useful for cross-checking factual details of Otpor’s actions,
initially obtained from activists, assessing the media coverage of Otpor’s humorous
protest actions, and drawing on one source of public perception towards Otpor’s
65
66
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campaigns in general. These documents are categorised into four groups: 1) personal
records of protest actions; 2) protest newsletters, pamphlets and leaflets published by
protesters in 1996-7 and Otpor activists; 3) newspapers; 4) picture books, films and
documentaries which record events of protests in 1996-7 and Otpor’s campaigns.67
This introductory chapter has provided the purpose, rationale and direction of this thesis.
Through a study of the 1996-7 protests and Otpor’s campaigns, the thesis will
demonstrate ways in which humour can become a vehicle for nonviolent struggle. Its
scholarship is situated with that of nonviolent activism, which has thus far devoted little
attention to the role of humour. With its extensive account, the thesis contributes to
documenting creative humorous protest actions staged by one of the most influential
nonviolent movements in contemporary history. Moreover, it draws on experiences of
those in the 1996-7 protests and Otpor to offer a conceptual explanation of how humour
can work in nonviolent conflicts. This study reinforces the possibility to see the power of
humour as a method of nonviolent action.
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CHAPTER 1
THEORETICAL UNDERPINNINGS
OF NONVIOLENT ACTION AND HUMOUR

Introduction
This chapter discusses theoretical underpinnings of nonviolent action and the subversive
operation of humour. The discussion serves as an analytical tool examining the humorous
protest actions staged in Serbia’s 1996-7 demonstrations and Otpor’s campaigns. Our
departure point is Gene Sharp’s theory of consent withdrawal which regards people’s
withdrawal of cooperation from tyrants as a prerequisite for nonviolent activism.
However, this theoretical position has attracted criticism, especially from those arguing
that popular consent can be fabricated to sustain domination. Hence, the question of
consent is far from being the first step for escaping domination.

The concepts of

‘excorporation’ and the ‘carnivalesque’ are introduced to deal with criticisms, and at the
same time expound how humour works to subvert authority. These concepts suggest that
liberation from ubiquitous domination is not essential for nonviolent resistance. Rather,
resistance processes can take place even when it seems one submits to the dominant
system. Subversive forms of humour – especially satire, parody and tricksters’ ruses –
reflect this process. For carnivals, the subversive process lies in presenting a metaphor of
hierarchy overturning. Such a metaphor reminds the lower orders of society of the
possibilities to emancipate themselves from an oppressive polity, encouraging them to
realise these possibilities.
Theoretical underpinnings of nonviolent action
Consent withdrawal
Trusting in a people’s ability to withhold support from their ruler underpins an
explanation of how nonviolent action works. The pedigree of this thought can be traced
back to acts of disobeying sovereigns as exemplified by Socrates, Henry David Thoreau,
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Leo Tolstoy, Étienne de la Boétie and Mohandas Gandhi.68 But it was Gene Sharp who
transformed this earlier thought into a social science theory. Sharp postulates that the
power of the ruler, or the government, depends on obedience and consent rendered by
those ruled – the people. Accordingly, the power of the ruler can be weakened when the
ruled cease to obey and withdraw their consent.
Challenging the view of the ruler’s power as monolithic, Sharp argues that power is
spread throughout society. A tyrant’s power comes from authority, human resources,
material resources, punishment and other ‘intangible’ factors such as ideology and
popular faith in the ruler. Underlying all of these sources is obedience. But obedience can
be withdrawn. Take human resources for example. The bureaucracy, police force and the
army form the backbone of the state, and these sectors function because the officers and
personnel execute the orders given to them. For the system to operate, obedience toward
those in authority is needed. The same holds true of a broader picture. The ruler of a
country can only remain in power if there are people supporting and consenting to his or
her rule.69
Sharp is aware that, in order to maintain obedience, the ruler needs to manipulate popular
perception about his or her invincibility. He explains that popular obedience can be
forged by the ruler through sustaining supportive popular habits, a fear of punishment
and a sense of moral obligation. When the need for obedience is entrenched in people’s
perceptions, legitimacy – the power to rule – is not questioned. For instance, the ruler
may reinforce the understanding that his or her position of power correlates with the
common good of society, or a supernatural force. If the populace perceive the role of
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their ruler equivalent to a social ‘good,’ or even as sacred, they are likely to accept their
power ‘willingly.’70
Nevertheless, he argues that the act of giving consent remains ‘voluntary’ regardless of
how effective social mechanisms to sustain mass obedience are. Obedience is never
universally practiced by the whole population: “ … obedient subjects will the obedience
they render, that they obey because of some motive, that they consent to obey. Their
obedience is therefore essentially voluntary. This is one of the significant characteristics
of government.”71 When obedience is considered as voluntary, and a ruler’s power is
sustained because of popular obedience, any suggestion to embark on resisting such a
ruler implies suspending obedience. Consent given to such a ruler should be ‘totally’
withdrawn.72 This maxim has become a commandment of nonviolent activism.73
Inherently, the Sharpian notion of power associates the process of domination with a
person and his or her tangible acts of domination. Despite the emphasis on diffused
sources of power, Sharp’s analysis of domination solely focuses on the person who
subjugates the masses, be it the tyrant, the government or foreign troops. Accordingly,
the suggestion for the ‘ruled,’ or the people, to uproot domination, has the undertone of
removing the ruler from power. Resistance is regarded as disobeying the ruler and
finding ways to undercut sources of his or her power to eventually overthrow their rule. 74
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Typology of nonviolent action
Based on the association of domination with the ruling person, nonviolent resistance is
understood as the search for unarmed ‘techniques’ that work to foster the withdrawal of
mass support from the ruler.75 Sharp puts forward three categories of these techniques:
protest and persuasion, non-cooperation and intervention. The former covers a wide
range of communication means and subversive symbolic as well as artistic activities.
They can serve to address a group’s campaign agenda and convey messages that expose
the opponent’s wrongdoing in order to influence public opinion.76 According to Sharp,
methods of non-cooperation are the most likely to inflict material damage on the
opponent and thus directly facilitate activists to achieve their stated goals. For instance,
economic boycott can remove a degree of profit from a company that funds the opposed
government.77 Methods of intervention, such as occupying roads or establishing a set of
parallel governing institutions, tend to disrupt established behaviour patterns, policies,
relationships and institutions. If successful, they can pose a challenge to the opposing
regime more immediately than methods of protest, persuasion and non-cooperation. The
disruption can occur at the scale where the regime fails to function.78
For our purpose, we will apply the Sharpian theory of power to humorous methods of
protest. Sharp classifies some forms of humour, such as humorous skits and pranks, as
methods of protest and persuasion.79 With no elaborate explanation of how humour can
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lodge a ‘protest’ or ‘persuade’ specifically, we apply the Sharpian theory of power across
the board. That is, humour is taken to connote the manifestation of outright resistance, as
with the case of protest rallies or public assembly. And it would work to undermine
domination by inciting people to straightforwardly withdraw their consent from the ruler
and carry out civil disobedience. Moreover, protest and persuasion methods, as well as
other categories of nonviolent action, are based on the association of nonviolence with
inflicting political damage on the opponent. This association has become a dominant
definition in ‘doing nonviolent politics.’ As a result, it would be presumed that humour
operates to merely ‘offend’ the opponent when it is used in a nonviolent conflict.
Mechanisms of change
The consent theory of power provides a basis for understanding how nonviolent action
can bring about change. There are four ways change can occur: conversion,
accommodation, coercion and disintegration. Conversion denotes a process of change in
which activists generally introduce a dialogue with the opposing party and convince it to
admit the activists’ position in a conflict. The opposing party may be persuaded to adjust
its behaviour or policies favourably toward the activists. The self-suffering of nonviolent
activists – by withstanding the opponent’s repressive response – can also instigate
changed opinions. An underlying assumption is that humans can be altruistic and
compassionate. When activists endure the opponent’s attacks without retaliation, their
suffering may work to elicit sympathy from the opponent. Their antagonism, possibly
underlying disagreement with activists, may subside. This can make it easier for a further
change of attitude.80 In sum, the effectiveness of a conversion process is assessed by the
opponent’s voluntary acceptance of activists’ demands. Nevertheless, Sharp points out
that, in most situations, ‘melting the opponent’s heart’ may not happen, and change may
require mechanisms that are more coercive.81
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More probably, nonviolent action may lead to change through a process of
accommodation whereby the activists and their opponents agree to reach grounds of
mutual benefit as a way to end a dispute. In a nonviolent struggle, methods of noncooperation and intervention are applied to inflict economic and political damage on the
opposing party. The pressure may reach a point where the antagonist chooses to grant
activists some of their demands rather than continue the conflict. Compromising with
activists to find grounds of mutual interest may be regarded as politically and
economically less destructive than suffering a nationwide economic boycott, for instance.
In other words, moving forward in the process of accommodation depends on the
opponent’s willingness to accept activists’ requests, at least in part. Change occurs
because both the protagonist and antagonist agree to ‘compromise’ in their standpoints.82
Coercion and disintegration are related processes of change. Coercion takes place when
activists apply methods of nonviolent action to achieve their stated goals against the will
of the opposing party. Methods of non-cooperation and intervention can impose
economic and political damage on the opponent directly. When the damage spreads to a
large enough scale, bureaucrats, the police force and the army, upon which a regime
depend, may defect. The regime’s human resources may be removed. For foreign
investors, continuous boycott campaigns may discredit the regime sufficiently that they
discern it as incapable of maintaining political and economic stability. The decrease in
foreign investment may further undercut the regime’s financial resources. At some point,
the expansive use of coercive methods can destabilise regime power. Against its will, the
regime may be required to grant activists ‘all’ of their demands.83
Disintegration is a step further than coercion. When nonviolent coercion has been
extensively carried out, support networks of the opposing regime may no longer exist.
And the regime cannot maintain its ruling position. Eventually, it may be brought down
from power. Accordingly, those who have ruled no longer have sufficient authority even
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to grant activists’ demands. In this situation, activists may achieve their stated goals
through the replacement of the old regime with a new authority supportive of the pursuit
of their goals.84
These mechanisms of change are explained based on the maxim of support withdrawal.
When power is clearly dichotomised between the ruler and the ruled, ‘change’ of power
relations has the undercurrent of emancipating the ruled from the ruler’s domination. The
notion of domination is associated with the actual rule of a regime or the exercise of
power by a government. Strictly speaking, if the regime is removed, it follows that its
influence dissipates. This may further imply that those resisting the ruler can suspend the
entire system of domination underpinning the ruler’s power. The assessment of what is
considered to be ‘change,’ brought about by nonviolent resistance, relies on this model of
how power flows. It implies the entire replacement of the regime’s corrupt power with
the activists’ political project. The activists are free from webs of influence that once
strengthened the regime’s power. Moreover, changing power through the mechanisms of
nonviolent action is framed as concrete change in the form of policy alteration and
regime transition. Despite the acknowledgement of possibilities wherein coercive
methods can transform the popular outlook and beliefs underpinning official doctrines,
Shape assumes that this situation is not the main outcome of applying nonviolent
action.85
The politics of legitimacy and repression
Through the application of nonviolent action, activists can cause the opposing
government an erosion of their legitimacy. As a means of struggle, nonviolent action
works on the basis of the politics of legitimacy. A nonviolent conflict is principally
characterised as the contestation of legitimacy between antagonists.86 In the case of a
conflict between a government and its people, nonviolent methods selected for the
purpose of resistance should focus on the demise in legitimacy of the government while
convincing third parties to divert their support toward ‘the people.’ Methods of protest
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and persuasion are likely to produce this effect. They constitute a medium used by
activists to communicate with the group they represent, the general public or the
international community. Methods of protest and persuasion can publicly demonstrate
people’s grievances caused by a government’s unjust policies, for instance. Highlighting
such policies can demonstrate the emerging illegitimacy of the government.87
Nonviolent action and the politics of legitimacy are particularly relevant when it comes
to a repressive opponent. Attempts have been made to translate the relationship of
nonviolence, legitimacy and repression into concepts such as ‘moral jiu-jitsu,’ ‘political
jiu-jitsu,’ and ‘backfire.’ ‘Moral jiu-jitsu’ is based on the belief that if the opponent
responds to nonviolent activists with attacks, and activists do not resort to retaliation, this
can prompt the moral conscience of the opponent. Repression may be discontinued
because non-retaliation can serve as the stimuli to awaken the opponent’s awareness of
his or her own wrongdoing. When repression is made public, this moral awareness may
spread among ‘onlookers’ or other third parties. The general public may feel obliged to
put pressure on the oppressors to meet demands of activists. In any case, the opponent’s
strength, manifested in the form of repression, rebounds against him or her as it does in
the Japanese martial art, ‘jiu-jitsu.’88
‘Political jiu-jitsu’ is a concept developed to further explore the consequence of
repression in weakening an opponent’s support networks. As discussed earlier, methods
of nonviolent action can cause a shift in loyalty among a regime’s supporters. A
repressive response to protesters who maintain resilience in their nonviolent discipline
can advance this shift of loyalty. There are three primary groups ‘political jiu-jitsu’ can
have an impact on: nonpartisan parties at both the local and global level, the
government’s usual supporters and its apparatus, and the general grievance group. The
shift of support among nonpartisan parties may take the form of electoral votes moving
to an opposition party, international sanctions against a government, and increasing
international advocacy on behalf of activists. Amongst the government’s political and
security apparatus, repression can produce defection. For instance, police officers may
reject being ordered to fire at activists. The army may announce its position to endorse
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the people’s will and promise to refrain from the use of force against protesters. And
repression can cause splits among politicians; some may decide to detach themselves
from the regime. Within the grievance group represented by nonviolent activists,
repression is potentially conducive to recruitment. It puts the spotlight on at least one
cause of their resistance, making the claims against the regime by activists more
convincing for those from the broader grievance group. For many, imprisonment and
torture may be interpreted as an honour, when the cause is deemed honourable. In this
way, more people may join the movement and be willing to risk their lives.89
The dynamics of the ‘backfire’ concept deals with publicising repression to enhance the
effect of ‘political jiu-jitsu.’ A way repression can backfire on an oppressor is through
publicity that highlights that attacks against unarmed people violate the norms of justice.
When a person is upset by this norm violation, she or he may feel the urgency of taking
action. Protest campaigns can be effective because of this widespread ‘outrage’ toward
repression.90 For the process of backfire to be effective, two conditions are needed: the
formulation of a collective perception that the repression is unjust and an outrage, and the
communication of incidents of repression to the masses. Televised media, and lately the
internet, are crucial for inciting an emotional response to such repression. As the numbers
in the media audience become larger, attempts by a government to cover-up its
repression becomes harder. The impact of ‘political jiu-jitsu,’ mentioned earlier, can
become much greater.91
Underlying these three concepts is the diminished legitimacy of rulers who have
responded to unarmed challengers with the use of force. Political legitimacy is a
prerequisite for a government to remain in power. It can be based on popular acceptance
of a certain ruling group, established through elections or other elite claims to legitimate
rule, with minimal democratic process. In any case, legitimacy underpins the power to
rule. It has to be produced and sustained in ways the populace accept for governance of
them by an elite group of persons. In a conflict situation, the government can be seen as
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illegitimate when its authorities attack unarmed people. The key reason relies on the need
for justification for the use of violence. For a government to be seen as legitimately
acting against its own citizens, justification would usually entail criminalising a person or
a group as a threat to state security. However, when nonviolent activists manage to
demonstrate to the public that the justification is unfounded, using force against unarmed
citizens can result in the declining legitimacy of those who use it, or authorise it. If the
perceived legitimacy of a group of elites allows them to govern the masses, then
diminishing their legitimacy threatens the continuation of their governance.92 The power
of the politics of nonviolent action is that it can provide a challenge to an oppressor’s
legitimacy by exposing their fabricated justifications for using force against unarmed
people.
The explanation of how nonviolent action works is based on assumptions about sources
of power, ways of resisting the powerful, the process of change and the
counterproductive consequences of repression. These assumptions are rooted in the
maxim that power is dichotomised to flow between the ruler and the ruled. Nonviolent
action theory generally regards obedience as voluntary. And the ruled are equipped with
the ability to entirely withdraw consent from the ruler so as to resist the ruler’s
domination. This conception is generalised across different categories of nonviolent
action to arrive at a broad explanation of how nonviolent repertoires can undercut sources
of a regime’s power. The theoretical underpinnings have, however, attracted criticisms
from both within and outside nonviolence studies. Engaging with these criticisms can
provide a link between the understanding of nonviolent politics and humour’s subversion
of domination.
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Nonviolent action in the hegemonic web and ‘excorporation’ as subversion
The consent withdrawal theory of nonviolent action is challenged by critics from within
and outside nonviolence studies. Brian Martin, Kate McGuinness and Robert Burrowes,
for instance, question the sole association of domination with a person – the ruler –
which implies that domination can be abolished by removing the person in power. The
main concern lies in ‘structural domination,’ which manifests in forms of economic
exploitation, patriarchy, and legal discrimination of minority groups’ rights, to name a
few. Structural domination is system-based. Actors, such as business persons or
politicians, facilitate the system. However, even without particular actors, the system can
continue its operation. Structural domination can induce disastrous impacts on humans’
lives without a person being accountable for these impacts. Therefore, scholars argue that
the process of abolishing structural domination with nonviolent methods requires more
than overthrowing the ruler. 93
Criticisms most likely related to the understanding of humour’s subversive role stem
from ‘hegemony theorists.’ The premise of hegemony theory is that domination is
entrenched at the level of popular ‘consciousness.’ Rather than the blatant use of force
being the means of maneuvering collective obedience, the powerful forge a network of
influence that operates in the cultural, political and economic domains. By doing this,
subjects are led to believe that they can fully exercise autonomy to decide upon issues in
the private and public spheres of their lives. For hegemony theorists, ‘civil society’ can
be manipulated to believe that individuals “can govern themselves.”94 In essence, powerholders have to get the subordinates to internalise the ‘false consciousness’ that justifies
their own subordination. The instruments used to institutionalise obedience are schools,
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hospitals, the church, and popular culture via mass media.95 Because of these instruments
of domination, hegemony theorists generally regard ‘popular consent’ as being
constructed by the dominant. Accordingly, those who withhold consent from powerholders may not necessarily be free from the webs of hegemony. In response to a
Sharpian conception of power, hegemony theorists may say that the problem of
oppression does not lie in the willingness of subjects to obey. Rather, subjects are robbed
of their ability to formulate consent free from the system that benefits the ruling classes.
In a similar vein, the analysis of power as ‘discourse’ challenges the consent-based
theory of power. The power of discourse lies in ways in which our thoughts and practices
are influenced by certain sets of knowledge. Unquestioned knowledge becomes the truth
which arranges and normalises how things and persons are related in society.96 For
example, psychopathology as knowledge and practice shapes our perception about
mentally healthy persons and those with a mental disability. This perception leads us to
believe in the actual scientific differences between the ‘normal’ and the ‘abnormal,’
thereby treating the two groups differently.97 Such categorisation of social groups
sustains the system that provides economic benefits or political rights for one group over
another. But this is just the surface of a discursive form of domination. For a discourse to
operate, it must convince the populace to equate social inequality with ‘order.’ Therefore,
changing this order implies the emergence of chaos. And when our worldview is shaped
to regard chaos as life-threatening, we tend to prefer the status quo and dismiss social
inequality as not being a problem. From this perspective, consent is not constructed by
the ruling class for them to maintain domination. But it is the popular belief associating
the ruling elites with order and certainty that denies the possibility of undermining the
order.98 Put differently, the discursive form of domination is so pervasive that the
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‘people’ themselves are the influence that rules out the withdrawal of consent as a
departure point of resistance.
Tackling the aforementioned criticisms helps us to locate the subversive role of humour
in nonviolent action theory. The criticisms are valid. Domination manifests itself at the
level of perception. We may be convinced that we possess the ability to grant consent,
and that liberation from the ruler is equivalent to comprehensive freedom. Unfortunately
however, the processes that effect domination go beyond a single person. It is intertwined
webs of influence which have shaped who we were, are and will be. Withdrawing
consent from someone does not imply the total emancipation from the system of
domination
Nonetheless, the pervasiveness of power is not equivalent to total domination or absolute
subordination. Influence is dynamic. There are “no relations of power without resistance
... [and it] exists all the more by being in the same place as the power.”99 While reality
can be manipulated so popular consent is constructed to sustain domination, there
remains space within the system of domination whereby people always do things they
want to regardless of the system’s expectation.100 Daily activities such as reading,
cooking and walking are prime examples. These activities contain some rules of
operation: linguistic codes of reading, recipes for cooking and maps for walking. The
rules are conceived by faceless systems, be they certain sets of knowledge, consumerism
or the state. However, there can never be a guarantee that the rules will be followed
precisely. While reading, readers interpret meanings from the text according to what they
have in mind; while cooking, recipes are adjusted to one’s preference; while walking, one
may get lost and discover sites unidentified on the map.101 As an act, deviating from
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established rules connotes the stubbornness of ‘doing things as I like,’ making it hard for
a dominant system to keep its logic coherent and influence consistent entirely.
Rule distortion constitutes a part of the consumption process, reflecting the ‘parasite-like’
nature of subversive power. Production is the realm wherein domination operates: the
production of propaganda, ideology and knowledge. And we have acknowledged that
there is virtually no way to escape from this realm which shapes the person we are. But
the process of production is completed by the process of consumption which covers a
wide range of activities that are ‘using things.’ This process creates a space for
resistance. Put differently, consumption indicates a location of resistance within the
system of domination. And because of this location, the act of resistance connotes ways
in which subordinates can embrace what has initially strengthened the dominant in order
to use it against them. Those that are subordinate are consumers of the vast system of
production. And in the process of consuming, the original production modes, dictated by
the dominant system, can subtly be altered to the subordinates’ ends. The resistant power
of the consumption process lies in the producer being disabled from ‘totalising’ his or her
influence over the consumer.102
The process of consumption offers an analogy of resistance from within the space of
domination, as an alternative to the all-out withdrawal of cooperation from the opponent
that underpins nonviolent action theory. The concept of ‘excorporation’ can illuminate
this analogy. It denotes ways in which subordinates can subvert the dominant by relying
on resources initially strengthening domination. They ‘incorporate’ into their tactics of
resistance the political ideology and popular culture which was originally manipulated by
the ruling elites to foster collective acceptance of their rule. In the process of
incorporation, the subordinates also distort the core meaning of the elites’ culture,
replacing it with their own political message. As a result, the elite discourse loses its
convincing tone.103 And in effectively diminishing the power of the dominant discourse,
it allows further acts of subversion by subordinates.104
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‘Excorporation’ suggests a method of subverting hegemonic power without suspending
the entire system of domination. The concept is based on the understanding that
domination and resistance can take place in the same space. Accordingly, the withdrawal
of consent from the ruler is not the departure point of resistance. Rather, it is the
incorporation of the ruler’s sources of power into the strategy of resistance. The
incorporation process provides the possibility that dominant power can be distorted and
re-appropriated by subordinates. Although many art forms have the potential to
‘excorporate’ dominant sources of power, those with humorous elements tend to be
largely effective.105 Humour can amplify the effect of ‘excorporation.’
Subversive forms of humour: satire, parody, tricksters’ ruses and carnivals
Satire, parody, tricksters’ ruses and carnivals are forms of humour selected for the
exploration of humour’s subversive role. On the one hand, components of these forms
featured in humorous protest actions staged in Serbia’s 1996-7 protests and Otpor’s
campaigns, on which this thesis bases its analysis. On the other hand, satire, parody,
tricksters’ ruses and carnivals are acknowledged in the humour studies literature as being
subversive and empowering the less powerful party in a conflict situation.106
Two approaches to understanding humour, as used in protest campaigns, are worth
mentioning: the first is led by the question of what – what are the subversive functions of
humour? The second is led by the question of how – how does humour subvert
domination? Answers to the first question have been provided by numerous analyses on
the role of humour in periods before and during protest campaigns.
Before the formation of organised resistance, humour serves to lower fear and strengthen
morale within the grievance group. ‘Joking together’ can also facilitate the formation of
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collective identity as it can bind people together. When conflict between the grievance
group and the ruling elites becomes overt and protest campaigns are launched, humour
can function as a recruitment tool. Humorous protest events potentially attract new
participants and members. At the same time, humour can prevent burn-out among
activists when the campaigns are prolonged. For a wider public, humour constitutes a
communication method rendering protest messages interesting and recognisable. This
can encourage further media coverage of protest activities. In countering a ruthless
regime, humour can be a camouflage for dissidents’ criticisms, thereby enabling them to
avoid repression. In addition, combining humour with protest actions can prevent police
crackdowns on street demonstrations. Humorous street actions provide an innocent image
for protesters who can refer to the actions’ provocative message as ‘only joking.’107 As
we shall see in later chapters, these ‘functions’ of humour were brought to light in
Serbia’s 1996-7 protests and the Otpor movement.
Of particular concern in this theoretical chapter is an answer to the question of ‘how’ –
how does humour deal with domination? Handling this enquiry involves exploring the
loci of humour’s operation, the genres of humour with subversive potential, and the
subversive methodologies of these genres. These themes are highlighted because of their
relation to the previous discussion on nonviolent action and power politics. The points of
connection between theories in humour and nonviolent action provide an analytical tool
to understand the 1996-7 protesters and Otpor activists’ use of humour in nonviolent
resistance campaigns.
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Loci of humour’s operation
Intuition, culture and imagination are entry points for locating the terrain where humour
operates to subvert domination. Intuition is where the skill of joke creation develops. It is
the ability to carry out an activity and make a judgment of matters by drawing on one’s
experience bodily, emotionally and intellectually. Rather than being based in rationality,
intuition flows from an ‘inner’ knowledge – a heartfelt awareness of what to do in a
certain situation. Creative activities such as playing musical instruments and preparing a
handcrafted artwork are arguably intuitive; analytical skills are largely unrelated to these
activities. What is needed is the reference to past experiences, the knowledge stored in
parts of the brain and mind usually not reached by conscious thought processes.108
Creating a humorous moment for someone through activities such as cracking jokes or
staging comedic performance emerges from this intuitive terrain of knowledge.
Landmark scholarly writings about humour refer to the loci of wit and humour as
something unregistered in our consciousness. For instance, Sigmund Freud points out
that ‘tendentious’ jokes arise from the subconscious layer of thought. In social
interaction, the expression of particular subjects is prohibited by norms that regard these
subjects as socially inappropriate. According to Freud, as with the ‘slip of the tongue’
and dreams, jokes are created from our desire to break taboos. The subconscious layer of
thought, the arbitrary memory of prohibited things, is the breeding ground of jokes.109 In
a similar fashion, Arthur Koestler considers the creation of jokes as a skilled activity that
“generally functions below the level of consciousness.” Skilful humourists generally
crack jokes without knowing how they are able do it.110
The second entry point of humour is culture. It influences the collective understanding of
what is regarded as humorous. On the one hand, this understanding determines the
content of popular jokes in one society in contrast to others. For instance, associating a
lack of intelligence with blond-haired women may be considered funny in Anglo-Saxon
culture, but not so for those from Asian or African civilisation. On the other hand, a
Hubert L. Dreyfus, Stuart E. Dreyfus, and Tom Athanasiou, Mind over Machine: The Power of Human
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collective understanding also delineates how some jokes are regarded as culturally
appropriate, while others are seen to be ‘crossing the line.’111 Take for example the
subjects permitted for mockery. In a culture with an equalitarian tendency, mocking
political and religious figures may be acceptable. However, in a culture with a strong
hierarchy, doing so can be considered a serious insult, causing public outrage.112 Due to
the influence of this collective cultural understanding, joke creators draw on their cultural
background in order to provoke laughter in the audience from their particular society. In
other words, when mentioning earlier that creating jokes relies on the intuitive domain of
knowledge, intuition itself must be understood as relative to culture.113 The skill of
creating jokes depends on an awareness of what triggers laughter in a specific cultural
setting.
In particular symbolism, language and historical context constitute crucial elements for
understanding and creating jokes within a particular cultural milieu. Jokes usually contain
symbolism that enables them to be humorous and at times offensive in an indirect way.
However, interpreting the symbolic codes’ meanings varies from culture to culture.
Consequently, symbolism interpreted as offensive and hilarious in one culture may not
be so in others. For instance, in Burma and other Southeast Asian countries, mocking a
country’s leader by using the image of a dog to represent them connotes contempt and
deliberate humiliation. But in English-speaking societies, the symbol of a pig produces a
similar insult.114
In a similar vein, linguistic knowledge is crucial to producing and understanding puns,
malapropism (the ridiculous misuse of words), spoonerism (the deliberate slip of the
tongue to create funny phrases), and humorous slang.115 The pun in particular is based on
an in-depth knowledge of synonyms of words in order to create and get the joke. For
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example: “Why is tennis such a noisy game? Because each player raises a racket.”116
Without the knowledge of additional meanings of the English term ‘racket’ – in this case
a loud distressing noise – one would not find the play on words humorous.
Historical contexts enable people with a shared social background to understand their
jokes. ‘Outsiders’ of a particular society may find history-related jokes bland. This
particularly holds true for political jokes in which historical knowledge is required to
comprehend how a joke reflects conflicts in a society. Take as an example the following:
An African-American is talking with God: ‘Lord, why’s I got dark skin?’
‘This is because of the hot sun in Africa. With your dark skin, you don’t get sunburned.
The white man, with his light skin gets sunburned all the time.’
‘Lord, why’s I got long legs?’
‘In Africa, in the jungle, when wild animals are charging after you, your long legs let you
get away. The white man, with his short, stubby legs gets caught and eaten.’
‘Lord, why’s I got curly hair?’
‘Same reason. In the African jungle, when these wild animals are after you, you get
away. The white man’s long hair gets caught in the trees and the animals catch him.’
‘Lord, why’s I in Cleveland?’117

The joke would lose its satirical tone if one is not aware of the historical significance of
Cleveland. It was the first location in the United States for the trade of African slaves in
the early 19th century. Also, this joke requires a contemporary knowledge of the civil
rights movement in the 1970s’ United States, because Cleveland witnessed one of the
most crucial uprisings of African Americans. Most importantly, the historical context is
related to the joking culture among African Americans in which self-deprecating jokes
based on racial stereotypes are arguably most popular.118
Culture draws a boundary for one’s creation of jokes at the same time as providing
material for jokes to proliferate. In terms of ‘getting’ a joke, culture may pose limits to an
outsider. For a cross-cultural understanding of a joke to be possible, it demands an
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extended insight into the symbolism, language and historical context of the society
wherein the joke has developed. Nevertheless, jokes have transferred between
civilisations, indicating that comic culture can be transferable despite cultural
particularity.119 The relation between culture and jokes can be considered from a
productive viewpoint. Symbolism, language and historical knowledge are resources for
joke contents. They provide the tools for making fun of somebody or something by
relating to symbolic or linguistic systems commonly understood by his or her cultural
fellows. In this sense, cultural settings are the market of ideas for joke creators.120
The third realm of humour is imagination, which renders comic experience universal
despite the cultural influence. While a joke’s contents are based on events in reality, the
collective perception of funniness is culturally influenced, but the hilarity is also caused
by the transcendence of what is perceived as reality.121 Ants are portrayed as elephants,
sportsmen as the disabled, the intelligent as stupid, and statesmen as fools and clowns,
for instance. The ‘incongruent’ theory of humour provides a similar explanation.
Cracking a joke is the combination of two or more ideas perceived as ‘logically’
incompatible. While these ideas exist in reality – ants and elephants are real – combining
them and putting them in a joking situation requires imagination that transcends a
seemingly logical incongruence.122
Imagination is a vehicle for transporting a familiar reality into an unfamiliar world. Peter
Berger explains this point by associating the imaginative creation of the humorous
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moment with the construction of ‘sub-universes.’ Paramount reality reminds us day in
and day out that it is the only world we are living in. However, imagination expressed in
dreams, aesthetic experience, in child’s play and a humorous moment, enables the
existence of other worlds within this reality.123 Imaginative humour renews meanings of
things that are taken for granted in mundane life.124 For instance, in a society under
prolonged dictatorship, there may be an entrenched belief that the dictator is invincible.
What anti-authority jokes do is to offer an image in which the dictator is belittled. The
imaginative element of humour plays the role of fostering an alternative scenario that
transcends the seemingly fixed reality of an invincible dictator.
These three loci of humour’s operation render to humour a specific, and at the same time
a universal, experience. A joke’s contents are bound to the culture which its constituent
material for joke-making has emerged, but at the same time is shaped by the collective
human sense of ‘funniness.’ In this sense, although the act of creating jokes is intuitive,
the intuition is shaped by one’s cultural setting. Nevertheless, because intuition is basic
to being human, our ability to laugh and make others laugh is an experience common to
almost all cultures. Moreover, imagination constitutes a component crucial to creating a
humorous moment. As with intuition, imagination belongs to people from all cultures;
without it there would not have been artistic and scientific innovations throughout
history. In sum, humour is a universal experience.125 But what is considered funny for
people from different places does vary. Humour “is an anthropological constant and is
historically relative.”126
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Satire, parody and tricksters’ ruses: ‘excorporation’
Satire, parody and tricksters’ ruses contain subversive potential. Out of these types of
humour, satire is arguably the most ferocious when deliberately used to attack the
adversary. The political statement underlying satire is more explicit than for the other
genres of humour that will be discussed subsequently. It is believed that satire originates
in the Greek mythology of ‘satyrs,’ the half-human and half-animal beings that played an
important role in the Dionysian myth and was symbolically associated with the ancient
rite of norm violation. The destruction of official culture stands at the heart of satire
genre.127 In recent times, satire is most well known in forms of literature with the aim of
criticising particular groups of elites and popular belief. And satire’s method of criticism
is usually positioned as an attack from a higher ethical viewpoint. The context from
which satire is derived is always that of political conflict.128 The following is prototypical
of a satirical joke popular in states of the former Soviet Union:
What is capitalism?
The exploitation of men by men.
What is communism?
The reverse.129

Mimesis and distortion denote ways in which satire works to subvert domination.130
Satirical joke, as exemplified above, is usually based on the rhetoric of a joke’s target,
which is in this case the equalitarian claim underpinning socialism. However, satire
twists the gist of the claim. The absurdity arises when the twisted claim is juxtaposed
with components of the other ideology the mocked ideology opposes (which is capitalism
in this joke). The end product is the emphasis on hypocrisy of the ideological rhetoric
attacked by the joke. In a nutshell, satire works to “defeat the opponent on his own
ground by pretending to accept his premises, his values, his methods of reasoning, in
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order to expose their implicit absurdity.”131 Satire constitutes a method of subversion
within a space of domination. And the subversion is undertaken through the revelation of
absurdity underlying a truth claim by the satire’s target.
In a similar vein, parody operates on the basis of taking advantage of the adversary’s
resources to emasculate the adversary. While satire is explicit in its ethical claim and
attacking message, parody subtly weakens its target of attack through mimicry.132 Parody
as an aesthetic methodology has its root in music, and the influence has spread to the
realm of literature, performing art and visual art.133 For our purposes here, it is worth
pointing out the means of parody’s subversive operation. First, the ‘object’ of parody is
usually a piece of artwork, or a specific rhetoric, which claims its position of authenticity
in asserting to reflect nature and reality. Second, by imitating the original artwork, a
parody may seek to make disjoint the originally intended fusion between its form and
content. Third, in the parody, the original content is removed and replaced with an absurd
image or version which inverts its original meaning.134 The subversive characteristic of
parody lies in the subtle act of deforming to absurdity the essence which renders the
artwork’s apparent authenticity to be genuine. The subtlety of parody is due to the fact
that its identity fully depends on imitation of the already legitimised target. But parody is
subversive because while mimicking the original object, it twists characteristics of the
object which have hitherto enabled claims that it is a ‘genuine’ reflection of reality.
Fundamentally, parody suspends the truth claim of its imitated object. It does so by
distorting elements that consolidate the truth claim in the first place.
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Politically, parody has been a popular vehicle to express dissent toward an authoritarian
government. Parodic song is a prime example of how people subvert government
propaganda, by imitating its tone while twisting the content to invalidate a narrative that
forms the basis of that propaganda. The following lyrics illustrate the brilliance of
parody. It was composed in mimicry of a Singaporean pop song, broadcast on a
nationalist TV show. The song reflects collective dissatisfaction toward the authoritarian
government of Singapore which failed to handle the economic recession.
Original

Parody

Singapore, our homeland

Singapore, our homeland

Is here that we belong

Is ruled by one party

All of us, united

They have stuck us with some more

One people marching on

Bloody GST (‘Goods and Service Tax’)

We’ve come so far together

We worked so hard together

Our common destiny

What have we achieved?

Singapore forever,

Singapore forever,

A nation strong and free

Stuck with price increase135

Tricksters are subversive because they often defeat the opponent by deceitfully exploiting
the opponent’s resources. Tricksters or follies appear in legends of various cultures, from
North America’s Indians to South Asia, from Greece to China and Japan, and from
Ghana to the Khong River sub-region of Southeast Asia.136 In these regions, tricksters are
commonly portrayed as half-human and half-animal with grotesque physical form. For
instance, the Indian tribes’ Coyote is depicted as having “intestines placed outside his
body, with the scrotum on the top, eyes that are uneven and both outside the sockets, or a
sharpened leg.”137 The Coyote not only tricks others, but also ridicules sacred customs or
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breaks taboos.138 In the Khong river sub-region, the trickster – known as Siang Miang or
Srithanonchai – was born with human physical form, but his birth was tied with a curse
his mother put on a monk. This origin predestines Srithanonchai to always break social
hierarchy by using guile and deceit. In his childhood, he tricked the monk who had raised
him to become involved in unholy situations (e.g. eating excrement). As an adult,
Srithanonchai gains his reputation by using different ploys to extort money from greedy
merchants, or to humiliate the king publicly. Despite the occasional ruthless behaviour,
the trickster is identified as a ‘local hero’ generally because he represents people’s
inherent desire to defeat those from the elite class.139
What tricksters have in common from diverse legends is the use of ruse to subvert the
mighty. Physically, tricksters are weaker than their opponents, and by social status they
are underdogs. However, these tricksters are legendary because they somehow manage to
defeat powerful enemies by knowing their habits and learning to take advantage of them.
If their enemies are greedy, the tricksters make use of this characteristic to their serve
their own ends. Deception is their primary weapon as they often play dumb to mislead
their enemies into underestimating them. Eventually the tricksters, using their patience
and wit, return to take revenge on their opponents.140 In ancient Greece, tricksters’
qualities were defined as mêtis. Tricksters were praised for the “flair, wisdom,
forethought, subtlety of mind, deception, resourcefulness, vigilance, opportunism,
various skills and experience acquired over the years.”141 What tricksters have in
common with the characteristics of satire, pun and parody is their reliance on the
resources of the dominant to eventually weaken them.
The concept of ‘excorporation,’ which suggests mounting resistance from within a space
of domination, can be applied to comprehend subversive characteristics of satire, parody
and tricksters’ ruses. These genres of humour reflect ways in which the less powerful
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employ the resources of their mightier opponents to strike back at them. And the battle
ground is typically in rhetorical and symbolic space. The subordinates co-opt the
opponent’s rhetoric and symbolism while distorting them to the absurd. Often, the
distortion works to suspend the truth claim underpinning the rhetoric, and at times the
claim is replaced with the subordinates’ message of subversion. The ‘excorporation’
process is complete when the subordinates appropriate for their own purposes the
rhetorical and symbolic space initially manipulated by the dominant to maintain their
own power.
Carnivals: metaphor of reality inversion
Carnivals generally contain the transformative capacity of humour. They counter
domination by providing a metaphor of alternative realities. Carnivals have been
historically central to many societies. In Europe, the origin of carnivals dates back to the
Roman Saturnalia which later on influenced the Feast of Fools (fête des fous) in France
and the ‘feast of the ass,’ for instance. During the Middle Ages, the Church condemned
laughter as originating from the devil, thereby prohibiting unreserved laughter.
Nevertheless, jokes and laughter were allowed after Lent (known as ‘Easter Laughter’)
and during Christmas (mostly expressed in joyful songs).142 In Latin America, carnivals
have been organised that combine Catholic religious processions with indigenous
rituals.143 There is also a long tradition of carnivals in Hindu society (the Feast of
Krishna or ‘Holi’) and mainland Southeast Asia (Water festival or ‘Songkran’).144 In
Africa, carnivals are merged with weddings, funerals and the rites after male
circumcision.145
In these carnivals, role inversion and temporary transgression of established norms are
common. Men dress as women and vice versa. The young can scold the old. People of
low caste are permitted to beat up those from the ruling class. Masters serve slaves while
slaves are invited to join the banquet of elites. In medieval carnivals, jesters were
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proclaimed bishops while clerics were allowed to be follies, dancing and hopping
through the church.146 Typical for these role inversions is the wearing of clothes and
masks that exaggerates a social image of particular elite groups. For instance, in some
carnivals during Europe’s Middle Ages, the pseudo kings and queens were elected from
the peasantry. They deliberately donned clothes turned inside out and hats inscribed with
mocking parodies.147 At times, the mimesis of the powerful personalities took the form of
effigies made in a ridiculous fashion.148
‘Free speech’ is an additional crucial feature of carnivals which reflects the popular
opposition to the institutional control of the freedom of expression. During medieval
carnivals, participants talked in a scatological manner with obscenities, curses,
profanities and swearing. The reciting of sacred texts was infused with parodies.149
Another crucial instance which marks ways in which carnivalesque speech overturned
the official courtesy of conversing was the expression of oaths and profanities mostly
concerned with sacred names: ‘the body of Christ,’ ‘the blood of Christ,’ holy days,
saints, and relics. The expression of these oaths was strictly prohibited by the Church and
the government. Nevertheless, the market was the site where people deliberately uttered
these oaths as “the verbal protest” against the official convention.”150 François Rabelias
in The Histories of Gargantua and Pantagruel narrates the expression of oaths in the
market place when Gargantua arrived in Paris and drenched the crowd in urine. Ways in
which the crowd responded to Gargantua exemplifies the carnivalesque culture of free
speech despite the official prohibition:
By sheer fleetness of foot, a certain number escaped this mighty pissflood … they began
to swear and curse, some in anger, others in jest:
‘God’s plague and pox take it! I’ll deny God if…’
‘ ’Sblood.’
‘Christ, look ye, its … shit, Mother of God.’
146
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‘ … God’s head!’ roared a Gascon.
… bellowed a German trooper, ‘God’s passion roil you!’
… an Italian voice rang out, ‘Christ’s power!
… By the bellies of all the apostles … God’s virtue … by St. Fiarce of the land of
Brie.’151

Carnivals provide a space for both an open conflict and a dialogue between the
antagonists. The free speech in medieval carnivals enabled the subordinates to insult the
elites who were immune from criticisms at other times. Numerous accounts note the
events in which unpopular rulers, abusive soldiers, corrupt local officials and priests were
cursed by peasants during carnivals. Abusive terms and satirical chants, common in
carnivals, were used to maximise the insult of these elites. The scale of verbal abuse
could be so extensive that some of the nobles refused to participate in carnivals, fearing
that the verbal threats would erupt into physical assaults. David Gilmore explains that
carnivals became a channel for the poor to express their accumulated frustration against
the rich, “to indict social injustice, as well as to chastise peasant offenders against the
moral traditions of the pueblo, its ethics and its norms of honesty.”152 In contrast to a
popular view of carnivals as merely a psychological ‘safety-valve,’ medieval carnivals
have historically harboured escalating class conflicts. For instance, during the Capon
procession organised in the town of Romans in 1580, the participants proclaimed that the
impoverishment experienced by the lower class resulted from excessive tax collection of
the upper class. They further threatened to take back what should belong to the poor, and
declared a war against the rich.153
The subversive space offered in carnivals is facilitated by processes that encourage the
subordinate to imagine their triumph over an oppressive situation. Carnivals provide a
metaphor of power-relations inversion (e.g. subjects became rulers). When this metaphor
seems to achieve nothing visible, it can nevertheless fulfil the imaginative aspirations of
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the subordinate: “[Carnivals] do, at least at the level of thought, create an imaginative
breathing space in which the normal categories of order and hierarchy are less than
completely inevitable.”154 In the carnivalesque space, hierarchy is dismissed, gender role
is reversed and taboo violation is allowed. Hence, carnivals at least serve to remind us of
the possibility of a change of status quo when the reality of oppression seems to occupy
our perceptions. The opportunity for ‘carnivalesque humour’ generates a scenario
wherein a change of power relations can be contemplated, however fleetingly, but
perhaps realised in time to come.
Resisting power-holders aside, the opportunity for free speech inherent in the nature of
carnivals can facilitate a dialogue between carnival participants and their antagonists.
Medieval carnivals did not only postulate the destruction of officialdom, but they also
generated new perspectives. This is why the image of the lower parts of the human body,
such as the belly and buttocks, are central to the carnivalesque image. They connote the
continuum between releasing wastes and producing energy, between death and birth, and
between ending and renewal.155 The regenerative image of carnivals provides the
metaphor of constant change. The end of something always marks the beginning of
something else. From this viewpoint, multiple possibilities can always emerge. The
carnivalesque world offers a scenario where alternative realities to the seemingly fixed
present one may just be possible.156
The concept of the ‘carnivalesque’ promotes ‘polyphony’ – the presence of multiple
voices – in opposition to the usual monologue underpinning officialdom. The control of
multiple voices and restriction of alternative possibilities belong to the culture of a
monologue. When differences are denied, perspective becomes narrow. And a narrow

Scott, Domination and the Arts of Resistance, 168. See also Docker, Postmodernism and Popular
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perspective limits our ability to see the potential of others, considered antagonists, to
change their position.157
Ways in which carnivals foster dialogue between protagonists and antagonists is through
the creation of opportunities for exchanging conversations and interacting, despite
existing prejudices. Through interactive activities, carnivals create a dialogical space
among the participants and between the participants and their antagonists. The medieval
feasts exemplified how a frank conversation with the enemies was carried out over the
dining table. However, acute antagonism was abated by the act of eating and drinking
together. The feasts could unite people, encouraging them to overcome past hostilities.
These feasts carried with them the prospect of reconstructing relationships, suggesting
“looking into better days to come.”158
Conclusion
This chapter has offered a conceptual toolkit for the analysis of humour’s operation in
nonviolent politics. The theoretical underpinnings of nonviolent action were discussed.
Three themes were of concern: nonviolent action’s conception of power, mechanisms of
change and the politics of legitimacy. A drawback of this theoretical framework lies in
the association of nonviolent resistance with the withdrawal of consent from the ruler.
Critics point out that even the realm of popular consent can be manipulated by a ruler and
thereby nonviolent resistance is unlikely to be equivalent to the total liberation from
domination. This thesis takes this position, but argues that domination can never be
absolute. Nor can resistance be. Hence, rethinking nonviolent resistance requires the
inclusion struggle within the space appropriated by the dominant. This is also the basis of
humour’s subversion. The concept of ‘excorporation’ was introduced to explain how
satire, parody and tricksters’ ruses can work to co-opt, distort and undermine power. And
finally the notion of the ‘carnivalesque’ was expounded, bringing to light a further
transformative force of humour. These theories will be applied to understand humorous
protest actions staged in Serbia’s 1996-7 protests and Otpor’s campaigns. In turn,
activism on the ground will provide critical reflections on these theories.
Bakhtin, The Dialogic Imagination; Allan Irving and Tom Young, "Paradigm for Pluralism: Mikhail
Bakhtin and Social Work Practice," Social Work 47, no. 1 (2002): 19-29.
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CHAPTER 2
THE HISTORICAL BACKGROUND: SERBIAN HUMOUR IN THE 1990S

Introduction
This chapter traces the history of Serbian humour in the 1990s which influenced
humorous protest actions in the 1996-7 protests and Otpor’s campaigns. Serbia’s early
1990s witnessed an emerging trend whereby dissident groups incorporated humour into
their protest repertoires. Crucial events were the 1991 anti-war protests and the 1992
student demonstrations. Humorous protest action developed in this period because
various forms of comedic culture had been popular from the time of the former
Yugoslavia. These forms included the absurd theatre genre, rock ‘n’ roll music,
tragicomic films and comedy television shows. But it was the widespread nature of
established anti-authoritarian and self-deprecating jokes in everyday Serbian life that set
the stage for comedic pop-art to flourish. These jokes familiarised people with the
subversive potential of humour and enabled them to maximise this potential.
Humorous protest actions in Serbia’s early 1990s
The incorporation of humour into protest repertoires in Serbia can be traced back to a
series of anti-war protests in 1991 and the student demonstrations of 1992.159 The 1991
demonstrations were triggered by the growing anti-regime sentiment after Slobodan
Miloševi ’s incitement of wars with Slovenia and Croatia. On March 9, 1991, Vuk
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Draškovi , the leader of the Serbian Renewal Party (Srpski pokret obnove – SPO), led a
mass demonstration that the regime used harsh measures to crush. From March 10 to 14,
students occupied the Terazije Square, demanding the release of those arrested during the
crackdown. Aiming to differentiate themselves from the opposition parties, students to
some degree invented comic symbols in replacement of national banners. For instance,
the ‘plush panda bears’ banner was commonly seen at the protest site, which brought
about the title of the 1991 protest as being ‘the Plush (R)evolution’ (Plišana
(r)evolucija).160
When the Bosnian war broke out in May 1992, satirical street performance became a
vital method for many civil society groups to criticise the Miloševi regime’s gross
involvement in the Yugoslav wars. The independent radio station, B92, was one among
these groups. At the onset of the Bosnian war, a founder and currently an executive
director of B92, Veran Mati , set up a parallel war scene in Belgrade in order to expose
people to the frontline reality. Barricades were erected in the city centre. Mati , in a
mocking manner, donned a military uniform – topped with a beret and sun glasses – and
patrolled around the fake barricades.
In another incident, a disk jockey at B92 used black humour to show Serbs that the wars
caused neighbouring countries to feel distrustful and fearful toward them. He randomly
called numbers in the Slovenian capital of Ljubljana, introducing himself as an old Serb
friend from the army. To proceed with the prank, the DJ asked whether he and 12 other
Serb friends could come and stay overnight at houses of those he called. The recipients of
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the call were horrified “at the prospect of a dozen of redneck nationalists descending
upon them … ”161
To bring home the impact of the wars even further, the B92 station crew staged another
street skit – called ‘All the President'
s Babies.’ The action was an attempt to make public
the economic recession which affected household concerns such as the rise in price of
children’s products. Parents were invited to bring their babies to Miloševi ’s house in the
affluent suburb of Dedinje and offer them to the President, so he could take care of them.
A few days after the action, the government reduced the tax on children’s products.162
In a similar vein, anti-war street actions by various peace movements in Serbia provided
a theatrical basis for satirical protests in the late 1990s. The nonviolence group ‘Women
in Black’ (Žene u crnom) has been persistently infusing nonviolent demonstrations with
theatrical performance. During the period of the Bosnian war, the group’s activists
gathered in the pedestrian square of Belgrade’s centre, dressed in black and carrying
black banners, candles and flowers. They stood in silence every Wednesday afternoon to
show their grief and disagreement with the war precipitated by the Miloševi regime.163
The group’s most recognised street action was arguably the ‘Black Mourning Band’ in
which a thousand participants held a 1,300 metre-long black ribbon. It was a procession
to pay tribute to all victims of war and to mark the first anniversary of the Bosnian
war.164 In another street action held on July 15, 1992, peace activists from Women in
Black and other groups collectively held a yellow ribbon and the banner reading, “I am
Veran Mati , interview with author, September 20, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia. See also Velimir urgus
Kazimir, "From Islands to the Mainland," in The Last Decade: Serbian Citizens in the Struggle for
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an Orthodox, Catholic, Muslim, Jew, Buddhist and Atheist” in front of the Federal
Assembly building. This performance aimed to generate cosmopolitan values against the
regime-fanned xenophobia and nationalism,165
Other peace groups approaching protest actions with theatrical performance included the
Center for Anti-War and the Civil League. In the street action performance, ‘The Last
Bell,’ these groups encouraged Serbians to demand a change of regime as the solution to
limited civil rights and the ongoing armed conflicts with neighbouring countries. The
action’s inspiration was derived from a common saying that the ringing of the ‘last bell’
signifies the country’s leader’s resignation. To express their popular desire for regime
change, participants in the action were asked to bring along anything that could make a
clinking sound. They stood for an hour in front of the Serbian Assembly building,
“concertizing with their chimes, carillons, sheep and cow’s bells, cymbals, sets of keys,
and noisy mechanical alarm clocks.”166
It was the mass demonstration in 1992 that saw students’ leading role in inventing
numerous humorous protest actions. Between June and July, around 20,000 students
occupied faculty buildings of Belgrade University, demanding immediate elections and
the removal of the Miloševi regime. Their slogan was ‘Enough!’ (Dosta!): enough of
the wars, international sanctions and the regime’s restrictions on university freedoms.
Throughout the 26 days of the student protest, a festive euphoria was generated by
continuous music playing and parties, despite the imminent possibility of a regime
crackdown and the backdrop of wars and sanctions. Innovative satirical theatre and witty
slogans, invented by the students, also gave a festive edge to the protest.167
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The state control of media, destructive policies and corrupt regime cronies were the main
themes of students’ satirical protests. For instance, in the street action performance ‘The
Strolling of the Blind,’ students walked past the state TV headquarters with their eyes
closed, symbolising the manipulation of the state-run media.168 They also deliberately
dressed in prison uniforms and walked past police headquarters, so people could see that
they were ‘imprisoned’ in the ‘police’ state.169 In the same action, students responded to
the regime’s accusation that they were being manipulated by pinning prisoners’ numbers
onto their shirts and walking with one hand holding their student identification cards high
in the air.170 To denounce figures within the corrupt regime, students staged the action,
‘Washing Up.’ Each of them left domestic hygiene supplies (such as soap, detergent and
a half-used tube of toothpaste) in front of the Assembly building, for politicians to
sanitise their “dirty tongues and gross past deeds.”171
Students walked to Miloševi ’s residential area and mockingly invited the president and
his family members to join the protest. On July 7, the anniversary of the Partisan
Rebellion Day (which had been symbolically associated with the Communist Party led
by Miloševi ’s wife, Mirjana Markovi ), students organised a ‘Peace March.’ The title
indicated the anti-war theme of the 1992 protest at the same time as being a parody of the
name ‘Mirjana,’ originating from the term mir or ‘peace’ in Serbian. Students walked for
12 kilometres from the Student Square in Belgrade’s centre to the Miloševi home,
claiming that they wanted to ‘go for a cup of coffee’ with Markovi . Inhabitants of the
area where students strolled through came out to greet them. Some even joined the walk.
The students, however, were prevented by cordons of police from reaching the house of
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Prosi -Dvorni , "Enough! Student Protest '
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Miloševi .172 Being tired of wrestling with the police, students opted for a different
option on the following day. They created a parallel theatrical scene – entitled ‘Five
O’Clock Coffee’ – which mockingly depicted reaching the Miloševi home. Puppets
were made to represent Miloševi and his wife and were placed on the stage, which was
decorated to appear as if in the Miloševi ’s residential area. Students then replicated the
whole walk they had undertaken on the previous day, presenting the President with
flowers and their list of demands.173
During the 1992 protest, sculptures and effigies were created and placed around the
university campus and in some city locations, as an expression of student rebellion. Apart
from mocking regime figures, the effigies served as a reflection on the authoritarian
mentality of Serbian society. For instance, the sculpture of a TV spectator – whose eyes
were blind-folded – was erected in front of the office building of the state-run media to
represent the media manipulation of public opinion. The sculpture of a soldier –
positioned as if to be in the throes of committing suicide – was put in front of the
building of the Defense Ministry, to protest the regime’s war-mongering policies. The
sculpture of a weary looking citizen was exhibited in front of the Assembly building, to
reflect the endemic political apathy of broader society. An installation of a male figure
was found on the roof of the Faculty of Philosophy building, with his footsteps painted
on a long sheet of paper all the way to the ground. It indicated he had climbed up the
building toward heaven, but that path led him nowhere, except to the ledge. The artwork
was named, ‘A Path to Heavenly Serbia.’ It was both a parody and criticism of the way in
which the most well-known Serbian epic, depicting Serbia as ‘the Empire of Heaven,’
was notoriously utilised as grounds for inciting war to expand Serbian territory.’174
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The 1992 protest saw a multitude of witty slogans created to mock government figures as
well as to lighten up the protest atmosphere. One of the first satirical creations which
would become a protest slogan hung on a faculty building was ‘SPS = Guns N’ Roses.’
Based on the name of an American rock band, the slogan allegorically associated the
regime with violence (‘gun’) and the Socialist Party’s monopoly of the country (‘rose’
was the symbol of the SPS). On the following days, creative slogans sprung up.
Examples were: ‘Enough with Thanatos, we vote for Eros!’ (symbolising the regime with
the cult of hatred and death, Thanatos, and the democratic change with the power of love,
Eros); ‘Wanted! Exchange of a student booklet for an agricultural cooperative
membership card’ (mocking the provincial support of the regime); and ‘Offer: house with
a single story for a house with a basement’ (with reference to the possible bombing of
Serbia by the international community). Other slogans were based on popular sayings or
commercial phrases, such as: ‘Sloba or wealth? We have decided, have you?’ (referring
to the original slogan for the health campaign, ‘Smoking or health?’);175 ‘One small step
for you, one giant leap for Serbia’ (a parody of Neil Armstrong’s statement); and ‘I think,
therefore I strike!’ (based on René Descartes’ famous phrase). There were also slogans
playing with the meaning of the president’s name, ‘Slobodan,’ which means freedom in
Serbian: ‘If you are SLOBODAN, I don’t feel that way,’ or ‘Sloboda is spelled without
n’ (implying that Slobodan Miloševi

should be dissociated from the notion of

‘freedom.’)176
The early 1990s’ protests by civic groups constituted a blueprint of humorous protest
actions that came to be tremendously influential on Serbia’s later generation of protest
movements. As we will see in subsequent chapters, satirical street theatre and witty
banner slogans became popular in the 1996-7 protests, and Otpor’s campaigns. Actions
such as the ‘Prisoners’ Walk,’ the march to the Miloševi home and the students’
invitation to Mirjana Markovi for a cup of coffee, were replicated precisely by the 19967 student protesters. Meanwhile the effectiveness of satirical skits was even improved on
by the Otpor movement.
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The genre of absurd theatre and art groups in the former Yugoslavia
Art groups in the former Yugoslavia contributed to the development of humorous protest
methods by amplifying the potential of absurd theatre in criticising authorities. Since the
1930s, Yugoslav artists – particularly from the ‘avant-garde’ genre – have played a major
role in expressing disagreement with the authorities, despite the control exerted by the
communist regime of the time.177 For them, art and political life were not two separate
entities. Artists were responsible for reflecting on and criticising what went wrong in
society. To do so, satire and absurd expression was integrated into their artworks.
Renowned for playing this role was ‘Dada,’ the avant-garde art movement that came into
being in Western Europe as early as 1916.178 In February 1921, Dada was introduced into
the former Yugoslavia by the poet Ljubomir Mici , who also found the magazine Zenit in
the Croatian capital of Zagreb. The magazine soon became a mouthpiece for painters,
designers, theatrical artists, filmmakers, and musicians in criticising the militarisation of
Yugoslavia and Europe as a whole after the First World War.179 Puns, humorous verses
and the combination of incongruent words with absurd meanings were typical of the
writing style in the magazine.

The end-product was aimed at countering state

propaganda.180
In the late 1970s, the avant-garde genre of art re-emerged in Yugoslavia, paving the way
for artists’ involvement in protest campaigns. Prominent avant-garde artists in this period
were those such as the Slovenian art group OHO, the Croatian filmmaker Tom Gotovac,
the student satirical theatre group Kugla Glumište, the Novi Sad-based artist and political
scientist Branko Andric, and the playwright Zorica Jevremovi . All these artists actively
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engaged in civic protests.181 Another influential avant-garde collective formed in this
period was ‘New Slovenian Art’ (Neue Slowenische Kunst – NSK). The group housed
artists from various fields, such as the punk band Laibach, the visual art group IRWIN,
the theatre group Scipion Našice Sisters Theater (later known as Noordung), and the
graphic artists group New Collective Studio.182
Through making parody of what it opposed, NSK art embodied the symbolic struggle
with fascism and the communist regime. Its artistic style was based on the juxtaposition
of symbols from the different and often incompatible political ideologies. In undermining
totalitarianism, the NSK deliberately exaggerated totalitarian characteristics, despite its
implicit goal to promote individualism and civil rights. The NSK’s constitution’s
membership rules epitomised its methodology: “Once a member is inducted, the
association denies each member his own freedom of choice regarding his religious
persuasion, and political and aesthetic affiliation.”183 Another example from within the
NSK collective was the IRWIN group’s poster designed for the Socialist Youth Relay in
1987. The poster design contained the image of a strapping youth bounding forward with
a huge Yugoslav flag in hand, surrounded by a dove and six torches symbolising the
Yugoslav republics. These images were borrowed from a famous Nazi poster of 1936,
but with some twists. The Nazi flag was substituted with the Yugoslav one and the title
‘The Third Reich’ was replaced with ‘Youth Day.’ Despite the outright parody that
equated the Yugoslav regime with its historical Nazi antagonist, the NSK won the poster
competition.184
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led the partisan movement and conquered the Nazis occupying the Yugoslav states during the Second
World War. The fall of the Nazis, in this sense, gave rise to the power of Tito’s communist party. The
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The influence of the Yugoslav avant-garde artists persists in contemporary art groups in
Serbia such as Dah Teatar, Škart and Magnet. Similar to Zenit, which was founded in the
aftermath of the First World War, Dah Teatar came into existence in the context of the
1990s Yugoslav wars. During the Bosnian war in 1992, the group staged its first
performance, titled ‘This Babylonian Confusion,’ in Belgrade’s pedestrian square. The
performance served as an anti-war manifesto, despite the then ‘hyper-patriotic context’ in
which a challenge to the Serbian state’s justification of the wars was perceived as an act
of treason.185 Dah Teatar often travelled across Serbia to promote a pacifist,
cosmopolitan spirit against the backdrop of the ‘barbarian, war-prone, blood thirsty’
stereotype of Serbs.186 The street performances choreographed by Dah Teatar were aimed
at provoking questioning thought by onlookers about the nationalist rhetoric that justified
the wars.187
This nascent artistic project to raise awareness of the Serbian populace was soon joined
by the design group Škart (the Serbian term for ‘trash’). In December 1992, the group
began the project ‘Sadness’ (Tuga), in an attempt to bring home the disastrous reality of
the wars. Škart printed weekly hand-made ‘sadness’ cardboard booklets, which
emphasised the impact of the wars on the private sphere of life of Serbians. The booklets
were given away to passers-by at different locations in Belgrade. Later on this became
Škart’s key methodology for engaging ordinary citizens in politics. Artists would often
design paraphernalia (e.g. matchboxes, badges and stamps) on which a short satirical or
absurd message could be printed, and then be distributed to pedestrians on streets,
shoppers and passengers on trams and buses.188
At the outset of 1996, artist groups carried out numerous artistic protests, some of which
would be repeated by students during the mass demonstrations against vote rigging in the

Aleksandra Jovi evi , "Everybody Laughed: Civil and Student Protest in Serbia 1996-7, between
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winter of that year. Amongst them was ‘Magnet,’ a group staging its first satirical protest
entitled ‘PhalluSerbia’ (FaluSrbija). Activities included a walk through the main street in
Belgrade’s centre, a Revelation in front of the RTS, and exorcising the ‘devil’ in front of
the National Library. Other artists that carried similar protest projects in the period
culminating in the 1996-7 demonstrations included Nikola Džafo from LedArt and the
independent artist Zorica Jevremevi .189
Avant-garde theatre shaped the ‘style’ of street protest in the 1990s. Despite its artistic
origin, this genre of theatre was arguably the most popular among rank-and-file
protesters in the early 1990s. In many ways its popularity was a consequence of
continuous engagement of the ‘alternative’ stream of artists, especially from the avantgarde art movements.190 The convergence between dramaturgy and protest campaigns
would reach the apogee in the 1996-7 protests and Otpor. Some of the artists’ protest
actions would be exactly repeated by student protesters in 1996-7. And the methodology
of ‘parodying the adversary’s ideology’, initiated by the NSK, would particularly inspire
Otpor’s parodic approach to subvert the regime’s authority.191
Pop culture: satirical rock ‘n’ roll, tragicomic films and comedy television shows
The realm of popular culture had been a battle ground between urban dissidents and the
Miloševi regime. To a great extent the regime was able to maintain its power, not only
by using force, but by maneuvering nationalist rhetoric through different forms of pop
culture, such as folk epics, poems, novels, songs and theatre. In the regime’s domain of
popular culture, tragedy and hatred constituted the main language.192 This language was
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particularly devised to fabricate the image of Miloševi as a legitimate leader capable of
defending Serbs from their enemies. Ivan olovi notes:
The experience of the inclusion of the individual in the eternal present of collective
endurance is linked by the mythic tale to the heat of the battle, to flights of enthusiasm
and sacrifice, to outpourings of hatred towards the enemy … [Miloševi ] was presented
and honoured as the leader who would finally gather together and reconcile all Serbs,
united and connect ‘all Serbian lands’ and so realise … ‘the national interest’.193

To undermine the regime’s propaganda, as it was promulgated through forms of pop
culture, dissidents opted for the language that made light of tragedy. This was the kind of
language that dismissed the tragic undertone of national narratives that were used to
justify the wars and gain the regime its desired legitimacy. In the Serbian struggles of the
1990s, the comedic language vocally expressed in rock ‘n’ roll music, tragicomic films
and comedy television shows served this purpose.
Rock ‘n’ roll
Rock ‘n’ roll was generally despised by the regime because of its association with ‘multiethnic’ and Westernised Yugoslavia. In the quest for a ‘true and greater Serbia,’ the
novelist, Dobrica osi , and other conservative artists, publicly condemned rock ‘n’ roll
as an unpatriotic cultural expression: “Yugoslavism in its ‘evil incarnation’ is an
expression of a political parvenu mentality; of the snobbery of the rock-and-roll
generation; of the cosmopolitanism of liberal intellectuals; of a legitimate and
‘progressivist’ and ‘democratic’ mask for anationality and anti-Serbianism.”194 In
countering the rise of rock culture among the Yugoslav youth, the Miloševi regime
revived folk music, dubbed ‘turbo-folk.’ It is the juxtaposition of the arabesque sound of
traditional Serb folk music with that of ‘techno beat,’ to purposively identify true
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Serbdom in opposition to the ‘fake’ cosmopolitan identity associated with rock ‘n’ roll
music.195
The history of Yugoslav rock ‘n’ roll coincided with the emergence of dissidents in
Serbia. Rock ‘n’ roll came into being in the former Yugoslavia toward the mid-1960s,
and reached the peak of its popularity in the 1980s. In 1981, for instance, the British
magazine New Musical Express listed the Belgrade art student’s club, ‘Academia’
(Akademija), as one of the finest music clubs in Europe. With the dominance of
nationalist rhetoric in the context of the Yugoslav break-up, rock bands became identified
with dissidents, and also acted as their mouthpiece. The foremost band that paved the
way for this was the ‘Electrical Orgasm’ (Elektri ni orgazam), whose song lyrics were
satirical. On their second album, for instance, the song ‘The golden parrot’ (Zlatni
papagaj) deliberately ridiculed Belgrade’s ‘nouveau riche,’ reaping profits from the
regime-incited wars: “The golden parrot – Daddy pays all the bills. The Golden parrot –
because we’re snobs.”196 In the late 1990s, rock bands remained influential among
dissidents, despite the continuous censorship and lack of financial resources. Emerging
bands that often performed for opposition demonstrations included Darkwood Dub, Deca
Losih Muzicara, Eyesburn, Love Hunters, Atheist Rap and Kanda Kodža i Nebojša.
Their musical productions had been bolstered by ‘Rex,’ the music production company
behind the rebellious radio station B92. 197

Generally, turbo-folk singers were supported enormously by the government. Their music was
produced and sold by state-run music companies. And their music videos were aired on state run TV
music channels such as Palma, or TV Pink. Turbo-folk’s lyrics were mainly patriotic, emphasising
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Prominent rockers and persistent dissidents who perfectly combined rock music and
satire were Antonije Puši , commonly known as ‘Rambo Amadeus,’ and

or e

Bala evi . A graduate from the Tourism Faculty of Belgrade University, Puši admitted
that he was involved in the music industry because of his interest in caricaturising
political figures. His inspiration was a disdain for turbo-folk, which could be heard on
every radio station when he first moved to live in Belgrade:
In the late 1980s, somehow the media was open to peasants’ music, some kind of
primitive bullshit. And it really got to my nerves. So, I produced a song to mock this kind
of music. The song was pretty much like turbo-folk, but it tried to say that turbo-folk was
a crappy music … I didn’t care about rock music. I only cared about caricature!198

Puši ’s songs were unique in that their lyrics ferociously satirised the regime’s
propaganda. His musical style was eclectic, ranging from rock, rap, jazz, funk, reggae,
and folk to techno. But what made Puši particularly popular among Serbian dissidents
were his satirical song lyrics. They highlighted “the madness, paranoia, kitsch, and
inauthenticity of the neofolk,” fanned by the regime. Typically, the songs reveal the
absurdity underlying Miloševi ’s propaganda.199 For instance, the lyrics of the track ‘My
friend, my friend’ (Prijatelju, prijatelju)

were composed based on excerpts from

speeches delivered by Miloševi and Franjo Tu man, the Serbian and Croatian leaders
that led their nations into destructive wars.200 Puši mockingly drew on these speeches,
which sounded much alike in their nationalist and war rhetoric, despite the Serbian and
Croatian leaders’ hostility toward each other. ‘My friend, my friend’ ironically
demonstrates that ‘friendship’ between the two enemies could be constructed through the
nationalist mindset that pitted them against each other in the first place.

Antonije Puši , interview with author, September 16, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia. Puši ’s caricaturist
nature is noticeable in his pseudonym: the title of a Hollywood hero (John Rambo) and the middle
name of a prominent composer of classical music (Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart).
199 Gordy, The Culture of Power in Serbia, 119.
200 Petar Janjatovi , "Their Time is Past," in The Last Decade: Serbian Citizens in the Struggle for
Democracy and an Open Society, 1991-2001, ed. Velimir urgus Kazimir (Belgrade: Media Center,
2001), 53. For the audio track, refer to http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0R-ihkRWLBc&feature
=related.
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The song that possibly best represented Puši ’s mockery of the regime was ‘Goodness
Gracious’ (Karamba, karambita). Repeatedly performed in his concerts during the
protests of the 1990s, the song narrates the ‘polluted’ environment of that decade – be it
the media propaganda, the wars, the submissiveness of the Serbian populace or the
endemic nature of ‘kitsch’ culture. Beyond the cynical criticisms, the song motivated
people to change these destructive circumstances:
Preostaje jedino da ugasiš TV,

You can only turn the TV off

Odmoriš mozak i maneš se od budala,

Rest your brain and stay away from the fools

Prvo te u rat nateraju

First they make you go to war

i naprave invalida,

and make an invalid out of you

Onda nisu u stanju da kažu ni fala.

And then they don’t even say thank you

Ugasi TV, vidiš da te truje,

Turn off the TV, don’t you see it’s poisoning

you
Pristojnog oveka nateruju da psuje,

They make a decent man swear

A onda e opet kao Hitler, Causescue,

But they will, like Hitler, Ceausescu,

S položaja pasti uz larmu i tresku.

fall from their positions with racket and

noise.201

The song’s mockery comes not only from the lyrics, but also from the soundscape of the
audio background. For instance, the song begins with ‘folk’ music backgrounding its
principal ‘rap’ singing style. At the point where voters are mentioned, the sound effects
of cows ‘mooing’ indicate their “herd mentality.”202
The ridicule and cursing which often featured in Puši ’s musical genre were also
common practice in his concert performances. One example comes from the ‘Belgrade
Rock Winner’ concert, organised by a state-run TV programme in 1992. While the singer
Bebi Dol was performing, Puši jumped onto the stage, snatching the mike from her.

The words ‘Karamba karambita’ originate from the popular comic book Zagor, from the 1970s.
Originally Italian, this comic book was translated into Serbian and widely distributed throughout
Yugoslavia during the 1970s. Zagor was a protector of the weak and the oppressed, and possessed
superhuman strength as well as excellent wilderness survival skills. He was often accompanied by his
friend Chico, whose frequent use of the words ‘Karamba, karambita’ (meaning ‘goodness gracious’)
inspired the title for Rambo'
s song. See Mijatovic, " '
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," 9-11; Gordy,
The Culture of Power in Serbia, 119. For the audio track, refer to http://www.youtube.com/watch?v
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Then he aimed a tirade of abuse at the TV audience: “While we are here playing music,
bombs are falling on Dubrovnik, and Sarajevo! I don’t want to entertain the electorate!
Fuck you all!” 203 In another event, he declared on stage that “rock and roll in Serbia died
the moment Slobodan Miloševi appeared.”204 Ever since, Puši would not be seen in the
state-run media, but according to the music guru, Petar Janjatovi , the ban on him could
only have increased his popularity rating.205
Puši had been actively involved in the 1992 and 1996-7 student demonstrations as a
performer for the protest concerts, and as a protest participant. His first concert was
organised as part of the anti-war demonstrations in 1992. In the 1996-7 protests he not
only performed for the students, but also participated in the street actions. Pero Jeli , then
a student protester charged with organising cultural events and concerts for the 1996-7
protests, recalls:
I met Rambo Amadeus for the first time during the protest. He supported the protest and
was at the Faculty of Philosophy [building] every day. He had some ideas [for street
actions]. One of them was that students were here not to destroy but to construct. Then,
he re-painted the toilet wall of the Faculty of Philosophy.206

Ðor e Balaševi became an emblem for cultural resistance in the 1990s due to his
satirical songs and persistent engagement in student protests. As early as 1988 Balaševi
composed songs that manifested the absurdity of the wars, the regime’s hypocrisy, and
life under dictatorship. For instance, the song ‘Requiem’ deliberately mocks Josip Broz
Tito’s final attempts to cling on to power. Throughout the 1990s Balaševi released
tracks that either explicitly criticised social problems precipitated by the regime, or
exposed “the regime’s rhetoric regarding war, nationalism, oppression, and destruction of
the country in ways that ranged from nostalgic and reflective to piercingly ironic.”207 The
song ‘Freedom-no’ (Slobodan-ne), released in 1992, was repeatedly performed at
203
204
205
206
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Belgrade’s Terazije square in the course of the 1992 demonstrations. The title of the song
is based on a wordplay with Slobodan.208 The background music to the song is typical of
the Serbian folk genre found in the regime’s officially sanctioned music. But by
incorporating folk music with anti-regime lyrics, ‘Freedom-no’ tacitly attacks the cultural
manipulation by the regime. The song’s ‘hook’ phrase explicitly unveils Milosevi ’s
rhetoric that there is no war, and that he is only protecting the Serbs in Croatia and
Bosnia.209
The album ‘1990s’ (Devetdeset), released in 2000, became an all-time hit, inspiring many
protesters in the late 1990s. In the song ‘Legend of Geda the Stupid’ (Legenda o Gedi
gluperdi), Balaševi impersonates Miloševi (as ‘Geda’) and exaggerates his ignorant
gesture to the absurd. Moreover, he successfully utilises allegory and humour to speak of
an unspeakable subject at the time – the possible downfall of the Miloševi regime. From
January 1998 to the regime’s fall on October 5, 2000, the song was performed at
numerous anti-regime demonstrations across Serbia.210 Brana Mijatovi

notes that

‘Legend of Geda the Stupid’ became an emblem of people’s power. It changed “the
people’s attitude towards the regime from fear to courage and it reached its peak of
popularity in the months and weeks before the September 2000 elections which toppled
the Miloševi regime.” The hook phrase the song uses is as follows:
Gedo, gluperdo

Gedo, you stupid

svu si zemijo pro erdo

You gambled away the whole Land

Sve si spisko sram te bio

You lost everything. Shame on you

Gedo, bekrijo

Gedo you drunkard

Gedo, gluperdo …

Gedo, you stupid …

Jednom tako Geda išo na zivce

Once Geda was irritating everyone

Jedio komšiluk redom

Aggravated the whole neighborhood

I sad, ko je lud najposle?

But who is crazy here?

Da li Geda il’ mi,

Is it Geda or us,

Janjatovi , "Their Time is Past," 54.
209 Mijatovic, "(Com) Passionately Political," 95. For the audio track, refer to http://www.youtube.com/
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što se natežemo s Gedom?

who are playing a push-and-pull with Geda?211

During Otpor’s campaigns in 2000, Balaševi ’s song ‘To live freely’ (Živeti slobodno)
was composed exclusively to boost the morale of young activists. The lyrics are powerful
in motivating the youth to fight for the liberation of life, under the despair of the regime.
They depict exactly what tens of thousands of Otpor activists endeavoured to achieve
through their ‘street actions,’ staged in Miloševi ’s stronghold towns:
Na šta se pri a svodi?

Where is the story going to be carried?

Parole o slobodi

Slogans of freedom

Šeta i-preleta i? Slaba potpora

Walkers-flyers? Weak support

Nije to glava-pismo

That is not ‘heads or tales’

Ili jesmo ili nismo?

We either are or we are not?

Ovo srce bubnja ve ni tam-tam otpora: This heart beats an endless rhythm of
‘Resistance’:
Živeti slobodno ... Svetom se oriti

To live freely … To echo with the world

Oki en perom sokola

With a hawk’s feather decorated

Za urok protiv okova

Like a charm against shackles

Živeti slobodno ... Pesmom pokoriti

To live freely… To conquer through a song

Tvoj steg na svakom gradu

Your banner is on every town,

je gde ti se neko raduje …

where somebody feels delighted for you …212

Balaševi performed annually in the concert at Belgrade’s Sava Centre, which eventually
became the public site “where the ‘normal’ people congregated amid the madhouse of
surreal everyday life.”213 On the eve of 2000, which became the historic year of regime
change, he dedicated his concert particularly to Otpor, praising “those kids of the
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‘Resistance’ who were beaten and arrested by the ruthless regime.”214 After Balaševi
had performed the song ‘To Live Freely,’ all the concert attendees stood up and raised
their clenched fists to salute him.215
The Slovene punk band, Laibach, and its ferocious parodic subversion of the Yugoslav
regime, inspired Otpor’s leading activists – particularly when combining parody with
street protest action. The band was formed as a part of the New Slovenian Art collective
in the 1980s, as discussed earlier. Unlike Rambo Amadeus or Ðor e Balaševi , Laibach
did not explicitly attack the regime or its ideology. Instead, the band embraced the
ideologies it opposed, completely endorsing their symbolisms in order to distort the
original meanings. Laibach’s method can be detected in the song ‘The State’ (Država),
which praises the state and forces people to fully lay their trust in it:
Drzava skrbi za zascito

The state is responsible for protecting

dvig in izkoriscanje gozdov

raising and exploiting the forest

drzava skrbi za

the state is responsible for

fizicno vzgojo ljudstva

the people’s physical education

posebno mladine v svrho dviganja

particularly youths’ in order to raise
standards

narodovega zdravja

of national health

narodne delovne

national working

in obrambne sposobnosti

and defence capability

ravna cedalje bolj popustljivo

it is behaving ever more indulgently

dopusca se vsa svoboda

all freedom is allowed

oblast je pri nas ljudska

authority here belongs to the people216

The lyrics are accompanied with militaristic drum beats, rendering the song similar to the
anthem of a totalitarian state, be it Nazi or communist. And the band made sure that its
incorporation of the totalitarian emblems was total by printing the lyrics beside a large
Swastika made from four axes, taken from a World War Two poster designed by an anti214

This concert was actually broadcast by the state-run TV channel, RTS2. For the video clip, refer to
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Nazi artist. In so doing, the Swastika lost its meaning and context: the advocacy for Nazi
ideology underpinning the song being dismissed by the anti-Nazi poster.217
At the onset of the Bosnian war Laibach was outspoken, but in their own way. In 1994
the band released their ‘NATO’ album, on which they remade songs originally from the
West, but to be ironic. For instance, the song ‘War,’ originally a pacifist song performed
by Edwin Starr, contains the line: “War … , what is it good for? Absolutely nothing …
”218 The Laibach version changes the pacifist answers to a list of concepts that provide
the grounds for wars (science, religion, domination), including a list of companies
reaping profits from wars. Implicitly, Laibach condemns Western powers under NATO
for insufficiently implementing measures to mitigate the Bosnian war’s atrocities,
suggesting that sustaining the war provided increased strategic and economic benefits for
them.219
Laibach’s strategy for subversion relies on symbolically incorporating their ideological
opponent. The band essentially opposes totalitarianism, manifest not only in the form of
government, but also through political and economic cults. By embracing the cults they
despise, Laibach changes the meanings of the symbols that have initially supported
authority. The change itself, however, is not essentially the act of subversion. Rather, the
subversion lies in the ‘occurrence’ of symbolic incorporation, often through satire and
irony, which demonstrates the ‘incompletion’ of ideological domination. By just
accomplishing this, Laibach denies “the existence of true totalitarianism.”220
Yugoslav and Serbian rock ‘n’ roll music contributed to shaping the forms of humour
integrated into the protest repertoires of the late 1990s. Rock artists, especially Antonije
Puši ,

or e Balaševi and Laibach, demonstrated to protesters in 1996-7 and Otpor
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activists the power of satire and parody in criticising the regime’s propaganda.221
Moreover, the approach of these artists provided young dissidents with a subversive
methodology with which to mimic and mock the regime’s rhetoric. ‘Parodied obedience’
would become a popular element of humorous protest action carried out in the late 1990s.
Tragicomic films (1970s to 1990s)
Yugoslav and Serbian tragicomic films produced in the 1970s, through to the 1990s,
contributed to cultivating popular awareness of humour’s two subversive functions:
criticising the prevailing regime and challenging self-perception among Serbians.
Generally, the films revolved around tragic life events under the socialist regime. These
events ranged from violent death – common in the Balkans, war atrocities, and regime
oppression through to the social discrimination of marginalised groups.222 But the
tragedy is usually made light of by – for instance – absurd character behaviour by those
that are normally highly respected in society, ridiculous causes for fatal accidents, and
providing optimistic insights into what is otherwise a sad ending for a film. These
characteristics of tragicomic films might not influence humorous protest methods
directly. However, they shaped a collective understanding in which humour, particularly
satire, constituted the foremost option for undermining the regime’s authority or
suspending – at least temporarily – widespread depression in times of political
instability.223
Earlier on in this period, between the 1970s and 1980s, Yugoslav tragicomic films
typically conveyed criticisms of social life under the communist regime. Under the genre
‘Black Wave,’ 1970s’ film productions were influenced significantly by the Belgrade
students’ rebellion of 1968, and other left-wing student movements in Europe. Popular
films produced in this period are those such as: ‘When I am Dead and Pale’ (Kad budem
Paul Hockenos, "Serbia'
s New New Wave," In These Times (March 5, 2001),
http://www.inthesetimes.com/ issue/25/07/hockenos2507.html (accessed on October 20, 2010); Marc
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s Degree Thesis,
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mrtav i beo, 1967); ‘I Even Met Happy Gypsies’ or ‘Feather Gathered’ (Skuplja i perja,
1967); and ‘Doomsday is Near’ or ‘It Rains in my Village’ (Bi e skoro propast sveta,
1969). A crucial factor these films share in common is their endings – with all either
questioning popular belief generated under communism or providing symbolic attacks of
the ideology.224
‘Doomsday is Near,’ incorporates the latter feature through its ending, with the
protagonist’s actual ‘ethical’ death. A kind-hearted swine herder saves a mentally
challenged girl from sexual harassment by his fellow villagers. However, under the
influence of these villagers, he is involved in further incidents against his will, including
murdering the girl he earlier saved. The same group of townspeople later on stage a
kangaroo court, persecuting him for his crime. The swine herder is battered to death, but
his death also symbolises a kind of ‘ethical’ death, represented by his preparedness to
submit his own will to that of popular prejudice. Alongside the death scene of the
protagonist is the film’s finale depicting the town dwellers being mobilised to vote for
the Communist Party in a manipulated election. Merging these two scenes serves as the
director’s criticism of the uncritical, obedient mindset cultivated under communism.225
Yugoslav tragicomic films reached the apogee of their international recognition in the
1980s.226 Award winning films in this period include: ‘Who is Singing Over There?’ (Ko
to tamo peva, 1980); ‘The Balkan Spy’ (Balkanski špijun, 1981); ‘The Marathons’
(Maratonci tr e po asni krug, 1982); ‘Strangler vs. Strangler’ (Davitelj protiv davitelja,
1984); and ‘The Meeting Point’ (Sabirni centar, 1989). ‘Who is Singing Over There’
represents an all-time classic of Yugoslav tragicomic film. The movie revolves around a
bus trip to Belgrade and the absurd behaviours of the passengers, representing
stereotypes across different social groups (e.g. two Gypsy musicians, a World War One
veteran, a Germanophile, a budding singer, a sickly looking man, and a hunter with a
rifle). Along the way, they encounter various difficulties that slow the bus down (e.g. a
flat tire, a shaky bridge, a farmer who ploughs over the road, a funeral, and two feuding
families). The ludicrous traits of each passenger cause further trouble. The movie,
Vujkov, "Black Humour in Serbian Films of the Early Eighties and Its Cultural Consequences," 15.
225 Doomsday is Near / It Rains in my Village (Bi e skoro propast sveta), film, directed by Aleksandar
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however, ends with the deaths of protagonists (except for the two Gypsies) when, upon
arrival in Belgrade, the World War Two begins. The bus is bombed by the first airstrike
that hit the capital city.227
But it is the ‘Balkan Spy’ that successfully satirises the ‘paranoid’ temperament of the
communist regime. The leading character, Ilija

vorovi , is accused of being a Soviet

spy and is jailed for many years. When he is released and returns home, he suspects the
tenant of his rented house to be a French spy. Despite the unfounded suspicion, vorovi
makes up evidence based on his illusion. vorovi goes so far as to detain his tenant and
tortures him to extract a confession. And when the tenant plans to flee the country,
vorovi orders his wife to call the airport seeking the cancellation of ‘all flights.’ The
film bases its absurd comic ‘edge’ on mimicry of the Yugoslav regime’s obsession with
witch-hunts for Soviet communists.228
In the context of the Yugoslav wars and the rise of nationalism, the tragicomic films of
the 1990s generally questioned the values that established grounds for the wars to be
fought. The films typically based their comedy on issues of nostalgia, military
mobilisation, war profiteers and the inhumane conduct amongst militia. Films such as
‘Underground’ (Podzemlije, 1995), ‘Pretty Village Pretty Flame’ (Lepo sela, lepo gore,
1996), ‘Black Cat, White Cat’ (Crna ma ka, beli ma or, 1998), and ‘War Live’ (Rat
uživo, 2000) are prime examples.229 They are all ‘war’ movies, the exception being
‘Black Cat, White Cat’ which has a plot that centres on the romantic relationship of a
Gypsy couple set in a background of being 1990s war profiteers. However, their comic
lines can usually be found amidst the scenes of war and destruction. For instance, ‘Pretty
Village Pretty Flame’ depicts the Bosnian war. Despite melodramatic events, especially
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when two friends – a Bosnian Serb and a Muslim Bosnian – turn against each other, the
character ‘Viljuška’ lights up the generally depressive mood of the film. Viljuška’s
nickname is ‘Fork’ because he carries a fork around his neck to symbolise the claim that
Serbs had invented the fork – implying achievement of civilisation before other European
nations emerged from the Middle Ages. This claim was fanned to mobilise nationalist
sentiments in support of wars for a ‘greater Serbia.’230 And ‘Pretty Village Pretty Flame’
successfully mocks the claim through the character of Viljuška, while highlighting the
association of national myths with war mobilisation.
Comedy television shows
The popularity of British television comedy shows, particularly ‘Monty Python’s Flying
Circus,’ evidently offered the late 1990s protesters ammunition in ideas for humorous
street actions. The Flying Circus episodes were initially broadcast in the former
Yugoslavia in the 1970s. Famously acknowledged for being the most “surreal,
nonsensical and carnivalesque” of TV comedies, most of Monty Python’s sketches made
absurd state ideologies, their authorities and Catholicism in Western Europe.231 For
instance, in the skit ‘the Communist Quiz,’ Karl Marx, Lenin, Che Guevara, and Mao
Zedong are reduced to jesters competing to answer a senseless quiz in a pseudo TV
show. The skit ‘Hitler in England’ exposes moral errors within the Nazi ideology by
exaggerating it to the absurd. Other skits, such as ‘Ministry of Silly Walks’ and ‘Court
Sketch,’ unveil the universally absurd characteristics of bureaucracy. Numerous sketches
– such as ‘I Wish to Report the Burglary,’ ‘Probe Around on Crime,’ ‘Crunch Frog,’
‘Police Raid’ and ‘Fairly Story about the Police’ – contemptuously juxtapose the
seriousness of the police image with the silliness of police tasks. The comic and
exaggerated performance of the Python members expresses the unspeakable; that is the
nonsensical aspect of police duties such as the excessive use of force in the ‘Police Raid’
skit, despite unfounded allegations.232
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The ‘Pythonesque’ style of dark humour, turning upside down the seriousness of
established norms, fits well with the tradition of Yugoslav avant-garde theatre and the
tragic comedy film genre.233 While other British comedy shows – such as ‘Allo Allo’ and
‘Doctor Who’ – managed to become popular in the former Yugoslavia, the odd
combination of rebelliousness and silliness, central to Monty Python, remained an
inspiration for young protesters in the 1990s.234 Time and again Monty Python’s Flying
Circus is referred to as a crucial source of inspiration for Otpor’s street skits.235 As we
shall see in later chapters, the disclosure of the nonsensical nature of the state’s apparatus
in serving the regime was the approach Otpor adopted from Monty Python.
The Serbian sense of (black) humour
‘Life has never been easy here, but we manage to laugh’ is a common phrase one can
come across as a traveller in Serbia. Black humour flourishes in places where life is hit
hard. The historical episodes of war, mass exodus, dictatorship, poverty, media
censorship – and the list goes on, provide rich material for black humour. Consequently,
humour that teases with the matter of life and death has here become the force that
“invalidates power of all existential obstacles and of death itself.”236 In the Balkan region
where six wars occurred in the past century – in the Second World War alone, 11 per
cent of the total population of Yugoslavia at the time was lost237 – a black sense of
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humour was a mechanism for survival.238 And through this everyday sense of humour,
Serbia’s protesters learned its power in lowering their fear of death, as threatened by the
authorities. During the Otpor campaigns particularly, activists utilised the fear lowering
function of humour as a tool for mobilisation.
While the consequences of war in Croatia and Bosnia were incredibly disastrous,239
Serbians also bore the impact of war to a great degree. By mid-1993 there were
approximately 540,000 refugees, most of them Croatian and Bosnian Serbs, who had
migrated into Serbia. And international sanctions, from 1992 through to the Dayton
Peace Agreement in 1995, pushed domestic industry to the edge of bankruptcy. Only 10
per cent of factories were able to work normally, while the unemployment rate rose to 44
per cent in 1998.240 During the period of sanctions, inappropriate financial policy led to
hyper-inflation, reaching its peak in 1992 through to late 1993. At one point, 50 million
Serbian dinars were worth only a few loaves of bread.241 In January 1994, inflation went
up to 313,563,558 per cent. Electricity was subsequently restricted during the winter of
1994.242 The widespread shortage of food in shops also forced many to rely on food
distributed by charities.243 Serbian society had turned into a mafia fiefdom. Warlords and
black-market profiteers became respected figures, while the rule of law was replaced
with gang assassination.244 This period also saw a significant ‘brain-drain’ from Serbia,
with an estimated 150,000 to 300,000 émigrés who were highly educated young
professionals.245
Under these circumstances of war and destruction, black humour flourished in Serbia as
well as other Yugoslav states. It has the reputation of being “perverse” in the sense that
people say the opposite of what they actually mean, and make fun of deadly situations.
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An example of this black humour is discernible in the jokes poking fun at the stereotypes
of ethnic groups in Yugoslavia (e.g. Southern Serbians as misers, Central Serbians as
capricious and malicious, Montenegrins as lazy and pushy, Bosniaks as crude and stupid
and Macedonians as jolly).246 As much as ethnic jokes can demonstrate the prejudice of
one ethnic group toward another, they are considered prototypical of Yugoslav black
humour because the jokes contain ‘self-racism,’ where an ethnic group mocks its own
stereotype.247 Jokes circulated among Bosnians during the Serbian siege in the early
1990s epitomised this interplay between ethnic stereotype and self-biting black humour.
The following Bosnian joke pokes fun at war atrocities and at the same time highlights
Bosniaks’ mockery of themselves as being ‘dull’:
Cigarettes are in very short supply and Mujo had put his last one behind his ear ... Mujo
and Suljo are running over the Drvenija Bridge when a [Serb] sniper opens up on them.
Mujo takes a hit which shears off his ear. He stops frantically in the middle of the bridge
looking at the ground.
Suljo yells, ‘Get under cover, idiot! You’ve got two ears!’
Mujo responds, ‘Fuck the ear, I am looking for the cigarette!’248

In Serbia, during the 1990s, the anti-authoritarian and self-disparaging elements of black
humour have been popular, evidence of which can be found in many aphorisms. Found
springing from a society going through upheaval, aphorisms are satirical, short and sharp
sayings. Their contents contain ironic statements that praise the existing socially
distressing conditions. In Serbian society, aphorisms could be found anonymously
written on the walls in many different places, or circulating amongst friends. If witty
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enough, they would be picked up by newspapers, radio shows and notably by street
protesters.249
The popular themes of aphorisms in the 1990s revolved around wars and Serbian guilt
for generating the wars, the sanctions, shortages of basic goods, and the hypocritical and
repressive nature of the Miloševi regime. The theme of war primarily dealt with the
absurd causes of the Yugoslav wars. Examples of these are as follows: “Fake patriotism
is bothering me. I love my country exactly because I don’t know why;” “The conflict
could not have been avoided. You were fighting for peace, we were fighting against
war;” “We wanted the war to finish as soon as possible. That’s why we started it first;”
“We didn’t have any reason to slaughter each other. That motivated us even further;” “Is
a new war possible? I don’t know. All the previous ones were impossible;” and “The
longer the war, the closer we are to peace.” Other aphorisms deal with Serbian
responsibility for instigating the wars. Examples are; “We never take responsibility for
our acts. We are not a terrorist organisation;” “It is ridiculous to accuse us of having
planned a genocide. We never plan anything in advance;” and “The war criminal has
double-parked. Such a thing cannot go unpunished in this country.”250
The international sanctions that induced economic recession enriched the creation of
aphorisms. During the hyperinflation of 1994, the government cut off the entire country’s
electricity supply. The following phrases were found in response: “The only good thing
about not having electricity is that there is no television to tell us that we have
electricity;” “Serbia is at this moment the most romantic country in the world – we all
live by candlelight;”251 and “Without regular power cuts, there won’t be enough
electricity.”252 The high rate of unemployment due to the economic crisis gave rise to
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aphorisms such as: “I realised that time was money. I never have time to eat;” “Workers
are paid miserably. Luckily, this doesn’t happen very often.”
Numerous satirical sayings reflected popular resentment toward repression by the regime.
Examples are; “Stop! We will shoot! – the policemen warned the demonstrators. The
demonstrators stopped. The police fired warning shots in the air. It’s not their fault that
some demonstrators inhaled them;” “When a policeman can’t remember something, he
hits the first passer-by in the head;” “You will have full freedom of speech. That will
somewhat restrict your freedom of movement;” “Do you have freedom of speech? -Yes,
I’d rather not talk about it over the phone;” and “The opposition had good results at the
elections. No one got killed.”253
Finally, the Serb’s traumatic history – which in many ways provided the ground for the
rise of Serb nationalism – was at the top of the satirists’ target-list: “Our past is awful,
our present terrible: it’s lucky that we don’t have a future;”254 “You shouldn’t be thinking
only about your past. Look at what we’re doing to you today!;” “I am afraid that we will
have a stormy past even in the future;” and “Once I went so far into the future that I
arrived at the beginning of the past.”255
The proliferation of everyday satirical jokes underpinned the development of humorous
street actions in the 1996-7 protests and Otpor’s campaigns. Veteran protesters and
activists alike congruently stated that the dark period in the 1990s sharpened a popular
sense of humour as a strategy to survive: “[you] either sit down, cry and kill yourself or
start to make jokes out of it.”256 But beyond being merely a survival strategy, as the
following chapters will demonstrate, protesters and activists in the late 1990s were aware
of the power of humour to subvert the dictatorial rule of Miloševi :
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… in the Serbian struggle, humour takes a very important place. We are very humouroriented culture ... Serbs make jokes about everything … This is how Serbs operate.
They like jokes and they gather around funny things. So, for us, it is both mentality and
the habit of using humour … 257
Jokes are part of our everyday life … Balkan people are very famous because of the
jokes. There’s a very developed culture of jokes in this area. Those [humorous] messages
[seen in the slogans during the 1996-7 protests] came from TV commercials, sayings
from celebrities and [the] mocking of celebrities, from movies and comedies, local
language and local jokes, and from their families.258
I think that the more ironic the jokes get the better. Sometimes, our sense of humour can
be very sour. It can be very black as well … in nonviolent struggle, you can’t use any
other types of humour because it’s just a means to achieve something. It cannot stay on
the level of shiny, bubbling, and lovely. It has to be very sharp. So, it makes you laugh
but it also kind of hits you.259
Humour came naturally for [Otpor]. Sometimes the stress could be so hard to handle …
We were never sure if tomorrow we would be arrested. So, I think humour was like a
defensive mechanism for our sanity. There was not much of strategic rationality for our
use of humour like ‘let’s go humorous.’260
I can also stress that the use of humour [by Otpor] was very important because when you
fight against the regime who has all power in their hands or tools of repression, humour
is the only way you can fight because we didn’t have guns to fight with [the government]
… The tradition of using humour in this way is very common in the Balkans.261
The use of humour is very popular here because people have had a hard life so we like to
make jokes about ourselves. It is very common here that the movies with critical political
messages are largely comedy ... the way [Otpor] used humour to spread the message is
similar [to comedic movies].262
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I think humour is a part of our nature. It’s the way we operate. Maybe it’s hard to
understand our sense of humour. But we’re humorous during the hard time, and that’s
how we operate. Humour is a logical way.263

Conclusion
The prevalence of humour in everyday Serbian life provided the key underpinning factor
for the development of humorous protest actions in the 1996-7 protests and Otpor’s
campaigns. On the one hand, the subversive content contained in satirical jokes and
forms of pop culture (e.g. the absurd theatre genre, satirical lyrics of rock ‘n’ roll music,
tragicomic films, and comedy television shows) helped to cultivate anti-regime sentiment
among the general public. On the other hand, these forms of everyday humour exposed
dissidents to the possibilities of incorporating humour into their protest repertoires. The
popular awareness of subverting the authorities with humour was initially translated into
practice in the 1991 and 1992 demonstrations. However, it was in the 1996-7 protests
where humorous protest actions would be staged on a large scale, and their tactical
advantages developed.
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CHAPTER 3
HUMOROUS PROTEST ACTIONS IN THE 1996-7 PROTESTS

Introduction
This chapter provides a detailed account of the 1996-7 protesters’ humorous street
actions which constituted a vital step for the success of Otpor’s campaigns. The protests
saw both improvised and organised styles of humorous street actions. On the one hand,
several ‘happenings’ emerged spontaneously from amongst ordinary citizens as a
response to the regime’s refusal to accept its defeat in municipal elections in November
1996. On the other hand, numerous actions were organised and staged by students.
Unlike the spontaneous ‘happenings,’ these actions were informed by a degree of
reflection about the possible impact of humour upon the regime. Some of the student
leaders believed that humorous actions could lend an entertaining ‘edge’ to the protests
and help to maintain crowds at a critical mass. In addition, humour could help project an
innocent image of the student protesters and thereby weaken official propaganda calling
for a crackdown. Most importantly, it could draw increasing media coverage of the
protest events and thereby enhance public recognition of the protesters’ cause. This
approach would be developed as Otpor’s core political strategy.
Chronological overview of the 1996-7 protests
The trigger for the protests was the rigging of municipal elections of 1996 triggered mass
demonstrations over three to four months in Serbia. On November 3, 1996, both federal
and municipal elections were held.264 At the federal level, the Left Coalition, comprising
Slobodan Miloševi ’s Socialist Party of Serbia (Socialisti ka partija Srbije – SPS),
Mirjana Markovi ’s Yugoslav United Left (Jugoslovenska udružena levica – JUL), and
the New Democracy (Nova demonkratija – ND) beat the opposition coalition or Zajedno
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(‘Together’).

This

coalition

consisted

of

Zoran

Ðin i ’s

Democratic

Party

(Demonkratska stranka – DS), Vuk Draškovi ’s Serbian Renewal Party (SPO), and
Vesna Peši ’s Civic Alliance of Serbia (Gradjanski savez Srbije – GSS).265 However, at
the municipal level, no party received a decisive majority of the vote. The second round
of the election was held on November 17 where the Left Coalition gained victories in
over a hundred municipalities.
The Left Coalition seemed to maintain its stranglehold over Serbia’s political landscape,
but its electoral defeat by the opposition parties in 41 major cities and municipalities
constituted the beginning of regime’s demise. These cities included Belgrade, Novi Sad
and the SPS stronghold towns in central, western and southern Serbia (e.g. Kragujevac,
Kraljevo, Užice, Niš, and Pirot).266 They were the backbone of Serbia’s economy. For
instance, 35.4 per cent of Serbia’s population resided in these areas. They accounted for
50 per cent of the employed workforce and 63 per cent of employees with a tertiary
education.267 In addition, the Left Coalition’s loss of control in these major cities dealt a
severe blow to the regime’s control over the media, one of the pillars of Miloševi ’s
popularity.268 Because of these significant consequences, the Electoral Commission –
controlled by the ruling parties – moved to annul the electoral victories of the opposition
coalition. For example, in Niš, the Southern heartland of Serbia, the SPS politicians and
their private army (called the ‘kickbox’ club) intimidated opposition candidates at the
polling stations.269 This news and a photograph of the Electoral Commissioners
destroying the opposition’s ballot papers were circulated among people in Niš.270
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The ‘stolen election’ gave legitimate ground for the opposition coalition to call for
nationwide demonstrations. On November 19, the first protests erupted in Niš, which
attracted some 50,000 participants at its peak.271 On the following days, other protests
followed in Užice, Kragujevac, Novi Sad, a ak, Pirot and Jagodina. On November 21,
the opposition coalition began the first march in Belgrade when it became clear that the
authorities were attempting to obstruct the election of in i , who had won the Belgrade
mayorial poll.272 Three days later, protesters threw the first egg at the City Hall, marking
the onset of what the opposition coalition coined, the ‘Yellow Revolution’ or ‘Egg
Revolution,’ a parody of the ‘Yogurt Revolution’ that brought Miloševi to power in the
late 1980s.273 The eighth day of protest saw Serbians taking to the street across the
country. In Belgrade, the number of protesters reached 200,000 while 15,000 people
gathered in Kragujevac, and 5,000 in Kraljevo. In SPS-controlled towns such as Valjevo
and Leskovac, people also managed to take to the streets.274 By mid-December, the
opposition parties organised daily protests in small and remote towns such as Šabac,
Smederevska Palanka, Lapovo, Para in, Novi Kneževac, Prokuplje, Vršac, and Vranje.275
By January 1997, in Belgrade alone, approximately 700,000 persons had taken part in the
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demonstrations.276 By mid-February, close to the end of the opposition protests, around
six million people across Serbia had reportedly taken part in the ‘Winter of
Discontent.’277
While the demographic character of protest participants was relatively homogeneous,
their reasons for participation were diverse. According to research undertaken by the
Institute for Sociological Research at Belgrade University’s, the majority of participants
aged between 20 and 29 years old. Most were educated and resided in the cities.278 The
prime reason that drove them to the street was their opposition to the undemocratic rule
of Miloševi , catalysed by the electoral fraud.279 Nevertheless, the reasons accounting for
the decline of Miloševi ’s legitimacy were related to his contribution to the destruction of
Yugoslavia. There were those who despised him because he led Serbia to defeat in the
Croatian and Bosnian wars, and those condemned him for the atrocities inflicted on the
populations of these countries.280
Overall the protests were nonviolent, but there was a major clash between SPS supporters
and Belgrade protesters on December 24, 1996. Observers noted that around 40,000 to
60,000 SPS supporters were transported from Southern and Eastern Serbia, including
Kosovo.281 These supporters claimed that they came to Belgrade to defend Serbia from
“a handful of hooligans and provocateurs,” a line that echoed the propaganda of the statecontrolled media.282 As soon as the SPS protesters got off the buses however, they found
themselves surrounded by hundreds of thousands of angry Belgraders who booed at them
and made it clear “they were ready to fight.”283 The clash culminated in the shooting of
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an SPO supporter, Ivica Lazovi , the beating to death of Predrag Star evi , and another
58 injuries.284
The protests gained increasing political momentum, and by early January received both
domestic and international endorsement. In late November 1996, the Organisation for
Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) and the U.S. government sent letters to
Miloševi , demanding the recognition of the local election results. Support was also
offered by the International Peace Conference, Russia’s Democratic Choice, the Magyar
Democratic Forum from Hungary, the Mayor of Timi oara – the town where the uprising
against Nicolae Ceau escu erupted in December 1989 – and the Bulgarian Union of
Democratic Forces (SDS) which led a similar demonstration against the Bulgarian
Socialist Party.285 On January 2, 1997, the Serbian Orthodox Church released a letter that
endorsed the student protests while condemning the Miloševi

regime as the

“[communist], godless and satanic regime for the falsification of the people’s votes, the
elimination of political and religious freedom, and particularly the beating and killing of
people on the streets of Belgrade.”286 A few days later, the Yugoslav Army’s Chief-ofStaff agreed to meet with a student leader,

edomir Jovanovi . Later on, he confirmed

that the Army would not carry out any action that was against the constitution or the will
of citizens.287
The second week of January 1997 saw the regime’s acknowledgement of the opposition
coalition’s victories. The election results were first recognised in Niš and Vršac, followed
by 14 other municipalities.288 On February 11, the Serbian Assembly adopted the special
law (Lex Specialis), introduced by the government, as a way out of the growing mass
dissatisfaction that might have led to its downfall had it let the protests continue. The law
recognised the original election outcomes, but did not hold the Electoral Commission
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accountable for its unlawful falsification of the opposition coalition’s victories.289 The
opposition’s protests were concluded on February 23, 1997 and

in i was inaugurated

as the Mayor of Belgrade.290
Despite the regime’s acceptance of electoral defeat, there remained several thousand
students in Belgrade persistently carrying on the ‘student protests’ (Studentski protesti).
The students were known for their political non-partisanship and commitment to
nonviolence. The student networks emerged during the protests, in particular, paved the
way for the formation of the Otpor (Resistance) movement and its innovative humorous
protest tactics.
Organising the student protests
The difference between the student and the opposition protests generally lay essentially
in their differing demands. In the aftermath of the falsified election result, students from
Niš and Belgrade – followed by those in Novi Sad and Kragujevac – took to the streets,
demanding the formation of a commission which would investigate any claim of
electoral irregularities, replacement of the SPS-backed Belgrade University rector,
Dragutin Veli kovi , and removal of the student-deans.291 As the protests evolved,
students in Belgrade demanded acceptance of the election results instead of the earlier
request for an investigation.292 Concrete demands aside, students in general wanted to
live in a ‘normal’ society with “freedom of speech, the right to vote, legality” and jobs
after graduation.293
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In the 1996-7 protests, the independent students’ ad hoc committee, which had been
formed in late November, became the catalyst for establishing student networks across
Serbia’s major cities.294 In Belgrade, student organisation was the most structured. After
the annulment of election results, students from Belgrade University and the School of
Arts began to boycott classes. This initial act of defiance led to the formation of the
Student Initiatives’ Board in faculties such as Philology, Philosophy, Mathematics,
Mechanical Engineering, and Biology. Membership of each faculty-level board ranged
from five to fifteen persons. They were tasked with attending meetings of the universitylevel board, named the University Students’ Main Board.295
Consisting of between 70 and 80 representatives from the faculty boards, the Students’
Main Board oversaw the coordination and logistics of staging the protests. It held daily
meetings to discuss matters including decisions on walking routes, the nature of street
activities and cultural events, and coordinating their activities with the opposition
coalition as well as the police.296 In terms of logistical management, the Faculty of
Philosophy spearheaded the division of tasks by setting up teams such as the security
team, propaganda and press, the program unit and electronic media, and finance team.297
According to edomir Anti , then the vice-chairman of the Students’ Main Board, there
were around 300 people working on administration in the different teams. During the
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peak of the demonstrations, such as the stand-off with the police on the eve of 1996, the
number of student volunteers reached between 3,000 and 4,000.298
The security team played a crucial role in maintaining the nonviolent discipline of
student protesters. Active since November 25, 1996, the team was organised into two
groups: the Belgrade University team, and the Philosophy Faculty team. The former was
comprised of around 140 students who were in charge of traffic security during the daily
walks. Its additional tasks were to prevent any provocative behaviour by student
protesters and to facilitate communication with the security forces. The Philosophy
Faculty team consisted of 40 staff. They were responsible for guarding the entrance to the
Philosophy Faculty building which was used as the office of the Students’ Main
Board.299 The security team also distributed security guidelines to protesters, advising
that in cases where students came across the police, they should crouch or sit down and
avoid verbal offense. During the walk, the security team provided a human barrier
between the police and students.300
The programme unit took the lead in organising humour-based events to generate a
festive atmosphere. The main responsibility of the team was to organise cultural events
and concerts after the end of the daily protest programme. Typically, the protest activity
began with a gathering and speeches at 12 p.m., followed by the student walk and the
citizen walk (led by the opposition coalition) at 4 to 6 p.m. Cultural events, and theatre
plays or concerts, were usually organised at night to maintain a critical number of
participants.301 The programme unit was later on involved in engineering some of the
collective street action by students, and worked collaboratively to help the propaganda
and press team who were charged with contacting the independent media, such as Naša
Borba, Blic, Demokratija, and the B92 radio station, to cover the protest events and
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actions of students.302 According to Pero Jeli , a member of the programme unit’s staff,
the majority of student street action was humorous, specifically created to generate a
festive euphoria. However, Jeli indicated they needed to be careful about the type of
humour they used for their protest actions, preferring satire because it could provide an
entertaining ‘edge’ to the protests, without losing the image of their seriousness:
Humour was needed at the time because people wanted to remove the negative energy
that had existed for so many years … but [humour] shouldn’t be the main thing because
people might not take the protest seriously. So we decided to use satirical humour
instead. There were a lot of word games. Student produced many papers, pamphlets, and
comic strips.303

Private companies also contributed ideas to help support students’ humorous protest
skits. For instance, there were at least two employees from the ‘Saatchi & Saatchi’
marketing company who attended the daily meetings of students. They shared ideas in
the process of choreographing humorous street actions. According to Jovan

eki , a

former employee of Saatchi & Saatchi, numerous street actions were designed to appear
joyful and to render students with a non-threatening image. In this way, clashes with the
police could be avoided.
Two of us were called from the students to help them create some programmes. For three
to four months, we were sitting there with students, discussing with them what kind of
actions they should do and what reaction toward the actions would be … the action had
to be relaxed, joking, not provoking the clash. If you provoke the police, you wouldn’t
have what you want. So we used some jokes and art instead … 304

One of the foremost ideas proposed by ‘Saatchi & Saatchi’ employees was that 20,000
students should hold hands to surround the three Assemblies: Federal, State and City.
“Each of them would write a message in his or her ID book, and then cover the
Chancellor’s office with these books.” The message was to protest the Rector’s denying
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of students’ demands.305 Other contributions by these marketing staff toward the
students’ street actions included the employment of drummers in the students’ parade,
influenced by the Dutch drumming parade.
In the southern city of Niš, the student protests were carried out on a smaller scale than
the Belgrade protests, but were similarly well-organised. A few days after the alleged
electoral fraud, students from different faculties at Niš University took to the street. They
demanded the acceptance of the opposition’s electoral victory and the accountability of
authorities who were allegedly involved in vote rigging.306 According to the student
leaders, Milan Stefanovi , Mile Illi and Boban Arsenijevi , students began setting up
the core committee after a few days of separate protests. The committee consisted of
approximately 24 members (two representatives from each of 12 faculties).307 Due to the
smaller number of students, compared with those from Belgrade University, tasks within
the Niš Student Committee were not clearly divided or assigned to different teams. Only
the security team was properly formed to take care of traffic security during the daily
walks, and a group of 30 to 40 students led the organisation of cultural events, committee
meetings and press conferences. This ‘action team’ put together and implemented a
strategy that was media friendly, theatrical and convenient for ordinary people to
participate in.308 Most importantly, their actions were organised and staged on a basis of
nonviolence.309 In addition to humorous and dramatic street ‘happenings,’ the Niš
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students staged a march from Niš to Belgrade (covering 250 kilometres) which obtained
nationwide media coverage, including in the pro-regime newspaper Politika.310
In Novi Sad, the gateway to the Vojvodina region in northern Serbia, student
organisation was almost without any structure or clear division of tasks. The opposition
coalition managed to secure its electoral victory in this northern city. Consequently,
students took to the street for reasons other than the fraud election. For instance, Stanko
Lazenti and Miloš Gagi , then leading student protesters, hoped that the nationwide
uprisings could galvanise the potential overthrow of Miloševi .311 But Aleksandar
Salvanovi points out that he took part in the protest because he wanted the abolition of
the draconian University Law.312 The Novi Sad protest began with around 50 students
gathering and spontaneously delivering speeches which condemned the regime for
stealing votes in other cities. Later on, they were in charge of organising daily walks and
other protest activities, one of which was the march to Belgrade. On December 14, 1996,
approximately 200 students from Novi Sad set off on a 20 hour march to Belgrade under
the theme, ‘These feet are not so small. They hold great wisdom for us all.’313 The march
was parade-like, characterised by all night singing, whistling and drumming. Asked why
the walk to Belgrade was important, a student testified: “ … we owe it to justice,
democracy and truth. We made it clear even in our chants and slogans. It is our gift to
Belgrade.”314
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Fig. 1 – Students’ march from Novi Sad to Belgrade. Courtesy of Stanko Lazendi

In the central city of Kragujevac, the rage felt by students against the vote rigging drove
them to take to the streets. However, their organisation was the least structured,
compared to the Belgrade and Niš student protests. Three days after the initial student
revolt in Belgrade, a Kragujevac student protest began spontaneously. But soon afterward
students from the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Kragujevac University, managed
to set up a steering board. With no structured task division, the board itself oversaw the
organisation of a daily public meeting held at the Student Square and later in front of the
Mechanical Engineering Faculty building.315 It also helped to coordinate a student walk
from one factory to another in order to get the support of workers.316 Following the
precedent set by student marches from Novi Sad and Niš to Belgrade, 30 students from
Kragujevac, led by Željko Savi , covered the distance of 117 kilometres and arrived in
Belgrade on December 20.317
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The student organisations formed during the 1996-7 protests provided a platform for
cooperation among student activists. Despite the emergence of ad hoc student
committees in different cities, cross-campus coordination was not formally established.
Siniša Šikman uses the example of the decision by students from Niš, on the march to
Belgrade, as a textbook case of the lack of cross-regional cooperation. Other students
disagreed with the Niš students’ meeting with Miloševi upon their arrival, especially
those from Belgrade. The Belgrade students’ reasoning was that the meeting would allow
Miloševi to portray himself as a benign and charismatic figure who accepted the
demands of students, without his promises actually materialising. Šikman recalls: “[w]e
all said, ‘no, don’t go. He will use you.’ But eventually they did go because there was no
common structure. All of us worked separately.”318
However, the level of cross-campus cooperation had improved by the end of the student
protests. In the beginning of March, the first Assembly of universities Belgrade
proceeded to decide upon directions for student activism.319 On March 27, 1997, the
election for the chairperson and representatives of the newly-founded ‘Student
Parliament’ was held. Slobodan Homen was elected as the chairperson and Nenad
Konstantinovi as one of the deputies. This body was intended to serve as an umbrella
organisation for many student organisations and connect all students from university
cities. Concurrently, the ‘Student Political Club’ was founded and headed by prominent
figures of the student protests such as

edomir Jovanovi and

edomir Anti .320 The

majority of the Club’s members were already active in political parties while leading
members would later be represented in a new generation of Serbian politicians.321

Siniša Šikman, interview with author, September 19, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia.
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The Student Parliament spearheaded the cross-university campaigns in 1998, paving the
way for the future regional networks of students. It collaborated with existing student
organisations in Novi Sad, Niš and Kragujevac, including other ad hoc groups of students
that emerged during the 1996-7 protests. These student networks developed into the
‘Serbian Student Movement.’ One of the Movement’s initiatives was the Yugoslav
presidential election campaign in mid-1997 and the ‘Stop the Tyranny’ campaign. 322 The
latter was an attempt to mobilise votes for the opposition parties from amongst Albanians
and Serbs living in Kosovo. Around 50 meetings were organised and attended by Serbian
student activists, who shared their experiences of the 1996-7 protests with Kosovar Serbs
and Albanians.323 And when students in Kosovo staged a mass demonstration in
November, veterans from the student protests in Serbia were present there to build
solidarity.324 Despite the dissolution of two core student organisations as a consequence
of infighting, these initiatives provided crucial groundwork for the evolution of the
student networks into Otpor.
Humorous protest actions
Serbia’s 1996-7 protests are remembered as nonviolent, joyful and carnivalesque. And,
employment of nonviolence was planned just as much as being intuitive. On the part of
the opposition coalition, the use of nonviolence and humour in their actions was
generally deliberate. There was agreement among opposition politicians to maintain the
nonviolent nature of the protests. Dušan Juvanin, a long standing member of the DS and
a politician in the Northern town of Zrenjanin, points out that Zajedno’s reliance on
Nenad Konstantinovi , interview with author, November 4, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia. See also Nikoli ,
"Students Divided."
323 Ivan Marovi , interview with author, November 1, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia; Ivana Franovi , interview
with author, September 22, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia; Milan Stefanovi , interview with author, October
7, 2010, Niš, Serbia; Mile Illi , interview with author, October 7, 2010, Niš, Serbia. However,
Stefanovi considers these meetings as unsuccessful because Serbs in Kosovo strongly associated
Miloševi with their survival in Kosovo. Franovi further notes that because the campaign in Kosovo
was an attempt to divert votes of Albanians to the Serbian opposition parties, it was difficult to
convince the Albanians why they should participate in the Serbian governmental system as that would
hinder their work for a total breakaway from Serbia. An article published in the weekly newspaper,
VREME, similarly emphasised the Kosovar Albanians’ lack of interest in the opposition protests in
1996-7. See Sqelzen Maliqi, "Elections, Demonstrations and Kosovo: Belgrade as a Foreign
Capital,"VREME (December 7, 1996), http://www.scc.rutgers.edu/ serbian_digest/ (accessed on
September 12, 2010).
324 Howard Clark, "The Limits of Prudence: Civil Resistance in Kosovo, 1990-98," in Civil Resistance &
Power Politics: The Experiences of Non-Violent Action from Gandhi to the Present, eds. by Adam
Roberts and Timothy Garton Ash (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009), 238.
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nonviolent action resulted from the lessons they learned from the regime’s crackdown
against the 1991 protests. The opposition party realised that riots and sabotage could not
defeat Miloševi , because he controlled the police force, paramilitaries and the army.
More importantly, Miloševi ’s power had been unchallenged because of his maneuvering
and use of fear-based rhetoric: “he always mentioned to the public that if he was defeated
in the election, Serbia would disappear.”325Accordingly, there was discussion at the time
within the circle of opposition politicians as to what kind of nonviolent action could
effectively deal with the fear generated – with the view taken it should be cheerful and
positive. A sarcastic and humorous style of protest was chosen to respond to Miloševi ’s
politics of fear.326
For students, reliance on nonviolent action was a product as much of intuition as of
planning. For many students, nonviolent struggle was an intuitive response to the wars
and street crimes that had plagued Serbia during the 1990s. This hostility toward the
regime grew to be strong, particularly among male students who were being mobilised to
serve as troops on the frontline. During the wars of the 1990s, the Serbian military had to
rely on irregular soldiers as only 13 per cent of draftees actually served in the military in
the period of the wars.327 In Belgrade alone, 90 per cent of young men went into hiding
during the military call up.328 The strong sentiment in opposition to the regime’s wars
was reflected in a student’s testimony responding to the regime’s belittling of students by
calling them ‘children’:
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326 Dušan Juvanin, interview with author, November 2, 2010, Zrenjanin, Serbia. Another reason for the
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Party leader had extensive knowledge of civil disobedience and other forms of nonviolent resistance.
He had also witnessed these methods at work during the 1968 nonviolent uprising of students in the
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327 Matthew Collin, This is Serbia Calling (London: Serpent'
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Students are no children; they are citizens with full rights in this country, who have risen
against the abolishment of their rights. You did not worry about our age when you sent
us to Vukovar [in Croatia] and other places where the war was on … 329

Intuition aside, organisers of the student protests were aware of the political necessity of
maintaining nonviolent discipline. Like opposition politicians, students understood that
provocative behaviour or sabotage could play into the hands of the regime, which held
complete control of the security forces. Students could have lost their popular support
and been defeated in the struggle.330 For edomir Anti , the problem of using violence in
the fight for democracy runs deeper. He explained that if students had resorted to arms
and they had happened to win the struggle, the students’ goal of democratic change
would not have been achieved: “If we had won the struggle with the regime by the use of
force, democracy would not have been able to establish because we would have radicals
in power.”331
Students understood that humour could be used as a form of nonviolent action because it
could attack the regime symbolically without provoking police repression. For instance,
Pero Jeli explains that students became committed to nonviolence because of their
general awareness that they could not match the regime’s security forces, and that rankand-file authorities only followed their commander’s orders. Nevertheless, students
wanted to express their rebellion against the regime. Humour provided students with an
effective combination.
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There were always arguments about whether or not to attack the police. But nonviolent
resistance was the only one option ... It was a common sense not to be aggressive. Also,
you have to be aware that police were doing their job. If they didn’t do anything to you,
there was no need for students to be violent. We didn’t like the police, so what we did
was to outwit them, to show them that we were smarter.332

This view reflects the way in which humour and nonviolent action were intertwined in
the 1996-7 protests. Humorous street actions were staged together with different methods
of nonviolent action – such as blinking lights, jamming the phone lines, jamming the
traffic and sit-ins. They were either initiated by ordinary citizens and students, or
nationally coordinated by the opposition coalition. Individually initiated actions were
spontaneous while those created by students and encouraged by the opposition coalition
were planned. Humorous protest actions carried out in the 1996-7 protests can be
categorised as carnivalesque rallies, witty slogans on placards and satirical street theatre.
Carnivalesque rallies
Food throwing, noise making, parades, fancy costumes, plays and parties defined the
carnivalesque features of the 1996-7 protests.333 The opposition coalition primarily
conceived of egg throwing at buildings as a ‘symbolic’ attack on the regime. This
initiative later on evolved into an entertaining and yet subversive protest activity. In the
protest’s early days, during the daily walks, some protesters allegedly threw stones and
abused staff of the Radio Television of Serbia (Radio-televizija Srbije – RTS) and the
regime-controlled newspaper, Politika. To prevent this vandalism, which could provoke a
repressive response by the police, and yet maintain ways for protesters to express their
anger, the opposition party leaders introduced the activity of throwing eggs at state
buildings.334 The prime targets were the offices of state media, the City Hall, Court
House and the Assembly buildings.335 At the peak of the campaign, around 200,000
demonstrators pelted eggs at state buildings which consequently turned yellow and
created a disgusting stench.336 A protest message then arose from this action: “the odour
332
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334
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outside matching the one inside.” To visually emphasise this, the opposition leaders
blocked their noses with their hands, showing a disgusted face every time they strolled
past the stinking state buildings. One of the streets, on which the wall of a building had
become yellow from the thrown eggs, was even named ‘The Scrambled Egg Street.’ And
on a postcard that read ‘Greeting from Belgrade,’ the image of the Politika building was
depicted covered with a giant egg.337
Another carnivalesque characteristic of the 1996-7 protests was the cacophony of noise
made to drown out the regime’s propaganda. At the end of November, students launched
the campaign ‘noise is in fashion’ (Buka u modi). They invited citizens in Belgrade and
other cities to create noise from any equipment they could find. Because of their
portability, whistles became the preferred ‘weapon’ of individuals. They provided a
carnivalesque ‘edge’ to the protests. More importantly, the act of blowing whistles in
itself conveyed a political message: whistling gave ‘voice’ back to protesters whose votes
– and therefore voices – were stolen (with the noun ‘glas’ in Serbian means both ‘voice’
and ‘vote’). And the protesters managed to bring back their voices by whistling for 90
days.338 At the same time they demonstrated that the regime could not successfully
silence the citizenry through media manipulation and the threat of a police crackdown.
Whistling, in this sense, empowered people symbolically, as Lazar Džami notes:
The tactical use of noise consists of attempts to symbolically topple the repressive
discourse of the governing ideology and its media by simple deafening, the destruction of
meaning and negation of any sense, where the noise has served as a major agent.339

Apart from using whistles, people showed their creativity by using a variety of
instruments to generate noise. When marchers passed their neighbourhood, people
grabbed anything in their household to then join the caravan of noise. Bells, firecrackers,
pots, kettles, pans, rubbish bins, vacuum cleaners, bullhorns, and radios are just some
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examples. Of course, bare hands could be the first and last resource for making noise.340
According to one popular anecdote, a sailor in the navy blew the horn of his naval ship in
a desperate attempt to find the most effective equipment to generate the loudest noise
possible.341 During the daily protest walks, drummers played Latin and African rhythms
that converged with passers-by’s trumpets and even sports fan’s rattles. More often than
not rock ‘n’ roll bands accompanied marchers, playing a kind of punk rock juxtaposed
with traditional folk, to mock the state-promoted ‘turbo-folk’ of the time.342
It was the collective banging of pots and pans during the state news programme that
marked the apogee of the acoustic rebellion. The basic idea behind this action was that
only the noise of a civic multitude could drown out the ‘noise’ of the daily news
propaganda, broadcast by the RTS at 7.30 p.m. Pots and pans were popular devices
because they were easy to find and use, and could produce the loudest noise.343 During
the news broadcast every day, ‘walkers’ – both students and opposition supporters –
would start to beat pots and pans. Then the whole city would follow suit. The elderly,
children, housewives, and others who did not take to the street, came out onto their
balconies and beat their pots of pans together with the ‘walkers.’ Vladimir Ðumi , then
staff of the Students’ Initiatives Board, recounts:
The point is that every night at 7.30 p.m. when the national news was on air, we had one
role: walking around the city, making loud noise, [and] saying ‘noise is in fashion.’ We
were actually ‘waking up’ our parents and grandparents. They were getting out of the
windows and balconies and hitting pots and pans with their spoons and other things.
They were making terribly loud noise so that no one could listen to the news. We were
trying to send the message that the news was the government’s lies.344

This scene and its sound became a metaphor for ‘people’s power,’ as it broke the
darkness and silence that had been consuming the lives of so many in Serbia. Through
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this collective action, solidarity was fostered which undermined the widespread sense of
isolation. Suzana Jovani , the media coordinator from Serbia’s Fund for an Open Society
and a regular protester, testified:
People made noise at the same time to show some sort of solidarity. It was a good
feeling. We didn’t have to be members of any organisation or to plan to do things. If you
wanted to protest, you could just go out of your window and beat anything you had in
your hands! You didn’t need to risk your life or use any complicated equipment [to
participate in the protests] … the action made people feel free.345

Fig.2 – Making noise to drown out ‘lies.’ Courtesy of VREME Demokratija
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Flag waving and costume parades characterised the cosmopolitan spirit of carnival in the
1996-7 protests. On January 1, 1997, ‘Belgrade is the World’ (Beograd je svet) became
the protest’s slogan that served to display the cosmopolitan identity of Belgrade, against
the nationalist image of Serbia generally perceived by the international community.346
This was instigated by people waving international flags which ranged from those of
Yugoslavia and Serbia, France, Japan, Germany and the U.S.347 These flags were
accompanied by ‘apolitical’ flags, such as those of miners, car racing, and commercial
logos, the gay pride rainbow flag, American Civil War flag, and the skull and crossbones
flag. There were even ‘improvised’ flags made from scarves tied to sticks. It was as if
people brought “whatever they had hanging on their walls” to the protest site.348

Fig. 3 – ‘Belgrade is the World’ parade. Courtesy of VREME Demokratija
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Parade marchers wore ridiculous-fancy costumes in an attempt to mock anyone they
wished. There was a man wearing a tin helmet with red tulips popping up from this
‘crown,’ while some were dressed as Roman gladiators. Others put on their comic
sunglasses, face masks, and nurse’s, military and police uniforms.349 At one point in
January, four sheep were brought in from Mount Zlatibor of western Serbia to a
demonstration site, and taken for a ‘walk’ to the Australian Embassy.350 In poking fun at
socialist voters, sheep owners hung placards on the sheep’s necks, bearing such slogans
as “we support the Socialist Party of Serbia” and “the whole world is against us.”351 The
parade would have lacked a real spirit of anti-regime demonstration without mocking
Miloševi . Dejan Bulatovi , a student and an SPO supporter, managed to create a lifesize sponge effigy of Miloševi , dressed in a stripped prison uniform; his small head
being rendered in modelling clay and stuck on an umbrella, and his Pinocchio-like nose
made from an inflated condom. 352
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Fig.4 – The carnivalesque parade. Courtesy of the Student Protest Magazine, Boom!

The carnivalisation of these protests manifested its tactical connection to nonviolence
particularly in the ‘Cordon Against Cordon’ action held between January 19 and 27,
1997. Theatre performance, plays, games and concerts were staged to ameliorate the
nerve-racking stand-off with police that intervened into the street party. A week before
the Orthodox New Year celebration, police cordons had blocked Kalar evar Street in
Belgrade’s centre, a usual walking route of the student protests. Instead of backing down
or breaking the cordon with force, students decided to throw a party in front of the police.
Confronting sober police officers armed with batons, tear gas launchers and guns were
lines of playful citizens armed with flowers and mirrors. Flowers were handed to the
police by flirting female protesters. The mirrors were held up to the police by a group of
artists and scholars, so they could see their own ‘human’ faces.353 On the following day,
students organised a ‘mini Olympics’ in which they played all kinds of sports in front of
the police line. There was also the ‘Cordon of Uniforms’ where members of a diverse
range of professions put on their outfits to show their positions as scientists, architects,
lecturers or judges, contrasting with the homogenous uniforms of the police. In addition,
protesters brought along their dogs and cats, lining them up as the ‘Cordon of Pets.’ They
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proposed that perhaps Miloševi , who did not like the peoples’ protest walks, might
allow these pets to walk through because they were easily manipulated.354

Fig.5 – The ‘Cordon Against Cordon’ action. Courtesy of VREME Demokratija

Fig.6 – ‘The Cordon of Pets.’ Courtesy of VREME Demokratija
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A range of cultural activities were carried out to ‘civilise’ the police and entertain
persistent students. The most famous was a ‘Macbeth’ ballet performance by the actors
Sonja Vuki evi and Slobodan Beštic from the Association of Drama Artists and the
Center of Cultural Decontamination.355 In sub-zero temperatures, these actors performed
naked in order to show to the police that “they didn’t have anything, not gun, not even
clothes. But [they] had the courage to stand in front of the police.”356 Philosophy texts
were cited and jazz music played for the police. The artist group Škart distributed a
‘Permit for a Free Walk in All Directions’ to walkers who were blocked by cordons of
police. In the words of Ðor e Balzamovi , a founder of Škart, the permit card “was a
symbolic representation of freedom.”357 To provide entertainment for themselves and the
grim security forces, protesters improvised all kinds of games, such as water polo in the
heavy rain, “photographing [citizens with the police] and drawing their portraits, playing
chess … and fishing fish tins from the surrounding garbage cans.”358 Even cheekier, a
group of demonstrators equipped themselves with bicycle wheels and a colourful
umbrella, whirling them in front of the police cordon, so the police were hypnotised.359
At some point, students decided to put up tents, start a bonfire, put out cooking
equipment and camp next to the police cordon.360
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Fig.7 – Games and plays before the police cordon. Courtesy of VREME Demokratija

The ‘Cordon Against Cordon’ action was most remembered for its party atmosphere. At
night when the number of participants tended to decline, students organised the
‘Discotheque Blue Cordon’ (Deskoteka plavi kordon). A provincial sound system was
brought in to get the festivity started. For 178 hours, police encountered the biggest ever
live Belgrade party with around 30,000 party goers who ceaselessly danced along to
British punk music mixed with traditional Balkan songs. The sound of the music was so
loud that “all nightclubs in town which normally catered to a student audience suspended
their activities, because, even at minus twenty, they could not compete with Diskoteka
plavi kordon.”361 The highlight of the discotheque was the ‘Miss University Contest,’
which was organised by students in collaboration with a pro-opposition newspaper,
Demokratija, to elect the best female protester.362 The event was followed by the ‘Mister
Police Contest,’ in which the most popular policeman in the view of protesters was
selected.363 The stand-off lasted for eight days. Eventually, the police withdrew from
Kalar evar Street on St. Sava Day, briefly before the Patriarch of the Serbian Orthodox
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Church – together with some 30,000 students and protesters – carried out a procession on
the street.364
Witty slogans on placards
The least coordinated and yet most creative and wittiest protest actions were slogans on
placards. These slogans were original works created by individuals – or sometimes
adapted from popular slogans of commercial advertisements, quotations from literature,
and lyrics. They became a channel to not only express resentment toward the regime, but
to exchange “dialogue with other participants.”365 According to Milena Dragi evi -Šeši ,
from the University of Arts, these slogans reflected an altering discourse in Serbia at the
time. The early 1990s was filled with socialist slogans focusing on ‘ etnik’ iconography,
the return to traditional Serbia and its ‘traumatic’ history.366 The 1996-7 slogans were
created to counter this symbolism. They were ideologically eclectic (if not ambiguous),
which reflected the emergence of individualism against authoritarianism and
collectivism.367
The dominant messages were related to the electoral fraud. One example comes from a
demonstrator whose banner satirised the Court decision relating to the elections. Based
on the defeat of the Yugoslav football team to the Spanish team in an international
match, the banner read: “Yugoslavia beats Spain 2-0. Signed. The Supreme Court of
Serbia.”368 In a similar fashion, a student satirically commented on the legal conditions in
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Serbia: “Who says that Serbia is an undemocratic country? In Serbia, everybody has the
right to be concealed from all information.” And with a placard made into the shape of
toilet seat cover, a student showed the message: “There is much shit about the election
and RTS.”369
Others mocked the endless repetition of election rounds through messages such as,
“Voting from IV to MCMXXX round;” “Today the 764th round of election in Serbia is
held – vote with the SPS membership card!;” “Fast trains, fast cars, fast laws, fast
stops;”370 “On Monday, 6 December, 1999: the 763th round of election is held;”
“Belgrade in the year of 2010: the 857th round of election is held – we hold the election
in advance though.”371
Students also competed with one another to create the catchiest phrase deriding the vote
stealing. Examples are: “I think; therefore, I am. I can vote; therefore, I know how to
count!;” “Somebody give the Electoral Commission a calculator!” Another student reconceptualised the mathematical system in Serbia, bearing the placard message: “There
are five ways of calculation in Serbia – adding, subtraction, multiplication, division, and
stealing.”372
Slogans with insulting humour often contained messages directly attacking regime
figures. The most popular ‘butt’ of jokes was unsurprisingly Mirjana Markovi , and her
allegedly bizarre fashion sense. When she was going to visit India, students advised her –
via their placards – “you’ll be safe in India, they don’t kill cows there.” Other
suggestions include, “Mira, your flower is wilting” (with reference to the flower often put
in her hair); “Children, beware of the witch with a red flower in her hair!;” or a culturally
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insulting comment for a woman, “Down with the hens from Dedinje!”373 Another
protester, who presumably had just served his military service, did not fail to remind
Mirjana Markovi , “I did not shoot in war, but I would shoot at ‘Peace’ [Mira].”374
The protesters’ other major target was Miloševi . A slogan, launched by B92 during the
Bosnian war, equated him with Saddam Hussein. It read “Sloba Saddam,” which gained
a response by a protester four years later: “Don’t insult Saddam!” Similar biting humour
could be seen on a placard that read: “Slobo, go home to Loch Ness [the large lake best
known for the sightseeing of the ‘Loch Ness Monster’].” This was hilariously responded
to by the slogan: “Don’t set me up. Signed, Loch Ness.”375 A student also compared the
then U.S. president, Bill Clinton, with Miloševi , whom the U.S. government considered
the guarantor of peace in the Balkans. It bore the message: “American people have: Bill
Clinton, Stevie WONDER, Johnny CASH and Bob HOPE. Serbian people have:
Slobodan Miloševi , no WONDER, no CASH and no HOPE.”376 A student protester
praised the ingenuity of Miloševi

as a renowned ‘scientist’ bringing Serbians an

international reputation, just like Nikola Tesla did for his invention of commercial
electricity: “Our two biggest scientists: 1) Nikola Tesla. He isolated electricity. 2) Slobo.
He discovered isolation for us.”377 In order to stress the non-partisanship of protesters, a
protester wrote in his placard; “We are not here for Vuk, or Zoran [the opposition
leaders], but for Slobo!”378 When supporters of Miloševi chanted, “Slobo, we love you,”
Miloševi bluntly replied, “I love you, too.” On the following day, students carried
373
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shields with lettering, “I love you, too.” They also greeted each other by saying, “I love
you” and replying “I love you, too.”379
Many satirical slogans were derived from the meaning of the names of Slobodan
(‘freedom’) Miloševi

and Mirjana (‘peace’) Markovi . Placards held during the

demonstrations read: “Miloševi is free! But what about Serbia?;”380 “We want peace
and freedom, not Mira and Slobodan;” “Those who don’t have ‘Peace’ [Mira] have
hope.” For Miloševi , a student protester reminded him: “Not every man is free, and vice
and versa” [meaning not every ‘Slobodan’ is a man].381

Soon after, stickers were

produced and widely circulated with the names of Slobodan and Mira. Perforations were
made between the letter ‘a’ and ‘n’ for Slobodan, and between the letter ‘r’ and ‘a’ for
Mira. When tearing the ‘n’ from Slobodan and the ‘a’ from Mira, people would achieve
real ‘freedom’ and ‘peace.’ Needless to say, this word game was intended to motivate
Serbians to ‘tear down’ these two figures if they wanted their own freedom and peace to
come.382
The despised regime-run media could not avoid being the target of mockery either. Being
the propaganda machine of the regime, the Radio Television of Serbia (RTS) belittled the
demonstrations by broadcasting the news of Miloševi being a peace advocate who not
only singed the Dayton Peace Agreement to terminate the Bosnian war, but also led
Serbians to prosperity and everlasting happiness. To many, this portrait was an
imaginative fairy tale, some sort of hallucination. It was in striking contrast to the harsh
everyday reality faced by the populace. These contrasting realities gave rise to banner
messages such as “I want to live in the land of RTS;” “I think; therefore, I don’t watch
RTS”; “TV – the drug of the nation;”383 or “Turn off the TV and Turn on Your Brain.”384
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Another placard mimicked tabloid headlines in order to mock the state newspaper
Politika, which distorted the actual electoral results: “Because of the enormous interest in
holding the election for the sixth, seventh, eighth and ninth round, ballots are on sale at
the newsstands of Politika.” A protester warned consumers against the ‘poisonous’
media: “Do not buy these toilet papers: Ekspres, Politika, the evening news and Borba …
They are just poisonous!”385 And finally an engineering student provided us with his
daily schedule in order to ‘verify’ the state media’s defamation of students:
Morning sleep
From 12 to 15 p.m., I’m a fascist
From 15 to 18 p.m., I’m a etnik
From 19.30 to 20 p.m. [the RTS on-air time] I’m an invisible man386

In response to police crackdowns, students toned down the imminent threat by inventing
numerous funny slogans. On one of their placards, a student suggested to the police an
effective way to deal with the protests. It bore the message; “Creativity is the only way to
fight. Signed, the Federal Police.” Other slogans, which symbolised the police as being
the regime’s ‘gear’ for suppressing protesters, included: “Students Against The
Machine!;” “Enjoy students’ protest! You can’t beat the students’ feeling!;” “The police
directed the students’ choir with their baton?!?”387
Numerous jokes on protest banners were based on the government’s allegation of
students being manipulated, or being fascists. When Dragan Tomi , then spokesperson
for the Serbian Assembly, claimed that around 30,000 to 60,000 students who took to the
street were just a ‘handful’ of manipulated fascists, slogans were immediately created to
highlight the absurdity of the accusation. A popular one read: “I have an under-aged,
retarded, impressionable, reduced, manipulated, pro-fascist temperament.”388 Others
struck back at Tomi by emphasising the fascist undertone of his own accusation, that of
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the students being fascists: “Herr, Tomi , where are the fascists?”389 Some placards
mocked the regime’s hypocrisy underlying their allegation that students were associated
with Nazi ideology. This allegation was launched despite Serbian economy’s dependence
on the German currency. A placard read: “I swear I hate everything German, so help me
Deutschemark!;” “Red gangsters [referring to the Left Coalition’s leaders] don’t like the
German flag, but they like the German Mark [Germany’s currency].”390 To further poke
fun at the regime’s xenophobic propaganda promulgated against students, a protester
advised, “We shall ban the Danube, it interferes in our interior matters!”391
Socialist mottos and traditional phrases which were ‘Serb nationalist mantras’ were also
twisted by protesters. In the wake of a nationalist mobilisation during the late 1980s,
Miloševi launched the slogan, “Serbia’s woken up!” In response to the call, a 1996-7
demonstrator recommended: “Serbia’s woken up. Somebody make the coffee!”392 When
Bulatovi , the creator of a Miloševi effigy, was beaten up by the police, students came
up with the message; “No one will dare beat you.” This satire should be interpreted in the
context of the 1989 ‘anti-bureaucratic’ revolution, in which Miloševi addressed Kosovar
Serbs – then repressed by Albanian officials – with the exact same message.393 Based on
the regime’s utilisation of heroic poems, songs and epics, a student twisted the popular
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citation of Vuk Karadži ’s poem from “Only unity saves Serbia” to “Only a walk can
save Serbia” (referring to the daily protest walks).394
Some vulgar and obscene slogans also performed a subversive funciton, but others were
created without any political reference. For instance, toilet rolls were found inscribed,
“we’ve had enough shit.”395 Others include “When the ruler is impotent, only the people
arise,”396 or “fifty years of sex is enough. We are in climax now” (referring to fifty years
of despair people had been experiencing under the communist and later the socialist
rule).397 Another slogan was based on the double-meanings of the word egg. For
Serbians, ‘eggs’ also imply an obscene reference to testicles. And eggs, in a literal sense,
were thrown at state buildings during the protest. This word play was apparent in slogans
such as “Why are only eggs [being hurled at state buildings]? Give them [officers] what’s
in between.”398 A sexist slogan was also used as satire, “Even the blonde has got it,”
which implied that even blondes – the stereotype of unintelligent women – knew the
election was fraudulent.399
More widely used were placards with absurd slogans, to encourage a festive mood at the
protests, and demonstrate to the world ‘Another Serbia’ characterised by joy, wit and
smiles. Examples were “Smile Serbia, you’re on candid camera!,”400 “I’ll have a better
slogan tomorrow, I promise;” “Did you come here to protest or to see poster banners?;”
“Is it alright to carry this slogan?;” “Ivana, I love you;” “Marry me,

eda!;”401

“Girlfriend/Husband wanted;” “We’re looking for phone numbers of girls;” “Girls, help
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the protest, smile at the guy next to you;” or “The best legs in Belgrade! Signed
Belgrade’s female marchers”402

Fig.8 – Examples of protest slogans, “There is so much ‘shit’ about RTS and the election” (left)
and “We’re looking for telephone numbers of girls” (right). Courtesy of the Student Protest
Magazine, Boom!

Satirical street theatre
The 1996-7 protests saw the use of satirical street theatre on two different scales: that of
the opposition coalition coordinated events and that of the student initiated and staged.
The opposition’s ‘happenings’ were intended to draw mass participation in order to
interrupt public order. The students’ skits were staged by a smaller numbers of protesters,
but their sophisticated level of dramaturgy and sarcasm also tended to attracted media
attention.
Citizens’ staged satirical events, such as the ‘Traffic Gridlock’ and the ‘Arrest at the
Traffic Light’ actions created traffic chaos, while allowing people to express their own
symbolic form of rebellion. In the ‘Traffic Gridlock’ event, the opposition coalition
encouraged car drivers to drive slowly so as to congest the traffic. At some point, they
pretended that their cars had broken down and that they were unable to fix them. Then
402
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these commuters decided to leave their vehicles in the middle of busy intersections and
continued their journey by foot to the city centre to join the protest walk. Even children
acted as if their ‘toy cars’ were broken, and left them on the street together with adults’
cars. When asked by a reporter what happened to his car, one traffic-jammer replied; “Its
soul has broken down. It has been broken for a long, long time.” In such an incident, the
police might have easily arrested ‘troublemakers,’ had there been only a few of them. But
the coincidence of car breakdowns by a hundred thousand people could only overwhelm
authorities. Despite the action being absurd in character, the symbolism was seriously
political. That is, citizens, armed with the collective will to resist illegitimate authority,
could obstruct this basic function of the state, of dealing with traffic order. 403
In a similar vein, the ‘Arrest at the Traffic Light’ action enabled the civic subversion of
state order. This action took place in the context of the government’s ban on any
‘obstruction’ of streets or main roads, issued after a month of protest. In an attempt to
appear benign, the government claimed that the ban was aimed at resuming traffic
convenience for city commuters, and that it was not purposively aimed at hindering civic
rights. In response to this ban, a group of protesters improvised an alternative street
action. They ‘followed’ the traffic regulation by ‘jumping and dancing’ when the traffic
light was green. While bouncing up and down, they screamed: “It’s green, look at the
traffic light!” When the light turned red, they went back to the pavement, crying: “Arrest
the traffic light!” or “Red bandits, give us our traffic lights back!” This action invited the
police to arrest the ‘red’ light, an analogy for the ruling Left Coalition, because it
‘obstructed’ the traffic by stopping all the cars. Based on the imposed ban, moving,
jumping and dancing at the green light should be legal. And the ‘red’ light, which
actually created obstacles for commuters, should be considered illegal. Therefore, the
police should apprehend the ‘red’ light. Obviously, the rhetorical logic of the action was
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absurd, which successfully confused the police.404 Ivan Marovi , a veteran student leader,
noted:
[This action] was hilarious because the police couldn’t do anything. It was a mass action
that really had something ... the message was that [the citizens] had the right to freedom
of movement. The government was limiting that right but claimed that it did so to protect
the traffic order … So, [the action] was the play with the government’s rhetoric.405

Compared with the larger extent of citizens’ protest events, students’ street skits were
carried out on a smaller scale. But their underlying message could be symbolic and
sarcastic to an even greater degree. Themes of these actions revolved around the
cleansing of dirtiness and ‘evil’ spirits (often with rituals), mocking regime proxies, and
subverting the regime’s own propaganda against the student protests.
Numerous student street events were created to ‘cleanse’ sites, such as buildings or
public squares. By tidying up these official sites, students implied that the ‘moral’
dirtiness was being wiped away. A foremost target of these actions was the pro-regime
rector of Belgrade University, who had strongly opposed student protests. His most
poorly judged move was to broadcast the suggestion that “the protesting students were a
handful of seduced and manipulated people,” apparently only serving to motivate a
response showing how much of an underestimation this was. As their protests evolved,
he commanded the students that their “boycotted classes must be resumed.”406 In
response to his political stance, students cleaned his office building so that the only
remaining ‘dirtiness’ was the rector himself. In a student newspaper they moved to
proclaim a ‘new’ definition of ‘a handful,’ deduced from the Rector’s statement: “A
‘handful is a unit of measure for a quantity of living creatures of the same kind. One
‘handful’ is approximately equivalent to the quantity of some 20,000 of the above
mentioned creatures.”407
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Other similar skits were carried out as rituals either to chase away evil spirits, or to
remove ‘political bugs.’ When the university staff were expelled from the Chancellorship
for supporting student protests, students stepped up their actions from merely cleaning
the Rector’s office to conducting a ritual to exorcise ‘the Devil.’ They prayed and used
candles and garlic to expel the bad spirits, referring directly to the University
executives.408 At one point Parliament postponed their session regarding the falsified
election results, claiming that there would be vermin extermination inside of Parliament
House. Finding this excuse lame, the students decided that they would provide the
service of ‘disinfecting’ the building for the Parliamentary members. Students sprayed
insecticide outside of Parliament House, and subsequently carried out a ritual purge of
the ‘political insects’ residing in the Parliament.409
Some street performances by the students underlined the moral degradation of the regime
apparatus that served to falsify the election results. Actions often involved the act of
leaving symbolic items in front of buildings of targeted institutions. One of the targets
was the Supreme Court which often failed to deliver justice. On international AIDS day,
students encouraged people to bring ‘condoms’ to the demonstration. As protesters
walked past the Supreme Court building, they left condoms at the building gate.
Simultaneously, protesters shouted; “Condoms for cowards, so they don’t catch
something while they’re inside!” Condoms were, metaphorically in this context, prepared
for those entering into the Court building which was full of deadly sexual disease, so that
they would not get infected.410 Another sarcastic skit directed at the Court was 30,000
students leaving copies of the Constitution in front of the Supreme Court building. These
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copies were gifts from students who thought the Court might not have read or even seen
the constitution.411
Numerous satirical skits targeted the Electoral Commission. For instance, students hurled
rolls of toilet paper at the Electoral Commission building during the daily walk at the end
of November. The offer of toilet paper was a metaphor for the students’ proposal, put
forward to the Committee, to ‘clear up’ their involvement in stealing the opposition’s
victories. Such involvement was implied to be the grotesque equivalent of excrement and
its unpleasant nature. The action was hence titled, ‘We’ve Had Enough of Your Shit.’412
According to Sr a Popovi , then a student protester from the Biology Faculty, the action
was simple, but it publicly denounced the Court without any actual use of scatological
language. Popovi notes: “You don’t even need to be rude and say thanks for the shit
you’re giving us. Instead, you gave [the Electoral Commission] tons of the toilet papers
that may not be enough to wipe this shit.”413
In response to the regime-sponsored RTS, students encouraged protesters to ‘stage an
aerial attack’ against this media. In early December, around 150,000 people collectively
landed a ‘paper plane’ in front of the RTS building. In this way, they could launch a
‘nonviolent assault’ against the regime’s propaganda machine which had belittled their
persistent demonstrations.414
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_digest/ (accessed on September 20, 2010); Pravdi , "Student Performances," 41; and Dragi evi Šeši , "The Street as Political Space," 77.
412 Sr a Popovi , interview with author, September 9, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia. See also Branka Kaljevi , "
‘96 Students’ Protest: We Know What We Want," AIM (December 3, 1996),
http://www.aimpress.ch/dyn/trae/ archive/data/199612/61205-004-trae-beo.html (accessed on April
24, 2011); Nincic, "Down by Law."
413 Sr a Popovi , interview with author, September 9, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia.
414 Dragi evi -Šeši , "The Street as Political Space," 77-8.
411
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Fig.9 – The skit, ‘Aerial Attack’ of the RTS. Courtesy of VREME Demokratija

Several sarcastic actions by students were devoted to countering the regime’s propaganda
that had belittled the protesters. The first regime move had been to accuse students of
being ‘destructive.’ In response to the accusation, students staged a street event dubbed
‘We are ‘constructive,’ based on the communist discourse of proletariat collective work.
Students passed bricks hand to hand, in front of the Federal Parliament, while singing the
song, ‘Long Live Our Work.’ The bricks were assembled to construct a wall on which
was written, “We don’t tear down, We build!”415
Another action, ‘Blood Transfusion,’ epitomised cheeky attempts to turn the ruling elites’
rhetoric against them. In January, Mirjana Markovi , the leader of the Yugoslav Left
Party, had threatened to use violence against protesters. She declared that “a lot of blood
had been shed for the introduction of communism into Yugoslavia and that it [the
Communist Party] would never go without blood.”416 This rhetoric was a rich source of
ideas for an absurd counter-action. After the announcement, a group of student protesters
ingeniously set up a blood transfusion campaign to collect blood. Then they went to the
JUL headquarters with the collected blood, and mockingly asked if the party could please

Pravdi , "Student Performances," 41; Dragi evi -Šeši , "The Street as Political Space," 77; and
Boom!, No. 5 (December 5, 1996), http://www.yurope.com/mirrors/protest96/pmf/ boom
/boom12_05/boom05.htm (accessed on October 20, 2010).
416 The context of the statement can be traced back to the rise of the Communist Party, due to its
cooperation with the Allies during the Second World War, in which it outpaced the royalists or
‘ etniks’ in killing the German occupiers. See more in Judah, The Serbs, 114-34.
415
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go now that they have their blood.417 Šikman, a student veteran of the 1996-7 protest,
explains this action:
Mira Markovi was a real communist, so she stated that “[the Communist Party] came to
the power with blood and [it] would not go from the power without blood,” meaning that
they came to the power during the Second World War by resisting fascism … On the
next day, we went to that blood donation institution, and donated our blood. Then, we
said, “now that you have our blood, you can go.” We sent the message that we wanted to
protest in a nonviolent way, and that we were sick of blood, wars, and everything that
[had] happened in the Balkans … I think that was one of the brightest ideas of how to
respond to this kind of [provocative] statement.418

Fig. 10 – The skit, ‘Students are constructive.’ Courtesy of VREME Demokratija

At times, satirical street events were engineered to counter the regime’s attempts to
hinder the protest walks. A few days prior to (Catholic) New Year’s Eve, cordons of
police blocked the pedestrian street Knez Mihailova, which was the main walking route.

Ivan Marovi , interview with author, November 1, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia; Pero Jeli , interview with
author, November 15, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia. See also Dragi evi -Šeši , "The Street as Political
Space," 79; Jansen, "Victims, Underdogs and Rebels," 379.
418 Siniša Šikman, interview with author, September 19, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia. See also Illi , "The
Chronical of the Zajedno Protest," 130. It should be noted some student activists provided a different
interpretation from Šikman. Marovi and Jeli , for instance, point out that the action was not initially
designed to be humorous or to deliberately twist Markovi ’s rhetoric. It set out to be a humanitarian
action that was supposed to receive blood donations from protesters.
417
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Students responded to the regime’s ploy by sarcastically acting as if they were held
hostage in their own city. They wore prisoner suits, forming a prison circle and walking
around with their hands on the back of their heads. This action was later joined by
another ten thousand protesters.419 To clarify the situation of civic and human rights in
Serbia, where citizens could be ‘imprisoned’ in their own city, the Students’ Initiatives
Committee of the Mathematics Faculty published an updated Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, subtitled ‘The Latest Version for the Serbian-speaking and territorial
area.’ The Declaration guaranteed Serbian citizens the equal right to “a jail sentence,
clubbing, molestation, repression and all kinds of battery from the persons in charge of
this.” Also, they were assured “the right to death, captivity, social insecurity and lack of
opinion or conscience, the right to be punished for no particular reason, to be innocent
until forced to plead guilty, to be restricted in movement and residence within the
boundaries of the country and to be uninformed or misinformed.”420 Students emphasised
that Serbian people were obliged to exercise these rights annually.

Fig.11 – The skit, ‘The Prisoners’ Circle.’ Courtesy of VREME Demokratija

Pero Jeli , Belgrade, interview with author, November 15, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia. See also
Dragi evi -Šeši , "The Street as Political Space," 78.
420 Boom!, No. 29 (February 8, 1997), http://www.yurope.com/mirrors/protest96/pmf/boom/boom02_08/
boom 08.htm (accessed on October 20, 2010).
419
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Other actions dealing with the police prohibition on protesters entering into certain areas
included, ‘the Forbidden City,’ ‘Mira, Let’s Go for a Coffee’ and ‘the Movement in an
Inhabited Land.’ As with the action ‘Five O’Clock Coffee,’ executed in the 1992 student
protest, these skits represented an attempt by students to reach the house of the Miloševi
family in the suburb of Dedinje. The skit ‘the Forbidden City’ was staged after police had
prevented walkers from entering the elite suburb of Dedinje. Students then erected a
border cairn, made of cardboard, emblazoned with ‘Dedinje – the Forbidden City.’ The
reference point was that Dedinje had once again become an elitist territory where
‘commoners’ were not granted entrance.421
Further attempts to trespass onto the prohibited ‘territory’ of Dedinje were made in the
action, ‘Mira, Let’s Go for a Coffee.’ This time, students invited themselves over for a
friendly cup of coffee with Markovi , at her place.422 According to Pedrag Le i , then a
student protester, the action was conceived of by students from the Sociology
Department in which Markovi was a professor, but had rarely conducted a class. Aside
from inviting her to have coffee, a female student also offered her a flower “because
Mira always had this kind of flower around her ears.”423 However, the attempt to reach
her house in Dedinje was, again, unsuccessful.
Showing persistence, students then decided to organise a competition in which more than
ten small groups would try to reach Miloševi ’s house, coming from different directions.
Whoever could get the closest to the house (usually by means of fooling the police and
security guards) would be the winner. The competition went on for several days. Milan
Milutinovi recalls: “Each group would compete to reach the building [in Dedinje] that
was close to Milosevic’s house. One of them would say, ‘I came closer!’ And on the
following day, another group tried to beat the winner of the previous day.”424 A group of
Nenad Konstantinovi , interview with author, November 4, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia; Siniša Šikman,
interview with author, September 19, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia. See also Milan Milosevi , "The Civic
Movement: Civic Resistance, Month One," VREME (December, 21 1996), http://www.scc.rutgers.edu/
serbian_digest/ (accessed on September 12, 1996); Pravdi , "Student Performances," 41; and Prosi Dvorni , "The Topsy Turvy Days Were There Again."
422 Jovi evi , "Everybody Laughed," 52; Jansen, "The Streets of Beograd. Urban Space, and Protest
Identities in Serbia," 43.
423 Pedrag Le i , interview with author, September 23, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia. See also Boom!, No. 35
(February 24, 1997), http://www.yurope.com/mirrors/protest96/pmf/boom/boom02_24/boom24.htm
(accessed on October 20, 2010).
424 Milan Milutinovi , interview with author, October 6, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia
421
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students finally got to the front gate of Miloševi ’s house, but their entrance was
hindered by the fully armed security guards.425
It was the skit ‘The Search for the Rector’ that was remembered as the most brilliant,
contemptuous, and ‘Monty Python-like.’ The action was engineered and executed by
students from the Mechanical Engineering Faculty, and lasted for seven days. The
context of this street skit was the absence of the Belgrade University Rector after
students had demanded his resignation. A team of 10 to 15 students then decided to seek
the Rector in places they thought he might have hidden. The first stop, made on February
19, was the zoo where the Rector was possibly visiting his fellow monkeys. After failing
to find him, students moved on to search for the rector in the Danube River, bringing
with them fishing rods in case the Rector was hiding with other fish in the river. Then
they visited the Belgrade Observatory to see if he had found asylum in outer space. The
next search, however, was blocked by a police cordon. Students decided to take a break
in a near-by park. Meanwhile, they held a biology class in which they discussed the rare
species: ‘rector impudicus’ and ‘sloba vulgaris.’ Somebody added that although it was
hard to find ‘rector impudicus,’ species such as ‘policus policus and militaris agressiva’
were unlikely to become extinct. After a search of the underground (with the help of
students from the Mining Faculty), the market, pubs and restaurants, the Rector remained
missing. Students, with their desperate final effort, opted for fortune telling, particularly
popular in the time of hardship in Serbia’s the 1990s. The psychic ‘Branka’ told them the
rector would be dismissed in ten days. And he was.426 Marovi , an architect of the action,
notes that students intentionally carried out the skit in the presence of journalists so as to
get media coverage. In this way the pressure put on the rector did not come so much from
the actual student protesters, but more so from the wider public:

Pero Jeli , Belgrade, interview with author, November 15, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia. See also
Dragi evi -Šeši , "The Street as Political Space," 79; Miloševi , "The Civic Movement."
426 Milan Milutinovi , interview with author, October 6, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia; Siniša Šikman, interview
with author, September 19, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia. See also Maša Radoni , "Chronology of the
Student Protest 96/97," in Gra anski protest u Srbiji: šetnja u mestu (Civil Protest in Serbia: Walking
on the Spot), ed. Darka Radosavljevi (Belgrade: B92, 1997), 131-2; Dragi evi -Šeši , "The Street as
Political Space," 80. On the influence of the Monty Python’s skits on this action, see the interview of
Ivan Marovi in the documentary produced for the 10th anniversary of the 1996-7 protests, in Students'
Index against Vote Hijackers (Ideksima protivu otmi ara), DVD, directed by Jakši and Simi .
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It was totally hilarious. The media was in front the room, and we went inside the room,
closing the door. So, she gave us all the witch crap. We came out and we told her to give
the press conference. Can you imagine a palm reader giving the press conference? She
was telling that the Rector was going to resign in ten days which he did … That was the
level of craziness and humour we used!427

Popovi considered the action as an effective use of humour to achieve the stated goal of
the protesters. With humorous and provocative skits staged each day, the inner circle of
the government were eventually embarrassed and asked the Rector to resign. In the
words of Popovi :
… at the end of the day, those in the government called [the Rector] and said, ‘you need
to cut it out and resign. This is becoming annoying.’ Day by day we were doing this … It
was very infective like the flu. People were thinking about more and more crazy things to
do every day until the Rector announced his resignation.428

Fig.12 – The skit, ‘The Search for the Rector.’ Courtesy of VREME Demokratija

427
428

Ivan Marovi , interview with author, November 1, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia.
Sr a Popovi , interview with author, September 9, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia.
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Satirical street events were staged in other cities and towns where student protests were
held, although on a smaller scale. Among the other university cities, Niš saw the most
numerous street performances carried out.429 Similar to the street skits in Belgrade were
the prisoner walk, fishing for garbage in the middle of the street, and arranging a football
match on the main street (the last two were staged during the Belgrade Cordon Against
Cordon action). A minor difference between the prisoner walks was that the Niš version
was more dramatic. The demands of protesters included the accountability of authorities
involved in the electoral fraud. So a group of students walked around the city in prisoner
uniforms, each wearing a name tag identifying one of the electoral commissioners. When
they reached the Court building, another group of students acted as if they were
condemning and punishing these ‘prisoners.’ According to Stefanovi , the action showed
the citizens of Niš that they “could get these people accountable for their stealing of
votes.”430
The Niš students staged skits that mocked the country’s leaders, who naively assumed
the people’s submissiveness. For instance, students brought a few donkeys with placards
reading ‘Our communist leaders’ hung around their necks. Due to the symbolic reference
to the ‘stupidity’ of donkeys, the action was intended to insult the leaders of the Left
Coalition, which stubbornly denied the reality of their electoral defeat, and presumed that
the populace was not aware of this reality. Despite great attempts to control the media,
the regime could no longer fool the citizens in Niš. By thinking that they were still able
to deceive people, the ruling elites themselves became the fools, like ‘donkeys.’431
Other actions targeted their sarcasm and outrage at the regime-controlled media. The
resentment felt toward the pro-regime media was ubiquitous in Niš, because it had
moved to announce the election annulment right after the independent radio station, ‘Bel
Ami,’ had confirmed the victory of the opposition coalition. Channelling their anger
It is important to note that my account of street actions in these regional cities relies solely on
interviews with veterans of the student protests. Reports in the national independent newspapers
usually covered incidents in Belgrade while local newspapers in regional areas were controlled by the
regime at the time. And when stories in these cities were covered, they usually focused on ‘big’ events,
such as marches to Belgrade and workers’ strikes. As a result, material to cross-check protesters’
anecdotes on street actions was nearly absent. For a chronology of the early days of the Niš protest, see
Kosanovi and Komlenovi , "The Rebelled Niš."
430 Milan Stefanovi , interview with author, October 7, 2010, Niš, Serbia.
431 Mile Illi , interview with author, October 7, 2010, Niš, Serbia.
429
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through sarcastic yet nonviolent action, students collected the state newspapers, tearing
them into pieces, and spread them outside the state media building. In a similar fashion,
protesters smashed an unused TV set in front of the state media building. According to
Stefanovi , the action symbolised citizens’ challenge to the regime’s media control: “[i]f
they pretended [that] they didn’t see us, we don’t want to ‘see’ [in the sense of watching]
them neither.”432

Fig.13 – The protest in Niš. Courtesy of Milan Stefanovi

In Novi Sad, students’ actions focused on the nationwide-coordinated whistling, egg
throwing, pot and pan banging, and traffic gridlock actions. Then leading students
admitted that protest actions in Novi Sad were not as vibrant as those in Belgrade or Niš.
The main reasons were that Novi Sad was already a stronghold of the opposition. There
was no electoral fraud. Neither was there police repression because most of the officers
were mobilised to Belgrade. According to veterans of the Novi Sad student protest, such
as Aleksandar Palovi , Petar Lacmanovi , and Vladimir Marovi , humorous street events
were less needed to motivate people to take to the street or to thwart police’s repressive
response.433 Despite this less dramatic setting, Marovi recalled that in one incident

432
433

Milan Stefanovi , interview with author, October 7, 2010, Niš, Serbia.
Aleksandar Savanovi , interview with author, October 14, 2010, Novi Sad, Serbia; Petar Lacmanovi ,
November 2, 2010, Zrenjanin, Serbia; Vladimir Marovi , interview with author, December 3, 2010,
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students brought rotten cabbages with them during their protest walk. Passing the
regime-backed media building, they placed these cabbages at the front gate. Based on a
local saying that bad news is like ‘cabbages with rotten leaves,’ the action served to
criticise the regime media “which had fed people with lies.”434
Also despite a limited number of satirical events staged in Kragujevac, students managed
to improvise a mocking skit aimed at the first lady. According to Zoran Matovi , then a
student activist in Kragujevac, Markovi received an “honourable citizen award” from a
Russian local government. The event provided students with ammunition for poking fun
at Markovi . They thought that they, too, should be able to ‘award’ her. But it was
unlikely that Markovi would attend the ceremony due to the ongoing protest against her
in Kragujevac. Students decided a ‘roasted suckling pig’ would be her representative.
The pig with a flower on its head was brought to the town square and offered the award.
Matovi recounts:
We wanted to give the same award to [Markovi

as] an ‘honourable citizen’ of

Kragujevac. So, we got a roasted suckling pig, which was supposed to represent Mira,
putting it in front of the city hall and giving the award to the pig. Somebody donated us
this roasted pig, so we put the flower on its head.435

Conclusion
The 1996-7 protests provided a platform for demonstrators, especially students, to
develop three types of humorous protest actions: carnivalesque rallies, witty slogans and
satirical street theatre. The carnivalesque rallies and witty slogans, in particular, reflected
the overall strategic orientation of the 1996-7 protests. Because public assembly was the
central method of protest, students organised carnivalesque parades as a form of
entertainment to maintain the critical masses needed on the street to make their protests
effective, which served their purpose despite the piercing cold of winter. In addition, they
Belgrade, Serbia. See also Milena Putnik, "Novi Sad without the Socialists: Slightly Dramatic, with
Remote Control," AIM (December 21, 1996), http://www.aimpress.ch/dyn/trae/archive/data/199612/
61221-005-trae-beo.htm (accessed on April 24, 2011).
434 Vladimir Marovi , interview with author, December 3, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia; Vladimir Marovi , email correspondence with author, December 13, 2011. Marovi explains that in Serbian, kupus literally
means cabbage and can be an allegorical reference to any kind of publication – such as books,
magazines or newspapers.
435 Zoran Matovi , interview with author, November 9, 2010, Kragujevac, Serbia.
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understood that participating in carnivalesque activities and creating witty slogans could
function as a channel for individuals to express dissent toward the regime in a creative
way, preventing vandalism and retaliatory action by authorities. In contrast, satirical
street actions were designed to convey messages denouncing Miloševi and his cronies.
As the protests evolved, students learned that the humorous element of these actions
could be effective in promoting news coverage of the students’ protests. And an
increased media audience increased the pressure on the regime to meet students’
demands. This strategic quality of effectively staged humorous events would be
improved on in Otpor’s campaigns.
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CHAPTER 4
OTPOR’S CAMPAIGNS
AND ALTERED CHARACTERISTICS OF HUMOROUS PROTEST ACTIONS

Introduction
This chapter examines the impact the development of Otpor as a movement had on the
changing nature of humorous protest actions. The outcome of the 1996-7 protests, which
failed to topple the Miloševi regime, was to propel a group of student activists to found
the Otpor (Resistance) movement. They put forward the goal of democratic change,
shifted the earlier protest methodology from taking to the street to staging media
campaigns, and reached out to the young in the regime’s stronghold towns. All these
changes enhanced the effects of humorous protest action. Their actions were
schematically designed and executed, and encapsulated coherent messages that aimed to
convince the Serbian public to vote against Slobodan Miloševi .
The context of Otpor’s emergence: political setbacks after the 1996-7 protests
Political setbacks after the 1996-7 protests urged leading student activists to develop a
new movement that would uncompromisingly aim for regime change. Otpor’s strategic
and organisational innovations emerged out of this context. The changes deemed
necessary to overcome their political setbacks were learned from examining the lessons
of the 1996-7 protests, and shaped the developing character of Otpor’s humorous protest
actions. Three aspects of these setbacks deserve particular attention: popular
disillusionment with the outcome of the 1996-7 protests, the regime’s enactment of
draconian laws, and North Atlantic Treaty Organization’s (NATO) 1999 military
intervention.
Firstly, Serbians in general were disappointed with the outcome of the 1996-7 protests,
which did little to challenge the regime’s power. In February 1997, the ruling parties
implemented the Lex Specialis law to recognise the opposition coalition’s electoral
victories in 41 municipalities. The demands of the opposition parties were met, and the
demonstrations were called off. Soon afterward, however, Miloševi moved to install
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himself as the Yugoslav president, on July 23, 1997.436 To further secure his presidency,
Miloševi granted his close political technocrats positions at the federal level. For
instance, Zoran Sokolovi , the then Serbian Minister of the Interior, was appointed as the
Yugoslav Minister of Interior while Jovica Staniši , once Miloševi ’s advisor during
negotiations for the Dayton Peace Agreement, in 1995, became the National Security
Advisor. 437
The existing divisions among opposition politicians facilitated the consolidation of
Miloševi ’s power. After Miloševi became the Yugoslav president, the election for the
Serbian president was organised. The opposition leaders began to discuss whether they
should nominate Zoran Ðin ic of the Democratic Party (DS), or Vuk Draškovi of the
Serbian Renewal Movement (SPO), as the opposition coalition’s candidate. Eventually,
the decision came down to Draškovi largely because of his popularity among the
‘conservative.’ Ðin ic, who was then the Mayor of Belgrade, publicly announced his
disagreement with this decision.438 Tensions arose, and shortly before the Serbian
presidential election on September 21, 1997, Draškovi

proclaimed – in the third

Congress of the SPO – that his party “could achieve victory for ‘new Serbia’ on its own
without help from its former coalition partners.” The opposition coalition then broke up
along the lines of Ðin i ’s DS (allied to Vesna Peši ’s Civic Alliance of Serbia or GSS),
and Draškovi ’s SPO.439
Miloševi was aware of the opposition’s infighting and knew how to turn it to his
advantage. After the breakup,

in i

prepared to lead his party and the GSS in

boycotting Serbia’s presidential election. His argument was that the law that led to the
Robert Thomas, Serbia under Miloševi / Politics in the 1990s (London: Hurst, 1999), 335-8. Prior to
this, Miloševi ’s term as the Serbian president had already elapsed, having served the two terms that
the constitution allowed. Instead of clinging on to the Serbian presidency, Miloševi took steps to
further secure his power by having himself ‘elected’ as the Yugoslav president. As a part of the
remaining Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (FRY), Montenegro, represented by the Democratic Party
of Socialists of Montenegro (Demokratska partija socijalista Crne Gore – DSP), protested this move.
Eventually, Miloševi arranged the federal assembly meeting regardless to hold the election of the new
Yugoslav president. Representatives from Serbia’s Left Coalition (SPS, JUL and ND), defectors from
the Montenegrin DSP and Vojislav Šešelj’s RSR voted for Miloševi . The representatives from the
opposition coalition were absent from the meeting because of the opposition campaign to ban the
whole federal assembly since its inception in November 1996.
437 Thomas, Serbia under Miloševi / Politics in the 1990s, 342.
438 Lenard J. Cohen, Serpent in the Bosom: The Rise and Fall of Slobodan Milosevic (Boulder, Colorado:
Westview, 2002), 261.
439 Thomas, Serbia under Miloševi / Politics in the 1990s, 320-4.
436
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electoral fraud in November 1996 remained unchanged. Thus, it was pointless for the
opposition parties to present their candidates for election.440 Initially, Draškovi ’s view
of the elections was ambiguous, until he was invited by Miloševi

for a meeting.

Miloševi promised a ‘political liberalisation’ if Draškovi represented the opposition
parties and joined the elections. Draškovi

interpreted this move as Miloševi ’s

recognition of him to be the legitimate opposition leader, which eventually convinced
him to distance the SPO from the opposition coalition and participate in the elections.441
The continual turmoil within the opposition parties diminished trust in politicians among
the Serbian populace. The Miloševi -nominated candidate, Zoran Lili , won Serbia’s
presidential election. Draškovi accused

in i of causing this defeat by leading and

encouraging key opposition parties to boycott the election. On September 30, 1997,
together with other SPO, SPS and SRS representatives, Draškovi called for an urgent
meeting of the Belgrade city assembly to dismiss
Mayor.442

in i from the position of Belgrade

in i responded to being purged from office by organising a mass protest in

Belgrade, which was attended by 15,000 people. But the protest met with a harsh police
crackdown.443 This all led to furthering the sense of disappointment and hopelessness
among Serbians. Subsequent to a police beating for participating in the protest, the singer
Aleksandra Kova bitterly stated her reason for participation – which was not about
Ðin i or his party. Rather, she was “sick and tired of the whole lot of them, sick and

The division along the lines of their election stance, with pro- and anti-boycott groups, could also be
discerned in student organisations founded after the 1996-7 protests. On the one hand, numerous
student leaders, such as edomir Jovanovi and edomir Anti , who founded the Student Political
Club, were active as members of the DS. Accordingly, this wing of student leaders supported in i ’s
decision to boycott the elections. On the other hand, students who spearheaded the Student Parliament
(e.g. Slobodan Homen and Nenad Konstantinovi ) thought that the election was the only legal way to
oust Miloševi . Therefore, their ‘Stop the Tyranny’ campaign aimed to mobilise votes throughout
Serbia, including Kosovo, in support of the opposition coalition to defeat Miloševi in the election.
441 Thomas, Serbia under Miloševi / Politics in the 1990s, 344-9. The conflict between the DS and the
SPO spread to local politics. For instance, on August 15, 1997, during the DS-led rally in Kraljevo,
there was a clash between supporters of the two parties.
442 Thomas, Serbia under Miloševi / Politics in the 1990s, 350-2. The assembly meeting was held
without the presence of the DS and GSS representatives. Later on, the SPO justified the ousting of
in i on the ground that he “abused his office by using his position as Mayor of Belgrade in order to
promote the campaign to boycott the election.”
443 Cohen, Serpent in the Bosom, 262.
440
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tired of their lies, because many of [her] contemporaries had left the city, and because
they had turned Belgrade into a village.”444
Popular disillusion with the outcome of the 1996-7 protests posed a strategic challenge
for any subsequent anti-regime movement. On the one hand, the opposition coalition
remained an essential mechanism for toppling the regime, by means of election.
Inevitably, the movement which called for the electoral overthrow of the current regime
would need to present a more desirable political option to the voting populace. And
because the protest movement did not serve as a political party, the only remaining
alternative was the opposition parties. On the other hand, the opposition politicians had
disappointed the public with their political rivalry. This fragmentation allowed Miloševi
to remain in power fundamentally because his party represented the only political
stability in Serbia. The public may have continued to vote for him simply because the
disunited opposition parties were seen as a worse choice. Alternatively, the
disillusionment of many may have meant they decided to ignore the whole election, as
seems apparent in the low turnout of the 1997 presidential election.445 Political apathy
seemed to be prevalent.446 This situation urged on any future protest movement the need
to overcome the political deadlock, foremost by fostering unity among the opposition
parties. This would be the surest way of establishing widespread confidence in
democratic elections as the way to bring about regime change.
The second setback that needed to be addressed was the regime’s imposition of the
University and Media Acts, in an attempt to curb freedom of expression. On May 26,
1998, the regime imposed the University Act to hinder the rise of student activism
growing out of the 1996-7 protests. The Act empowered the regime to replace university
chancellors and deans of faculties with elites from the Left Coalition.447 Beside this
measure, the draconian law required academic staff to sign new contracts regardless of
BETA (August 3, 1997), cited in Thomas, Serbia under Miloševi / Politics in the 1990s, 351.
445 Laslo Sekelj, "Parties and Elections: The Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. Change without
Transformation," Europe-Asia Studies 52, no. 1 (2000): 70.
446 Cohen, Serpent in the Bosom, 220.
447 Human Rights Watch, "Deepening Authoritarianism in Serbia and the Purges of the Universities"
(January 1999), http://www.hrw.org/legacy/reports/1999/serbia/ (accessed on December 12, 2010), 15.
Human Rights Watch referred to high ranking government officials, who stated that the new
University law was necessary. “The state [has] rights as ‘founder’ of the universities … to prevent the
campuses from again becoming a center of political protests.”
444
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the terms of their existing contracts and guarantees of tenure. To many, this was
equivalent to “loyalty oaths.”448 Those who refused to sign the contract paid the price by
being dismissed.449
The academic community responded to this outrageous purge with various measures.
Prior to the parliamentary session to pass the University law, the Philosophy Faculty of
Belgrade University set up a group called the Coordinating Committee for the Defense of
Universities in Serbia (CCDUS), and led daily protests involving 2,000 students over
three weeks. The group obtained more than 15,000 signatures on a petition that opposed
the law’s enactment. However, the protests in Belgrade were met with a brutal police
crackdown. Nevertheless, in Niš, around 700 students managed to occupy a university
building for three days. And subsequent to the enactment of the law, a group of
professors decided to establish the Alternative Academic Educational Network (AAEN)
to provide parallel university courses to those controlled by the state. 450
On October 20, 1998, the National Assembly enforced the public information law which
made it illegal to spread information that caused “anxiety, panic, and defeatism” among
the public.451 Through implementing the new law, the government could impose heavy
fines on individual journalists or news agencies criticising its violation of civil rights and
incitement of the Kosovo war. This practice nearly caused the bankruptcy of the
independent media industry. For instance, in December 1999, Blic and Danas were fined
up to 54,000 deutsche mark each for publishing the statement that accused the regime of
engaging in “state terrorism.”452 Other local radio stations, under the Association of
Independent Electronic Media (ANEM), experienced their licenses being revoked, or
their cable lines simply being cut.453
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The regime’s draconian laws generated the feeling that the overthrow of Miloševi was
the only path that could lead to democratic change in Serbia. A series of civic protests
were held, but failed to bring about substantial political reforms. Moreover, for each
protest that was staged, the regime stepped up its campaigns to suppress media and
university freedom. The background of this ongoing strife led a group of student veterans
from the 1996-7 protests to believe that the past protests had ultimately failed because of
their “flawed strategies” and goals that were too minimally conceived.454 For the prospect
of a democratic transition to be realised, these students determined that Miloševi must
be removed from power.455
The third setback was due to the 1999 NATO bombings, which strengthened the
regime’s rhetoric of a foreign conspiracy against Serbia. The rhetoric was repeatedly
employed to justify crackdowns on domestic dissident movements. In early August 1998,
the fighting between the Yugoslav forces and the Kosovo Liberation Army (KLA) was
“escalating to dangerous levels.”456 Western powers attempted to strike a deal with
Miloševi and the KLA, represented by Hashim Thaçi, demanding a cease-fire in Kosovo
from both sides.457 However, as Miloševi refused to sign the agreement, NATO decided
to carry out aerial strikes in Serbia commencing on March 24, 1999. The air raids, which
lasted for 78 days in Belgrade and another 19 towns in Serbia, caused between 489 and
528 deaths.458
Throughout his political career, Miloševi derived his popularity, at least in part, from his
xenophobic rhetoric, and the NATO air strikes helped to amplify its appeal. Generally, a
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fear of foreign conspiracy – against Serbia – prevailed in the nationalist discourse.459
Miloševi had successfully manipulated this discourse, thereby securing for himself the
ruling position in Serbian politics for a decade. For instance, before the outbreak of the
Yugoslav wars in the early 1990s, his broadcast speeches usually conveyed hatred toward
foreigners. The Vatican, Germans, Muslims, Hungarians, Albanians and miscellaneous
others were referred to as the ‘enemies’ who plotted the destruction of Serbia.460 During
the NATO attacks on Serbia, ruling elites did not hesitate to amplify their xenophobic
rhetoric by linking the bombings to a planned conspiracy between the Kosovar Albanians
and Western powers. Headlines such as “Satanic Clinton, Scumbag Clinton, Worm
Clinton, Mental Case and Sexual Deviant Clinton and Adolph Clinton – the Biggest
Criminal in the History of the World” commonly appeared in the state newspapers to
dramatise the abhorrence of the West.461
The NATO strikes provided the regime with a propaganda resource to portray dissidents
as ‘traitors’ who facilitated the West’s conspiracy against Serbia. Foremost on the list of
targets were non-governmental organisations and the independent media. For instance,
when NATO’s threat of air strikes was imminent, Vojislav Šešelj – the leader of the
Radical Party – proclaimed in a Serbian parliamentary session: “If we cannot grab all
their [NATO] planes, we can grab those within our reach, like various Helsinki
committees, and Quisling groups.”462 During the NATO bombing, the regime enacted the
war decree. It was used to ban a host of independent media organisations which were
accused of broadcasting information that conflicted with the regime’s propaganda against
NATO. These independent media groups were denounced as propagating foreign lies and
being servants of the West aiding them in inflicting damage on Serbia.
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In a similar

vein, human rights organisations were blamed for participating in “the service of foreign
propaganda.”464
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The most deadly case labelling a dissident as a ‘national traitor,’ in an attempt to
suppress their outspoken anti-regime behaviour, was the murder of the journalist Slavko
uruvija. In October 1998,

uruvija and his colleagues published an open letter in the

independent weekly magazine Evroplijanin. The letter strongly condemned the regime
for inciting the Kosovo war and for causing “Serbian society’s decline.”465 In March
1999, during the NATO air strikes, a state newspaper referred to him as a “national
traitor who supported NATO aggression,” and threatened that “his treason would not be
forgotten.”466 Soon after,

uruvija received a warning to leave the country because his

life was in danger. Before he had made any decision about leaving, on April 11, 1999,
uruvija was assassinated on the doorstep of his home in broad daylight.
Media suppression and the murder of uruvija were warning signs to dissidents that the
rhetoric of national treason was becoming a lethal weapon for the regime to justify its
harsh repression. Any anti-regime campaigns launched in this period could easily be
associated with ‘foreign meddling,’ and therefore be deserving of severe punishment.
The presence of these life-threatening dangers shaped the protest movement’s repertoires
to protect their activists from experiencing harsher repression. But in the event these
more extreme repressive measures were encountered by the protest movement, the
repertoires they were developing were intended to enable them to exploit the repression
as a cry for further public support.
The emergence of Otpor
Subsequent to the 1996-7 protests, dissatisfaction with student activism and professional
politics – among veterans of the student leadership – shaped the founding of Otpor.
According to Ivan Marovi , student leaders were at the time active in two different
streams of political activism: the opposition’s political parties and independent student
organisations. Concerning the former stream, they had become disillusioned with the
endless infighting within the opposition coalition as well as with the formal
organisational structure of a political party. The latter stream had proved disappointing
with the ostensibly fruitless outcome of the 1996-7 protests and the rivalries that had
Ramet, Balkan Babel, 342; International Press Institute, "Slavko Curuvija," http://www.freemedia.
at/our-activities/justice-denied/impunity/slavko-curuvija/ (acessed on April 10, 2011).
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developed among student activists.467 In the autumn of 1998, these student leaders
gathered and discussed the establishment of a new protest movement that could bring
about substantial democratic change. Prominent figures included Sr a Popovi , Ivan
Marovi , Slobodan Homen, Nenad Konstantinovi , Vukašin Petrovi , Ivan Andri ,
Slobodan Ðinovi , Jovan Ratkovi , Andreja Stamenokovi , Dejan Ran i , and others
from the Electrical Engineering Faculty (ETF) of Belgrade University.468 Shortly after
the movement began to form, new members – from the same circle of friends and active
during the student protests (e.g. Milja Jovanovi , Branko Illi , Siniša Šikman, and Pedrag
Le i ) – joined the movement.469 Others included Vladimir Pavlov, Stanko Lazendi and
Miloš Gagi from the northern city of Novi Sad, and Jelena Uroševi and Zoran Matovi
from the central city of Kragujevac. They had been in touch with Belgrade students since
the 1996-7 protests. Soon after, Sr jan Milivojevi – from the south east of Kruševac –
also joined the movement’s leading circle.470
Having a symbolic association with communism, anarchism, anti-fascism and Nelson
Mandela’s African National Congress, the ‘clenched fist’ was adopted as the signature of
this new student movement, named Otpor – the Serbian term for ‘resistance.’ The
original motivation behind their re-design of the clenched fist emblem was romantic
rather than heroic. According to one anecdote, Nenad Petrovi Duda drew a black and
white graphic image of the clenched fist for an ‘Otpor girl’ he fell for.471 On November
3, 1998, the first fist was sprayed on a wall in Belgrade, which cost four activists (Nikola
Vasiljevi , Dragana Milinkovi , Marina Glisi

and Teodora Tabacki) 10 days of
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imprisonment.472 At the same time, the daily Dnevni telegraf published the clenched fist
symbol together with Otpor’s statement. It read:
Resistance is the answer! There is no other way. It will be too late when someone close
to you starves to death, when they start killing people on streets, when they turn off all
the lights, and poison the last spring. It will be too late. This is not a system. It is a
disease. Bite the system! Get hold of yourself. ‘Live The Resistance.’473

Fig.14 – Otpor’s clenched fist graffito in Belgrade (left) and Novi Sad (right). Courtesy of Center
for Applied Non-violent Action and Strategies and Aleksandar Pavlovi (respectively)

Otpor’s initial activities commenced from the second week of November, through to
December, 1998. In mid-November, 1998, high-profile politicians attended a ceremony
for the 61st anniversary of the Economics Faculty at Belgrade University. Amongst them
was Šešelj, who then had just been appointed as the Deputy Prime Minister of Serbia.
Otpor activists Sr a Popovi , Branko Illi and Ivan Andri interrupted the national
anthem being played during the ceremony by whistling, a reminder of the 1996-7
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protests. They also hung a banner bearing the message ‘Live The Resistance,’ from the
second floor of the faculty building.474 In December, activists from Belgrade marched to
Novi Sad to commemorate the second anniversary of the student march from Novi Sad to
Belgrade in 1996.475 At about the same time, the Otpor branch in Novi Sad, which was
established a week after the arrest of students spraying the first Otpor graffiti in
Belgrade, organised the first street action. Activists raised the flag with the fist symbol in
front of the building of the Vojvodina administration.476
From March to July 1999, Otpor suspended its activities due to NATO bombings, and
resumed its operations in August shortly after the air strikes ceased. Activists kicked off
the campaign ‘Declaration for the Future of Serbia,’ as Otpor’s first official campaign.
The campaign collected signatures of support from all the important student
organisations and many prominent figures in Serbia. According to Nenad
Konstantinovi , the Declaration “became Otpor’s strategic document defining the main
problems, and objectives of the movement as well as the methods used.”477
Goal and motivations
Bringing down Miloševi was Otpor’s primary goal. In the period of initial discussions,
there was a proposal that the goal of the movement should be the abolition of the
University and Media Acts.478 However, later on, leading activists agreed that such a
474
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demand would not cause much change because the regime would still exist. They
considered that any goal allowing the continued existence of the regime would be to
repeat the mistake made by the opposition parties and protesters in 1996-7. At the end of
the day, Miloševi ’s authority was consolidated through the co-option of the
disintegrated opposition parties and student leaders. The movement’s goal then had to be
radical in the sense that the ‘real’ democratic transition in Serbia would only be possible
after Miloševi had been toppled. As Marovi strongly states, this is “because he was the
obstacle for everything.”479
Despite the seemingly single goal of Otpor, the statement that Miloševi was the obstacle
to ‘everything’ reflects the heterogeneous motivations of rank-and-file activists. The
outrage toward the Miloševi regime was personal.480 According to a demographic
survey of Otpor members, poverty and joblessness was a common characteristic of
activists. They were drawn to Otpor because of their awareness that Miloševi and his
policies were the cause of their impoverishment.481 Others despised the regime because
it was them – the young men who made up at least 60 per cent of Otpor’s members – that
were being drafted to the frontline and had to sacrifice the best years of their lives.482
There were a number of activists who wanted to see Serbia become a ‘real’ democracy,
whereby elections constituted the civic means of changing the government. They also
hoped to live in a society where civil as well as minority rights were respected.483 ‘High
politics’ aside, the Serbian youth in general desired to live a ‘normal’ life, be able to
travel, to attend concerts in other countries, and to afford their children’s education.
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Testimonies of regional activists working for Otpor echo these life-style driven
motivations:
What we wanted back then was clear. We wanted to travel. We wanted our children to
go to good schools. For some people, they simply wanted to eat something. And they
couldn’t do so if Miloševi had remained in power. The aim wasn’t some high politics,
but rather the livelihood of people.484
[Most of the Otpor activists] were not interested in politics ... They just wanted to live a
normal life at the time. Personally, I was a big fan of music and in touch with people
from abroad. And I was quite frustrated when I couldn’t leave the country to enjoy these
things, and that was when I thought this couldn’t go on.485
… the majority of young people joined the movement because they wanted a better
quality of life. Inflation, military drafting of young people, bombing, sanction, and
excessive taxation … drove people to resist Miloševi .486

There were also young people who joined Otpor just because they wanted leisure, social
life and to gain recognition among their peers.487 Siniša Šikman points out that young
people were involved in Otpor because street performance was fun for them: “[the
youngsters] didn’t join Otpor because they shared any political views with [Otpor’s
leading activists].”488 And another motivation was that being a part of Otpor rendered in
the young a sense of liberation, the sentiment of power to control one’s own life. As a
rank-and-file activist in the Serbian-Hungarian border town of Subotica notes:
I liked to put up posters and spray graffiti because it was a way to get away with police
arrest. It was crazy, doing only fun stuff. We had a lot of laughter after our actions.
Getting the fear out of the air. Just feel power over the police and politicians. Nobody
could harm you, so that was why young people joined Otpor … 489
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Activists’ diverse motivations made Otpor a movement without a strict political
ideology. The clear, singular goal – ‘Miloševi must go’ – was the reason why the
movement could include dissidents from diverse walks of life, be it the socialists,
monarchists, democrats, feminists, pacifists, nationalists, anti-fascists, the Church,
atheists, and rock fans.490 Put differently, as a movement Otpor was both homogeneous
and heterogeneous. Its single goal made it possible to embrace the diverse motivations of
the individuals and groups involved, turning them into a united front of resistance.
Strategies
Otpor sought to bring down Miloševi by means of election and through the employment
of nonviolent methods. Leading activists hoped to defeat him at the federal election. To
achieve this mission, they would need “one candidate against Miloševi ,” popular votes
for this candidate and “some mechanisms that could prevent Miloševi from stealing the
election.”491
Otpor planned for Miloševi ’s electoral defeat by mobilising support from three groups:
the international community, the opposition parties and the Serbian public. International
support came in the form of recognition of Otpor as a major force of civil society
working against the Miloševi

regime.492 Organisations such as the U.S.-based

International Republican Institute (IRI) provided a training workshop on monitoring
voting, while the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) granted
funding to produce campaign material since October 1999.493 Otpor’s leading activists
achieved this series of international endorsements largely because of their deliberate
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attempt to persuade Western powers that the movement’s approach to the overthrow of
Miloševi would be more effective than military intervention. Nenad Konstantinovi
explains:
… a mission [of Otpor] was to explain to the international community, that we are able
to change Miloševi , that we are able to do that at the elections, and that we are able to
do it peacefully ... We lobbied for that idea among the international community …
Okay, we need some money [but] we don’t need the tanks. We don'
t want the
intervention. We don'
t want troops to come to Serbia. We don'
t want to be bombed. We
just need some money and the support to do that by ourselves peacefully.494

But it was only the opposition parties and the Serbian public that could bring Miloševi
to electoral defeat. In September 1999, 18 opposition parties formed a coalition under the
name Democratic Opposition of Serbia (Demokratska opozicija Srbije – DOS). However,
there was deep fear of infighting and a coalition breakup.495 Otpor’s plan was to apply
public pressure on the opposition parties to maintain an integrated coalition. ‘Public
pressure’ was also needed to push DOS to nominate a single presidential candidate, for
whom Otpor could rally popular support.496 Votes for this candidate would be obtained
through continuous campaigns that would work in two directions. First, they would
demonstrate Miloševi ’s deficient legitimacy to the Serbian populace. Second, the
campaigns would serve to popularise the idea of otpor – ‘resistance’ – which would be
associated with a vote for the opposition’s candidate.497 There were three strategic pillars
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conducive to implementing these plans: nonviolence, campaigning and public relations,
and marketing techniques. These strategies reflected Otpor’s refined approach to
subverting the regime and, to a great extent, shaped the movement’s tactical use of
humour.
Nonviolence
Nonviolence governed Otpor’s principles for executing protest actions. The movement
prohibited its members from inflicting physical harm or threats against the authorities, or
civilians. Otpor’s decision to use nonviolence stemmed from their strategic awareness
and intuition. Leading activists had learned the downside of protesters’ hooliganism in
the 1991 protest. For instance, Milivojevi notes that he participated in that protest and
saw protesters throwing stones at the security forces. This act, however, only played into
the hands of the regime because it allowed them justification for a military crackdown on
protesters. More importantly, the riot-like nature of the protest discouraged potential
participants: “[e]very time when the police started to beat the citizens, we started to fight
back. But the result got worse because after that kind of fight, people got scared and they
didn’t come out [to join the demonstration again].”498
And to the contrary, activists had experienced advantages from the protests in 1996-7
when the regime was without instruments to deal with nonviolent demonstrators. The
Miloševi regime had gained the reputation of being the ‘butcher of the Balkans’ when it
came to battles with neighbouring countries. And in the 1991 protest, it did not hesitate
to bring out the tanks and crush rioters on their own soil. However, this was not the case
in the 1996-7 protests which were nonviolent in character. Robertino Knjur points out
that the regime held back from the use of force against the 1996-7 demonstrators mainly
because it “did not know how to respond to nonviolent resistance.”
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Put differently,

nonviolence constituted a battleground unfamiliar to the Miloševi regime.

early days, activists “did so many different things that did not have a very clear and consistent
message.” The only clear idea was to spread the strong message of ‘resistance’, with the fist symbol,
and the use of black and white colour. “Everything else was really a matter of timing.” (Milja
Jovanovi , interview with author, November 13, 2012, Belgrade, Serbia).
498 Sr an Milivojevi , interview with author, September 28, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia.
499 Robertino Knjur, interview with author, October 16, 2010, Kanjiža (Otpor Subotica), Serbia.
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Because nonviolence was politically advantageous, Otpor perceived it as effective.
Otpor’s early days saw the continuous debates on whether or not activists should resort
to violent tactics. There were those proposing the employment of armed methods in order
to radicalise the protest. A few others suggested retaliation as a response to police
repression.500 Eventually, most activists agreed to commit to nonviolent resistance. A
witness of these initial debates, Ivana Franovi from the Center for Nonviolent Action,
recounts:
After the [1996-7] student protests, students who were very active met up on a regular
basis because they were not satisfied with the concession made by the opposition parties.
One of the discussion issues … was whether or not we should involve the use of
violence, whether we should organise a guerrilla movement. Otpor leaned toward
forming a clandestine movement, but it used nonviolence in the struggle. One of the
arguments was that we wanted people to join the idea [of resistance] but if we used
violence, there would not be many people participating [in the movement].501

Marovi

concludes that the movement’s reliance on nonviolent or armed tactics

depended on the capacity to build up a coalition consisting of a wide range of sectors in
society. In the case of Otpor, nonviolent methods helped it achieve the construction of
this coalition. The majority of people tended to participate in nonviolent protest
campaigns. At the same time, the nonviolent image of Otpor generally persuaded the
regime’s allies to shift their loyalty to the movement. As long as this coalition was
extensive enough to cover the social base of the regime, “even if there was violence, it’d
play a very marginal role in our struggle.”502
For many Otpor activists, experiences of military conscription convinced them that
nonviolence was the most sensible option for pursuing a Serbian regime change.
According to Stanko Lazendi , a key figure of the Novi Sad branch of Otpor, 95 per cent
of Otpor rank-and-file activists experienced military drafts, and were sent to battlefields
in Croatia, Bosnia and Kosovo. “[P]eople were fed up with violence, and they were

Anne M. Lucas, "Strategic Nonviolence and Humor: Their Synergy and Its Limitations" (Kent State
University Honors College, Bachelor'
s Degree Thesis, 2010), 114.
501 Ivana Franovi , interview with author, September 22, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia.
502 Ivan Marovi , interview with author, November 1, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia.
500
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aware that if [they] had dealt with the police with violence, they would not go well. So,
nonviolence was the only way … Nonviolence was the only answer.”503 Activists from
the border towns close to Bosnia, Croatia, or Kosovo also embraced this reason for the
use of nonviolence.504
Others understood the impact of violence through personal experience of being beaten by
the police. For example, Miloš Gagi , a leading activist from Novi Sad, admitted that
before joining Otpor, he did not believe in the use of nonviolence. But the experience of
police brutality changed his mind:
[I]nitially, I didn’t believe in nonviolence. I believed that every main event in the history,
such as the French Revolution, had to involve violence. But in November 1999, I got
beaten by the police, and I realised that there wouldn’t be any chance I could react to the
police with the same method they used ... 505

The testimony of Marko Simi , from the western town of Užice, demonstrates Otpor’s
use of nonviolence was also about changing the discourse in Serbia. Because the
consequences of wars had been so widely felt throughout society, there had been a
growing tendency to question the celebration of violence as a part of Serbian national
identity.
Nonviolence was something we had to do. There was one popular saying of the
Socialists. They came to power by blood, so they wouldn’t leave the power without
bloodshed. But the majority of activists were young and nonviolence-oriented … Otpor
wanted to show that we could achieve our goal by nonviolent resistance, like Gandhi ...
People were fed up with violence, Miloševi and anything that represented him. So, you
can say that our mentality has changed.506

Stanko Lazendi , interview with author, September 29, 2010 and December 6, 2010 Novi Sad, Serbia.
504 Alexsandar Mari , interview with author, December 5, 2010, Novi Sad, Serbia; Aleksandra Pavlovic,
interview with author, October 14, 2010, Novi Sad, Serbia; Dušan Pesi , interview with author,
November 26, 2010, Leskovac, Serbia; Vladimir Marovi , interview with author, December 3, 2010,
Belgrade (Otpor Kraljevo), Serbia; Vladimir Žarkovi , interview with author, November 16, 2010
Kruševac, Serbia.
505 Miloš Gagi , interview with author, September 29, 2010, Novi Sad, Serbia.
506 Marko Simi , interview with author, November 12, 2010, Užice, Serbia.
503
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Campaigning and public relations
Otpor’s conduct of nonviolent resistance campaigns was based on a public relations
framework. The movement attempted to mobilise support from the Serbian public and
opposition parties. This mission required long-term campaigns which necessitated
establishing a communication channel with the public to help them overcome any fear
associating Miloševi with the survival of Serbia.507 At the same time, the campaigns
needed to expose to the populace Miloševi ’s deficient legitimacy, while eliciting their
trust in the opposition parties. Otpor’s leading activists realised achieving these aims
would require establishing a process whereby persuasive messages could be transmitted
to the public.508
Otpor shifted its central method of protest from gathering masses of people out onto the
street to public relations campaigns in the media. According to Milja Jovanoni , the
experience of the 1996-7 protests taught key activists that the success of street
demonstrations was limited by the number of participants. When the number declined,
the protest tended to loss its political momentum. Further, street protests could at best
only last for a few months, which was insufficient for activists to convince many people
to get on board with them. This was why utilising the media was critical, to provide the
movement constant visibility in the public mind:
[Otpor] didn’t want to protest because people get tired and then you are judged by
number. We wanted something that even one person standing on the street, it still makes
the headline ... In order to do that, [t]his one person will be portrayed as crazy, but you’re
still brave … We only want the big number [of supporters] when we communicated with
them ... but we didn’t want them on the street. Seriously, I’m not going to lead young
people into massacre. What we wanted was constant pressure. We wanted the idea to
spread and you need the media for that … That’s why what Otpor did was a campaign,
not a protest.509

A statement of villagers in the southern town of Vladi in Han reflected this psyche, “If Miloševi
goes, everything will fall apart. Somebody will bomb us, the Kosovo Albanians will take our land, all
hell will break loose. So we voted for him.” See Cohen, "Who Really Brought Down Milosevic."
508 Nenad Konstantinovi , interview with author, November 4, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia.
509 Milja Jovanovi , interview with author, November 13, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia.
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To gain their desired publicity, Otpor paid enormous attention to opportunities for
publicising protest events in the media, and the regime’s repressive responses to them.
There were three ways activists sought media coverage of their campaigns. First, shortly
before Otpor’s street actions, the press team would ‘leak’ the information to one
newspaper, so that the news was exclusive. And in the following week, they would do
the same, but with a journalist from another paper. Second, Otpor’s actions were
designed to be ‘photogenic’ so that the actions got published on the front page. By being
on the front page, despite the absence of details about the action, Otpor was visible.
Those walking past newsstands would see Otpor regardless of whether or not they
purchased the newspaper. In this way, the publicity for Otpor would increase. Lastly, in
cases where actions provoked arrests, activists organised a press conference as a ‘followup.’ In this way, the movement could exploit the regime’s repressive mechanism by
turning it into its own propaganda tool. In the press conference, Otpor often emphasised
the illegitimate and excessive reaction of the regime to the activists’ (typically funny)
street theatre. This tactic was in line with the movement’s strategy of the public
disclosure of Miloševi ’s ruthlessness.510
Otpor’s media strategy included the creation of catchy and provocative slogans in
different phases of their campaigns. In the movement’s infancy, Otpor activists
promulgated messages that portrayed the movement as fresh, and full of energy for
resisting the regime. On walls around the main cities in Serbia, slogans such as ‘Death to
Fascism’ and ‘Resistance for Freedom’ were graffiti sprayed.511 At the outset of 2000,
when activists felt an increase in the popularity of Otpor, they organised the Orthodox
New Year party. Afterwards, the campaign entitled ‘This is the YEAR’ was launched. By
projecting the idea of the fall of the Miloševi regime, this message implicitly urged
Serbians to fulfil this prophecy, by ousting Miloševi in the election of 2000.512 In
February 2000, Otpor activists went ahead with holding the first Congress that
transformed Otpor from a student movement into the People’s Resistance Movement
(Narodni pokret Otpor). This milestone saw the establishment of Otpor branches in 70
Ivan Marovi , interview with author, November 1, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia.
511 Bjelovuk, "Otpor je odgovor" (Resistance is the Answer); CANVAS, "Ten Years Smarter?"
512 Christopher Chiclet, "Otpor: The Youths Who Booted Milosevic,"(2001), http://www.unesco.org/
courier/2001_03/uk/ droits.htm (accessed on October 20, 2010).
510
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regional cities and towns in Serbia. ‘It’s Spreading’ became the catchy title for the
campaign in this period, marking the spreading influence of Otpor in remote and nonacademic communities.513
To put public pressure on the opposition coalition, Otpor created campaign events with
provocative slogans to get news coverage. For example, on April 14, 2000, activists from
Novi Sad marched to Belgrade under the theme ‘This is the Last March’ (referring to the
first march during the 1996-7 protests).514 Having reached Belgrade, Vladimir Pavlov
delivered a speech on the stage filled with the leaders of opposition parties. He handed
the Otpor flag to these politicians, metaphorically suggesting that they must hold
together in unity. To publicly ‘blackmail’ these opposition politicians into sticking
together, Pavlov contemptuously announced, ‘Who betrays Serbia is a cunt.’ On the
following days, this public stunt was reported in the independent press such as Blic and
Glas javnosti.515
In response to the regime’s repression, Otpor put together campaigns headlined with
dramatic slogans to highlight the regime’s brutality against unarmed citizens. For
example, on March 7, 2000 an Otpor activist in Požarevac, Zoran Milovanovi , was
threatened with a chain saw by the entourage of Miloševi ’s son, Marko Markovi . On
CANVAS, "Ten Years Smarter?"
" ‘Otpor’ i podmlaci opozicije: peske na miting u Beogradu" (‘Otpor’ and the Opposition Youth: A
Protest Walk to Belgrade), B92 (April 11, 2000), http://www.b92.net/info/vesti/index.php?yyyy=
2000&mm=04&dd=11&nav_category=1&nav_id=6009 (accessed on May 16, 2010).
515 Zdravko Vulin, interview with author, October 15, 2010, Novi Sad, Serbia. See also Pavlovi , "Spisak
akcija Novosadskog Otpor-a" (personal records of Otpor'
s action in Novi Sad); "We shall not Allow
Civil War," Blic (May 16, 2000), http://www.blic.rs/stara_arhiva/naslovna/130318/We-shall-notallow-civil-war (accessed on October 20, 2010); and Milica Bjelovuk, "Prva pobeda tek po etak (5)"
(The First Victory is only the Beginning), Glas javnosti (January 13, 2001), http://arhiva.glasjavnosti.co.yu/arhiva/2001 (accessed on October 20, 2010). Otpor activists in other towns followed the
provocative style of Pavlov’s stunt in putting pressure on the opposition parties. For instance, in the
eastern town of Bor, some 50 activists stormed into a meeting of DOS, demanding that the coalition
and the SPO “contend the elections jointly.” In Niš, Otpor activists threatened local opposition
politicians that they would back only one opposition candidate and regard all others as Miloševi ’s
supporters. And in May 2000, around 7,000 residents of Niš staged a rally as a part of the campaign
for the unity of the opposition coalition. The same month also saw rallies organised in Kraljevo,
Zrenjanin, Šabac, Lazarevac, Aran elovac, Jagodina, Kuršumlija, Pan evo, Para in and Smederevo, in
order to pressure local opposition politicians to stay undivided. See Illi , "The Popular Movement
Otpor - between Europe and Re-Traditionalization"; "United Towards the Victory over Regime," Blic
(May 27, 2000), http://www.blic.rs/stara_arhiva/naslovna/130711/ United-towards-the-victory-overregime (accessed on October 20, 2010); "There is Nothing Left That People Can Lose," Blic (May 22,
2000), http://www.blic.rs/stara_arhiva/naslovna /130507/There-is-nothing -left-that-people-can-lose
(accessed on October 20, 2010).
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May 2, 2000, the same local mafia beat other Otpor activists, Radojko Lukovi , Nebojša
Sokolovi

and Mom ilo Veljkovi . Otpor struck back by launching a nationwide

campaign, ‘This is the face of Serbia’ between May and August of 2000.516 During the
period, posters of Lukovi ’s bruised face, with a deep cut in his head, were displayed
throughout Serbia to remind people that their rights and well-being could be violated by
this ruthless regime at any time. On May 5, a rally led by Otpor activists and opposition
leaders was staged in Požarevac under the title, ‘Stop the Terror.’ Representatives from
DOS paid a visit to beaten Otpor activists, requesting that legal measures be taken
against the regime’s mafia squads that were responsible. The event was nationally
broadcasted by B92.517 On the same day, Otpor activists from Belgrade organised a press
conference in which 19 non-governmental organisations, together with their lawyers,
condemned the regime’s abuses of activists.518

Fig. 15 – The campaign ‘This is the Face of Serbia.’ Courtesy of the Center for Applied Nonviolent Action and Strategies

CANVAS, "Ten Years Smarter?"; Collin, The Time of the Rebels, 38.
"Meeting in Pozarevac," Blic (May 5, 2000), http://www.blic.rs/stara_arhiva/naslovna/130095/
Meeting-in-Pozarevac (accessed on October 20, 2010). See also Anika Binnendjik and Ivan Marovi ,
"Power and Persuasion: Nonviolent Strategies to Influence State Security Forces in Serbia (2000) and
Ukraine (2004), " Communist and Post-Communist Studies 39 (2006): 421.
518 "Today Protest in Front of the Central Prison," Blic (May 5, 2000), http://www.blic.rs/stara_arhiva
/naslovna/130096/Today-protest-in-front-of-the-Central-Prison (accessed on October 20, 2010).
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In the election campaigns between September and October 2000, Otpor’s campaign
savvy played a major role in shaping public opinion to vote against Miloševi . At the
end of July 2000, Miloševi announced that the election would take place on September
24. Otpor, together with its allies, put together two types of campaigns: ‘black and white’
and ‘colourful.’ The former generated provocative and negative messages to denounce
the regime for a decade of wars, economic crisis and the international sanctions. The
campaign entitled ‘He’s Finished’ (Gotov je) epitomised this type of message. It
suggested to the populace that a ‘finish’ of Miloševi at the voting booth was the solution
to the decade of turbulence. Other slogans included ‘He’s Falling’ and ‘Fading Away. In
the ‘He’s Finished’ campaign, black and white were the only colours used in printed
materials such as posters, stickers and T-shirts.519
The ‘colourful’ campaign was marked with positive, lively and encouraging messages.
Spearheaded by more than thirty NGOs in Serbia, the campaign was purposively focused
on mobilising votes for the opposition coalition, and monitoring the ballots. ‘It’s Time’,
‘Get Out to Vote’ and ‘Exit’ campaigns were aimed at persuading the Serbian public,
especially first-time voters, that the election was a pivotal path toward regime change.520
Slogans such as, ‘Choose to Change Things,’ ‘There are More of Us,’ ‘Come to the
Line,’ ‘Take Up the Challenge,’ ‘How Brave Are You?,’ and ‘Rock the Vote’ (Rock
volieb) were created to promote this agenda and printed on paraphernalia such as
stickers, badges and matchboxes.521

Miloš Milenkovi , interview with author, October 3, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia. See also Collin, The Time
of the Rebels, 55.
520 Sr a Popovi , "Serbia Arena for Nonviolent Conflict: An Analytical Overview of an Application of
Gene Sharp'
s Theory of Nonviolent Action in Miloševi '
s Serbia," paper presented at the conference
'
Whither the Bulldozer? Revolution, Transition, and Democracy in Serbia,'Belgrade, Serbia, January
30-31, 2001, 7; Vejvoda, "Civil Society versus Slobodan Milosevic," 308-10.
521 Collin, The Time of the Rebels, 47-8. For the chronology of Otpor’s campaigns and protest events
leading to the overthrow of Miloševi on October 5, 2000, see more in Appendix 2.
519
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Fig. 16 – ‘He’s Finished’ T-shirt. Courtesy of Siniša Šikman

Fig. 17 – A wide range of promotional material from the ‘He’s Finished’ and ‘It’s Time’
campaigns. Courtesy of Dalibor Glišovi and Otpor Aleksandrovac

Marketing techniques
Keeping in line with their public relations framework was Otpor’s marketing techniques,
which enabled Otpor’s campaigns to resonate with a mass audience. Otpor activists
relied heavily on different forms of pop culture, including humour, to turn the movement
into the ‘brand’ of national opposition. Equipped with a knowledge of advertising, key
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figures such as Jovanoni and Ivan Andri introduced their marketing approach to
Otpor’s campaigns. Jovanoni recalls:
I remember we [Jovanoni and Andri ] were talking about effective advertising. We
knew all kinds of tricks, the humour, the twists, the in-your-face thing, the shocking. And
when you don’t have people pushing you, but the symbol, you realised the potential of it.
You completely manipulate [the symbol] as a brand. At the time, we started to read all
kinds of branding literature that exploded during the 1990s. It stood as a core in Otpor.
We took Otpor as a commercial brand, ‘what would you do to make people buy your
product?’522

To persuade the ‘customers’ to purchase their political product, Otpor activists engaged
in three processes: the identification of public opinion, the creation of brand and the
outsourcing of brand creators. In the first process, Andri points out that messages
conveyed in Otpor’s campaigns were always designed based on public opinion regarding
the Miloševi regime and the future of Serbia. In this way, “[Otpor was] just saying what
most of the people were thinking.”523 Charged with realising this mission was Otpor’s
marketing team, consisting of between 10 and 15 activists who received occasional
advice and logistical assistance from friends at the Strategic Marketing and Media
Research Institute. Prior to launching campaigns, this team distributed surveys asking
people their opinion about the campaign’s messages and poster layouts, for instance.
After the campaigns were launched, the marketing team facilitated focus groups to check
feedback on the campaigns. In 2000 alone, there were at least 12 surveys administered
and 16 focus groups facilitated in eight towns.524
Secondly, in the process of brand production, Otpor co-opted iconographies popular
within society. In this way, people could easily recognise the movement’s messages. This
methodology was employed in the creation of many promotional posters throughout
Otpor’s campaigns. For instance, activists found that when Miloševi gave a speech for
Milja Jovanovi , interview with author, November 13, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia. See also Paul
Hockenos, "Serbia'
s New New Wave," In These Times (March 5, 2001), http://www.inthesetimes.com/
issue/25/07/hockenos2507.html (accessed on October 20, 2010).
523 Steve York, "How did We Succeed: Superior Propaganda for Advertising Freedom (Excerpt from the
Interview with Steve York),"(November 30, 2000), http://www.canvasopedia.org/legacy/content/
serbian_case/Otpor_propaganda.htm#01 (accessed on March 4, 2010).
524 York, "How did We Succeed."
522
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the Communist Party when in his thirties, he had used the clenched fist symbol as the
background on the stage. An Otpor activist happened to have this image. In one Otpor
poster, it was cropped and redone, bearing the message, ‘Otpor before Otpor.’ The
sarcastic title denotes that Miloševi was essentially a predecessor of Otpor, implying
that what Otpor’s anti-regime campaigns were about was only a repetition of Miloševi ’s
past deed. According to Jovanovi , “[n]o organisation would ever do that! Their enemy
did something before them. But we thought it was hilarious. We enjoyed doing it.”525
Another example was the poster created for Otpor’s concert ‘We Have a Situation’
(Imamo situaciju), in November 1999. It contained the image of anti-Nazi
demonstrations that swept across the former Yugoslavia in 1941. Activists anticipated
that recycling this photograph could influence people to associate the Miloševi regime
with the Nazis.526

Fig. 18 – The poster of ‘We Have a Situation’ concert, November 1999. Courtesy of the Center
for Applied Non-violent Action and Strategies
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Milja Jovanovi , interview with author, November 13, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia.
Milja Jovanovi , interview with author, November 13, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia.
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Mass production underpinned Otpor’s ubiquity as the label of resistance. Promotional
material such as posters, stickers and T-shirts contained catchy themes from Otpor’s
campaigns. Millions were produced and distributed to Otpor branches across Serbia.
According to Popovi , in the ‘He’s Finished’ campaign alone, around 1.8 million stickers
were pasted around cities and towns in Serbia.527 More than 60 tons of pamphlets, posters
and booklets were printed.528 The promotional material enabled the repeated transmission
of Otpor’s messages to the Serbian public. This advertising approach contributed to the
cultivation of a popular consciousness about resisting Miloševi .529
Lastly, the mass production of campaign paraphernalia accorded with the idea of
outsourcing the Otpor brand. The movement encouraged individuals’ adoption of
resistance as a concept. One did not need to be a formal member of Otpor in order to
undertake protest action. This approach was translated into numerous ‘small acts of
resistance’ to spread Otpor’s message, ranging from spraying graffiti, putting up posters,
pasting Otpor stickers, to wearing badges and T-shirts. With these small acts of
resistance, individuals could exercise a certain extent of autonomy while retaining their
symbolic association with Otpor. Another advantage was that they could still take part in
resisting the regime without investing much time and energy by taking to the street.
Konstantinovi notes:
We spread the idea of individual resistance. You could do [protest actions] at your
workplace. You didn’t have to come to the meeting, just take the badges, stickers and Tshirts. Just to wear the badges. You can imagine in the municipalities, in the bank, in the
hospital, people were wearing badges with the very strong symbol ... We were not doing
anything against the law, nothing violent, and we were not participating in political
parties.530

Peter Ackerman and Jack DuVall, "Sticker Shock: Excerpt of "the New World of Power" in a Force
More Powerful: A Century of Nonviolent Conflict,"(2001), http://www.aforcemorepowerful.org/
films/bdd /story/otpor/sticker-shock.php (accessed on May 25, 2011).
528 CANVAS, CANVAS Core Curriculum: A Guide to Effective Nonviolent Struggle (Belgrade, Serbia:
Center for Applied Non-violent Action and Strategies (CANVAS), 2007), 126.
529 Milja Jovanovi , interview with author, November 13, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia. See also York, "How
did We Succeed."
530 Nenad Konstantinovi , interview with author, November 4, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia.
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This notion of individual resistance proved advantageous for Otpor’s expansion of
support. As we shall see, in remote areas where Miloševi ’s SPS exerted control in local
government, being an official member of Otpor was too dangerous for town inhabitants.
Therefore, the ‘small acts of resistance’ constituted an option for their participation in
Otpor’s activities, without running the risk of repression. In turn, this method enabled
Otpor’s recruitment of ‘anonymous’ supporters whose votes eventually brought
Miloševi to electoral defeat.
Organisation
A collective leadership and autonomous local branches formed the base of Otpor’s
organisation. The leadership consisted of a circle of original members who decided upon
issues such as funding and external relationships, marketing and press, material
production and distribution, and ‘human resources’ (i.e. recruitment and supervision of
training sessions).531 This division of tasks, however, was on the basis of rotation in
Otpor’s early days. With the exceptions of Slobodan Homen and Nenad Konstantinovi ,
who were constantly responsible for funding and international network-building,
“everyone did almost everything.”532 Miloš Milenkovi defines this relatively loose form
of leadership as “teamwork.”533
After the transformation of Otpor from a student movement into a people’s movement,
the responsibilities of the circle of leaders became relatively fixed. Ivan Marovi ,
together with Vukašin Petrovi , oversaw contact with the media to ensure Otpor’s
actions would be reported and covered.534 For marketing strategy, Milja Jovanovi , Ivan
Andri and Dejan Ran i were the masterminds.535 Relying on their existing network of
friends in regional cities, strengthened by the 1996-7 protests, Siniša Šikman and Pedrag
Le i dealt with material distribution to local activists. The recruitment and training of
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Nenadi and Bel evi , "Serbia - Nonviolent Struggle for Democracy," 29.
Milja Jovanovi , interview with author, November 13, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia.
Miloš Milenkovi , interview with author, October 3, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia.
Ivan Marovi , interview with author, November 1, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia.
Milja Jovanovi , interview with author, November 13, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia. See also York, "In His
Own Words (Excerpt from an Interview with Steve York)," (November 30, 2000),
http://www.aforcemorepower ful.org/films/bdd/story/otpor/ivan-andric.php (accessed on March 4,
2012).
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new activists was under the supervision of Sr a Popovi , who was also known as a
strategist for Otpor.536 Otpor’s ability to reach out to the northern, central, western and
southern regions of Serbia was due to the extensive networks bolstered by Stanko
Lazendi , Vladimir Pavlov, Robertino Knjur, Zoran Matovi , Jelena Uroševi , Marko
Simi , Sr an Milivojevi , and Goran Daškovi .537
Having adopted a decentralised leadership model proved advantageous for Otpor
especially when the regime stepped up its repressive measures. In May 2000, the regime
outlawed Otpor branding it as a terrorist organisation, prompting the authorities to carry
out sweeping arrests of activists.538 However, when the head of one team was detained,
the collective leadership ensured the replacement of this activist with other Otpor
activists. Consequently, the regime could not entirely halt Otpor’s activities because “[i]t
was impossible to arrest all of these leaders.”539
It was the Otpor’s cell-based organisational structure that enabled the movement to
mobilise votes from the grassroots, especially in the regime’s stronghold towns. Out of
24 cities and 150 municipalities in Serbia, there were approximately 130 branches of
Otpor, with between 30,000 and 60,000 supporters and activists.540 According to
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Nenad Bel evi , interview with author, October 7, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia; Pedrag Le i , interview
with author, September 23, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia; Siniša Šikman, interview with author, September
19, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia.
Milica Bjelovuk, "Oni su Otpor" (They are Otpor), Glas javnosti (January 23, 2001), http://arhiva.glas
javnosti.co.yu /arhiva/2001 (accessed on October 20, 2010).
See the legal document from the Serbian Ministry of Internal Affairs that outlawed Otpor as a terrorist
organisation, in Humanitarian Law Center, Police Crackdown on Otpor, Report no. 31 (Belgrade:
Humanitarian Law Center, 2001), 12.
Nemanja Crni , interview with author, October 15, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia. In fact, the idea of
collective and clandestine leaders was common in Serbian society. Šikman points out that Otpor’s
conception of collective leadership was influenced by Tito’s guerrilla-based organisational structure:
“During the Second World War, people had little clue about who Tito was. This idea about being a
‘leaderless’ organisation with guerrilla approach came from such a context … we always signed our
press release with ‘Revkom’ which means ‘Revolutionary Committee’” (Siniša Šikman, interview
with author, December 9, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia). See an example of Otpor’s use of ‘Revkom’ as the
signature on a press release, in Ivan Marovi and Dejan Ran i , "Resistance (Otpor!) Info: After the
Action Dinar for His Resignation Two Activists of Otpor Have Been Taken into Custody," (September
17, 1999), http://groups.yahoo.com/group /balkans/message/353?l=1 (accessed on October 20, 2010).
There are disparities among figures for Otpor activists. Konstantinovi estimates that 100,000 activists
worked for Otpor’s campaigns by the end of 2000, while Olena Nikolayenko, in her conference paper,
provides the number of 70,000 activists at the time of the election in September 2000. However,
Šikman argues that the estimation of 80,000 registered activists is only a perception. Vladimir Illi
came up with a similar conclusion that the number of 60,000 Otpor activists is “an over-estimation.”
Joshua Paulson together with Danijela Nenadi and Nenad Bal evi estimate that between May and
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Konstantinovi , Otpor’s leading activists learned from the 1996-7 protests that students
could not constitute a popular force strong enough to remove Miloševi from power. This
is why they “decided to spread out Otpor activities to remote municipalities.”541 Vladimir
Žarkovi , from Otpor Kruševac, adds that the majority of Serbians reside in areas far
from the city centres. Take Kruševac as an example. Žarkovi estimates that “if there are
80,000 inhabitants in the urban area, there should be 200,000 inhabitants in the village in
addition to those in the city.”542 The village inhabitants, who had little access to
information alternative to the regime’s propaganda, became the target audience of
Otpor’s actions.
There were three channels through which Otpor established its local branches: networks
of university friends, individual requests and local leadership. The first developed from
the 1996-7 protests where like-minded student activists gathered and became friends. The
networks emerged within and across universities. This was particularly the case for
regional universities in Novi Sad, Kragujevac, and Niš, where students came from other
smaller towns in the region for higher education. During the 1996-7 protests, this group
of students participated in activism on campus. And on the weekend or long holidays,
they returned to their hometowns to spread the word about the anti-regime protests.
There were cases in which these students organised small scale demonstrations in their
own towns.
Consider as an example the network of friends from Novi Sad University. The 1996-7
protest there was spearheaded by around 10 students from the Faculty of Philosophy. Out
of this number, Vladimir Pavlov, Stanko Lazendi and Miloš Gagi founded an Otpor
branch in Novi Sad in 1998. They invited university friends whose hometowns were
scattered across Vojvodina province (of which Novi Sad is the capital city) to join

September 2000, Otpor members could range between 20,000 and 30,000. Ivan Vejvoda offers the
lowest figure of 18,000 activists. See Illi , "The Popular Movement Otpor - between Europe and ReTraditionalization"; Paulson, "Removing the Dictator in Serbia – 1996-2000," 322; Nenadi and
Bel evi , "Serbia - Nonviolent Struggle for Democracy," 29; Vejvoda, "Civil Society versus Slobodan
Milosevic," 308; and Nikolayenko, "The Learning Curve, 1991-2000," 4.
541 Nenad Konstantinovi , interview with author, November 4, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia.
542 Vladimir Žarkovi , interview with author, November 16, 2010, Kruševac, Serbia.
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them.543 Later on, these activists established Otpor branches in their towns. Important
figures included Nemanja Crni , in charge of Otpor branch in Sremska Mitrovica, Petar
Lacmanovi of Zrenjanin and eastern Vojvodina branches, Saša Kroni of Sombor and
western Vojvodina branches, and Vladimir Marovi who was originally from Kraljevo, a
city in central Serbia, but studied in Novi Sad. When he returned to Kraljevo in early
2000, he took charge of the Otpor branch there.544
Thanks to the 1996-7 protests, networks of friends formed across the university cities.
Leading activists for Otpor from Novi Sad, Kragujevac and Niš came to know those from
Belgrade as they coordinated the march from their cities to Belgrade in December
1996.545 Establishing the Student Parliament in 1997 – although short-lived –
strengthened these cross-campus networks. Šikman, who was elected as the inter-campus
coordinator for the Parliament, explains that his role in the Parliament was to “cooperate
with all branches of student groups” in Serbia. During Otpor’s campaigns, this former
role Šikman played helped strengthen the collaboration between Belgrade and regional
activists in terms of material distribution. 546
The second channel was through individuals who approached Belgrade activists to
launch and set up branches in their towns. Successful applicants were invited to the
‘introductory meeting,’ where they were informed of Otpor’s basic principles. According
to Šikman, these principles included “doing things in a nonviolent way” under the label
of Otpor, conveying coherent messages consistent with the movement’s goals in protest

Miloš Gagi , interview with author, September 29, 2010, Novi Sad, Serbia; Stanko Lazendi ,
interview with author, December 6, 2010, Novi Sad, Serbia.
544 Aleksandar Mari , interview with author, December 5, 2010, Novi Sad, Serbia; Aleksandar Pavlovi ,
interview with author, October 14, 2010, Novi Sad, Serbia; Aleksandar Savanovi , interview with
author, October 14, 2010, Novi Sad, Serbia; Darko Šper, interview with author, October 15, 2010,
Novi Sad (Otpor Zrenjanin), Serbia; Nemanja Crni , interview with author, October 15, 2010,
Sremska Mitrovica, Serbia; Petar Lacmanovi , interview with author, November 2, 2010, Zrenjanin,
Serbia; Saša Kroni , interview with author, November 3, 2010, Sombor, Serbia; Vladimir Marovi ,
interview with author, December 3, 2010, Belgrade (Otpor Kraljevo), Serbia; Zdravko Vulin,
interview with author, October 15, 2010, Novi Sad, Serbia.
545 Milan Stefanovi , interview with author, October 7, 2010, Niš, Serbia; Miloš Gagi , interview with
author, September 29, 2010, Novi Sad, Serbia; Stanko Lazendi , interview with author, December 6,
2010, Novi Sad, Serbia; Zoran Matovi , interview with author, November 9, 2010 Kragujevac, Serbia.
546 Siniša Šikman, interview with author, September 19, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia.
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actions, and the use of humour in these actions.547 Popovi and Marovi add that the
recruitment process was a filter for Otpor to only allow those committed to the idea of
nonviolent struggle on board. And throughout the campaigns, leading activists fostered
the ‘organisation culture’ that prohibited vandalism, retaliation against the authorities and
“aggressive humour.”548 Peer pressure was an additional mechanism that prevented rankand-file activists from breaching Otpor’s principle of nonviolence. Marovi stresses: “ …
[i]f one person tended to do something against the guideline of Otpor, the others would
say, ‘this is not what we should be doing.’ We made the [organisational] structure in such
a way that people would correct themselves on the local level.”549
Once the branch was set up with around 10 to 15 members, teams from Belgrade or from
regional offices (i.e. in Kragujevac, Novi Sad, Niš and Subotica) would provide training
sessions for new members. The content of the training workshops could range from
mechanisms of nonviolent action (based on Otpor’s manual, ‘Resistance in Your
Neighbourhood: How to Resolve the Serbian Crisis Peacefully’), marketing tactics,
journalism, to advice concerning arrests.550 Some of the training, according to
Milenkovi , was offered by specialists in particular fields. Afterward, headquarters
would leave it up to local branches to disseminate tasks in their teams. In this sense, each
branch could exercise a degree of autonomy in creating actions and running campaigns
according to local contexts.551
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Dušan Ko i , interview with author, December 7, 2010, Smederevo, Serbia; Siniša Šikman, interview
with author, September 19, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia; Zoran Matovi , interview with author, November
9, 2010, Kragujevac, Serbia. While the principle of ‘doing actions in a nonviolent way’ was
encouraged among local activists, there were situations when things got out of hand. For instance,
Dušan Ko i , an Otpor coordinator from Smederevo, admits that some young activists under his
supervision believed that retaliation against police repression was justified. In a similar vein, Zoran
Matovi notes that it was difficult to explain to young activists why they should refrain from a violent
reaction to police abuse. And he came across cases of activists’ vandalism.
Ivan Marovi , interview with author, November 1, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia; Sr a Popovi , interview
with author, September 9, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia.
Ivan Marovi , interview with author, November 1, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia.
Miloš Milenkovi , interview with author, October 3, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia; Siniša Šikman, interview
with author, September 19, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia; Sr a Popovi , interview with author, September 9,
2010, Belgrade, Serbia; Zoran Matovi , interview with author, November 9, 2010, Kragujevac, Serbia.
See also Paulson, "Removing the Dictator in Serbia – 1996-2000," 321-23.
Sr a Popovi , interview with author, September 9, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia. See also Illi , "The Popular
Movement Otpor - between Europe and Re-Traditionalization."
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The third channel for Otpor to establish branches was through local leadership.
According to Marovi and Šikman, there were some areas where anti-regime figures had
led civic protests before Otpor branches were founded. In this case, activists from
Belgrade would try to persuade these local leaders to join the movement and run an
Otpor branch in their towns. The local figures came from diverse walks of life; they
could be painters, trade union leaders, journalists and in few cases, local opposition
politicians. Nevertheless, for them to run an Otpor branch, these leaders should be
respected by the locals and thus could exercise a certain extent of influence.552 This idea
was developed from Tito’s partisan movement during the Second World War. Marovi
notes that in liberating villages under the occupation of the Nazi troops, the communist
rebels established the ‘Popular Committee.’ The Committee members went to the
villages remaining free from the Nazi occupation. They encouraged the locals to select
their own leaders to run a unit of resisting the Nazis. When the Nazi soldiers reached
these areas, they found that the locals’ self-defense force was already organised. He
concludes:
… this is a smart strategy because by doing this, [the locals] strengthened their ranks
over time. So, we tried to do something similar. We tried to find people in other towns.
We didn’t go there and tell them what to do, but we tried to find people who had already
have a good reputation, and convince them to join Otpor.553

In sum, Otpor set its mission to topple Miloševi through electoral defeat. The methods
used were to conduct campaigns that exposed the regime’s illegitimacy to the Serbian
public, to promote Otpor as the force of popular resistance, and put pressure on the
opposition coalition to maintain its unity. They anticipated that Serbians would be
convinced to vote against Miloševi . ‘Doing things in a nonviolent way’ constituted the
protocol of campaign conduct: activists excluded the acts of sabotage from their street
actions while making use of this nonviolent discipline to counter regime repression as we
shall further see. Otpor’s organisational structure enabled grassroots’ involvement in the

Ivan Marovi , interview with author, November 1, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia; Siniša Šikman, interview
with author, September 19, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia.
553 Ivan Marovi , interview with author, November 1, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia. For Tito’s ‘Popular
Committee’ model that influenced Otpor’s recruitment of local leadership, see Velimir Vuksic, Tito'
s
Partisans 1941-5 (Wisconsin: Osprey Publishing, 2003), 13-5.
552
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protest campaigns which accelerated anti-regime sentiment. The nature of this also
allowed humorous protest actions to proliferate across Serbia.
Altered characteristics of humorous street actions: from the 1996-7 protests to
Otpor’s campaigns
Otpor’s humorous protest tactics were developed from the 1996-7 protests to correspond
with the movement’s goals, strategies and organisational structure. Due to Otpor’s goal
to bring down the regime, humorous protest tactics were generally designed to convey a
message that convinced the Serbian populace of the regime’s illegitimacy. To achieve the
stated goal, Otpor carried out anti-regime campaigns, heavily relying on public relations
techniques. As a result, satirical street theatre constituted the form of humour helpful for
attracting media attention, and eventually helped Otpor gain increasing publicity. The
movement’s expansive branches enabled the proliferation and coordination of humorous
protest tactics. Local activists were encouraged to infuse their protest actions with
humour. Humorous protest actions flourished in line with the growing number of Otpor’s
local branches.
From spontaneous to goal-oriented humour
Otpor’s revolutionary goals fostered a reorientation of humorous actions, which became
less spontaneous and more purposeful than the 1996-7 protests. The earlier campaign had
sprung up as a reaction to vote rigging. Although the protesters’ demand was clearly the
recognition of the original election outcome, the role of humour in facilitating the
demand being met was minor. Rather, witty slogans and carnivalesque rallies constituted
an expression of individuals’ defiance and, more likely, an outlet for having fun. Due to
this nature, the political message conveyed in humorous protest actions was eclectic.
There was no agreement among protesters regarding the target of these actions. Nor was
there an elaborate discussion on the purpose of using humour, at least at the beginning of
the protests.554
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edomir Anti , interview with author, November 8, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia; Milan Milutinovi ,
interview with author, October 6, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia; Pero Jeli , interview with author, November
15, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia; Saša Mladenovi , interview with author, October 3, 2010, Belgrade,
Serbia.
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In contrast, Otpor’s use of humour was relatively purposive in supporting its goal of
creating a crisis of legitimacy for the regime. According to Marovi , compared to the
1996-7 protesters, Otpor activists “were much more aware of why [they] needed humour
and what kind of humour would be conducive to the removal of Miloševi .”555 In
Otpor’s campaigns, humorous protest actions were planned to unveil the absurd role
played by the bureaucrats and security forces in serving the regime. By understanding
what was wrong with their role supporting the regime, Otpor activists expected their
loyalty toward serving the regime would diminish:
We actually had humour that was going to be a medium, a catharsis, for the
transformation of the elements of the regime, so they would understand their role [in
serving the regime] … humour helped unravel these things, making it come to the
surface, so that members of the police force and regime understood what was wrong with
their role.556

In addition, Otpor activists realised they could ‘channel’ the spirit of humour felt in the
1996-7 protests, to help achieve the goal of regime change. Put differently, the positive
energy of humour was utilised as a method to counter the atmosphere of fear and
hopelessness that had helped the regime remain in power. Šikman notes:
The protests in 1996-7 had limited goal and humorous actions were developed from this
period. In Otpor, the spirit of humour [shown in the 1996-7 protests] became strategy and
our goal was much higher … we strategically used that kind of humour, that kind of
spirit to break down the fear, to boost up the spirit and encourage people to go to vote.557

Otpor’s goal of regime change was conveyed through the messages of humorous street
actions. These messages aimed to unveil the regime’s absurdity and illegitimacy to its
allies, security apparatus and the general public. Moreover, humorous protest actions
were invented to deal with popular despair and political apathy which allowed the
regime’s maintenance of power.

Ivan Marovi , interview with author, November 1, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia.
556 Ivan Marovi , interview with author, November 1, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia.
557 Siniša Šikman, interview with author, September 19, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia.
555
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From carnivalesque rallies to satirical street theatre
The strategic shift from using street gatherings to media campaigns influenced Otpor
activists’ preference for satirical street skits rather than carnivalesque rallies.
Carnivalesque rallies dominated the scene of the 1996-7 protests, fundamentally because
the site of the protests was the street. Festive activities such as street parties, costumeparades, games and plays were initially organised to entertain street demonstrators,
encouraging their continuous participation in protests despite the winter cold. Later on,
student protesters might have become aware of other functions of carnivalesque events,
such as preventing clashes with the police or maintaining the media coverage of the
protests. But, street entertainment was the foremost reason for the organisation of these
events.558
For Otpor, satirical street theatre proved most effective as the stimulus for media
attention. Founding activists, such as Konstantinovi , Jovanovi , Marovi and Popovi ,
learned from the 1996-7 protests that street demonstrations could accomplish a protest’s
goal only if the number of those who turned out on the street was large enough to capture
media attention. However, maintaining this large number was difficult when the protests
became prolonged. If it happened that Miloševi had not accepted the opposition’s
victories, resulting in the protests lasting for more than four months, the number of
participants would likely have dropped off. This decrease would just as likely have meant
the protest’s failure. Otpor saw such reliance on protester turn out as a major drawback
of this method of protest – through public assembly.
This lesson led to Otpor’s strategic shift. The movement aimed to carry out a two-year
campaign as the means of changing the popular mentality, and eventually transferring
popular votes from Miloševi to the opposition parties. For this approach to be effective,
activists opted for the media as the site for protest campaigns, rather than the street.
Constant news coverage of the movement allowed Otpor’s presence to remain in the
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edomir Anti , interview with author, November 8, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia; Milan Milutinovi ,
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public mind. And leading activists were aware that satirical street theatre could trigger
media interest sufficient to publish stories about the movement. Popovi points out:
In the 1996-7 protests, satirical street theatre became popular. We wanted to show good
ideas through these humorous performances to get more people joining the student
protests. The actions were very clever, very progressive … what Otpor did was to perfect
humorous street theatre and used it as our brand … We could create very cheap small
things with a really good idea and use our personal relationships with the international
media like AP, Reuters and even CNN.559

Satirical street theatre facilitated Otpor’s strategy of spreading the message of resistance
to the Serbian populace, without having to mobilise large numbers of protesters onto the
street. Unlike mass demonstrations, satirical street skits could be staged by a small group
of activists equipped with just their creativity and a clear political message. And due to
the absurd and theatrical elements they employed, the media tended to publish photos of
the actions on the front page.560 Marovi coined a maxim to conceptualise the effect of
satirical street theatre: “When you have thousand people on the street, that’s news. When
you have 50 people on the street, that’s not news. That’s stupid. But when you have 50
people on the street doing something crazy, that’s news.”561 With media coverage of the
skits, the general public could participate in Otpor’s activities just by glancing and
chuckling at the published photos. Expressed differently, the participants in these satirical
protest actions, covered by the newspapers, included the millions in the anonymous
media audience.
From urban confined to nationally coordinated humour
Otpor’s diffuse organisational structure enabled the extensive scale on which humorous
protest actions were executed. In the 1996-7 protests, the staging of humorous protest
actions was confined to Belgrade and a few other urban cities where the opposition

Sr a Popovi , interview with author, September 9, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia.
Dalibor Glišovi , interview with author, November 16, 2010, Aleksandrovac, Serbia; Milja Jovanovi ,
interview with author, November 13, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia; Miloš Milenkovi , interview with
author, October 3, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia; Nenad Konstantinovi , interview with author, November 4,
2010, Belgrade, Serbia; Petar Lacmanovi , interview with author, November 2, 2010, Zrenjanin,
Serbia; Stanko Lazendi , interview with author, September 29, 2010, Novi Sad, Serbia.
561 Ivan Marovi , interview with author, November 1, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia.
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coalition had victories. The urban confinement of these actions was largely due to the ad
hoc nature of student organisation. In Belgrade, students’ humorous protest actions
proliferated and they inspired students in other major cities. However, there was no
substantial attempt to coordinate the actions between Belgrade and other areas.562 As a
consequence, humorous protest actions flourished only in a few cities; their advantages
could not be maximised. The regime was forced to face collective ridicule only in the
major cities, and not across all of Serbia.
In contrast, the expansion of Otpor’s branches across Serbia enabled the nationwide
lampooning of the regime. Otpor activists from Belgrade headquarters encouraged the
tactical use of humour throughout the cell-based organisational structure. Accordingly,
during the period of Otpor’s campaigns, humorous street skits, as staged in Belgrade’s
1996-7 protests, could be seen even in small towns. Activists exercised a degree of
freedom in creating humorous protest actions based on local contexts and history.
According to Šikman, localising humorous street actions allowed activists to take into
consideration what was regarded as funny in the areas under their supervision. What
constituted the local ‘sense of humour’ could not always be identified by the urbanites
from Belgrade because “what’s funny for people in Belgrade maybe not be funny for
those in Leskovac [a Southern town of Serbia].”563
The extensive branch network provided solid ground for the proliferation of Otpor’s
humorous protest actions. If, in 2000 alone, a local Otpor local branch carried out one
street skit per week,564 that branch could invent over thirty actions. If there were around
130 branches of Otpor in September 2000,565 by extrapolation, there should be at least a
edomir Anti , interview with author, October 8, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia. The majority of former
student activists whom I interviewed often mentioned that they heard about the funny actions
performed by students in Belgrade. However, some said that it was not possible to repeat these actions
in their cities or towns because the scale of protest was much smaller than Belgrade. Moreover, they
pointed out that the use of humour was more necessary in Belgrade than in their areas because of the
heavy presence of riot police in the capital city. By staging humorous protests, demonstrators could
portray themselves as non-threatening to the police officers.
563 Siniša Šikman, interview with author, September 19, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia.
564 This number is based on the estimation of activists running the branches in key regional cities such as
Novi Sad, Kragujevac, Užice, Kraljevo and Leskovac. It should be noted that in smaller towns, there
might not be as many humorous protest actions staged throughout Otpor’s campaigns. These local
dynamics of the use of humour will be examined in Chapter 6.
565 Nikolayenko, "The Learning Curve,” 4. Paulson provided the number of “over a hundred” branches
Otpor could establish in May 2000. See Paulson, "Removing the Dictator in Serbia – 1996-2000," 322.
562
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few thousand humorous protest actions being executed. The multiplicity of humorous
protest actions enabled by the organisational structure could maximise the effects of
humour. If activists expected that humorous protest actions could facilitate the strategy of
maintaining Otpor’s public recognition, then the extensive branches allowed this strategy
to be effective nationally. The regime was propelled to counter the ridicule, not only in
Belgrade, but throughout Serbia.
Conclusion
The goal of toppling Miloševi , reliance on public relations and marketing techniques
and a branch-based organisation shaped the development of Otpor’s humorous protest
actions. Political drawbacks after the 1996-7 protests, particularly the regime’s reconsolidation of power, the imposition of the University and Media Acts, and the NATO
attacks on Serbia, set the scene for the formation of Otpor. Drawing lessons from the
earlier protests, Otpor’s founding members put forward regime change as their principal
goal. Instead of taking to the streets, activists employed public relations and marketing
techniques to popularise the anti-regime campaigns. Moreover, the campaigns were
effective nationwide largely due to Otpor’s regional branches that enabled the
movement’s influence even in the regime’s stronghold towns. These aspects of Otpor’s
development shaped the changing nature of humorous protest actions. The messages
conveyed in the actions were designed to expose the regime’s absurdity. These actions
were also purposive in enhancing news coverage of Otpor’s activities. And the extensive
branches enabled a proliferation of humorous protest actions, guaranteeing their effect at
the national level.
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CHAPTER 5
OTPOR’S HUMOROUS PROTEST ACTIONS

Introduction
This chapter demonstrates the proliferation of Otpor’s humorous protest action, enabled
by the widespread nature of its branches across Serbia. Throughout the two years of
campaigns by Otpor, humour was used as a crucial tool to get media coverage of the
movement’s actions, and thereby increase its publicity. Activists from hundreds of Otpor
branches were encouraged to combine their protest actions with humour to achieve this
goal. They created innovative satirical street theatre to mock the regime’s propaganda
and organised a broad array of concerts and parties to promote their resistance
campaigns. Parody emerged as a key form of humour utilised by activists to co-opt
national symbols and historical narratives, once manipulated by the regime to consolidate
its own power.
Satirical street theatre
Typically, Otpor’s satirical street theatre highlighted the absurdity of the regime’s
propaganda and the economic hardship it had precipitated. It also personally attacked
regime figures. Numerous protest actions were created specifically to counter unfounded
allegations by the regime about activists being terrorists, and in response to repression by
the police. Cheerful and symbolic actions were created to empower town dwellers to join
the forces of resistance.
The regime’s propaganda
One of Otpor’s earliest and most famous skit was ‘Dinar for a Change’ (Dinar za
smenu). It played on the propaganda that accompanied the regime’s new agricultural
policy, which was titled ‘A Dinar for Sowing’ (Dinar za setvu). The policy extorted
already impoverished Serbians to donate some dinars (Serbian currency) for agricultural
improvement. Taking with words from the policy’s title, Otpor activists announced a
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parallel policy named ‘A Dinar for a Change.’566 At the entrance to the pedestrian street,
Knez Mihailova, they placed an empty petrol barrel with an image of Miloševi pasted
on it, surrounded by a target symbol. Next to the barrel was a stick and instructions: “if
you put dinars inside [the barrel], you can use the provided stick to beat Milosevic’s
picture.”567 The instructions also suggested: “if you don’t have any coins because of
Miloševi , hit [the barrel] harder.”568 According to Siniša Šikman, this action was very
popular. People lined up to batter the barrel as it was a channel to express their anger and
dissatisfaction with the regime. Passers-by who did not participate still “heard the noise.”
So, they stopped, watched other people beating the barrel and laughed.569 Most of the
time during these activities, no activist was present. Hence, the organisers of this action
could get away with ridiculing Miloševi .570 Even more painful for the regime, this
public mockery was reported by the national press such as Danas.571
The action ‘Dinar for a Change’ was repeated in many regional centres, including
Kragujevac, Niš, Kruševac and Užice. While the actions staged in Niš and Kruševac
attracted the attention of big crowds on the street, the one in Kragujevac was hindered by
police arrests.572 Zoran Matovi , the coordinator of Otpor’s Kragujevac branch,
explained that 12 activists were arrested, including him, while setting up equipment for
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the action in the downtown area. But the arrest was still beneficial for Otpor’s publicity
because bystanders could witness and spread the word about the police’s excessive
reaction to activists who only invited people to hit an unused barrel. No matter what the
police did – either let the action continue or opt for repression – they looked “ridiculous”
in the sight of the public.573

Fig. 19 – The skit, ‘Dinar for a Change,’ Belgrade. Courtesy of Danas (October 11, 1999) and
the Center for Applied Non-violent Action and Strategies (respectively)

The regime propaganda of ‘reconstructing the country’ from ‘NATO aggression’
provided ammunition for numerous Otpor skits. In Novi Sad, the biggest bridge near the
Petrovaradin fortress was destroyed during a NATO air raid.574 Miloševi managed to
build a new bridge, but for the locals, it was poorly constructed and not very safe.
Miloševi and his entourage organised a grand opening of the new bridge in Novi Sad
anyway. He delivered a dramatic speech and awarded loyal citizens and military heroes
for their contribution to the ‘reconstruction’ of the nation. For Otpor activists, the
absurdity was obvious. In no way did the cheap bridge compensate for the aftermath of
the bombing. To highlight the absurdity, activists built a ‘toy bridge’ in a park in the
city’s centre, and mimicked the speech of Miloševi . The message conveyed in the skit
pointed to the shallowness of the government’s reconstruction plan. The bridge was
573
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Human Rights Watch, "The Crisis in Kosovo" (February 2000), 10, http://www.hrw.org/legacy/reports
/2000/nato/Natbm200-01.htm (accessed on April 2, 2010).
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doomed to collapse because it was poorly built. The quality was as if it was a child’s
toy.575 The action was reported in the independent newspaper Danas.576

Fig. 20 – The skit, ‘The Reconstruction of the Bridge,’ Novi Sad. Courtesy of Danas (November
5, 1999)

Similarly, in the northern border town of Subotica, activists lampooned the slowness of
government response in realising its ‘reconstruction’ projects. One day the activists
gathered in the downtown area, inviting people to write a reminder letter to the president,
before tying the letters around the legs of pigeons. Because using pigeons symbolised an
ancient method of communication, this protest action was depicting metaphorically the
slowness of the bureaucratic red tape, and the delays it was causing in the government’s
reconstruction plans. As with the pigeons, which could take forever to reach Belgrade or
even fail to deliver people’s mail, it was suggesting the regime’s administration was

Aleksandar Pavlovi , interview with author, October 13, 2010, Novi Sad, Serbia; Miloš Gagi ,
interview with author, September 29, 2010, Novi Sad, Serbia; Stanko Lazendi , interview with author,
September 29, 2010, Novi Sad, Serbia. See also Pavlovi , "Spisak akcija Novosadskog Otpor-a"
(personal records of Otpor'
s action in Novi Sad); Collin, The Time of the Rebels: Youth Resistance
Movements and 21st Century Revolutions (London: Serpent'
s Tail, 2007), 22-3.
576 "Akcija studentskog pokreta '
Otpor'u Novom Sadu" (Actions of the Student Movement in Novi Sad),
Danas (November 5, 1999).
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ineffective at completing its tasks. The real need of reconstruction was incongruent with
the capabilities of this regime.577
In Kragujevac, the regime had promised to ‘reconstruct’ the damaged railway, replacing
the old one with the French TGV fast train. For activists the promise was but another
joke. One day activists declared that Serbians did not need to wait for the fast train as
they already have a ‘fast river.’ To prove their claim, activists floated a Styrofoam bottle
in the river ‘Lepenica’ with a letter to the government inside it. They invited passers-by
to join their protest action by also writing a letter to the government and putting it in a
plastic bottle to let the river carry it to the capital city. If the river was the fastest means
of transportation, the letter would reach Belgrade in less than an hour. But everyone
knew that it was absurd, as was the government’s promise.578 This action was reported in
the tabloid, Blic.579
In the central city of Kraljevo, the regime boasted it would build the biggest port in the
region. But it was obvious that the local government was short of finances, and neither
did the medium-sized city of Kraljevo have the required geographical capacity to become
a ‘regional port.’ The absurd claims of the regime were mocked by Otpor through staging
an event in which activists floated a large assortment of ships made of paper on the river.
The action demonstrated to people that the river bank could only accommodate papermade ships. Activists informed journalists who witnessed and reported this satirical
action.580
In the western city of Valjevo, the regime had long bragged about its railway
construction efforts. However, their main project had never been completed. So Otpor
activists went to the site where the train track was supposed to be built. They painted a
cardboard sign to indicate a ‘new’ train station with the image of a train tunnel on it, and
erected their sign on this railway construction site. Activists wanted to show that the

Robertino Knjur, interview with author, October 16, 2010, Kanjiža (Otpor Subotica), Serbia.
578 Zoran Matovi , interview with author, November 9, 2010, Kragujevac, Serbia.
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government was unable to fulfil its promise. Hence, citizens like themselves took matters
into their own hands by at least building the (imitation) train tunnel.581
Otpor activists from the southern city of Leskovac poked fun at an unfinished swimming
pool, which had been under construction for four decades in the city centre. They decided
to take over the government project by making a clay model of the pool and putting it on
display at the construction site. Afterwards, activists, in swimming suits with goggles,
performed an opening ceremony for their ‘pool’ made from clay. The absurd scene of the
actually unfinished real swimming pool, beside the pseudo pool made of clay and the
Otpor crew fully equipped in diving gear, drew attention from passers-by. It reminded
them of the disconnection between the regime’s propaganda and reality.582
In the Socialist-dominated town of Smederevo, an Otpor crew attempted to stage a
satirical action entitled ‘The Reconstruction of the Bridge.’ It was an absurd response to
the regime’s unbelievable promise to rebuild the city’s old bridge that had been bombed
by NATO. On November 24, 1999, opposition politicians came together with Otpor
activists to stage a rally and distribute posters. During the rally, activists announced that
they could finish constructing the damaged bridge before the government could.
However, the police launched mass arrests soon after the rally. This prevented activists
from carrying out the skit. Around 40 opposition politicians and Otpor activists were
detained, including Ivan Marovi who had been present at the rally in solidarity.583
Satirical theatre organised by Otpor presented criticism of the regime’s media monopoly
and suppression of outspoken journalists. A prime example took the form of the action
‘the Eclipse of the Media’ (Pomra enje medija), initiated by activists in Novi Sad. In
June 1999, the state-controlled news warned people against going outside their houses to
watch the eclipse of the sun. This warning exemplified the state’s practice of generating
fear through the media. A few days before the eclipse, a group of Otpor activists and
local journalists set up a television screen – made of paper – on a pedestrian street in

Goran Daškovi , interview with author, December 2, 2010, Valjevo, Serbia.
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583 Dušan Ko i , interview with author, December 7, 2010, Smederevo, Serbia; Ivan Marovi , interview
with author, December 12, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia. See also Humanitarian Law Center, Police
Crackdown on Otpor, Report, no. 31(Belgrade: Humanitarian Law Center, 2001), 115.
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downtown Novi Sad. Sitting in front of the TV were Otpor activists wearing 3D glasses,
sunglasses and even goggles. With stern faces they watched daily news reports and all
the state-promoted kitsch TV shows. Onlookers were given flyers explaining that the
action showed the ‘eclipse’ of the media, with the obscuring and ‘darkening’ of
information. This was what they should be afraid of, not the eclipse of the sun.584
In small towns such as Aleksandrovac and Zrenjanin, activists came up with different
creative ideas to address the issue of the public’s restricted media freedoms. In the action
titled ‘Brain Washing,’ Otpor activists in Aleksandrovac acquired a TV set, and stuck the
drawing of a bone and a logo of the state television station on the TV screen. They set up
this equipment downtown and showed the state TV programme. But the original sound of
the state news report was removed and replaced with the recorded audio tape of absurd
statements about economic development contained in Miloševi ’s speeches, mixed with
Serbian brass-bands and psychedelic music. Next to the TV set were activists washing a
plastic model of the human brain with water from a jug. This metaphor was suggesting
people had been ‘brainwashed’ by the at times absurd speeches of their country’s leader
and nonsensical and ridiculous news. All this was represented by a bizarre mixture of
noises from state news broadcasts, speech excerpts and a techno soundtrack.585 This
satirical protest was covered by the independent newspaper Danas.586
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Fig. 21 – The skit, ‘Brain Washing,’ Aleksandrovac. Courtesy of Dalibor Glišovi

For Zrenjanin activists, the 1998 Media Act which imposed a large fine on outspoken
journalists was of concern. To raise public awareness about the regime’s harassment of
reporters, activists produced a sarcastic version of a ‘fine certificate’:
Citizens of Zrenjanin fine the office of the Radio Television of Serbia (RTS) because of
its biased and unilateral news report, because of its negligence of poor citizens who are
short of basic good such as sugar and milk, because of its broadcast of Belgrade RTS’s
lies and deceptions, because of its promotion of kitschy and trashy values … For these
reasons, the RTS is obliged to pay the fine of 750,000 dinars. This sum of money should
be deposited in the accounts of pensioners as soon as possible.587

The certificates were distributed to journalists of the state-run media. Petar Lacmovoni ,
an architect of the action, explained that the aim of this action was to create a dilemma
for the regime media. Accepting the certificate would imply their acceptance of the
accusation written on the certificate. However, if the journalists declined the offer of a
certificate, “they would show bad manner and the lack of sense of humour. In the both
cases, they looked ridiculous.”588

Petar Lacmanovi , "Personal records of street actions by Otpor Zrenjanin." The translation of the ‘fine
certificate’ from Serbian to English was done by Lacmanovi .
588 Petar Lacmanovi , interview with author, November 2, 2010, Zrenjanin, Serbia; Petar Lacmanovi , email correspondence with author, May 7, 2011.
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Fig. 22 – The skit, ‘The Fine Certificate,’ Zrenjanin. Courtesy of Petar Lacmanovi

Economic hardship
Otpor invented brilliant satirical events in an attempt to expose to the public the
economic damage inflicted by the Miloševi regime. In a ak, Otpor activists organised
the action ‘JULasik Park’ in the town park, the title of which mockingly compared
Mirjana Markovi ’s communist party (JUL) to the backwardness symbolised by
dinosaurs from a Hollywood movie’s title. The action depicted different scenes that
showed the everyday hardships that people faced. For instance, a group of activists lined
up in a long queue just to buy some food. Another group gathered in front of the United
States and Canadian Embassies, applying for visas to flee Serbia. Another group
performed a scene showing the regular beatings dished out to citizens by the police. In
another event also held in the same park, around 50 activists were playing children’s
games such as ‘Monopoly’ and ‘Risk’ (a strategic war planning game). These games
represented the economic recession and the destruction of the Yugoslav wars instigated
by the regime. Afterwards, they went to the city hall to give these games to the
authorities, notifying them that now that they had ‘real games’ to play, they should stop
playing around with the real lives of people.589 This satirical event made it onto the front
page of the tabloid Blic.590
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In the western city of Užice and northern town of Zrenjanin, the lack of goods necessary
for everyday survival inspired the street skits activists staged. The Užice branch of Otpor
made their situation explicit, with the endless waiting for delivery of cooking oil to
shops. A few dozen activists acted as if they were in a line for something. Out of
curiosity, passers-by asked the Otpor crew what they were waiting for. After replying
they were expecting ‘the arrival of cooking oil,’ the rumour spread. Soon after, the line
filled to have hundreds of people. Then, a car arrived, but the driver (an Otpor activist in
disguise) brought only one small container of the oil. He poured a tiny amount of the oil
into a tea spoon to distribute to each of those who had been waiting in the line for hours.
Marko Simi pointed out that the action purposively “put a spotlight on this reality [of
not having even the most basic goods in everyday life] which wasn’t seen through by
people.”591
In Zrenjanin, ‘honey and milk’ was the theme used to mock the poor living conditions
and the regime’s efforts to conceal this fact. According to Lacmanovi , the skit was
based on a Serbian idiom, ‘honey and milk,’ which means ‘everything is fine.’ It was a
phrase that summed up official propaganda, which always portrayed the Serbian
economic situation as prosperous. This propaganda contrasted so obviously with the
daily struggle of ordinary Serbs to make ends meet, even to afford ‘honey and milk’
(literally). To unravel this reality, the Otpor team announced that honey and milk would
be given away for free. When locals arrived at the distribution point – as informed to
receive their free goods – activists poured milk from empty bottles and honey from
empty containers. They told the town dwellers that this scenario represented the reality of
lacking basic goods, in contrast to the regime’s forged lies about Serbia’s wealth. And
this scenario – both the poverty and the lies – was actually ‘not fine.’592
The regime figures
A host of Otpor’s street pranks targeted leading figures in the regime, either by
predicting their downfall or mocking their personalities. For example, in October 1999,
Belgrade activists carried out the action ‘It’s Rotten, It’s Going to Fall,’ which targeted
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and mocked Miloševi and his wife. Activists decorated two pumpkins to personify the
couple, and put them on a tree. Then, they shook the tree so the pumpkins fell. Activists
were subtly saying that the rotten pumpkins (allegorically representing the country’s
leader and the first lady) were something bad which should be removed from the tree (a
metaphor for Serbia as a country).593
During the eclipse of the sun in 1999, Belgrade activists put together the action ‘It is not
the end of the world, only the fall of the regime’ (To nije smak sveta, same režim pada).
They erected a five-metre telescope on a pedestrian street in central Belgrade, and
replaced the actual lens of the telescope with Miloševi ’s image mockingly represented
as a falling comet. The telescope was turned to the direction of the residential area of
Miloševi and his family. Passers-by were invited to look through the lens so they could
see the ‘fall’ of the Miloševi comet.594 This action was repeated in the southern city of
Niš on the same date, and covered in the independent media by B92.595
The Hague’s indictment of Miloševi

in May 1999 for war crimes in the former

Yugoslavia provided further ammunition for Otpor’s satirical performances. For
instance, on August 20, 1999, Miloševi ’s birthday, activists in Niš and Belgrade threw
birthday parties for the President. They invited thousands of the towns’ residents to
attend the parties and wrote their wishes on birthday cards for Miloševi . Other gifts
included a one way-ticket to the war crime tribunal in The Hague, a prison uniform,
books authored by his wife, and a pair of handcuffs. The paper mâché birthday cake was
also made in the shape of a five-pointed star, the symbol of the former Yugoslavia. But
the cake was cut into pieces pinned with small flags of Serbia and Montenegro, Slovenia,
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Croatia and Bosnia Herzegovina.596 The message was that on the President’s birthday,
people should remember the disintegration of Yugoslavia instigated by Miloševi . 597
In Užice, through the action ‘Seeing the President off to The Hague,’ activists expressed
their desire to see Miloševi be extradited to face a war crimes trial. They made life-size
caricatures of Miloševi and Markovi from cardboard which portrayed the couple
carrying suitcases, turning their backs and walking away. The huge caricature was
erected in the pedestrian area of downtown Užice, with a sign inviting passers-by to take
a photograph with the couple and bid farewell to them.598 The same action was staged in
Valjevo, but under a twisted title, ‘The Road to Hell,’599 while in Miloševi ’s hometown,
Požarevac, activists tied the communist symbol of the five-pointed red star to three
balloons filled with helium. They wished that the wind would blow the ‘star’ to The
Hague.600

Fig. 23 – The skit, ‘Seeing the President off to The Hague,’ Užice. Courtesy of Marko Simi and
Otpor Užice
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Ridicule of the first lady could hardly have been cheekier than demonstrated by the street
pranks in Kragujevac. According to one popular anecdote, Mirjana Markovi

had

received the awards from the Russian government in the late 1990s. Adopting the model
of the protest action ‘Awarding the Roasted Pig,’ which had been performed by the same
protesters during the 1996-7 campaigns, the activists announced that they had an award
for Markovi too, as the Russians had before them. But because she could not be present
in their neighbourhood (of course, the activists did not bother to invite her), they would
give the award to a ‘turkey’ instead. The ceremony was entitled ‘Awarding the Turkey.’
Around 30 activists went to the city centre area where they had planned that awarding the
turkey would take place. They also scotch-taped a plastic flower on the head of the
turkey, an allusion to Markovi ’s bizarre fashion sense. But soon afterward, the police
arrived. Determined to complete the performance, an activist mimicked the turkey’s
moves and managed to receive the award briefly before the police took him away, and
‘confiscated’ the real turkey.601 To add the level of hilarity, activists filed a lawsuit
against the police, charging them with violating animal rights.602
This skit contained three layers of humour. The first layer is cultural. In Serbia, referring
to a woman as a turkey is tremendously offensive because it implies that she is ‘stupid.’
The second layer was the Kragujevac activists’ teasing of Markovi ’s outmoded fashion
by inserting a flower around the turkey’s supposed-to-be ears. And the last ridicule was
activists accusing the authorities of animal rights violation. The serious lawsuit launched
in this humorous context made the whole legal system appear absurd. Because of this
sophistication, Popovi , known as an Otpor strategist, often praises the turkey action as
one of the most ingenious examples of “political theatre.”603
In Leskovac, due to the control the ruling parties exerted in the local government,
activists opted for a more subtle form of mockery, rather than the in-your-face street
pranks. A popular action there was also directed at satirising Markovi . Markovi ’s
Yugoslav Left Party (Jugoslovenska udružena levica) is known by the acronym JUL.
According to Vladimir Stojkovi and Dušan Pesi , there was a common brand of
chocolate bar called ‘Julka.’ The Julka bar’s standard product packaging – which
Zoran Matovi , interview with author, November 9, 2010, Kragujevac, Serbia.
602 Sr a Popovi , interview with author, September 9, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia.
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activists did not alter – incorporated the image of a cow with a flower on its head.
Otpor’s objective was to insult Markovi by associating the dominance of JUL – the
political party – with the dominant chocolate brand in the Serbian confectionery market
at the time. Activists offered bars of ‘Julka’ to passers-by in the city centre, and by
distributing them, the Otpor team insulted Markovi by associating her, and JUL, with
the image of the cow on the chocolate bar’s packaging. The police had no grounds to
arrest them on, because they were simply giving the locals some chocolate.604
Regime allegations and police repression of Otpor
A host of actions were engineered to subvert the regime’s allegations that Otpor was a
terrorist organisation. A well-known example was a skit staged in Niš. In front of the
police station, Otpor activists set up a stage. Surrounded by other activists and
bystanders, one activist was pointing at another, showing bystanders that this was exactly
what a terrorist looked like. He resembled a nerd because he wore glasses. This meant he
had read a lot. But because the police accused him of being a terrorist, it implied that
being literate was dangerous for Serbia.605
This plot line was employed by activists in other cities such as Užice, Kraljevo and
Subotica, but with a different twist. To stress the danger of Otpor as a ‘youth’-based
terrorist movement, the Užice activists made a mock bridge from cardboard. Under it
were placed loads of pens and inkstands. When a large enough crowd of passers-by had
surrounded them, the crew announced that “landmines had been planted under the
bridge.”606 Otpor activists in Kraljevo responded to the terrorist allegation by staging the
skit ‘the Terrorist Act.’ Donning military uniforms and carrying toy rifles, the crews
marched in a militaristic style on a downtown street. Their destination was the police
station. Vladimir Marovi , the coordinator for the Kraljevo branch, recalled that the
group walked through the pedestrian street and ignored the traffic sign. Afterward, they
proclaimed, “This is a terrorist act because we didn’t obey the traffic sign. This is the
Dušan Pesi , interview with author, November 26, 2010, Leskovac, Serbia; Vladimir Stojkovi ,
interview with author, November 26, 2010, Leskovac, Serbia.
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kind of terrorists we are.”607 In Subotica, activists did not bother to deny the regime’s
allegation that they were terrorists. Rather, around 60 of them went to the police station
to ‘collectively surrender.’608
Street pranks were improvised to strike back at the police confiscation of Otpor’s
promotional material (e.g. posters, T-shirts, stickers).609 In early September 2000, the
police force raided Otpor’s headquarters in Belgrade and confiscated their campaign
paraphernalia. Activists responded to this outrageous move, dubbed ‘Unload 2000,’ with
the action ‘Load 2000.’ Days after the raid, they intentionally leaked the information that
more material would be ‘loaded’ in the office. The police, of course, knew about this, and
planned another round of confiscation. The scene began with activists pretending to bring
a lot of heavy boxes into their office. As anticipated, the police arrived and took away
these boxes. Feeling the unusual lightness, the police open the boxes only to find scraps
of newspapers. The images and the news of sober police stunned by the empty boxes
even appeared in international news coverage.610 Popovi recalls:
It was a show. Two or three people invented this. There was the guy who played the
show and other people who said, ‘move and move.’ And there were those carrying the
boxes … This is the theatre in which you’re performing as the victim while mocking
your opponent behind his back. It is the victory of the victory.611

Other activists believe that actions such as ‘Load and Unload 2000’ could bring into
question the loyalty of rank-and-file officers operating on behalf of the regime.
According to Marovi , the action actually demonstrated to police officers how the regime
was driving them toward encountering such humiliating situations. He explains: officers
joined the police force because they wanted to catch criminals, to do serious things for
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society, not to “be mocked by kids.” The ‘Load and Unload’ action possibly made them
angry at their superior commanders who ordered them to intervene and prevent the nonserious and non-harmful activities of Otpor.612

Fig. 24 – The skit, ‘Load 2000,’ Belgrade. Courtesy of Ivan Milutinovi

The idea of tricking authorities was also translated into street pranks improvised in
different towns. For example, in Požarevac, activists deliberately revealed information
that promotional material would be sent from Belgrade and left on the river bank close to
downtown. When the police came in pursuit, all they could find was a fisherman who had
no idea what such a big crowd of police were so frantically searching for.613 Activists in
the central city of

a ak employed this tactic in response to a police plan to confiscate

material that was to be sent from Belgrade. It was intended for the material to be
disseminated to participants at a mass gathering in mid-2000. Željko Trifutinovi , the
coordinator for Otpor’s branch in

a ak, was aware that the police were tapping his

phone. So, during a phone conversation, he deliberately informed his friend that he was
on the way from Belgrade back to a ak, bringing with him posters, T-shirts and stickers
in his car. Then, he left the car somewhere on the road, took all the material with him and
continued the trip to

a ak by bus. As expected, the police found the car, but not the

material. When Trifutinovi arrived at the event, he told some 20,000 attendees about
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how he had fooled the police. “It was such a huge embarrassment for the officers
stationed at the protest site.” 614
Empowering the town dwellers
Activists in regional cities and towns carried out several street actions which encouraged
ordinary people to overcome their fear and sense of powerlessness. For example, in
Leskovac, activists distributed the seeds of the flower called prkos which means
‘defiance’ in Serbian. The flower was so named because it can grow in any condition.
The flower, in this sense, symbolised the force of resisting the ruthless regime. While
giving away the seeds, activists told people that they should become ‘defiant’ just like the
flower.615
In Zrenjanin, activists boosted the morale of locals by opening ‘the First Resistance
Street.’ In the initial action for the Otpor branch there, activists occupied a small space in
the pedestrian area with flags and banners of the clenched fist image. Not only did they
publicly announce the presence of Otpor in Zrenjanin, but they also wanted to send out
the message that establishing ‘Resistance Street’ was only the first step of a long march
of projects geared toward acquiring political freedom. In this project, people were
encouraged to expand Resistance Street to cover all of Serbia.616
Another action engineered by Zrenjanin activists was to demonstrate that everyday
routines could distract them from challenging corrupt elites. Their position was that
because of this tendency, the regime had managed to remain in power. Activists spent
the whole day on the pedestrian street downtown, trying to break old bricks and stones
with hammers. Unsure if passers-by would understand, activists explained the message
conveyed in their action. According to Lacmanovi , journalists reported the activities in
the local newspaper.617
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Fig. 25 – The action, ‘The First Resistance Street,’ Zrenjanin. Courtesy of Petar Lacmanovi

Occasionally, absurd street theatre was deliberately used as a tool to recruit new
members. Take for example the action in Novi Sad dubbed ‘Otpor is Looking for a Man’
(Otpor traži oveka). This was based on the story of Diogenes, the Greek philosopher
who had dwelled in an old barrel because of his determination to live in poverty. He used
to stroll about in the Athens Agora in full daylight with a lamp. When asked what he was
doing, he cynically replied ‘I am just looking for an honest man, but haven’t found one.’
Based on this storyline, some activists put barrels made from cardboard around their
bodies, walking around the city centre with candles in broad daylight. The Otpor crew
approached people and asked if they saw any men or humans (in Serbian, ovek means
both man and human). If they did, Otpor would recruit them.618 Understanding the action
required some background knowledge of Greek philosophy, and was thus criticised even
by an Otpor activist as “too complex.”619 Nonetheless, a Danas journalist found it exotic
and reported on it.620

Stanko Lazendi , interview with author, September 29, 2010, Novi Sad, Serbia.
619 Aleksandar Pavlovi , interview with author, October 14, 2010, Novi Sad, Serbia.
620 "Kod spomenika Zmaj Jovi akcija pokreta '
Otpor'
: misli, pruži Otpor" (From the monument of Zmaj
was the Action of the Otpor Movement: Thinking Giving Rise to Resistance), Danas (December 17,
1999).
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Fig. 26 – The skit, ‘Otpor is Looking for a Man,’ Novi Sad. Courtesy of Danas (December 17,
1999)

Parodic protest actions
Otpor’s parodic protest actions were created to reclaim national symbols and historical
narratives which had been manipulated by the regime to strengthen its symbolic
authority. This use of parody was in line with Otpor’s reliance on marketing techniques
to enable the movement to appropriate the regime’s emblems, “taking everything
belonging to the regime, its supporters and its symbols.”621 Popular events, national
commemorations, historical narratives and famous Serb figures were all targets in
Otpor’s parodic protest actions.
Popular events
When the regime organised national celebrations as a part of its populist project, Otpor
would mimic the celebration, but distort their meanings. Otpor’s event for the Orthodox
New Year in 2000 (13 January) epitomised this approach. Activists’ basic idea was to
bring home to the Serbian public the reality that ‘there was nothing to celebrate in 2000’
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Milja Jovanovi , "Rage against the Regime: The Otpor Movement in Serbia," in People Building
Peace II: Successful Stories of Civil Society, eds. Paul van Togeren, Malin Brenk, Marte Hallena and
Juliette Verhoeven, http://www. peoplebuildingpeace.org/thestories/print .php?id=136&typ=theme
(accessed on October 20, 2010).
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if the regime’s power remained intact. To begin with, the Belgrade team spread the
rumour about the grandness of the New Year event. For instance, the biggest concert in
the region would be held and performed by internationally famous singers and bands
such as Madonna, the Red Hot Chili Peppers, the Rolling Stones and Sting. Even the
prominent freedom fighter, Nelson Mandela, would come to deliver a speech. The
rumour attracted tens thousands into Belgrade, gathering at Republic Square in the city’s
centre. Although big names turned out to be local bands and drummers, the crowds
continued enjoying the concert anyway. The festive mood, however, came to a halt at
midnight when the lights were turned off. Then, the screen on the stage showed images
of wars and the economic hardship in Serbia during the 1990s. Concurrently, Boris
Tadi , an opposition politician and a future president of Serbia, read out the names of real
war victims, and eventually posed a confronting question to the gathered masses, “Do
you know who these people were?” He continued, “these were victims of Miloševi ’s
wars. Do you have a reason to celebrate anything? Now go home and think what to do so
that we have a reason to celebrate the Orthodox New Year next year.”622
Bringing misery into focus during a celebration and telling people to go home in the
middle of a party is certainly an anti-climax, and definitely not part of a conventional
New Year celebration. Otpor activists admitted that initially they were worried about the
feedback from the prank – which could have ranged from damaging Otpor’s publicity
program to assaults on activists themselves. Yet, the consequences turned out to be those
as planned. The anti-climax twist, to wind up the event, constituted Otpor’s satirising of
the mass celebratory euphoria. For activists, this was a metaphor for the popular amnesia
of the regime-inflicted destruction of Serbia. Milja Jovanovi recalls:
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A few people threw bottles, but the majority, after few minutes of silence, walked home.
They really listened to us. There was no one at the square. It was really a strong message,
and I think people from Serbia and from abroad, really understood that we were serious.
People came to the event to celebrate, to have some fun, but you just hit them in the face
with Otpor fist.623

Otpor’s ‘First Congress,’ in February 2000, was a clear act to take symbolic ownership
of an event originally belonging to the regime. It was held as a parody of the Socialist
Party’s Fourth Congress, organised on the same date to renew Miloševi ’s presidential
position in the Party. Otpor activists successfully generated a similar atmosphere to the
Socialist Congress in their own Congress. They dressed up in military-style uniforms,
Otpor T-shirts, trench coats and black leather jackets. The light in the auditorium hall
was dimmed. The hall was decorated with black and white items. Standing in front of a
line of stern looking activists was Marovi sporting a military haircut, and donning a
grey trench coat. He gave a speech in the so-called ‘Leninist revolutionary style,’ solidly
declaring that all arrests and harassment by the regime could only strengthen Otpor as a
force against the regime itself.

624

Then, Sr an Milivojevi

from Kruševac boldly

proclaimed:
I was the fifth column [or traitor], because I am the fifth in the line waiting for bread and
milk every day, a hooligan who disturbed public order by pasting posters of Otpor that
read, ‘Resistance because I love Serbia,’ and a drug addict because I am addicted to
freedom, and every day I want more of it.625

Milja Jovanovi , interview with author, November 13, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia. Jovanovi explains that
the idea of ‘asking people to go home because there was nothing to celebrate’ emerged during a
discussion of events being organised for the New Year celebration. An activist admitted that it was
hard for him to think about all these fun activities because he felt that there was nothing to celebrate.
The whole crew decided that this was a good theme for the New Year celebration: to celebrate because
there is nothing to celebrate.
624 Bringing Down a Dictator, DVD, directed by York and Ackerman; Anne M. Lucas, "Strategic
Nonviolence and Humor: Their Synergy and Its Limitations" (Kent State University Honors College,
Bachelor'
s Degree Thesis, 2010), 89.
625 Sr an Milivojevi , interview with author, September 28, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia. See also Bringing
Down a Dictator, DVD, directed by York and Ackerman.
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Activists from regional branches of Otpor attended the Congress to witness the
transformation of Otpor from a student movement to a people’s movement. But the
significance of the Congress can be considered as something beyond just an
organisational transformation. Marovi points out that staging the parallel Congress
constituted the opposition’s challenge to the Socialist Party. It was a demonstration for
the public to see “the battle line between the Socialist Party and Otpor.”626 A painful
truth for Miloševi , perhaps, was that he once made use of communist symbolism in his
populist programme, portraying himself as the legitimate heir of Tito. Otpor was
following a similar path, but their goal was to use the populist discourse of Miloševi to
turn his symbolism against him, and undermine his authority.
National commemoration and historical narratives
Otpor parodied national commemorations and historical events, which had originally
been instrumentalised by Miloševi to construct his own image as the heroic Serbian
figure. The Kragujevac branch of Otpor employed this approach to great effect.
According

to

Matovi ,

activists

deliberately

picked

national

commemoration dates, organising events and actions accordingly.

627

holidays

and

For instance, on the

10th anniversary of 9 March 1991 – when an opposition protest had been suppressed –
activists in Kragujevac carried out an action called ‘Let’s Bury the Hatchet.’ Jelena
Uroševi , a leading Otpor activist in Kragujevac explained that the action was to remind
Serbians of the brutality the regime had inflicted on them and others in neighbouring
countries. They wanted to convey the idea that March 1991 was not the date the regime
had consolidated its power through a clamp down on the opposition, as it had claimed. In
fact, re-interpreted through Otpor’s lens, it marked the onset of the regime’s demise. To
highlight the meaning of the phrase to ‘bury the hatchet,’ activists sent the message out
that Serbians should reconcile and unite against the regime. In addition, as the phrase
originated in the historic peace agreement between the native Americans and Europeans
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Ivan Marovi , interview with author, December 12, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia.
Zoran Matovi , interview with author, November 9, 2010, Kragujevac, Serbia.
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in America, the Kragujevac crew set up a native American tent in the city centre, painting
their faces and dancing American Indian fashion to the sound of drums.628
On Labour Day – May 1st – of 2000, the Otpor team in Kragujevac hosted the nationwide
event titled ‘Proletarians of the World United,’ which brilliantly took ownership of a
symbol held dear by the Socialist and Communist Party. The activist Marija Mista
announced that May 1 “belongs to us, to all honest people who work to make a living,
not to the corrupt criminals.”629 And such a statement should be taken seriously as
Kragujevac has a strong historical association with May Day. The city was one of the
first areas in Serbia where Tito’s Partisan movement raised the ‘Red Flag.’ Also, it has
been the stronghold town of factory workers and trade unionists. Being aware of this
background, Otpor activists deliberately launched an application to arrange the event at
the city hall where the SPS’s May Day celebration took place annually. Eventually, the
SPS politicians decided to withdraw their application.630 Otpor’s event was attended by
around 15,000 to 20,000 workers and 60 activists from central and western Serbia.631
Tito’s train trip throughout Yugoslavia inspired Otpor’s farewell party organised on the
occasion of Marovi ’s departure for military service. Two weeks prior to the elections in
September 2000, Marovi was drafted to serve in the navy, and would be based in
Montenegro. The call up, he believes, was the regime’s attempt to create a dilemma for
him. If he disobeyed the order, it would prove the regime’s propaganda correct – that
Otpor was traitorous. But if he decided to join the navy, the regime expected that Otpor
would be weakened without his contribution. Eventually, Marovi accepted the draft call
while turning the trap to Otpor’s advantage. He travelled from Belgrade to Montenegro
by train just as Tito did when he was on tour to visit his supporters throughout
Yugoslavia. At every station where the train stopped, local activists and Otpor supporters
gathered, waved at Marovi and greeted him with flowers. In some towns, there were
Blic (March 10, 2000); Danas (March 10, 2000), both cited in Illi , "The Popular Movement Otpor between Europe and Re-Traditionalization."
629 Glas Javnosti (May 3, 2000); Blic (May 3, 2000), both cited in Illi , "The Popular Movement Otpor between Europe and Re-Traditionalization."
630 Ivan Marovi , interview with author, December 12, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia.
631 Dalibor Glišovi , interview with author, November 16, 2010, Aleksandrovac, Serbia; Vladimir
Žarkovi , interview with author, November 16, 2010, Kruševac, Serbia; Zoran Matovi , interview
with author, November 9, 2010, Kragujevac, Serbia. See also Otpor, "Popular Movement Otpor
(Resistance)," 377; CANVAS, "Ten Years Smarter? Otpor - Concepts and Meanings."
628
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even singing performances. No arrest occurred until the train reached the western
gateway of Serbia, Užice.632 Marovi managed to arrive in Montenegro, but his trip was
not one of an ordinary conscript. Rather, it was a journey to counter the regime’s
denunciation of Otpor as being unpatriotic, by demonstrating to the Serbian public the
movement’s historical acknowledgement of communism’s significance.
In areas where the Tito-led Partisan movement remained an ideal of the struggle, Otpor’s
parodic protest actions often revolved around Tito and dates important for the national
remembrance of him. For example, in Užice, there was a Tito monument in the town
centre. On the 20th commemoration of Tito’s death, Otpor activists went to the
monument, gluing Otpor application forms on the monument. Afterwards, they
announced that “Tito has changed his mind” and now supports Otpor completely.
Activists then swore an oath of allegiance to Tito, “vowing to learn and work diligently,
defend the freedom of speech and keep darkness off the streets ... ”633 Afterwards, an
activist impersonated Tito, stating that he hoped the citizens of Serbia would not take
twenty years to meet these promises.634 Simi from Otpor Užice adds that the whole
scene was absurd because activists imitated the kind of speech Tito had always given.
But the twist was the speech’s sarcasm being directed at Miloševi who brought about
darkness in Serbia. The youth were urged to defend the country from this darkness.635
In a similar vein, the Otpor crew from Valjevo held a Youth Day event, which was
celebrated on Tito’s birthday (May 25) in the heyday of Yugoslav communism. Activists
organised the same kind of relay race as had been staged in Tito’s time. But they ended
the race at the monument of Tito and presented him with a baton as a gift for his
birthday.636 The practice was sarcastic because the Relay of Youth was actually cancelled
in 1988, the year when Miloševi was emerging on the political scene in Yugoslavia. In
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many ways, the parody of the race denotes the nostalgia for the glorious days of
Yugoslavia destroyed by the Miloševi regime.
At the end of July 2000, Otpor carried out an action synchronised across dozens of
towns, using the word JUL as a pun. The pronunciation of the acronym JUL, that stands
for Mirjana Markovi ’s Yugoslav Left Party, is the same as for the Serbian term for the
month of July (‘Jul’). Otpor declared the nationwide action ‘the End of JULy 2000’ to
mark the countdown to the removal of JUL from the Serbian political landscape. Ideas
for actions staged under this theme varied from town to town. For instance, in Kraljevo,
activists flushed the calendar page of 31 July down the toilets. In Kragujevac, the Otpor
team invited passers-by in the city centre to wrap a cube of sugar with toilet paper
inscribed with the letters JUL. Then, they were asked flush it down a toilet bowl painted
with an Otpor clenched fist. In Kruševac, activists threw an ice crafted ‘five-pointed star’
from the downtown bridge into the river.637 In Niš, the crew there got rid of weeds in a
public park, announcing that these weeds were analogous to JUL.638
Famous Serb figures
Famous Serb figures were a reference point of the regime’s nationalist propaganda. To
subvert this propaganda’s foundations, activists registered the monuments of these
figures as Otpor members. One way to do this was to cover the monuments with Otpor
T-shirts and flags. In Valjevo, monuments of politicians and academicians situated in the
downtown area were found wearing enormous Otpor T-shirts.639 In Novi Sad, activists
recruited the monument of the poet, Jovan Jovanovi Zmaj, located in the city square, by
wrapping it with the flag of Otpor clenched fist.640 For Belgrade activists, the target was
the monument of the scientist ‘Nikola Tesla,’ which was also draped in an Otpor fist
flag.641 However, in Kraljevo, according to Matovi , there was no monument of persons,
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but only an armoured vehicle. So, the crew there decided to wrap it with the Otpor
flag.642

Fig. 27 – ‘Dressing up the monument’, Novi Sad. Courtesy of Aleksandar Pavlovi

Another method of recruiting prominent figures was through registering them on an
Otpor membership form. Šikman notes that at some point in 2000, application forms
with names and (counterfeit) signatures of famous figures were printed and publicly
shown. It was to indicate that even historical figures had decided to take part in Otpor’s
campaigns.643 Recruited figures included Nikola Tesla, Vuk Karadži

(the great

Zoran Matovi , interview with author, November 9, 2010, Kragujevac, Serbia. Although the action
was undertaken in Kraljevo, not Kragujevac, this anecdote came from Matovi who was then the
Otpor coordinator for the entire central region of Serbia.
643 Siniša Šikman, interview with author, September 19, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia.
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nineteenth-century linguist and literary figure) and Stanoje Glavaš (a freedom fighter and
a Serb hero during the first uprising against the Ottoman Empire in 1790).644
At times, instead of co-opting pillars of the regime, Otpor activists satirically ‘integrated’
themselves into the regime. For instance, in Kraljevo and Smederevo, the Otpor teams
‘stormed’ into the Socialist Party offices and requested to apply for the Party
membership.645 In Niš, the SPS announced Miloševi as the national hero. Sarcastically,
activists wanted to express their complete agreement. They proclaimed the action entitled
‘Slobodan Miloševi , Ostensible Hero’ and visited the SPS office in their city to award
the President with the hero medal.646
Carnivalesque events
The organisation of concerts, festivals, parties and feasts constituted key elements of
Otpor’s carnivalesque humour. The movement deliberately utilised these festive kinds of
events to publicise the election campaigns. Moreover, activists were aware that urban
culture and its rebellious characteristic was not the realm within which the regime
practised effective manipulation. Popovi notes:
If [the authorities] are not giving a dime to drama, music, theater, generally those cultural
events, we were producing more and more public events in that way, because that means
that we will defeat them on that ground, and this is our ground. So this is the organization
which can put on public events.647

Siniša Šikman, interview with author, September 19, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia. See also Otpor, "Popular
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In contrast to the 1996-7 protests where carnivalesque activities merged with street
protests, Otpor’s carnivalesque events constituted the protests in and of themselves. The
events were held off the street, scattered in different places such as the city hall, a sports
stadium, the main road, the hospital and the police station. In other words, these places’
original usage was turned into the space of protesting the authorities.
Concerts and festivals
Anti-regime singers and rock bands often performed in concerts organised by Otpor, in
cooperation with the B92 radio station. In Otpor’s early days, concerts were crucial in
attracting youngsters to join the movement. One of the iconic concerts was held in
Belgrade on November 22, 1999 “as a follow up of [the police] beating of students in
[Otpor’s] first march on November 11” and in commemoration of the 1996-7 student
protests.648 The concert was entitled ‘We Have a Situation’ (Imamo situaciju). Attended
by around 2,000 people, it was one of Otpor’s foremost public platforms to declare the
movement’s goals. Political activism was accompanied by domestic rock ‘n’ roll bands
such as Eyesburn, Love Hunters, Atheist Rap, Kanda Kodža i Nebojša and Darkwood
Dub. During the concert, Jovanovi announced that this gathering would mark the last
protest of students because the regime would be soon gone, and student demonstrations
would no longer be necessary.649 In the following month, Dragoljub Djuri i – the
prominent drummer and musician who had performed in protest concerts since 1996 –
played in a concert organised in Kragujevac.650 In Novi Sad, activists put together the
concert ‘Fist in the Head’ (Šakom u glavu) in October 1999 in order to attract new
members because at the time the Otpor branch there was in its infancy. Aleksandar
Savanovi , Otpor activist and reporter for the tabloid Blic, observed that around 1,500
people attended the concert and after that numbers of Otpor members increased.651
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In 2000, the organisation of concerts served to promote the campaigns ‘He’s Finished’
and ‘It’s Time.’ From July through to October 2000, Otpor collaborated with B92,
ANEM – the coalition of independent media – and various NGOs to organise a rock
concert tour through at least 25 towns.652 According to Popovi , in ‘It’s Time’ campaign
alone, 15 big concert events were organised.653 The concerts attracted approximately
150,000 participants. A disk jockey from B92 even remarked that the tour was the
biggest “in the history of Serbian rock music.”654
The EXIT music festival, which has become an icon of youth movements in the Balkans,
was first held in Novi Sad in summer 2000 as a part of the ‘Exit’ election campaign. The
festival was initiated by Dušan Kova evi , Bojan Boškovi and Ivan Milivojev, then
students from the Philosophy Faculty of Novi Sad University and Otpor activists. It
lasted for a hundred days and was attended by around 20,000 spectators. The EXIT
festival conveyed the slogan ‘exit from ten years of madness,’ a reference to the
resistance against the Miloševi regime. Rock bands such as Darkwood Dub, Orthodox
Celts, Eyesburn, Van Gogh, Atheist Rap and Deca loših muzi ara had their shifts of
performances during the festival. In addition, films with anti-regime subjects were shown
and a variety of art performances as well as discussion panels were organised. A few
days before the election date (September 24, 2000), the festival concluded with the
message ‘He’s Finished’ beamed onto the screen on the stage.655 An organiser notes that
the Exit music festival in 2000 was remembered as the best event in Yugoslavia, from the
1990s until then. With its backdrop of political turbulence, the festival marked the
youth’s “fight for democracy and normal life [and] the rise from darkness to let the future
begins.”656
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Together with the rock concerts, ‘caravans of celebrities’ travelled to dozens of towns in
Serbia to promote the campaign ‘It’s Time.’657 For instance, in Aleksandrovac, Dejan
Cuki (a pop-rock singer) and Sanja Ignjatovi (a TV reporter) appeared together as
guests for the concert event organised in August 2000.658 And in Užice, Otpor activists
invited Vlade Divac (a Serbian NBA basketball player) and Sr an Dragojevi (a movie
director) to meet with the locals and encouraged them to go out and vote.’659
Parties and feasts
Otpor successfully turned forms of social gathering (i.e. parties and feasts) into platforms
for recruiting new members and gaining publicity among locals. Throughout the
campaigns ‘He’s Finished’ and ‘It’s Time,’ there was at least one massive party
organised in each area where an Otpor branch was active.660 For instance, in
Aleksandrovac, Otpor activists together with staff from the Center for Free Election and
Democracy (Centar za slobodne izbore i demokratiju – CeSID) organised a party in a
local café to persuade the young to cast ballots in September 2000.661 In the northern
town of Zrenjanin, Lacmanovi , who was also a bartender in a café where Otpor parties
were usually held, estimates that his branch threw at least one party every week. He
points out that: “it was how [Otpor] got new members, and how [Otpor] built up good
relationship among us and between us and the locals.”662
At times, parties were organised across multiple Otpor branches to strengthen solidarity
and publicise the election campaign. An exemplar was the ‘Mini-Festival No Vacation
before Election’ which was a joint effort between Otpor Novi Sad and Valjevo, the Novi
Sad radio station, FM 201, and the activist art group, LedArt.663 According to Goran
Daškovi , this was a massive “techno party” that went on for a week. There were around
6,000 party-goers. The party provided the fun and became a site for young people to
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socialise. Moreover, it was a channel to send out the message for youngsters to go out
and vote.664
Feasts, characterised by food sharing, was incorporated into street actions that aimed to
bridge the gap between Otpor activists and the town locals, or between activists and local
police. An Otpor action entitled ‘Pick the Police Day’ was a prime example. The action,
which was synchronised across various towns, involved ‘fraternising marches’ and
‘invasion’ of police stations by hundreds of female activists, including mothers with
children. They brought cakes, cookies and flowers to the police.665 Although in big cities
(e.g. Belgrade), the police blocked the crowd from entering into police stations, but in
some smaller areas, such as Kragujevac and Aleksandrovac, police welcomed activists
and even invited them inside the police station to share the food. The reason for this
could be that in smaller towns police were also the neighbours of Otpor members and
supporters. Hence to demonstrate ‘good manners’ and maintain their relationship, they
accepted the gifts.666
At times, Otpor activists organised ‘feasts’ to give away free food to locals as a public
relations gimmick. In Belgrade, for example, activists distributed 200 kilograms of bread
to passers-by at a market in the Brace Jerkovi

residential area. This was both

humanitarian and a protest action. The donation put the spotlight on the regime-inflicted
impoverishment experienced by many who could not even afford loaves of bread.667 In a
similar vein, Otpor activists in Aleksandrovac organised an action called ‘Just a Little Bit
More’ in September 2000. Aleksandrovac is located in the region of ‘Župa’ the main
product of which is grapes. During the action, activists gave away grapes to passers-by
while spreading the message ‘Resistance because I am hungry.’668 In another action by
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Goran Daškovi , interview with author, December 2, 2010, Valjevo, Serbia.
Lucas, "Strategic Nonviolence and Humor," 131.
Glišovi , "Otpor! Actions - Aleksandrovac (District of Župa)." See also Lucas, "Strategic Nonviolence
and Humor," 131.
Otpor, "Popular Movement Otpor (Resistance)," 380.
"Otpor simbolicno zatvorio zupsku berbu 2000" (Otpor Closed the Vineyard in Župa Symbolically in
2000), B92 (September 18, 2000), http://www.b92.net/info/vesti/index.php?yyyy=2000&mm=09&dd=
18&nav_category=1&nav_id=11963 (accessed on April 8, 2011).
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the Aleksandrovac branch, when activists received a big piece of cake as a gift from
Otpor supporters, they shared it with the children in the city centre.669
The sharing of food demonstrated the spirit of young activists to the Serbian public,
portraying Otpor’s altruistic image in contrast to the regime’s war-mongering image. The
spirit of giving gifts and enjoying the fun of life underpins carnivalesque humour. Otpor
merged this spirit with the will to resist the ruthless regime. By doing this, the movement
gave rise to the ‘life-celebratory’ approach to nonviolent resistance. In the words of
Popovi :
I think [that] we have succeeded [to bring down Miloševi ] because we simply loved life
more than death. Generally those guys were the preachers of the death. Their hatred, their
propaganda … their language smelled like death. And we won because we loved life
more and you can’t beat the life.670

Conclusion
The proliferation of satirical street theatre, parodic protest actions and carnivalesque
events reflected the significant position humour occupied in Otpor’s campaigns. Satirical
street theatre had been developing since the 1996-7 protests, but Otpor lifted it to a new
level of sophistication. Activists generally directed their satire at the regime’s absurd
propaganda and the ruling elites. At times, the skits came in handy as a recruitment tool.
Their parodic protest actions were invented to take back ownership of popular symbols,
on behalf of the public, more recently monopolised by the regime. In these actions, the
regime’s version of ‘remembering’ the past through national celebration, historical events
and heroic figures was twisted and replaced with Otpor’s anti-regime messages. Otpor’s
carnivalesque events such as concerts, festivals, parties and feasts were held to promote
the election campaigns. At times, activists saw these events as useful for constructing a
cordial relationship with the locals and the authorities.
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Glišovi , "Otpor! Actions - Aleksandrovac (District of Župa)."
Bringing Down a Dictator, DVD, directed by York and Ackerman.
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CHAPTER 6
SITUATIONS FAVOURABLE AND UNFAVOURABLE
FOR OTPOR’S HUMOROUS PROTEST ACTIONS

Introduction
This chapter investigates the extent to which local opposition forces influenced Otpor
activists’ preference for humorous protest action. Otpor’s branch-based organisation
enabled the proliferation of humorous protest actions across Serbia. Nevertheless, on-theground reality showed that humour was not the preferred choice in every town. The
degree to which independent media, NGO members and opposition politicians were
active in different areas shaped activists’ decisions toward the use of humour. In major
cities, including Belgrade, the proliferation of humorous protest actions was related to the
active role played by opposition forces in resistance campaigns. However, in other cities,
activists’ tactical calculations led to avoiding the use of humour, despite the support
rendered by opposition figures. Similarly, in towns with an absence of opposition forces,
activists bypassed humorous protest actions, viewing them as counterproductive or even
as dangerous. Nevertheless, there were regime stronghold towns where activists opted for
humour despite the threat of repression. An attempt to identify situations both favourable
and unfavourable for the tactical use of humour is drawn from these observations.
The interplay between local opposition forces and activists’ tactical decisions671
The presence or absence of opposition forces in towns and cities was a strong influence
shaping activists’ decisions to opt for or bypass humorous protest actions. Chapter 4
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The observations made and conclusions drawn in this chapter are based on three sources of evidence.
The primary source is the interviews with 22 coordinators of Otpor branches in 16 towns and cities.
This source underpins assessments regarding patterns of activists’ decision-making to use humour – or
not. The second source is the news reports about Otpor’s protest actions for those 16 cities and towns.
It serves as an evaluation of how prolific these humorous actions became in the assessed areas, and
acts as a cross-reference for activists’ anecdotes of protest events in their locality. The third source is
the collection of interviews with local politicians, journalists and NGO members, and reports about
Otpor produced by them. This category of evidence brings to light the cooperation between Otpor and
local opposition forces from the third party’s viewpoint. For a compiled table of the influence local
opposition forces had on Otpor activists’ tactical decisions, see page 255. And for a map of Serbian
cities and towns discussed in this chapter, see Appendix 4.
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demonstrated Otpor’s strategic pillars: nonviolence, campaigning and public relations,
and marketing techniques. Based on these pillars, activists conceived of a wide range of
protest tactics, including the humorous protest actions detailed in Chapter 5. Otpor’s
organisational structure also permitted a degree of autonomy for activists in their tactical
decision-making. As a result, activists employed different protest tactics based on local
knowledge of their various communities. These localisation effects – varying ways of
conceptualising protest actions and their tactics – resulted in differing preferences for
how humour should or should not be deployed in protest actions. And the active role
played by opposition parties, anti-regime media and NGOs in different localities helped
shape the conditions and motivations for this local decision-making by Otpor.
Otpor’s protest tactics for other than humorous protest actions
Otpor activists relied on humorous street actions chiefly to draw media attention and
increase the movement’s publicity. At times, these actions were staged along with using
tactics such as publicising repression, mounting small acts of resistance and ‘door-todoor’ methods. However, in various situations, activists opted for using these particular
tactics without any supporting humorous action. Their reasons for avoiding the use of
humour are related to specific advantages deriving from the particular tactics.
Publicising police repression through rallies and press conferences could generate public
outrage against the regime. Between March 1999 to March 2000, 190 Otpor activists
were detained by the police. However, when the Anti-terrorism Act came into force in
May 2000, at least 2,000 Otpor activists were detained. And around 300 of these activists
were apprehended five or more times.672 To reverse the consequences of repression,
Otpor asked for assistance from independent lawyers, non-governmental organisation
staff and, in many stronghold towns of opposition parties, local politicians. These
networks of dissidents formed ‘rapid action teams.’ As soon as activists were detained,
other activists would send out information to NGOs and lawyers who would document
the arrest, and provide legal aid. In some areas, opposition politicians assisted in
negotiating with the police and bailing out activists. Simultaneously, other Otpor
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Humanitarian Law Center, Police Crackdown on Otpor, Report, no. 31 (Belgrade: Humanitarian Law
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activists would mobilise sympathisers in the locality, including parents of the detained
and their neighbours, and gather in front of the police station.673 In addition, they would
contact journalists to report the detention or set up a press conference to condemn the
regime’s heavy-handed reaction against young activists. In this way, Otpor could
advance their publicity based on the regime’s repression.674
Small acts of resistance – which included spraying graffiti, wearing T-shirts, and pasting
posters and stickers – enhanced visibility for Otpor throughout Serbia, without exposing
activists to the risk of repression. Resisting through executing these acts was simple:
ordinary citizens could wear T-shirts or pasting stickers without registering themselves as
Otpor members. Nevertheless, the impact could be profound. The mass production of
these protest paraphernalia ensured the appearance of Otpor in almost every corner of
Serbian cities. Especially in the stronghold towns of Slobodan Miloševi ’s Socialist
Party, the presence of Otpor’s symbolism – through stickers and posters – could pose a
serious threat because the Party had been confident of its monopoly presence in these
towns. In addition, many activists regarded tactics such as pasting posters and spraying
graffiti safer than taking to the street as a part of a recognised protest group. At times,

For example, in the Vojvodinian towns of In ija and Novi Sad, a group of Otpor’s mothers was
especially organised to respond to the mass detention of young activists who were children of the
locals. These mothers, neighbours, and teachers were well aware of the regime’s unfounded
allegations, and enraged by the harsh repression. For instance, Radica Avramovi , the mother of an
Otpor activist in Soko Banja, states that “the [authorities] are arresting [Otpor activists] like criminals
and terrorists, and opening criminal records for them. My son is neither a criminal, nor a fascist, nor a
terrorist. He has never hurt an ant, let alone killed someone. I also know the other kids the police
persecute; I was their teacher and educator and I can’t indifferently watch what they are doing to them,
their lack of future or chances to peacefully be engaged in their chosen professions. Therefore, I
absolutely understand this attempt of the young to do something for themselves. The authorities are
persecuting them because they think differently.” See Branka Kaljevi , "Parents and Children: Family
Resistance," VREME (June 3, 2000), http://www.exyupress.com /vreme/vreme77.html (accessed on
September 20, 2010).
674 Aleksandar Mari , interview with author, December 5, 2010, Novi Sad, Serbia; Goran Daškovi ,
interview with author, December 2, 2010, Valjevo, Serbia; Ivan Marovi , interview with author,
December 12, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia; Pedrag Le i , interview with author, September 23, 2010,
Belgrade, Serbia; Siniša Šikman, interview with author, September 19, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia; Željko
Trifunovi , interview with author, November 9, 2010, Valjevo (Otpor a ak), Serbia. See also, also
Bringing Down a Dictator, DVD, directed by Steve York and Peter Ackerman (the United States:
York Zimmerman Inc., 2001); Lenard J. Cohen, Serpent in the Bosom: The Rise and Fall of Slobodan
Milosevic (Boulder, Colorado: Westview, 2002), 400; and Vladimir Illi , "The Popular Movement
Otpor - between Europe and Re-Traditionalization," pdc.ceu.hu/archive/ 00005016/01/Files05.doc
(accessed on February 1, 2010).
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they carried out these actions at night, thereby concealing their identity from the
police.675
The ‘door-to-door’ method, or village outreach, accelerated the popularity of Otpor in
small towns and villages without Otpor’s reliance on the media. In the preceding chapter,
we discussed Otpor’s establishment of branches through cooperation with local leaders.
Due to their prevailing influence amongst locals, these leaders could shape public
opinion and convince people to vote against Miloševi . Apart from this influence, Otpor
activists visited residents in remote areas to persuade them to cast their ballots for the
opposition parties in elections. Usually, while handing out flyers and stickers, they
discussed the problems experienced by these residents with them, and could usually then
relate their individual problems back to the iniquities of the existing regime.676
Local opposition forces: independent media, opposition parties and NGOs
To promote greater effectiveness in their protest repertoires, Otpor formed cooperative
networks among key dissident groups: anti-regime media, NGOs and opposition
parties.677 Their contributions assisting Otpor varied from implementation of one tactic to
another. For instance, in some cases opposition parties provided office facilities for some
Otpor branches and transportation for material distribution.678 And the human rights
organisations were crucial in publicising regime repression of Otpor activists.679 But in
many areas, the opposition parties and NGOs appear only to have contributed to helping
construct a climate of ‘resistance,’ rather than providing substantial collaborative aid
directly to Otpor. In contrast, the active role of anti-regime media in major cities
significantly encouraged activists to carry out funny street actions so as to get news
coverage for their campaigns.
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Robertino Knjur, interview with author, October 16, 2010, Kanjiža (Otpor Subotica), Serbia.
Aleksandar Mari , interview with author, December 5, 2010, Novi Sad, Serbia; Goran Daškovi ,
interview with author, December 2, 2010, Valjevo, Serbia; Vladimir Marovi , interview with author,
December 3, 2010, Belgrade (Otpor Kraljevo), Serbia; Vladimir Žarkovi , interview with author,
November 16, 2010, Kruševac, Serbia.
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Siniša Šikman, interview with author, December 9, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia; Siniša Šikman, e-mail
correspondence with author, June 15, 2011.
Nenad Konstantinovi , interview with author, November 4, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia; Pedrag Le i ,
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September 9, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia.
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A prominent step taken by the anti-regime media, benefitting Otpor, was establishment
of the Association of Independent Electronic Media (ANEM) by the radio station B92 in
June 1993, enabling collaboration between Otpor activists and local journalists. ANEM
linked local radio and television stations, which were mainly liberated from the control of
SPS after the 1996 municipal elections. In 1998, more than 30 local radio and television
stations operated under ANEM.680 They attracted approximately 1.7 millions of Serbian
audience in mid-2000, compared to 1.5 million viewers of the state-run Radio Television
of Serbia.681 Generally, the local radio and television channels broadcast international
news programmes, such as BBC and CNN, along with national TV productions (Vin, TV
Mreža and TV B92).682 Due to the regime taking over the B92 office in Belgrade on May
17, 2000,683 ANEM became the only independent media coalition, operating outside
Belgrade by transmitting their signal from Bosnia.684
According to Veran Mati of B92, “ANEM was the backbone of Otpor.”685 Leading
activists from Otpor could not agree more. Ivan Marovi emphasised that the widespread
coverage by local media was crucial for Otpor’s publicity in minor cities: “[T]here were
not many national independent media … [but] there were tons of local … newspapers
and radio stations. That was the majority of coverage that Otpor got.”686 There might be
small towns without access to the independent media because the local radio and
television stations or newspaper did not have enough funding to disseminate copies or
stretch the signal to remote areas.687 Nevertheless, in the localities without access to
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ANEM’s networks, people still found ways to access alternative information by tuning to
radio stations from neighbouring towns.688
Otpor’s other media allies included the daily Glas javnosti, Danas, and the tabloid Blic.
Milja Jovanovi notes that in 2000, out of 350 issues of the tabloid Blic, approximately
250 contained coverage of Otpor actions: “We might not be the main story. But we
would always have the photographs on the front page.”689 Despite the limited circulation
(some 200,000 copies nationally), Blic’s hybrid characteristics – serving as a mouthpiece
for the opposition and being part of the commercially-based press – meant it posed a
threat to the regime. In early May, 2000, the government-printing house refused to
publish copies of newspapers for Blic, attributing the reason to paper shortages. In July,
Danas and Glas javnosti met the same obstacle.690
The 1996 municipal elections and the subsequent protests were turning points that
significantly strengthened opposition parties and NGOs. Although the details of precisely
what role these opposition groups had in encouraging Otpor activists to opt for humorous
protest action remains unclear, the fact these groups were present does help account for
the construction of an ‘opposition infrastructure’ and anti-regime frame of mind. To
assess how substantial their support for Otpor was, 41 cities and towns where the
coalition Zajedno won the local elections subsequently became footholds for Otpor’s
organisation. The opposition-dominated local governments provided Otpor activists with
office facilities and vehicles for transporting promotional material. In some areas,
opposition politicians exercised their influence to protect activists from police torture and
bail them out in cases of detention.691

Ivan Marovi , interview with author, December 12, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia.
689 Milja Jovanovi , interview with author, November 13, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia.
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The 1996-7 protests were followed by an increase in the numbers of different nongovernmental organisations established in regional cities such as Novi Sad, Subotica,
Niš, Podgorica, Vršac, Kikinda, Pan evo,
692

Leskovac, Bor, Novi Pazar, and Pirot.

a ak, Kraljevo, Valjevo, Užice, Kragujevac,
The majority of emerging NGOs generally

promoted human rights, democratisation and regime change.693 After the NATO air
strikes in 1999, existing NGOs established a coalition ‘Yugoslav Action.’ At the same
time, ‘civil parliaments’ were founded in many cities throughout Serbia (e.g.

a ak,

Valjevo, Užice, Kraljevo, Leskovac).
The election campaigns (‘It’s Time’ and ‘Exit 2000’) marked the nationwide
collaboration that had been established among non-governmental organisations,
opposition parties and Otpor. Along with spreading the message to ‘get out and vote’ in
towns and cities, on the day of election non-governmental organisations conducted exit
polls and monitored ballot counting.694 The latter was spearheaded by the Center for Free
Elections and Democracy (CeSID) which collaborated with Otpor branches in most cities
and towns.695 It was the case that in many localities Otpor activists worked for the
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CeSID, while the staff of the CeSID assisted Otpor with logistical issues such as the
transportation of material.696 In major cities where the Independent Trade Union
(Nezaviznost) had played an active role in anti-regime activism, cooperation between
Otpor and the Union tended to be constructive. Otpor activists and workers often
organised events together. A prime example was the May Day celebration held in
Kragujevac. 697
The influence of local opposition forces on activists’ preference for humorous
protest actions
In 16 of the cities and towns where Otpor’s campaigns were launched, opposition forces
were influential in determining activists’ preference for humorous protest actions in a
number of different ways. In some major cities, the active role played by the independent
media, opposition politicians and NGO group members encouraged the proliferation of
humorous protest actions. However, in other cases, the prominence of opposition leaders
influenced activists to downplay humorous protest actions. In a similar vein, regime
stronghold cities saw little if any humorous protest action because it was seen to be too
dangerous. Nevertheless, there were exceptions in regime-controlled towns with a history
of civic protests. In these areas, activists opted for non-provocative street skits.
Areas where the opposition’s active role enabled the proliferation of humorous protest
actions
In Belgrade, Novi Sad, Zrenjanin, Kragujevac, Kraljevo and Užice, the resilience of local
media and NGOs, and the control opposition parties exerted in municipal governments,
allowed humorous protest actions to proliferate. All of these cities were established as
footholds of the Democratic Party (DS) and the Serbian Renewal Movement (SPO) in the
wake of the 1996 municipal elections. In addition, the local media and NGOs had been
strongly involved in anti-regime activities. Between 1999 and 2000, at least five satirical
street theatre performances were staged in Belgrade and Novi Sad, and six street skits in
Zrenjanin, Kragujevac, Kraljevo and Užice, were reported in the newspapers.
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The cooperation between Otpor activists and anti-regime journalists in these six cities
determined the proliferation of humorous street actions. Since Otpor’s inception, activists
conceived the function of humorous protest actions to facilitate public relations. The
actions were designed to draw media attention so as to popularise the movement. In this
sense, the vibrant role of independent media in major cities fitted this function of
humorous protest actions.
The cooperation between Otpor activists in Belgrade and independent journalists was
constructive. The capital city was the powerhouse of the liberal-oriented press, ranging
from the radio station and online news service B92, the national newspapers Danas and
Glas javnosti, the tabloid Blic, the weekly news magazine NIN and VREME, the biweekly journal Republika, and the news agency BETA.698 The allies of Otpor who
primarily covered their humorous protest actions were Blic, Glas javnosti and Danas,
including B92 news online. Prior to planned street actions, journalists from these allied
organisations usually received notice from Otpor’s Belgrade press team. During the
actions, they would be present at the site taking photos, and, at times, interviewing
activists. If there was police intervention, independent journalists were invited to attend
Otpor’s press conference. Their reports of the regime’s repression of activists who only
did ‘funny things on the street’ usually generated public outrage against the regime.699
In smaller cities such as Novi Sad and Zrenjanin, it appeared that local journalists took
on the role of being Otpor activists. This tendency helped improve news coverage of
Otpor’s protest actions. Aleksandar Pavlovi , who was a correspondent for Blic in Novi
Sad, managed to have articles concerning a number of Otpor’s satirical street events
there published in Blic.700 As a consequence, local actions in Novi Sad appeared in the
national media. Pavlovi pointed out an additional benefit of being a journalist and at the
same time being an Otpor activist:

See more in Eric D. Gordy, The Culture of Power in Serbia: Nationalism and the Destruction of
Alternatives (University Park, PA.: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1999), 63-70; Vladan
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699 Ivan Marovi , interview with author, November 1, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia; Milja Jovanovi , interview
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As a journalist [of Blic], I had the access to information like the information from the
police. For example, when Boško Peroševi [the president of the SPS in Vojvodina] was
killed in May 2000, the regime accused Otpor activists [Stanko Lazendi and Miloš
Gagi ] of killing him. I had the inside information about this.701

Apart from Blic, the local radio station in Novi Sad, FM 021, was reporting the activities
of Otpor between 1999 and 2000.702 And throughout the election campaigns they
collaborated with the Otpor in Novi Sad to help organise concerts and cultural events.703
In Zrenjanin, Darko Šper, a local correspondent for B92 and the news agency BETA,
worked alongside Otpor activists. He joined Otpor in 1999, taking charge of the public
relations team. His role as a journalist was to facilitate the reporting of street actions in
Zrenjanin, not only for the B92 website but also for publication in Blic.704 Šper explains
that “[Otpor] did a really good job in Zrenjanin because many actions were shown and
reported on TV programmes and radio stations. Our actions were unconventional …”
These actions, according to Šper, also received international coverage on Radio Free
Europe, Deutsche Welle and Voice of America.705
In Užice, Radio Luna, Radio Užice and TV Alfa, which operated under ANEM, all
covered Otpor’s street actions, especially in the early days. In the words of Marko Simi ,
TV crews were invited to film Otpor’s street skits. Then it would be broadcast on TV
“and on the following day there were more people joining [Otpor].”706
The local media in Kragujevac provided their coverage not only to city residents, but also
to other neighbouring towns without access to their own civic media. Independent
journalism in Kragujevac sprung up after the 1996 elections that saw the opposition
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parties take control of the city assembly.707 Despite constant suppression by the regime,
Kragujevac was “perhaps the town with the best media coverage in the whole Serbia.”
Important press outlets included the television stations, City TV, 34 M and Decija TV,
the radio stations, Radio Kragujevac Channels 1 and 2, Narodni Radio 34, Bis and Radio
9, and a weekly newspaper, Nezavisna svetlost. A privately owned TV station, KANAL
9, offered an additional mouthpiece for dissidents in Kragujevac.708
Media reporting of Otpor’s humorous protest actions, and police intervention in the
actions, helped the Kragujevac team achieve further popularity. According to Zoran
Matovi , “half of Otpor actions in Kragujevac were humorous.”709 They conveyed a
message that connected everyday economic hardship with the existence of the regime.
The humorous edge provided by Otpor’s street actions was attractive to the media and
“that was why [Otpor’s] message got spread fast.”710 In addition, Matovi points out that
the cooperation with local press outlets was particularly crucial when activists were
arrested during street skits. A prime example was the action ‘Awarding the Turkey.’
Activists informed journalists in advance of their planned event, even though they did not
expect police arrests. But when the police crackdown occurred, these journalists switched
their attention from the street action to the police. They took photos and recorded the
incident. On the following day, repression became the talk of the town. It “was a really
big scene.”711
In Kraljevo, the radio and TV station, Ibraske Novosti, was the main provider of news
coverage about Otpor’s street skits. This local opposition mouthpiece had constantly
criticised the regime. As a result, the authorities attempted to close down the station
several times. For instance, in the spring of 2000, Ibraske Novosti’s TV station license
707
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http://www.exyupress.com /vreme/vreme77.html (accessed on September 20, 2010). See also, Milan
Miloševi , "The Media Wars: 1987-1997," in Burn This House: The Making and Unmaking of
Yugoslavia, eds. Jasminka Udovi ki and James Ridgeway (Durham & London: Duke University Press,
2000), 127; Cohen, Serpent in the Bosom, 400; and Kazimir, "From Islands to the Mainland," 21.
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was revoked. Otpor activists led the inhabitants of Kraljevo in staging a protest in front
of the TV station. Later the license was reinstated.712 Vladimir Marovi , Otpor
coordinator for Kraljevo, explains that the resilience of Ibraske Novosti encouraged
activists to stage humorous street events. Its journalists thought of these actions as both
creative and subversive: “We always informed the media of our actions and they
followed us. One of the media houses was Ibraske Novosti which had newspaper, radio
and TV station. They loved us and always covered our actions.”713
Given their prominence, we need to consider the influence of two other anti-regime
groups on Otpor’s use of humour. In the cities and towns where humorous street actions
flourished, the opposition parties had occupied the majority of seats in local governments
since the 1996 election, and human rights organisations had strongly criticised the state’s
violation of civil rights. However, compared to the role of the media, the contribution of
these other members of the anti-regime front to the proliferation of humour seems at first
only oblique. However, even if a preference for humorous tactics is less apparent
amongst these groups, at the level of operational need the opposition parties’ and NGOs’
offers of office facilities, joint protest activities and acts of symbolic solidarity (e.g. the
wearing of Otpor T-shirts) generally set the stage for the operation of Otpor’s local
branches. By helping to provide broad community support, activists were free to create a
wide range of protest actions – including those of their signature humorous style. And
further to this, politicians’ influence and the legal services provided by human rights
organisations constituted a crucial mechanism that reversed the impact of regime
repression. In this way then the contributions of these groups can be understood as
forming an essential part of the mechanism that facilitated Otpor’s tactics to publicly
expose police suppression of activists staging funny street skits as being absurd. Hence,
the regime’s own repressive mechanism became counterproductive to it, furthering
Otpor’s claim of its illegitimacy.

Ivan Marovi , interview with author, December 12, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia. See also "Ponovo
proradila TV Kraljevo" (TV Kraljevo Re-opened), B92 (March 25, 2000), http://www.b92.net/info/
vesti/index. php?yyyy=2000 &mm=03&dd=25&nav _category=1&nav_id=5610 (accessed on May
16, 2010).
713 Vladimir Marovi , interview with author, December 3, 2010, Belgrade (Otpor Kraljevo), Serbia.
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There can be no reasonable doubt about the influence of the opposition parties in
Belgrade, as the city had been the key site of protests against vote rigging since 1991.714
In the 1996 municipal elections, Zoran

in i defeated Miloševi ’s SPS candidate to

become the Mayor of Belgrade. Further, the SPS lost its controlling majority of nine
administrative districts (out of 17) to the DS in Belgrade.715 This defeat was evidence that
not only had the opposition parties won control over the strategic geography of the
capital city, but also over 22 per cent of the population in Serbia. And this number also
represented 40.2 per cent of the workforce in Serbia.716
Although Otpor had established ties in Belgrade with opposition parties, activists tried to
maintain their political non-partisanship. Otpor’s leading activists, such as Marovi ,
Vukašin Petrovi , and Jovanovi , sought to maintain the movement’s image of political
neutrality. They repeatedly announced that the opposition parties were ‘instrumental’ for
Otpor to overthrow Miloševi by means of election.717 The loose partnership between
Otpor in Belgrade and the opposition parties translated into occasional joint rallies, such
as the walk from Novi Sad to Belgrade in April 2000 that put public pressure on the
opposition coalition to remain united. In May 2000,

in i , during a speech in Belgrade,

urged members of the Belgrade Assembly and those in other opposition towns to
“undertake the risks” on behalf of Otpor’s young activists in their localities.718 In
addition, Siniša Šikman points out that both the DS and the SPO provided support in the
form of office facilities and material storage.719
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717

718
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(Budapest: Central European University Press, 1999), 198.
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In Novi Sad, the DS and the Vojvodina Coalition (Koalicija Vojvodina – KV) took
control of local government in the 1996 municipal elections. Throughout the province of
Vojvodina, the SPS obtained a two-thirds majority of the votes.720 However, its victory
was reversed in Novi Sad. The opposition parties won 39 parliamentary seats, leaving
only six seats for the SPS.721 Observers noted that the rise of the Vojvodina Coalition, in
particular, reflected the general discontent among the Hungarian minority and the urban
voters toward the “rigid centralist system” of the Serbian state.722 This apparently
regional concern can be interpreted in light of the historical ties between Novi Sad and
the Austro-Hungarian Empire, and the widespread settlement of Hungarians in the city
from this period. Novi Sad residents generally conceive of themselves as a part of a
broader European civilisation. And to many of them, Miloševi and his populist policies
were strongly representative of the greatly disliked stereotype of Balkan provincialism.723
The level at which Democratic politicians cooperated with Otpor in Novi Sad and
neighbouring municipalities was relatively substantial. Miodrag Jovovi , former
president of the DS’s branch in the Vojvodinian town of Vrbas, north of Novi Sad, and
the current Deputy Provincial Secretary for the Government of Vojvodina, points out that
the opposition coalition always worked in partnership with Otpor in Novi Sad. For
instance, when the police began their widespread crackdown in mid-2000, Otpor’s
promotional material being sent from Belgrade was always being confiscated. Jovovi
volunteered to take the material in his car as a cover-up. In addition, when activists were
detained in Vrbas, where Jovovi could exercise a degree of influence, he helped to
negotiate with local authorities for their release. The negotiations, according to Jovovi ,
were mostly successful because “the police, except for the secret police which were the
strong arm of the regime, understood that the DS has some kind of influence and that

Sekelj, "Parties and Elections," 68.
721 "Novi Sad without the Socialists," AIM (December 21, 1996), http://www.aimpress.ch/dyn/trae/
archive/data/199612/61221-005-trae-beo.htm (accessed on November 12, 2010).
722 Aleksandar Pavlovi , interview with author, October 14, 2010, Novi Sad, Serbia; Stanko Lazendi ,
interview with author, September 29, 2010 and December 6, 2010, Novi Sad, Serbia. See also Teofil
Pancic, "Election in FRY: Socialists going on," AIM (November 6, 1996),
http://www.aimpress.ch/dyn/trae/ archive/data /199611/61106-005-trae-beo.htm (accessed on March
20, 2011).
723 Mattijs van de Port, Gypsies, Wars and Other Instances of the Wild (Amsterdam: Amsterdam
University Press, 1998), 37-60.
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regime was about to fall.”724 The situation was similar in Novi Sad where the influence
of local politicians on the police was evident. For instance, on March 18, 2000, two
Deputy Mayors succeeded in negotiations with the chief of police, leading to the release
of two Otpor activists.725
In Kragujevac, because of a decade of economic recession and military mobilisation,
there was growing resentment toward the regime. In the early 1990s, workers, especially
those from the Yugoslav automobile and arms factory, ‘Zastava,’ were affected by the
Yugoslav breakup and the wars. For instance, car production at Zastava suffered a
reduction from 220,000 units in 1989 to only 7,000 in 1994 because its exports to other
Yugoslav states ceased.726 Consequently, the unemployment rate in Kragujevac rose by
up to 50 per cent.727 Young men were drafted to the frontline. Many never made it back
home. This loss generated public outrage, driving thousands to stage the anti-war
demonstrations in Kragujevac in 1991.728 And the 1996 election that saw the SPS’s
defeat in Kragujevac proved that this sentiment was widespread.729
With an opposition-dominated local government, Otpor in Kragujevac received symbolic
endorsement and at times concrete assistance from the opposition parties. For instance, in
June 2000 members of the opposition coalition collectively wore Otpor T-shirts during
the assembly session.730 In terms of concrete cooperation, Matovi notes that the local
government offered office facilities to Otpor activists.731 And occasionally, activists and
the DS politicians held their rallies together. For example, in May 2000, in response to
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rising state repression, Otpor and the DS gathered at least 10,000 residents of Kragujevac
and marched through the city.732
In Zrenjanin, Kraljevo, and Užice, the opposition’s victories in the 1996 election set the
scene for development of anti-regime movements.733 For instance, in Zrenjanin, the
Zajedno coalition, the Vojvodina Coalition, and the Party of Vojvodina won 37
municipal seats, while the SPS obtained only 31 seats.734 And in the Western city of
Užice, the opposition coalition won the SPS by 70 votes.735 The SPS vote rigging in
these cities sparked public outrage that led to civic protests.736 Kraljevo saw politicians
from Zajedno occupying the municipality building and staging a hunger strike. The
media reported that out of 15,000 protest participants there were not only supporters of
the opposition parties, but also former SPS loyalists.737 In the city of Zrenjanin, a local
politician from the DS, Dušan Juvanin, noted that public gatherings were not possible
prior to the election in 1996, because the SPS had always been in power. However,
having found out about the stolen votes, thousands took to the streets. In mid-December,
out of a population of some 70,000 in the city, the number of protesters reached
10,000.”738
The relationship between opposition politicians and Otpor activists in these three cities
varied from close cooperation to entirely separate operations. In Zrenjanin and Kraljevo,
opposition politicians provided vehicles for activists to transport promotional material
from Belgrade. When activists were detained, they helped to negotiate for their release.
At times, opposition politicians invited Otpor activists to deliver speeches at their
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rallies.739 However, the situation in Užice was quite different. Otpor retained its distance
from local politicians although, according to Simi , activists attended activities organised
by the opposition occasionally and vice versa.740
Otpor activists in Belgrade, Novi Sad, Kragujevac, Užice, Zrenjanin and Kraljevo
emphasised that NGOs took an active role in providing legal consultations to them and
exposing regime repression to the public. While Otpor activists in these cities referred to
‘independent lawyers’ as those providing their legal assistance, it is clear that the
Belgrade-based Humanitarian Law Center (HLC) played a leading role. With offices in
major cities, including Novi Sad, the Center documented and published cases of police
repression that occurred between May and September 2000. Dragana Pileti pointed out
that there were “seven to eight staff from the HLC providing legal assistance for Otpor
activists” in cases of detention. The services rendered ranged from legal consultation to
filing complaints against the state for their offences perpetrated on Otpor activists and
other NGO members.741 In court cases against the state, the HLC condemned the
detention of Otpor activists as unlawful. The spotlight was put on the police’s excessive
use of force in response to activists’ street actions which were carried out “in a humorous
way,” and caused no harm to public order.742
Areas where activists did not opt for humorous protest actions despite the opposition’s
active role
The active role played by local opposition forces at times led Otpor activists to adopt an
alternative approach to humorous street actions. There are at least five cities where there
were only between one and three humorous street actions carried out and received media
coverage between 1999 and 2000. And this low number was despite the degree of control
opposition parties exerted in the municipal governments, or the active role of the
independent media and local NGOs. These cities were Subotica, Niš, a ak, Valjevo and
Kruševac.
Petar Lacmanovi , e-mail correspondence with author, December 27, 2011; Vladimir Marovi , e-mail
correspondence, with author, December 27, 2011.
740 Marko Simi , interview with author, November 12, 2010, Užice, Serbia.
741 Dragana Pileti , interview with author, October 13, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia; Vladimir Marovi ,
interview with author, December 3, 2010, Belgrade (Otpor Kraljevo), Serbia. See also Humanitarian
Law Center, Police Crackdown on Otpor, Report, no. 31, 131.
742 Humanitarian Law Center, Police Crackdown on Otpor, Report, no. 31, 47.
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In these cities, activists tended to downplay humorous protest actions because of the
consistent cooperation they achieved working with prominent anti-regime figures who
had established respect among the locals. Combining humour with political activism
could potentially compromise this respect, and thereby undermine the objectives of
Otpor’s publicity campaigns. Marovi points out that in areas where Otpor activists were
also community leaders, staging humorous protest actions could damage their image and
reduce their influence amongst members of their communities: “… these people were
really prominent and they’ve never used humour because it would hurt them. That’s why
[Otpor headquarters] didn’t force them to use humour.”743
In Subotica, Niš and

a ak, the opposition parties took over the local governments in

1996, setting the scene for Otpor’s activism in these areas. In Subotica, the party of the
Alliance of Vojvodina Hungarians (Vajdasági Magyar Szövetség – VMSZ) won the
majority of votes in the 1996 municipal elections. In a similar vein, this election saw the
opposition coalition replace the SPS in local government in Niš and a ak. While the DS
candidate for Mayor, Zoran Živkovi , dominated the political scene in Niš,744 Velimir
Illi , then from the SPO, was voted in as the Mayor of

a ak.745 Due to the outrage

toward electoral fraud, the new Mayors of Niš and a ak dismantled the branches of the
SPS in their cities. For instance, soon after the recognition of electoral results, Illi
announced: “[t]he SPS no long exists in this town – its committee is dissolved, its
President has been replaced … the

a ak SPS has been placed under the control of the

Gornja Milanovac committee.”746
The role of Otpor activists in Niš overlapped with those of opposition-dominated local
governments.747 This contributed to the prioritisation of conventional protest methods
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(e.g. rallies and petitions) over humour. The shift in protest repertoires between these two
periods of leadership in the Niš branch of Otpor epitomised this. In 1999, Milan
Stefanovi , a student leader of Niš’s 1996-7 protests, ran the Otpor office. There was a
substantial amount of news coverage about humorous protest actions.748 However, this
trend changed when Aleksandar Višnji , who held the membership of the Democratic
Party, took over the Otpor office at the end of 1999. Rallies and political speeches
became the protest events carried out more commonly than street skits. And these events
were usually organised as a part of DS electoral campaigns, rather than on behalf of the
entire opposition coalition. For instance, on May 27, 2000, Višnji , on behalf of Otpor,
led the rally organised in collaboration with the local government. This rally’s purpose
was to show support for the DS specifically.749 In July 2000, he launched a statement to
the Montenegrin government in which Višnji appealed for endorsement from the DS.750
In Kruševac and Valjevo, the opposition parties did not win the 1996 municipal
elections, but Otpor’s campaigns were nevertheless strengthened by local dissidents
without political party affiliation. In Kruševac, it was Sr jan Milivojevi who played a
central role creating an anti-regime atmosphere in his hometown. He had participated in
the protests against the communist regime since 1987. In 1991, he took part in the antiregime protests, and in the time of military mobilisation to support the Serbo-Croatian
war, he joined his peers in refusing the conscription orders. In 1998, Milivojevi was
movement there.” Vladimir Stojkovi from Leskovac similarly points out that the Otpor branch in Niš
no longer existed by July 2000, and key activists were involved in the election campaigns of the local
government that headed the opposition coalition there. Šikman concludes that the line between Otpor
and the DS in Niš was blurred due to the Otpor’s coordinator for Niš, Aleksandar Višnji , and his
close ties with the Democratic Party.
748 See for instance the coverage of the action ‘Dinar for a Change’ in "Studenski pokret '
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=1143 (accessed on April 8, 2011). Other actions such as '
The President’s Birthday’ (detailed in
Chapter 5) and ‘Culture, Here I Come’ were carried out in 1999. See Otpor, "Popular Movement Otpor
(Resistance): Chronology of Actions 1999-2000," in The Last Decade: Serbian Citizens in the
Struggle for Democracy and an Open Society, ed. Velimir urgus Kazimir (Belgrade: Media Center,
2001), 375.
749 "United Towards the Victory over Regime," Blic (May 27, 2000), http://www.blic.rs/stara_arhiva
/naslovna/130711/United-towards-the-victory-over-regime (accessed on October 20, 2010).
750 Siniša Šikman, e-mail correspondence with author, May 23, 2011. See also "Niski otpor ce zatraziti
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drawn to the idea of resisting the ruthless regime with nonviolent methods. He eagerly
approached Otpor Belgrade seeking to establish an Otpor branch in Kruševac, wanting
“the people of Serbia to realize that the authorities can be replaced and that they are
supposed to serve the people, rather than the other way around.”751
In Valjevo, dissent was expressed by both local influential personalities and ordinary
citizens. The well-known painter Bogoljub Arsenijevi a ‘Maki’ led the first anti-regime
protest in Valjevo on June 17, 1992. On July 12, 1999, he vandalised the city hall of
Valjevo to demand the overthrow of Miloševi .752 During the latter incident, Milivojevi ,
who was already active in Otpor, met Maki and Goran Daškovi . He convinced them to
lead Otpor in Valjevo. In addition to Maki’s rebellious acts, the residents of Valjevo
themselves had long voiced their disagreement with the regime. For instance, in 1991,
during the Serbo-Croatian war, draftees took to the streets in protest against the regime’s
military mobilisation. In solidarity with citizens from other cities and towns where votes
were rigged in 1996, people in Valjevo carried out daily rallies.753 In this regard, even
though the opposition parties were not in power in local government, the ‘atmosphere’ of
resistance had long been generated in Valjevo.

Sr an Milivojevi , interview with author, September 28, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia.
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Both of the leading rebellious figures in Kruševac and Valjevo regarded humour as
potentially counterproductive for their protest movements. For Milivojevi , satire was a
viable tool for protesting against the regime. However, he thought that seriousness, rather
than humour, provided Otpor with greater credibility in the view of the general public.754
Likewise, although Maki had, at times, combined ridicule in his artwork to subvert the
regime,755 Daškovi preferred a politically ‘serious’ approach to organising Otpor’s
protest events in Valjevo. He commented further that if there were any humorous
undertakings by his team, they were likely to serve as a “response to anger and fear,”
rather than a planned protest action.756
The local media and NGOs that were active in Subotica, Niš,

a ak, Valjevo and

Kruševac also did not contribute toward enabling the proliferation of humorous protest
actions. The activists in these places did however receive a large amount of assistance
from these opposition forces, ranging from office facilities and legal services to news
reports of their repression. This wide range of support allowed activists to devise
different tactics that they thought would potentially maximise their support base. In other
words, the great degree of cooperation with local media and NGOs broadened activists’
tactical options. This environment convinced them that humorous protest actions were
not the most effective way to capitalise on their available resources.
Subotica serves as a useful example. Robertino Knjur surmised that ‘small acts of
resistance’ could be more effective than humour in increasing Otpor’s publicity. This
tactical preference was influenced by the extensive legal services the branch received
from their Belgrade-based lawyers when harassed by local authorities. Knjur points out
that in his area, pasting posters and graffiti at night usually attracted police intervention
and detention of the activists involved. When that occurred, Otpor and their team of
lawyers would respond by filing complaints and publicising the illegal detention. For
Knjur, reversing the consequences of police abuses was the most effective means of
increasing Otpor’s publicity in their locality. He provided two examples for comparison:
when his crew staged a satirical performance ‘Releasing Pigeons’ in the downtown area,

Sr an Milivojevi , interview with author, September 28, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia.
755 Todorovi , "Ko je Bogoljub Arsenijevi Maki" (This is Bogoljub Arsenijevi Maki).
756 Goran Daškovi , interview with author, December 2, 2010, Valjevo, Serbia.
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there was no arrest. Thus, the action provided no substantial advantage for Otpor’s public
relations. But in another incident where activists put up posters, 17 of them were given a
jail sentence. This enraged the town residents, while turning the detainees into local
heroes.757
In Niš, the function of humour as a public relations tactic was insignificant because of the
close cooperation between local media and the opposition-dominated local government,
which enabled news coverage of any type of anti-regime activities. After the DS came to
power in 1996, citizens of Niš could access alternative information from at least seven
local television stations and 10 radio stations.758 The once state-run TV 5 was taken over
by a private owner. Zoran Živkovi , then Mayor of Niš, even claimed that “[a]ccess to
information in Niš is definitely better than in Belgrade, or other larger towns and cities
without free media.”759 Freedom of expression in Niš clearly connected with the
dominance of the DS in local government. For instance, when B92 in Belgrade was
seized by the regime, the Mayor of Niš declared that a similar raid undertaken against the
media in his city could spark a civil war.760 The close ties between the two anti-regime
forces in Niš allowed any kind of action by Otpor to be covered by the media without
having to rely on the novelty of humorous tactics.761
Without the establishment of an Otpor branch in a ak, the local press and NGOs there
had nevertheless long been representing the idea of otpor (resistance) in their own way.
As of the year 2000, there were three television channels in a ak, and 10 radio stations.
The strongest oppositional mouthpiece, emerging from the civic protests in 1996, was
Radio Ozon. At the time of the regime’s ban on foreign media, it bravely aired news
programmes from the BBC, Radio Free Europe, Voice of America and Deutsche Welle.
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Robertino Knjur, interview with author, October 16, 2010, Kanjiža (Otpor Subotica), Serbia. See also,
Milica Bjelovuk, "Otpor i opozicija, kokoška il jaje" (Otpor and the Opposition, Chiecken and Eggs),
Glas javnosti (January 22, 2001), http://arhiva.glas-javnosti.co.yu/arhiva/2001 (accessed September
20, 2010).
Cohen, Serpent in the Bosom, 400.
Komlenovic et al., "What Audiences in Belgrade, Nis, Kragujevac, Pancevo, Cacak... See and Hear."
"Rally of Serbian Opposition for Freeing Studio B," Free Serbia News (May 17, 2000),
http://www.xs4all. nl /~freeserb/specials/broadcasts/17052000/e-index.html (accessed on September
20, 2010).
Dušan Pesi , interview with author, November 26, 2010, Leskovac, Serbia; Vladimir Stojkovi ,
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The control by opposition parties in local government ensured an increase in freedom of
the state-run RTV a ak.762 According to Dragan Savkovi , from the City Parliament of
a ak (Gra anski parlament

a ak), civil society in

a ak was vital in facilitating

Otpor’s local campaigns. Key non-governmental organisations included the Trade Union,
representatives of the City Parliament of Serbia (Gra anski parlament Srbije) and
Citizens’ Initiatives (Gra anske inicijative).763
The ‘rapid action team’ which effectively publicised activists’ detention constituted the
most substantial support Otpor received from the
Trifutinovi , Otpor’s

a ak NGOs and the media. Željko

a ak coordinator, pointed out that police often arrested activists

during street actions and those simply wearing an Otpor T-shirt. To use this repression to
Otpor’s advantage, his team developed a standard media tactic: each arrest would be
followed by a press conference. Local journalists who had already opposed the regime
were more than willing to spread the news of the police abuses by reporting these
occurrences. In addition, activists established collaborative relationships with local
NGOs and political figures. The former helped launch lawsuits against abusive
authorities while the latter exercised their influence to protect detained activists from
police assaults. Trifutinovi notes:
When somebody was detained, … opposition politicians and people from the Citizen
Parliament of

a ak would come to the police station, asking the police [for] reasons

why Otpor activists were arrested … because of their involvement, the police bad
treatment of us was restrained.764

In

a ak, well-established oppositional forces overrode the significance of Otpor. As a

seasoned NGO member, Savkovi contends that Otpor presented a serious threat to the
regime in towns without a strong network of dissidents. But the movement’s contribution
in

a ak only added to already existing anti-regime activities: “Otpor was strengthened

unbelievably fast in whole Serbia, but not in a ak because the opposition in a ak has

Željko Trifunovi , interview with author, November 9, 2010, Valjevo (Otpor a ak), Serbia. See also
Komlenovic et al., "What Audiences in Belgrade, Nis, Kragujevac, Pancevo, Cacak... See and Hear."
763 Dragan Savkovi , interview with author, November 17, 2010, a ak, Serbia.
764 Željko Trifunovi , interview with author, November 9, 2010, Valjevo (Otpor a ak), Serbia.
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always been strong. But Otpor was important in many cities where the opposition was
absent.”765
Due to the presence of widespread anti-regime activities already in a ak, the function of
humour as a stimulus for public participation in resistance campaigns became
unnecessary. Savkovi considers the humorous protest actions of Otpor as having a
minor role in popularising the message of resisting the regime there. This is
fundamentally because this message had been promulgated by the local opposition forces
long before the founding of Otpor. The citizens of

a ak had already prepared

themselves to enter into the phase of full-scale civil disobedience. Therefore, instead of
using humour, Savkovi prioritised other ‘serious’ activities such as vote monitoring or
workers’ strikes, because they could inflict substantial damage on the regime.766
In Valjevo and Kruševac, activists point out that ‘small acts of resistance’ and public
gathering usually induced police intervention, and local radio stations preferred to report
it, rather than humorous protest actions. In Valjevo, the independent media outlet that
cooperated most with Otpor was the radio station ‘Patak.’ In the words of Daškovi ,
“[Otpor activists] informed this radio station of everything [they] did, and the message
spread all over Serbia. ‘Patak’ also played music of the opposition, such as [ or e]
Bala evi .”767 Although there was no independent media in Kruševac, Otpor activists
relied on coverage by Radio Trstenik from the neighbouring town of Trstenik, and Radio
Kraljevo under Ibraske Novosti. Vladimir Žarkovi

notes that these radio stations

reported numerous actions by Otpor in Kruševac, “and that was a good way to recruit
new members.”768 However, both coordinators emphasised that public gatherings and
activists putting up posters normally attracted police repression. And the media were
prone to report these kinds of incidents, rather than when activists staged humorous
protest actions. This led to street demonstrations and small acts of resistance tending to
enhance Otpor’s popularity in Kruševac.769

Dragan Savkovi , interview with author, November 17, 2010, a ak, Serbia.
Dragan Savkovi , interview with author, November 17, 2010, a ak, Serbia.
767 Goran Daškovi , interview with author, December 2, 2010, Valjevo, Serbia.
768 Vladimir Žarkovi , interview with author, November 16, 2010, Kruševac, Serbia.
769 Goran Daškovi , interview with author, December 2, 2010, Valjevo, Serbia.
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In some remote areas, humorous protest actions could be culturally inappropriate because
many thought of political campaigns as formal. Daškovi explained that in villages
surrounding Valjevo, “it wouldn’t be effective to carry out humorous action because
people there saw themselves as serious.” Accordingly, his crews improvised with
different methods to enable Otpor’s campaigns to resonate with the local populace.
Daškovi recognised how severely villagers had suffered from the economic recession,
and that one-on-one conversation could demonstrate the linkage between their economic
problems and Miloševi as the source of them. Eventually, people could be persuaded to
understand that votes for the opposition coalition could improve their livelihood.
Daškovi recounted that personal communication was more effective than street skits:
… once I pretended to wait for a bus for half an hour just to talk to villagers. A villager
said to me that if Milosevic didn’t win the election, he would lose everything, his crops
and his farm. So, this is a way to discover what people think, instead of using humour.
This conversation with the farmer was like a slap for me to start the communication with
people in the rural area in order to know what they think and why they still supported
Miloševi .770

Based on this knowledge, Daškovi developed the tactic of ‘village outreach’ in a
systematic way. For instance, he would prepare “a team of three boys who started a
spontaneous conversation with villagers” in a village coffee shop or a beer bar. They
might “ask villagers about their cows and farms, ... [learning] what their problems are, so
they could connect problems of villagers with the regime.” In this way, activists
anticipated that people’s anger about the causes of their problems was a useful resource,
and Otpor could send their message across apparent cultural and ideological difference
by connecting with the actual problems those they wished to communicate with cared
about.771
In similar fashion, Žarkovi also opted to spread Otpor’s message in the rural areas of
Kruševac through a ‘village outreach’ method. The main activity was pasting posters and
stickers around villages. In addition, he would select Otpor representatives from similar
communities who could explain to villagers that Otpor members were not traitors as
770
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Goran Daškovi , interview with author, December 2, 2010, Valjevo, Serbia.
Goran Daškovi , interview with author, December 2, 2010, Valjevo, Serbia.
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accused by the regime. Nor were they affiliated with any particular political party. Otpor
was simply a group of young people who wanted other “people to live a better life.”772
Žarkovi

believes that because they relied on personal conversation as the key

communication method, humorous protest actions were unnecessary.773
Areas where humorous protest actions did not flourish due to the near absence of
opposition forces
Humorous street actions did not flourish in cities where opposition forces were weak and
there was little tradition of civic uprisings. A common characteristic of these localities
was the Socialist Party’s dominance in local government. Although a few independent
media and non-governmental organisations may have existed in such locales, they
struggled to survive the harassment of local government. This environment accounts for
Otpor’s usual presence being as the only opposition force. This ‘one-man-show’ status in
these localities shaped activists’ tactical decisions in two important ways. Firstly, due to
the prevailing threats of the SPS, staging overt protest actions – be it through public
assembly or humorous street skits – could put activists at risk. The cooperation between
local government and the police force implied that activists in these areas potentially
faced repression on a higher level than in other areas. Secondly, due to the weakness of
opposition forces, the Otpor branch constituted the only significant emblem of antiregime activism. Accordingly, even undertaking small acts of resistance, such as pasting
posters and stickers, was perceived as a serious threat by local authorities. Thus, activists
considered humorous street actions to be superfluous. Marovi explains:
In some of these towns, there were no opposition parties. The only functional political
organisation was the SPS. So, Otpor was the only non-SPS political organisation, and
that’s why there was no need to do street actions because just by existing, you created the
chaos, just the fact that there was somebody who was Otpor.774

Vladimir Žarkovi , interview with author, November 16, 2010, Kruševac, Serbia.
773 Vladimir Žarkovi , interview with author, November 16, 2010, Kruševac, Serbia.
774 Ivan Marovi , interview with author, December 12, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia. In the interview with
VREME in mid-2000, Marovi offered similar comments: “[Otpor activists] are now well-known even
in those environments where the opposition is weak, for example in Srbobran, Šid, and even in
Požarevac. Honestly, we have made there more trouble for the regime in the last month and a half than
the opposition during the last ten years.” See Nenad Lj Stefanovic, "What is Otpor? Fist in the Eye of
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The SPS remained relatively influential in at least 140 municipalities in Serbia after the
1996 municipal elections. These included Sremska Mitrovica (northwest of Belgrade and
the administrative centre of the Srem district in Vojvodina province), Smederevo (40
kilometres southeast of Belgrade), and Požarevac (east of Belgrade).775 The influence of
the SPS in these localities was large, beyond the reach of electoral politics. For instance,
the steel industry had been the main source of income for the locals of Smederevo. The
biggest factory was run by Dušan Matkovi , an SPS politician who in 1995 was
appointed as the Vice President of the Party. His factory employed approximately 10,000
workers whose family members made up around 40,000 inhabitants of the approximate
100,000 population of Smederevo.776
Being the hometown of Miloševi and his wife, Požarevac was controlled not just by the
SPS, but specifically by his son, Marko Markovi . Turning the town into his fiefdom,
Markovi owned the amusement park, ‘Bambipark,’ cell phone shops, a café, an internet
company as well as the town’s biggest dance club, ‘Madonna.’ One of his close business
partners was the notorious bank robber and warlord, Željko Raznatovi or ‘Arkan.’777
The locals were fearful of his ostensible omnipotence to the point where, even during the
NATO bombings, employees of the Madonna club did not dare to take days off.778
Anti-regime protests in these cities were a risky business. In Sremska Mitrovica,
Nemanja Crni , who would later become the coordinator of the Otpor branch there,
explains that he attempted to lead a civic protest in his city in 1996-7 in spite of the
landslide victory of the SPS. The aim “was to lower fear of people and to show [them]
that there was somebody who dared to think differently.” However, Crni admits that “it
was more difficult to be an opposition [in Sremska Mitrovica] than in Novi Sad or
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Regime," VREME (May 13, 2000), http://www.ex-yupress.com/vreme/vreme39.html#otpor (accessed
on October 20, 2010).
The SPS won 42 per cent out of 70.8 per cent of the voter turnouts in Srem district, 44.7 per cent out
of 63 per cent of turnouts in Podunav district (Smederevo as the administrative centre), and 54.8 per
cent out of 63 per cent of turnouts in Brani evo district (Požarevac as the administrative centre). See
Alex Kireev, "Serbia: Legislative Election 1996," (November 3, 1996), http://www.electoralgeograp
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Thomas, Serbia under Miloševi / Politics in the 1990s, 326.
Matthew Collin, The Time of the Rebels: Youth Resistance Movements and 21st Century Revolutions
(London: Serpent'
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s Who: Milosevic Family," BBC (March 14, 2006),
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Belgrade” fundamentally because local authorities often threatened and abused
dissidents.779
The situation was similar in Požarevac. Mom ilo Veljkovi , a founder of the Otpor
branch there, points out that the 1996 protest in Požarevac was organised by politicians
from the SPO. At the outset, there were around 30 participants. Nonetheless, Vuk
Draškovi emphasised that “it was more important that there were 30 people protesting
[in Požarevac] than other cities because an anti-regime activity was very difficult here.”
During the protest in February 1997, Veljkovi was a street vendor, selling liberal
newspapers in Markovi ’s café. Consequently, he experienced a police beating, a period
of detention at a police station, and the regime’s defamation of him as being mentally
disabled.780
Due to the constant repression of local authorities, Otpor activists who were
simultaneously active in the opposition parties had a difficult time to even establish an
office. Consider Smederevo as an example. In September 1999, Dušan Ko i spent
between five and six months just to convince somebody to rent him an office for Otpor.
Ko i explains that it was difficult for Otpor to gain support from locals due to his
affiliation with the Civic Alliance of Serbia (GSS) party. And the repression increased
once he eventually found office space for Otpor. Ko i was monitored by the police
more closely than ever.781
Some independent local media did manage to establish a presence in Smederevo,
Požarevac and Sremska Mitrovica. In the first two cities, the emergence of ANEM in
1993 enabled the operation of local radio and television stations and newspapers such as
Smederevac, Naš glas, (in Smederevo), Radio BOOM 93, TV Ritam, and Korak (in

Nemanja Crni , interview with author, October 15, 2010, Sremska Mitrovica, Serbia. It should be
noted that Sremska Mitrovica was not totally controlled by the SPS. Robert Thomas points out that the
Solidarity organisation had played an important part in organising pro-Milosevic meetings during the
anti-bureaucratic revolution in 1989. By 1990, this organisation was taking on an increasingly
oppositional role. In June 1990 Solidarity organised meetings in Sremska Mitrovica attacking the
Miloševi loyalists in the local administration. See Thomas, Serbia Under Miloševi / Politics in the
1990s, 73-4.
780 Mom ilo Veljkovi , interview with author, November 19, 2010, Požarevac, Serbia.
781 Dušan Ko i , interview with author, December 7, 2010, Smederevo, Serbia.
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Požarevac).782 In Sremska Mitrovica, because the local media (such as Radio M) was run
by regime figures, opposition activities tended to be reported in the national tabloid
Blic.783
Nevertheless, anti-regime journalists working in these three cities encountered various
forms of repression, and their cooperation with Otpor only raised the level of police
harassment. Local journalists were either close allies of Otpor, or simultaneously Otpor
activists. However, unlike the situation existing in Novi Sad or Zrenjanin, where the
opposition parties dominated local politics and provided a level of protection, the
overlapping role of journalists in these regime-dominated areas provided an additional
pretext for local government to suppress media freedoms. For instance, Blic reported the
Otpor action ‘Goran Mati , tell us who killed Slavko

uruvija?’ (Dnevnik telegraf’s

murdered journalist), which was held in front of Sremska Mitrovica’s state-run Radio M.
Consequently, the newspaper was sued by Mati , then the Minister of Information.784 In
Miloševi ’s hometown, the repression of local media was similarly harsh. In July 2000,
TV Ritam could not air its programmes due to the regime revoking its license.785 And
during a rally in May 2000, Mile Veljkovi , Danas’s senior journalist and the editor-inchief of Požarevac’s Club Inn TV, was detained together with two Dutch journalists.786
Non-governmental organisations in Smederevo and Požarevac struggled to survive, while
they were almost non-existent in Sremska Mitrovica. In Smederevo and Požarevac, there
were two registered NGOs, compared to five strong NGOs in Užice for instance.787
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Despite the Independent Trade Union’s cooperation with Otpor in various major cities, in
Smederevo the state-supported ‘Trade Union Federation’ dominated the scene of socalled ‘workers’ activism.’788 In ‘Srem’ district, the near absence of NGOs was notable.
Dusko Radosavljevi , then vice president of the executive council of Vojvodina, notes
that in eight municipalities of Srem district, there were “barely 10 non-governmental
organisations,” with two NGOs in Sremska Mitrovica compared to between 70 and 80
NGOs in the neighbouring Novi Sad. He commented further that despite the attempts of
those with the requisite funds to establish new NGOs in these localities, the regime
bureaucracy obstructed their establishment.789
Without the substantial cooperation and support of opposition parties, independent media
and NGOs, humorous protest actions proved counterproductive because they exposed
Otpor activists to the risk of harsh repression. Unlike activists in the opposition
stronghold cities, those in Sremska Mitrovica and Smederevo received little protection
when experiencing repression. They had limited access to independent lawyers or human
rights activists, while the local opposition politicians were short of influence over the
police. In addition, ongoing media suppression prevented local journalists from
publicising acts of repression. Put differently, the formation of a ‘rapid action team’ in
these cities was virtually impossible. Otpor activists could make little use of police
intervention in street actions to increase the movement’s publicity. Thus, they considered
overt protest actions, especially humorous street performance, as unfitting in this context.
For instance, Crni points out that “there were not many humorous protest actions carried
out in Sremska Mitrovic” because, unlike in the big cities such as Novi Sad or Belgrade,
“the SPS was strong [in the city] … and fear of repression was present everywhere.”790
Crni himself experienced the ruthlessness of the local police. He was detained at the
police station at least 25 times and once threatened at gunpoint by an SPS official.791
For instance, in countering the May Day celebration organised by Otpor in collaboration with the
Independent Trade Union, the Trade Union Federation carried out another event in Smederevo’s city
centre. The event’s main focus was on the impact of “the sanctions imposed on Yugoslavia” by “the
international power wielders.” See Vana Suša, "Thousands of Serb Workers and Supporters Gathered
in Central Belgrade on International Workers Day," Central European Review (May 6, 2000),
http://www.ce-review.org/00/18 /serbianews18.html (accessed on April 20, 2011).
789 The Third Forum of Yugoslav Non-governmental Organizations, "Pokrenimo Sadašnost" (Challenges
of the Present Days), 18.
790 Nemanja Crni , interview with author, October 15, 2010, Sremska Mitrovica, Serbia.
791 Nemanja Crni , interview with author, October 15, 2010, Sremska Mitrovica, Serbia.
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In a similar vein, harsh repression in Smederevo was a key reason why Ko i avoided
provocative humorous protest actions, and disagreed with the attempt to make use of
mass arrests for the movement’s publicity. Ko i explains that his team did not stage
many humorous protest actions because “the opposition was not in power,” and therefore
there was no protection from police abuses.792 This attitude was shaped by his experience
of the first street skit staged in Smederevo. When his crew encountered the police raid
during the action ‘The Reconstruction of the Bridge,’ they struggled to form a ‘rapid
action team’ to publicise their repression. According to Ko i , “around 50 politicians and
citizens gathered and protested for the release, but when they saw that the police were
serious, they pulled back.”793 He adds that the failure to put pressure on the police usually
happened in cities where the SPS was in power. In this context, Ko i regards the kind of
provocative action such as ‘Dinar for a Change,’ which invited passers-by to hit the
image of Miloševi stuck on the barrel, as being too risky. Activists were afraid that by
beating the barrel, they might have been beaten, not only by the local police but also by
“some gangsters who worked for the SPS.”794
The high level of repression and the near absence of opposition forces in Sremska
Mitrovica and Smederevo influenced activists to substitute street skits with small acts of
resistance. On the one hand, pasting posters and stickers, and graffiti spraying allowed
Otpor supporters to express their dissent anonymously. Consequently, they were likely to
get away without experiencing any harsh repression. On the other, due to the near
absence of opposition forces, Otpor was recognised as the leading engine of resistance in
these localities. Without even taking to the street, their tactics posed a serious threat to
the SPS authorities. For instance, by the end of the campaign ‘He’s Finished’ in Sremska
Mitrovica, Crni suggested that pasting stickers ‘He’s Finished’ on the SPS’s posters for
Dušan Ko i , interview with author, December 7, 2010, Smederevo, Serbia.
793 Dušan Ko i , interview with author, December 7, 2010, Smederevo, Serbia. Ko i attempted another
street action, but this time, it was dramatic, rather than being satirical. On the commemoration of the
assassination of Slavko uruvija, activists erected a ‘Christ on the Cross,’ roughly made from lumber
and scraps of cloth. It was an analogy with the sacrifice the independent journalists had made for the
liberation of Serbia from dictatorship. The event was attended by some 500 of the city inhabitants. It
was the first time that “Otpor posed a serious threat to SPS [in Smederevo].” See "Ce a a ce
ypyb je," O
JE HO
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794 Dušan Ko i , interview with author, December 7, 2010, Smederevo, Serbia. Although there was no
report of torture or abduction in Smederevo, there were cases in which activists were forced to
swallow their leaflets when caught in the act of distributing them, or pasting posters. See Humanitarian
Law Center, Police Crackdown on Otpor, Report, no. 31, 99.
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the election campaign frustrated local authorities the most. Although police repression
remained, the consequences could have been worse had activists opted for street
performance.
In addition, small acts of resistance enabled Otpor’s presence in remote areas and
facilitated the ‘village outreach’ method. For example, in Smederevo, Ko i points out
the widespread use of Otpor stickers and posters made it easier for activists to approach
villagers. Throughout the election campaigns in 2000, he and his crew visited 28 villages
in Podunav district. When activists arrived, Otpor stickers and posters were there already.
All they had to do was to talk with villagers, who most of the time eagerly asked activists
about their campaigns. Villagers moreover “invited their neighbours to come to listen to
[Otpor activists].”795
The level of repression in Požarevac was higher than Sremska Mitrovica and Smederevo,
but this situation proved conducive to Otpor’s campaigns because it galvanised
international acknowledgement of the movement. In March and May, 2000, Otpor
activists, Zoran Milovaovi , Radojko Lukovi , Nebojša Sokolovi

and Mom ilo

Veljkovi , were beaten and threatened by Miloševi ’s son and his entourage. This
provided an opportunity for Otpor to unveil the repressive face of the regime at the
national and international level, by launching the campaign ‘This is the Face of Serbia.’
Veljkovi notes that these acts of beating, jailing and accusing abused activists of
committing criminal acts became the headlines of the international media such as the
Radio Free Europe, BBC, Deutsche Welle, Figaro, and Aljazeera. The nationwide rallies
that followed in response to the beatings in Požarevac were also reported worldwide in
the media.796 This international attention that Otpor received due to the repression in
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http://recherche.lefigaro.fr/recherche/access/ lefigaro_fr.php?archive=BszTm8dCk78Jk8uwiNq9T8C
oS9GECSHiDi%2FQyLLLih82IdPUTn%2B4s5tPGWuEzOXfG%2BhdVGNlEauZy6BaSOXVcw%3
D%3D (accessed on May 23, 2011); "Opposition activists to rally across Serbia," BBC (May 13,
2000), http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/747130.stm (accessed on May 23, 2011). The news in
addition highlighted the resignation of the Judge ‘Papovi ’ who refused to accuse the arrested Otpor
activists of attempted murder. See " '
Defense'of Pozarevac on Victory Day," Free Serbia News (May
9, 2000), http://www.xs4all.nl/~freeserb/specials/report/09052000/e-index.html (accessed September
20, 2010).
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Požarevac far outweighed the regime’s attempts to discredit Veljkovi by portraying him
as mentally disabled and probably homosexual, and Lukovi as a drug dealer.797
Despite these useful effects that stemmed from the regime’s repression, the Požarevac
activists subsequently tried to avoid any protest actions that would potentially provoke
further police abuses. For them, humorous performance carried an undesirable risk due to
its provocative edge in explicitly ridiculing regime figures. By contrast, small acts of
resistance were regarded as safer because they enabled ordinary people to express
resentment against the regime without revealing their identity. Veljkovi explains that
Otpor’s material was distributed to people in the city. Soon after posters and stickers
would be pasted on the walls and doors of Marko Markovi ’s cell phone shop, café and
night club. As the police kept removing these posters and stickers, Otpor activists
responded by sticking Otpor stickers on advertisement posters for the Markovi -owned
night club. Veljkovi recalls, “[w]hen the police took [Otpor] posters down, they saw
that they also damaged posters of Marko’s Madonna pub. The police were really
angry.”798 He continues with another anecdote:
There was one kid, 12 to 13 years old, whose father was a police officer. Initially I didn’t
want to give him the material, but he kept asking me, so eventually I gave the material to
him. He hung the flag with Otpor fist around the tail of his dog. His father was really
angry … At the time when we were really watched over by the police, there was a young
girl approaching our office and asking for some stickers. One day, she went to a police
officer and patted the butt of that police with Otpor sticker. So, he walked around with
the sticker and people could see the police’s butt with the Otpor sticker.799

"Members of pro-NATO Organization "Otpor" are Mentally Disturbed Persons, Infamous for Their
Criminal Acts," Politika (August 25, 2000), http://www.ex-yupress.com/politika/politika36.html
(accessed on May 13, 2011).
798 Mom ilo Veljkovi , interview with author, November 19, 2010, Požarevac, Serbia.
799 Mom ilo Veljkovi , interview with author, November 19, 2010, Požarevac, Serbia.
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Areas where humorous protest actions flourished despite the near absence of opposition
forces
Humorous protest actions could flourish in areas where the SPS remained in control of
municipal government, but only where there was a tradition of civic protests. These areas
included Leskovac (on the border of Kosovo and the administrative centre of Jablanica
district), and Aleksandrovac (a town of around 30,000 population located between
Kruševac and Kraljevo). Despite the SPS-dominated local governments and the inactive
role played by local media and NGOs, Otpor activists in these two municipalities
managed to carry out approximately five humorous street performances which received
media coverage throughout the year of 2000.
The 1996 election did not remove the SPS from Leskovac’s and Aleksandrovac’s local
governments. In Jablanica district, out of a 76.5 per cent voter turnout, the SPS achieved
a landslide win of 56 per cent over 17 per cent of votes won by the opposition
coalition.800 Vladimir Stojkovi from Otpor Leskovac attributed the coalition’s electoral
loss to the lack of collaboration among the DS, the SPO and the GSS. In addition, he
points out that the SPS’s monopoly of the local police generated fear among citizens,
hindering anti-regime activities. For instance, when hundreds of opposition supporters
took to the street in January 1997 in solidarity with the opposition parties in Niš and
Belgrade, many town residents refrained from participating in the protest. This was
partially because of the heavy presence of the police at the protest site.801
The situation was similar in Aleksandrovac where the SPS remained strong after the
1996 election. It was estimated that around 90 per cent of the town population “voted for
the SPS.”802 According to Dalibor Glišovi , the Otpor coordinator, opposition politicians

Kireev, "Serbia: Legislative Election 1996."
Dušan Pesi , interview with author, November 26, 2010, Leskovac, Serbia; Vladimir Stojkovi ,
interview with author, November 26, 2010, Leskovac, Serbia. See also, Dragan Illi , "The Chronical
of the Zajedno Protest," in Gra anski protest u Srbiji: šetnja u mestu (Civil Protest in Serbia: Walking
on the Spot), ed. Darka Radosavljevi (Belgrade: B92, 1997), 115; Thomas, Serbia under Miloševi /
Politics in the 1990s, 288.
802 Dalibor Glišovi , interview with author, November 16, 2010, Aleksandrovac, Serbia. See also Kireev,
"Serbia: Legislative Election 1996."
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from the DS, the SPO and the GSS ran their offices in the town, but “they were quite
weak.”803
The near absence of opposition parties in Leskovac and Aleksandrovac enabled Otpor’s
representation as the only opposition force. However, there was a downside: unlike the
opposition stronghold cities, activists had to do things on their own. Dušan Pesi
compared the Leskovac branch with Niš. In Niš, activists were able to use the office and
facilities of the DS which was in power in local government. In contrast, he and his crew
in Leskovac had to set up and run the Otpor office without any assistance. Moreover,
when arrests occurred, there were no local politicians to bail out or argue the case of the
activists in Leskovac, unlike in the opposition’s strongholds.804
Similarly, the local opposition parties had a marginalised role in Otpor’s campaigns in
Aleksandrovac. There was no agreement for collaboration in matters such as material
transportation or negotiation with the police on behalf of activists. The only exception
was Otpor’s relationship with the DS because Otpor’s office “was above theirs [so]
[activists] had friendly neighbour communications and at times cooperated in protest
marches, mass rallies, and road blockades.”805
The NGOs in Leskovac and Aleksandrovac did not set the scene for anti-regime activities
either. The situation for local NGOs in Leskovac appears to have been better than in
Aleksandrovac. In 1996, the Swedish Helsinki Committee of Human Rights funded the
establishment of the Committee for Human Rights in Leskovac, which disclosed
information about the state’s violation of civil rights through the local news magazine,
Human Rights (Prava oveka).806 Throughout Otpor campaigns, the Committee provided
legal aid for detained activists and pressed demands for authorities to release them. For
instance, in June 2000, Stojkovi was charged with “urg[ing] the violent deposition of
the highest organs of government” for spraying an Otpor clenched fist on the façade of
the police station. He was detained for at least 13 hours for the interrogation. Two days

Dalibor Glišovi , interview with author, November 16, 2010, Aleksandrovac, Serbia.
Dušan Pesi , interview with author, November 26, 2010, Leskovac, Serbia.
805 Dalibor Glišovi , e-mail correspondence with author, May 29, 2011 and December 31, 2011.
806 Center for Human Rights in Leskovac, "O Nama" (About Us), http://www.humanrightsle.org/o%20
nama.htm (accessed on May 25, 2011).
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later, other activists were arrested as they prepared to rally requesting Stojkovi ’s release.
The Committee for Human Rights in Leskovac held a press conference, condemning the
unlawful practices of local authorities. Together with the Belgrade-based Humanitarian
Law Center and the Yugoslav Committee of Lawyers for Human Rights (YUCOM or
Komitet pravnika za ludska prava), the Committee for Human Rights in Leskovac helped
prove the court case against the deputy district prosecutor’s allegations concerning
Stojkovi .807
According to Glišovi , no human rights organisations operated in Aleksandrovac before
the regime’s downfall. For this reason the Otpor team created a network of town
residents that could respond to police repression. As soon as activists were arrested, a
number of people would gather in front of the police station, persistently demanding their
release. By this method, even though activists received no legal assistance from
independent lawyers, they ensured that a certain amount of pressure was applied against
abusive practices by authorities. Glišovi recounts:
When the arrests started we were prepared, we knew what to expect and how to react.
There was a team for mobilising people, first we called activists to alert them (everyone
knew who to call) and … called on citizens to gather in front of the police station where
activists were detained.808

In both Leskovac and Aleksandrovac, the local media was under the SPS’s control. For
instance, TV Leskovac operated at the time of the Otpor campaigns. But it avoided
reporting any news of anti-regime activities mainly because the station received its
license from the municipal government.809 Pesi points out that this status of local media
made it harder for Otpor’s street actions to get media coverage.810 In a similar vein,
Otpor Aleksandrovac struggled to make their presence felt in the local media which was

Humanitarian Law Center, Police Crackdown on Otpor, Report, no. 31, 125-7; "Aktivisti Otpora
odredjen istrazni pritvor" (Otpor Activists Detained), B92 (June 22, 2000), http://www.b92.net/info/
vesti/ index. php?yyyy=2000&mm=06&dd=22&nav_category=1&nav_id =8157&version=print
(accessed on April 8, 2011); and "Onemogucen protest u Leskovcu" (Protests Hindered in Leskovac),
B92 (June 22, 2000), http:// www.b92.net/info/vesti/index.php?yyyy=2000&mm=06&dd=24&nav_
category=1&nav_id=8213 (accessed on April 8, 2011).
808 Dalibor Glišovi , e-mail correspondence with author, May 29, 2011.
809 "O Nama" (About Us), TV Leskovac, http://www.tvl.rs/index.php?option=com_content&view=article
&id =5&Itemid=8 (accessed on April 8, 2011).
810 Dušan Pesi , interview with author, November 26, 2010, Leskovac, Serbia.
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completely controlled by the SPS local government. Glišovi recalls that “back then there
was no local media that assisted [activists].”811
Despite limited political freedom, citizens’ protests during the Kosovo war constructed
the atmosphere of ‘resistance,’ even before the existence of Otpor in these two
municipalities. The unpopularity of the SPS in Leskovac worsened after the escalation of
the Kosovo war followed by the NATO bombing. It is estimated that between 40,000 and
60,000 young men from Leskovac were drafted to the frontline in Kosovo. It was the
third mobilisation, and inhabitants of the city felt that they had had enough.812 This
resentment only increased when NATO launched attacks that destroyed the city of
Leskovac. For instance, the bombardment of Grdeli ka klisura bridge, close to
Leskovac’s city centre, killed at least 14 passengers on a train crossing the bridge, and
another 36 civilians in the targeted area.813 Due to this damage brought on by the
regime’s provocation of NATO, Pesi points out:
… I think there was a good reason why Otpor should be active here [in Leskovac]. We
were direct victims of the Miloševi regime that sparked the war in Kosovo. 80,000
people were drafted and forced to go to the war there. After the NATO bombing, we lost
76 young men from Leskovac who were fighting in Kosovo. We were in mourning …
people in other parts of Serbia would never understand this ... I would say that the war in
Kosovo was the catalyst for the increase in Otpor members [in Leskovac].814

The historic protest led by Ivan Novkovi

emerged out of the NATO military

intervention, paving the way for the popularity of Otpor in Leskovac against the
backdrop of the SPS-dominated local government. In early July 1999, during a NATO air
strike, Novkovi – a technician of the state-run TV Leskovac – interrupted the airing of a
basketball match. He incited people to “rally against the local government loyal to
Dalibor Glišovi , e-mail correspondence with author, May 29, 201. See also Radosavljevi , Pištaljke i
jaja (Whistles and Eggs), 11-6.
812 Dušan Pesi , interview with author, November 26, 2010, Leskovac, Serbia. See also "Ivan Novkovi Simbol Otpora" (The Symbol of Resistance), B92 (October 2, 2010), http://www.b92.net/info/vesti/ind
ex.php?yyyy=2010&mm=10&dd=02 &nav_categor y=12& nav_id=462459 (accessed on May 24,
2011).
813 "Twelve Die as NATO Hits Passenger Train," Southnews (April 12, 1999), http://southmovement.
alphalink.com.au/southnews/990412-trainhit.html (accessed on May 24, 2011); "Grdelica: NATO
Bombing Victims Remembered," B92 (April 12, 2008), http://www.b92.net/eng/ news/society
article.php?yyyy=2008&mm= 04&dd= 12&nav_id=49352 (accessed on May 24, 2011).
814 Dušan Pesi , interview with author, November 26, 2010, Leskovac, Serbia.
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Miloševi .” Although immediately arrested by the police, his speech inspired between
20,000 and 40,000 people to take to the streets. This unarmed uprising in a southern
stronghold town of the SPS received coverage from the international press such as
CNN.815
Similarly, the impacts of the Kosovo war and military mobilisation urged the locals in
Aleksandrovac to take to the streets. For instance, from May 17, 1999 onward, at least
3,000 parents and neighbours of the reservists drafted to the frontline in Kosovo staged
one of the first anti-war demonstrations in the town. They requested the return of
Yugoslav soldiers from Kosovo, holding the banner that read “We want our boys back,
not their coffin.” The protest lasted for 10 days.816
Despite the dearth of independent media, the local history of anti-regime activities
influenced Otpor activists in Leskovac and Aleksandrovac to opt for humour as a
communicative method. This communicative function of humorous protest action
worked in two significant ways. Firstly, it conveyed criticisms of the regime which
would normally be dismissed by the local media. Such actions became a mouthpiece for
those who found themselves already in a rebellious state of mind against the regime.817
The action in which Leskovac activists constructed a pseudo swimming pool, from clay,
epitomised this role of humour in reflecting the subversive sentiments of citizens.
Secondly, by staging humorous protest actions on the street, activists demonstrated their
fearlessness and creativity amidst the threats of repression generated in the local media
and by police repression. Such demonstrations, in many ways, lifted the popular morale.
It reminded city residents that the street belonged to young activists, not to the regime
apparatus. Stojkovi recalls:

"Opposition Petition Drive Calls for Milosevics Resignation: General Strike," CNN (July 7, 1999),
http://articles.cnn.com/1999-07-07/world/9907_07_yugo.opposition.01_1_party-leader-zoran-djindjicpolice-ban-uzice/2?_s=PM:WORLD (accessed on May 24, 2011).
816 "Newsline - May 19, 1999: First Big Anti-war Protests in Serbia," Radio Free Europe (May 19, 1999),
http://www.rferl.org/content/article/1141909.html (accessed on May 24, 2011); "Yugoslavia: NATO
Reports Anti-War Demonstrations in Serbia," Radio Free Europe (May 9, 1999), http://www.rferl.org
/content/ article/1091345.html (accessed on May 24, 2011).
817 Dušan Pesi , interview with author, November 26, 2010, Leskovac, Serbia; Vladimir Stojkovi ,
interview with author, November 26, 2010, Leskovac, Serbia.
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[We] couldn’t show our fear to [the authorities]. We did what we could the best. If we
had gone back, people would have pulled back as well … we had to be on the street in
order to be seen. Every day, there was something new [for people].818

The Aleksandrovac activists would have agreed with the Leskovac crew. Activists
deliberately held street skits once a week in the downtown precinct to make Otpor’s
presence felt by inhabitants. Glišovi points out that funny street actions became the
trademark of Otpor in Aleksandrovac. Even nowadays “people still recognise Otpor
members when we walk in the town.” Moreover, activists considered humour as a tool
that exposed the regime’s vulnerability to the locals. In the words of Glišovi , “the basic
thing is that humour could deal with fear, showing people the positive energy, and that
we all could do something to change the circumstances. Making people laugh is to
belittle the regime.”819
However, because there was no network of opposition parties and NGOs to minimise the
scale of regime repression, activists in these two areas avoided provocative humorous
protest actions. For instance, the Leskovac activists were careful about the kind of
humour they used in their actions. Their assessment was that provocative or ‘in-yourface’ humour, characteristic of the Belgrade-initiated action ‘Dinar for a Change,’ could
cause them serious trouble. It would unnecessarily invite mafia abuse. Pesi explains:
We couldn’t do actions like beating Miloševi picture on the barrel [because] we were
afraid that after beating the barrel [with Miloševi image], we will be beaten here. At the
time, we had problems with two groups: the SPS authorities and [the] police, and some
gangsters who worked for SPS, a kind of militia. We actually had more problems with
the latter group.820

Activists’ concerns about repression shaped their humorous protest actions to be
symbolic, aiming to spread the message of popular resistance rather than targeting regime
personalities. An example was a Leskovac action in which activists distributed the flower
‘defiance,’ or prkos in Serbian, to passers-by downtown. Because the symbolism of the
flower did not constitute a direct insult against regime figures, activists avoided
Vladimir Stojkovi , interview with author, November 26, 2010, Leskovac, Serbia.
819 Dalibor Glišovi , interview with author, November 16, 2010, Aleksandrovac, Serbia.
820 Dušan Pesi , interview with author, November 26, 2010, Leskovac, Serbia.
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provoking a repressive police response. When it came to actions that targeted regime
figures, activists opted for a more subtle form of offense. An instance demonstrating this
was activists giving out ‘Julka’ brand chocolates. The product’s package contained the
image of a cow with a flower on its head, a reference to Mirjana Markovi and her party.
Despite this symbolic insult, the police could not arrest activists just because they gave
away bars of chocolate.
In a similar fashion, humorous protest actions choreographed by the Otpor crew in
Aleksandrovac contained symbolic criticisms of the regime. The fact that there were a
“large number of SPS supporters in the town” generated self-censorship among town
dwellers, hindering them from participating in any anti-regime activities. As a result,
“passers-by were too afraid even to watch [Otpor activists’] performance.”821 In dealing
with this situation, activists carried out a symbolic skit such as the action ‘Brain
Washing’ where they showed a mock RTS programme in parallel to the gesture of
pouring water on the plastic model of human brain. The action did not contain explicit
insults of regime figures, but was thought provoking. The activists expected that this
approach could engage passers-by in the process of self-reflection, even though they
might avoid paying attention for a long time to their demonstration. Occasionally,
activists organised ‘feasts’ as a part of the election campaign, aiming to build a
constructive relationship with locals. This approach was intended to strengthen citizen
networks that could in turn work to put pressure on local authorities who arrested
activists.822
Situations favourable and unfavourable for humorous protest actions
This chapter has thus far demonstrated ways in which Otpor activists’ preference for
humorous protest actions was influenced by existing opposition forces (i.e. the
dominance of opposition parties in municipal government and the active role played by
local media as well as NGOs). The first pattern identified that a proliferation of
independent media encouraged activists to stage humorous protest actions. The key
reason for this laid in the fundamental function of humour, as conceived by activists, to
821
822

Dalibor Glišovi , interview with author, November 16, 2010, Aleksandrovac, Serbia.
Dalibor Glišovi , interview with author, November 16, 2010, Aleksandrovac, Serbia. See also Dalibor
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be a stimulus for media attention. And media coverage helped the movement to increase
its popularity. The cooperation between Otpor and the opposition parties as well as
NGOs also helped minimise the scale of repression induced by the provocative antiregime edge of some humorous actions.
The second pattern identified a non-proliferation of humorous protest actions in areas
where the opposition parties held strong positions in local government. An alternate of
this pattern reflected Otpor’s campaigns in these areas being led by local rebellious
heroes whose respect among the locals was well-established. In either case, combining
the playful image of humour with political campaigns was understood not to be helpful,
with the potential to undermine the established respect and influence of these
oppositional forces. Moreover, the great extent of cooperation between these opposition
forces enabled Otpor activists’ diversification of protest tactics, such as publicising
repression and using ‘door-to-door’ methods. As with humour, these tactics proved
useful for the movement’s public relations. Accordingly, activists viewed humorous
protest actions as unnecessary in this context.
The third pattern demonstrated a correlation between the near absence of local opposition
forces and the non-proliferation of humorous protest actions. In areas where the regime
had its proxies empowered in local government, media freedom tended to be limited, the
establishment of local NGOs aborted, and repression heightened. This background led to
two consequences. On the one hand, activists struggled to carry out much in the way of
street protest, including humorous street performance, because they would reveal
activists’ identity. And the authorities could target and repress activists easily. On the
other, because of the inactive role played by the opposition forces, Otpor represented the
single front that defied the regime. Accordingly, ‘small acts of resistance’ such as pasting
posters and graffiti painting could pose a serious threat to the regime’s presence in local
government. Humorous protest actions were perceived as superfluous and unnecessarily
attracting police abuses.
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The fourth pattern showed a proliferation of humour despite the near absence of local
opposition forces. As with the third pattern, in areas where the ruling party took control
of the local government, opposition parties, the independent media and NGOs had a
marginal role in Otpor’s campaigns. Nevertheless, these were towns where popular
outrage against the regime was prevalent. Humorous protest actions, therefore,
constituted a crucial way activists could reflect this popular frustration. In addition, due
to the municipal government’s suppression of independent media, activists could not
advance the movement’s publicity by relying on the local press. They saw that staging
humorous protest actions solved this problem. By doing something funny on the street,
activists could gain recognition at least from passers-by. However, the lack of support
from opposition parties and NGOs differentiated the nature of humorous protest actions
in these areas from those of the first pattern. Without a ‘rapid action team’ working to
minimise the scale of repression, activists preferred non-provocative and more symbolic
skits. These characteristics of the protest humour employed enabled Otpor’s presence in
these stronghold localities while avoiding harsh repression.
Based on these observations, those situations deemed favourable and unfavourable for
humorous protest action can be drawn up as follows:
Situation 1:

Humorous protest actions can be effective in a context where anti-regime

media flourishes. Cooperative relationships between activists and local journalists enable
regular media coverage of humorous protest actions.
Situation 2:

‘Offensive’ humorous protest actions that potentially provoke police

repression can be effective in a context where opposition-dominated local government
and NGOs can exert a certain degree of influence over high-ranking police officers. This
influence can mitigate the scale of repression. In addition, for provocative humour to
have political impact, activists need these two opposition fronts to publicise police
intervention in the actions. By doing this, public outrage against the regime can be
harnessed.
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Situation 3:

Humorous protest actions without direct insults of persons in power can

be effective in places where the level of repression is high, but civic uprisings are
common. The actions constitute a low-risk protest method for locals who have long
voiced their disagreement with the government.
Situation 4:

Humorous protest actions without direct insults of persons in power can

be effective in a locality where the media is under the regime’s control and repression is
high, but civic uprisings are common. ‘Doing something funny on the street’ potentially
draws the attention of passers-by. It enables the movement’s presence in the locality even
without media coverage of protest actions.
Situation 5:

Humorous protest actions are not appropriate in a context where activists

are prominent figures in the locality. The playful image of humour can undermine the
credibility of these figures among locals. As a result, the movement’s publicity is at risk.
Situation 6:

Humorous protest actions can be counterproductive for activists operating

in areas where there is limited history of civic rebellion; the regime takes complete
control of the local government; and repression is unusually harsh. It is
counterproductive because the actions reveal activists’ identity, thereby exposing
activists to the risk of repression. But this risk is unnecessary because in these areas, the
regime is confident in its monopoly. Small acts of resistance are effective in disturbing
this confidence, while allowing protesters to avoid repression.
Conclusion
This chapter looked into the influence local opposition forces had on Otpor activists’
decision whether or not to use humour in their protests. It provided four conclusions.
First, activists preferred humorous tactics if they could access anti-regime press and
receive a certain degree of collaboration from the opposition parties and NGOs. Second,
activists bypassed humorous protest actions if they had a close tie with local opposition
parties, or if they had already established respect among the locals. Third, activists
operating in the regime-controlled areas tended to substitute humorous protest actions
with small acts of resistance and village outreach methods, because these two repertoires
posed less risk than street actions. Lastly, activists operating in the regime-controlled
areas in which civic rebellion was prevalent opted for non-provocative street skits. The
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humorous edge of the actions enabled public recognition of the movement, while their
non-provocative nature prevented repression. Based on these conclusions, situations
favourable for the proliferation of humorous protest action require at least four elements:
the proliferation of anti-regime media, the partnership with, but not the reliance on, local
opposition politicians and NGOs, no more than the risk of a ‘mild’ degree of regime
repression, and a local history of civic uprisings.
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Tab. 1 – The influence of local opposition forces on activists’ tactical decisions

Opposition forces

Cities or towns

Opposition
parties as
local
government

Independent
media

Protest tactics

NGOs

Satirical
and parodic
protest
actions with
news
coverage
(1999-2000)

Small acts
of
resistance

Publicising
repression

Doorto-door
method

1

Belgrade

Yes

Yes

Yes

5

Yes

Yes

N/A

2

Novi Sad

Yes

Yes

Yes

5

Yes

Yes

Yes

3

Zrenjanin

Yes

Yes

Yes

5

Yes

Yes

Yes

4

Kragujevac

Yes

Yes

Yes

6

Yes

Yes

Yes

5

Kraljevo

Yes

Yes

Yes

6

Yes

Yes

Yes

6

Užice

Yes

Yes

Yes

6

Yes

Yes

N/A

7

Subotica

Yes

Yes

Yes

2

Yes

Yes

N/A

8

a ak

Yes

Yes

Yes

3

Yes

Yes

N/A

9

Valjevo

No

Yes

Yes

3

Yes

Yes

Yes

10

Kruševac

No

Yes

Yes

1

Yes

Yes

Yes

11

Niš

Yes

Yes

Yes

3

Yes

Yes

N/A

12

Požarevac

No

Limited

Limited

0

Yes

Yes

No

13

Smederevo

No

Limited

Limited

1

Yes

No

Yes

14

Sremska Mitrovica

No

Limited

Limited

1

Yes

No

No

15

Leskovac

No

No

Limited

5

Yes

Yes

No

16

Aleksandrovac

No

No

No

5

Yes

N/A

Yes

Compiled by author
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CHAPTER 7
HUMOUR AS A VEHICLE FOR NONVIOLENT STRUGGLE:
PRACTICAL AND THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

Introduction
This chapter analyses how humour works as a vehicle for nonviolent struggle. Two levels
of analysis are provided: the practical and the theoretical. On the practical level, the
insights of the 1996-7 protesters and Otpor activists bring to light the advantages of
humour in nonviolent resistance campaigns. Humour can serve as a tool to attract new
members to a movement, communicate with a wider public, and reflect regime repression
back against it. On the theoretical level, the 1996-7 protests’ and Otpor’s humorous
street actions enable us to understand three ways humour can work as a form of power in
nonviolent conflicts. Firstly, satirical and parodic protest actions were able to challenge
Miloševi ’s propaganda by distorting to absurdity the essence of truth claims underlying
the propaganda. Secondly, the carnivalesque rallies and events transformed the ‘emotion’
of street protests from antagonistic to cheerful, helping to prevent clashes between
protesters and security forces. Lastly, the carnivalesque scenes encouraged protesters and
activists alike to think of alternative realities to their currently oppressive situation. This
process of stimulating ‘imagination’ will be examined in light of the notion of
constructing a ‘parallel polity,’ an idea central to a nonviolent revolution.
Practical analysis: the advantages of humour in nonviolent resistance campaigns
The 1996-7 protesters, Otpor activists and representatives from Serbian civil society have
all pointed out the advantages of using humour in nonviolent resistance campaigns. They
observed that humour had an impact on three groups essential for their campaigns’
success: their movements’ supporters, the opposing regime and its agents, and third
parties (e.g. the domestic public, the media, foreign governments and international
funders). The nature of the impact on these groups varied, from encouraging mass
participation in campaigns, facilitating defection from the regime’s apparatus, and
advancing their movement’s public relations objectives.
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Empowering and recruiting supporters for a movement
The 1996-7 protesters and Otpor activists considered humour to be an effective tool for
self-empowerment and recruitment. During three to four months of the 1996-7 protests,
carnivalesque activities and satirical street performances helped to generate a sense of
togetherness and optimism among protesters. It was this solidarity on the street that
empowered citizens feeling otherwise trapped in a time of isolation and despair. Milena
Dragi evi -Šeši , for instance, regularly participated in the protests, and as a professor
from Belgrade’s University of Arts, contributed to organising theatrical performances at
the protest sites. She felt that her participation in the festive protests was empowering.
Humour gave her “more strength … [and] the sense of community.”823 Similarly, Darka
Radosavljevi and

or e Balžamovi , from the art activist groups Škart and LedArt

respectively, point out that the 1996-7 protests became a social site where people
congregated, laughed together and shared the experience of ‘being on the street.’ In the
words of Balžamovi , “it was fun and we had found good friends there.”824 For Suzana
Jovani

from the Fund for an Open Society of Serbia, doing something fun and

humorous on the street was a form of liberation from the rhetoric of hatred and fear
fanned by the regime: “these humorous actions made people feel free.”825 Veran Mati ,
of B92 radio station, concluded that the festive atmosphere of the 1996-7 protests
enabled social interaction in a time of international isolation when the regime heavily
manipulated the media. The street jokes became an escape from these imposed
circumstances.826
Student protesters saw the humour of the demonstrations as a way to have fun and to
express their creativity, and this bolstered their self-esteem. For instance, Saša
Mladenovi , a Pharmacy student turned author of a romantic novel based on the 1996-7
protests, Zdravko Vulin a student from Novi Sad University, and Belgrade University
students from other cities such as Dušan Ko i from Smederevo and Marko Simi from
Užice, thought of the protests as a big party for young people amidst the backdrop of war
Milena Dragi evi -Šeši , interview with author, September 8, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia.
Darka Radosavljevi , interview with author, September 13, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia;
Balžamovi , interview with author, October 28, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia.
825 Suzana Jovani , interview with author, September 24, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia.
826 Veran Mati , interview with author, September 20, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia.
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and depression. Moreover, they were able to build on a sense of achievement through
using their creativity to design funny street actions, producing comics books, and
organising themselves for political protests.827 Biljana Nikoli from Niš describes her
feelings:
When you were young, bright and witty and got a chance to be together with other
people with the same mentality on the street, you felt empowered. It was the feeling of
unity to see people like you, to feel the energy … The protest activities went on for the
whole day. It was tiring, but none of us gave up. Everyone was full of energy.828

Other student activists found that humorous protest actions could attract increasing
numbers of participants. For instance, as the protests evolved,

edomir Anti of the

Students’ Main Board noticed that a great number of protesters tended to attend
humorous and festive activities rather than orthodox protest events. This was because
humorous protest actions allowed people to let loose, socialising with their peers being a
significant part of the process. Youngsters, in particular, considered the humorous
element of the protests as exotic. Anti recalls that “ … humour could be a tool for
mobilising young people.”829
The founders of Otpor, who were veterans of the 1996-7 protests, developed humour’s
function in mobilising their support base. The movement utilised humour as a label,
attracting young people to identify themselves with it. Siniša Šikman explains that
humour was crucial in Otpor’s early days because it portrayed an image of the movement
as being ‘hip and cool’ among the young:
We were in a way a youth movement. When you become popular, many people want to
be like you. So, we tried to make the movement attractive … young people [in Serbia],
like other young people in the world, like to have fun. Otpor offered all these things, to
be attractive, to be brave by struggling [against the regime].830

Dušan Ko i , interview with author, December 7, 2010, Smederevo, Serbia; Marko Simi , interview
with author, November 12, 2010, Užice, Serbia; Saša Mladenovi , interview with author, October 3,
2010, Belgrade, Serbia; Zdravko Vulin, interview with author, October 15, 2010, Novi Sad, Serbia.
828 Biljana Nikoli , interview with author, October 8, 2010, Niš, Serbia.
829
edomir Anti , interview with author, October 8, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia.
830 Siniša Šikman, interview with author, September 19, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia.
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Sr a Popovi explained that the relationship between humour and the identity of Otpor
was twofold. On the one hand, humour was used to attract young members. On the other,
because youth comprised the majority of Otpor activists, they tended to approach
political activism with humour and playfulness as their preferred reference point.831
Having started out as a rank-and-file activist, and later as a press team member with
Otpor Belgrade, Nenad Bel evi similarly considered humour as a marker of identity for
Otpor. This label was an incentive for the young to join the movement: “If you ask me
about the particular characteristics of Otpor, I would say it was this circle of university
people who were smart and full of good sense of humour.”832 Milica Popovi , then a
rank-and-file activist for Otpor agreed with Bel evi . She explained that her reason for
participation in the movement was the cheeky and satirical approach that Otpor took to
political activism. For her, it was this sense of humour that “attract[ed] young people.”833
Likewise, Vladimir Žarkovi

from Kruševac saw Otpor as an ‘attractive’ youth

movement because of their use of humour.834 Even Veljko Negovanovi , politician from
Miloševi ’s Socialist Party, admits that humour was a crucial ingredient accounting for
Otpor’s increasing popularity:
The most important thing for [Otpor’s] actions was that they were funny, and that was
why their campaigns were so successful. They could gather young people to work for
them. Before the campaigns of Otpor, [politicians] carried out these usual protest actions,
like speeches and panel discussion. But they became boring for people. But Otpor was
different.835

That the number of young activists and Otpor supporters reached between 30,000 and
60,000 by September of 2000 indicated the success of Otpor’s recruitment tactics – of
which humour constituted a substantial part.836
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Sr a Popovi , interview with author, September 9, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia.
Nenad Bel evi , interview with author, October 7, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia.
Milica Popovi , interview with author, November 21, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia.
Vladimir Žarkovi , interview with author, November 16, 2010, Kruševac, Serbia.
Veljko Negovanovi , interview with author, November 17, 2010, a ak, Serbia.
However, it should be noted that while there were advantages in using humour to mobilise young
activists, fitting well with Otpor conceived as a youth movement, there could be disadvantages. When
young activists needed to get the older generation on board with them, they tended to avoid using
humour because it might undermine the serious image of the movement. For instance, Vladimir
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Attracting media attention and overcoming the general public’s fear
Many Otpor activists understood that humorous actions could help the public to
overcome fear, while their ‘exotic,’ theatrical characteristics could attract media
attention. This nature helped popularise the movement as an emblem of resistance.
Subsequent to the 1996-7 protests, widespread political apathy and a fear of regime
repression posed a great challenge for Otpor’s campaigns. In light of this, humorous
street actions proved to be a vital tool. They invited the public to laugh amidst their
dreadful atmosphere. According to Ivan Marovi , in Otpor’s early days, humour could
“lower the fear and political apathy” of the Serbian public generally.837 Popovi adds that
humorous actions constituted a channel for people to belittle the regime and its apparatus
which constantly resorted to force in suppressing dissidents. In the words of Popovi ,
“Otpor’s use of humour was to undermine the government’s authority as well as to
decrease fear among the people … When something is funny, it’s not frightening
anymore.”838 Šikman further points out that the positive political message conveyed in
humorous street actions was crucial to help facilitate people overcome their fear.
However, just how funny actions were less important than the underlying meaning of the
message that could generate hope for the possibility of regime change:
We always encouraged local activists to use humour because it was fun for people, but
there must always be the final product, the post-action message which was against the
regime. The use of humour for us wasn’t just about artistic performance and didn’t lead
to any political action, but [it was] about sending a political message which urged people
to do something.839

Moreover, Otpor activists learned that humour could draw media attention to their
campaigns. The 1996-7 protests set the stage for gaining this knowledge. The student
protests’ Programme Unit, with the assistance of staff members from the marketing
company Saatchi & Saatchi, was certainly aware that the student’s humorous activities

Marovi from Kraljevo notes that the elders, especially those outside urban areas, could regard humour
as inappropriate. If activists “did something funny, they might ask what you really want from them?”
(Vladimir Marovi , interview with author, December 3, 2010, Belgrade (Otpor Kraljevo), Serbia).
837 Ivan Marovi , interview with author, November 1, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia.
838 Sr a Popovi , interview with author, September 9, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia.
839 Siniša Šikman, interview with author, December 9, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia.
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could encourage the media to continually publicise their protest events.840 According to
edomir Anti , humour “helped the protest to appear more interesting to the international
media.”
Within Otpor, it was Ivan Marovi and his press team that developed the idea of using
humour as a stimulus for media attention. Otpor relied on marketing techniques to
increase the movement’s publicity, so as to shift the battleground from the street as a
protest site to mass media. Accordingly, Marovi conceived of the maxim ‘50 people
doing something crazy on the street, that’s news.’ This essential perspective on public
relations helps account for activists’ interpretation of the function of humour in their
actions. The Otpor press team’s projected view of the action’s degree of novelty was the
attraction drawing media coverage of their resistance campaigns. And the reporting of
Otpor’s daily activities by the non-regime media proved the success of this approach. For
instance, it was estimated that 250 out of 350 issues of the tabloid Blic, published in
2000, contained coverage of Otpor’s street actions.841
With constant media coverage of protest actions, the movement was able to elicit public
recognition of their cause even when there was no traditional political street
demonstration. And gaining this public recognition helped Otpor to establish a
permanent sense of their own existence at the level of popular consciousness. As a result,
people felt a connection to Otpor and were prepared to take up the struggle against the
regime, at times effectively on their own, without even becoming an official Otpor
member.842
In a similar vein, local activists who experimented with staging humorous protest actions
in their own areas realised the advantage humour gave them in drawing public interest
toward Otpor’s campaigns. For instance, Vladimir Marovi , from the Kraljevo branch,
found that the novelty of humorous actions “could attract attention of people because
Jovan eki , interview with author, September 17, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia; Pero Jeli , interview with
author, November15, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia.
841 Milja Jovanovi , interview with author, November 13, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia. See also Sr a Popovi ,
"Serbia Arena for Nonviolent Conflict: An Analytical Overview of an Application of Gene Sharp'
s
Theory of Nonviolent Action in Miloševi '
s Serbia," paper presented at the Whither the Bulldozer?
Revolution, Transition, and Democracy in Serbia, Belgrade, Serbia, January 30-31, 2001.
842 Nenad Konstantinovi , interview with author, November 4, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia. See also Laura
Secor, "Rage against the Regime: Serbian Students Fight Milosevic"(September 2000),
http://linguafranca.mirror. theinfo.org/print/0009/otpor.html (accessed on October 20, 2010).
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they were tired of boring speeches of politicians. So, [Otpor] gave them this kind of new
energy.”843 Dalibor Glišovi from Aleksandrovac, Petar Lacmanovi from Zrenjanin and
Vladimir Žarkovi from Kruševac also considered humour as an effective tool in getting
media coverage of their actions, and thus gaining publicity in their localities. For them,
humorous actions did not require much in the way of financial resources, but
nevertheless the outcome could be very productive.844
Disarming the opponent or exposing their repressive nature
The experiences of the 1996-7 student protesters and Otpor activists suggest that humour
can disarm the police at the same time as provoking them for their repressive response. In
1996-7, protest organisers conceived of the function of humour to disarm the police
while struggling with ways to minimise harm that could occur in the protests taking place
on the street. They needed to mitigate the possibilities of a police crackdown induced by
the prolonged stand-offs and allegedly provocative behaviour of protesters. As the
protests evolved, student activists found that carnivalesque activities could have a
disarming effect.
Numerous protesters considered that introducing carnivalesque activities into the protests
would represent their good will and amity, useful for establishing a constructive
relationship with police officers. And this provides reasons for the police to be reluctant
in resorting to the use of force against demonstrators. According to Pero Jeli and Mati ,
carnivalesque actions, such as giving flowers to the police, playing games in front of
them, or dressing in fancy costumes, organised during the stand-offs with the police
cordon, portrayed the “human face” of the protesters to the police.845 As a rank-and-file
student protester, Petar Mili evi pointed out that optimism and friendliness underlying
the carnivalesque spirit convinced the police that students “were not the enemies.”846

Vladimir Marovi , interview with author, December 3, 2010, Belgrade (Otpor Kraljevo), Serbia.
Dalibor Glišovi , interview with author, November 16, 2010, Aleksandrovac, Serbia; Petar
Lacmanovi , interview with author, November 2, 2010, Zrenjanin, Serbia; Vladimir Žarkovi ,
interview with author, November 16, 2010, Kruševac, Serbia.
845 Pero Jeli , interview with author, November15, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia; Veran Mati , interview with
author, September 20, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia.
846 Petar Mili evi , interview with author, November 19, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia.
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The ‘Cordon Against Cordon’ action in particular brought into effect the disarming
aspects of the carnivalesque protests. When student leaders decided to remain in the
central square of Belgrade despite the police blockade, they were aware of the possibility
of clashes between protesters and the security forces. Therefore, the students’ Unit
Programme deliberately organised a series of festive events for eight days and involved
the police in these events. As the days passed by, protesters and the authorities came into
contact more often than before. A relationship – although not exactly friendship – was
built; the police saw protesters as human beings rather than enemies, and vice versa.
Milan Milutinovi , a member of the student security staff, recounted:
I think lots of performances during the ‘Cordon Against Cordon’ action helped to disarm
the police. Police officers stood with us for so many days and later on they started to
laugh. You can see that they started laughing. Some people were softer. It’s easy to beat
someone if you don’t know them. They are the enemy. But when you have to be in
contact with them, seeing their courage, even though you get the order to beat them, you
do it at a minimum. You won’t deliver your job the best. We could see that the police
were not happy to continue the stand-off with us.847

Politically, the carnivalesque protests hindered the regime from justifying a crackdown.
Because the activities produced an atmosphere of amity and fun, the protesters appeared
somewhat harmless. Clamping down on unarmed, cheerful protesters would tarnish the
image of the regime in the sight of the Serbian public and international community.
Hence, the carnivalesque face of street protests was able to “prevent the government
from finding ground to harass the students … If [the authorities] decided to use full force
against [students], they would be harshly condemned by the public both on a domestic
and international level.” Milutinovi concluded that with their carnivalesque humour,
“[students] made the regime [the] hostage of the situation.”848
When a group of student leaders then founded Otpor, they had already learned the
advantages of humour’s disarming effect. According to Ivan Marovi , the carnivalesque
Milan Milutinovi , interview with author, October 6, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia. The Balkan Peace Team
also noted this connection. In its report, a police officer revealed that the friendly manner of protesters
discouraged him from using force against them. See The Balkan Peace Team, "The Protests in
Belgrade and Throughout Yugoslavia,"(1996), http://www.hartford-hwp.com/archives/62/063.html.
(accessed on November 10, 2010).
848 Milan Milutinovi , interview with author, October 6, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia.
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humour of the 1996-7 protests served to build a constructive relationship with the
authorities. Therefore, he saw it to be important for Otpor to draw on this lesson, and
avoid humiliating the police in their humorous street actions. Maintaining a constructive
relationship with the police could also facilitate a shift in regime allegiance. Friendly
gestures of activists, through humour, could urge the rank-and-file officers to reflect on
their loyalty toward the regime. The order to suppress Otpor activists might be
questioned.
It took a lot of discipline at our end not to fall into the trap of ridiculing everybody that
was a member of the regime, including the police officer who was patrolling on the street
... He can be our ally. In that sense, there is no need to insult police officers when you
can actually create this atmosphere where he can go through the process of thinking,
‘why am I doing this?,’ ‘should I do this? Or should I be doing something else?,’ ‘is my
commander right?,’ ‘is he wise?’ ... [W]e knew that if we go into these dehumanising
jokes, it’s going to be a dead-end street. Dehumanising humour is really lame. So what
we would try to promote inside Otpor is that we needed to go beyond that [kind of
humour].849

Marovi points out that Otpor’s avoidance of dehumanising humour contributed to the
fact that during the mass civil disobedience on October 5, 2000, the police used minimal
force against young activists. The relationship between Otpor and the police, to a large
extent, remained constructive as activists ensured that the focus of their campaign was on
how citizens were in conflict with Slobodan Miloševi , not with the police as individual
persons, or as professionals doing their duty with integrity. Lacmanovi confirms this:
“[Otpor Zrenjanin] had street activities [the content of which were] related to the
policemen, but the message was that they were not our enemies. They were just doing
their job which was shitty.”850
However, provocative aspects of Otpor’s humour distinguished its approach to
nonviolent struggle from that of the 1996-7 student protesters. As discussed earlier, the
movement avoided taking their message to the street as their core method of protest. The
focal battleground was different forms of the media which allowed Otpor to promulgate
849
850
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their political messages to a wider audience. In this strategy, humour was used to expose
the repressive face of the regime in order to create a crisis of legitimacy. Because the site
of Otpor’s campaigns was the media, any measure that could induce a decline in the
regime’s legitimacy would be revealed to millions in the media audience, not just the
participants and observers of street protests. Milja Jovanoni explains:
We took advantage of every opportunity to mock the regime’s stupidity and brutality.
There definitely was no shortage of targets for our ridicule. We had plenty of
opportunities to expose the government, make fun of it, and show the people its true
nature.851

Jovanovi concludes that the majority of Otpor’s humorous actions were ‘provocative’ in
the sense of provoking the authorities to get angry at ‘silly’ activities of the young. From
her point of view too, Otpor “did a lot of things that explicitly ridiculed the police.” An
example was the ‘Empty Box’ action staged to make fools of the police in the sight of the
public. Jovanovi contends that “[t]his kind of action wasn’t very positive or friendly.”852
According to Otpor’s leading activists, satirical street action was the most effective in
creating a ‘dilemma’ for the regime’s enforcement apparatus. The regime enacted the
anti-terrorism law which licensed police repression of all opposition activities, including
Otpor’s street actions. However, activists made sure that enforcement of these laws was
perceived by the public to be not only unjust, but also ridiculous. The detention of ‘kids’
who merely participated in a funny street performance was portrayed as illegitimate and
absurd. Conversely, even if the regime did cease detaining youth in breach of their new
laws, this could still be counterproductive because activists could then simply continue
discrediting the regime without the risk of police intervention. In this situation, as
Popovi explains, the regime was trapped in a dilemma: “whichever choice it makes, it is
destined to lose.”853

Milja Jovanovi , "Rage against the Regime: The Otpor Movement in Serbia," in People Building
Peace II: Successful Stories of Civil Society, eds. Paul van Togeren, Malin Brenk, Marte Hallena and
Juliette Verhoeven, http://www.peoplebuildingpeace.org/thestories/print.php?id=136&typ=theme
(accessed on October 20, 2010).
852 Milja Jovanovi , interview with author, November 13, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia.
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It appears the regime struggled to resolve this dilemma, induced by humorous protest
actions, fundamentally because humour was not its familiar battleground. The local
Otpor activists had firsthand experience of the advantages of humour as a tactic serving
their cause. For instance, Robertino Knjur from Subotica points out that the regime did
not ‘get the jokes’ underlying Otpor’s actions while the rest of the population understood
it. “Humour is ambiguous, so when the police arrested us, we could say something
different from what we actually did, like we didn’t do it.”854 Likewise, Aleksandar Mari ,
Darko Šper, Goran Daškovi and Željko Trifunovi explained that humorous skits led to
further sweeping arrests of activists, turning Otpor activists into heroes and increasing
the movement’s popularity.855 But the regime could not bring this repression to a halt
because it had “announced that Otpor was a terrorist organisation.” Despite security
officers’ acknowledging the counterproductive consequences of ongoing repression,
“they had to keep arresting [Otpor activists].”856
NGO members, who collaborated with Otpor, provided observations similar to those
from activists’ experiences. For instance, the Humanitarian Law Center documented the
police crackdown on Otpor between May and September 2000. As a lawyer of the
Center, Dragana Pileti pointed out that the police often intervened in Otpor’s humorous
actions. However, this repression paradoxically provided Otpor national celebrity status:
“humorous actions were commonly staged by Otpor activists throughout Serbia, and
when they were arrested, they became more popular.”857
Dismissing the effectiveness of humour: a response
The 1996-7 protests and Otpor demonstrated the effectiveness of humour in a nonviolent
struggle, despite the dismissal of scholars in both the nonviolence and humour studies
fields as to any effective role for humour in such a struggle. Although the former
acknowledges some forms of humour can be used as a method of nonviolent action, there
remain deep questions toward how serious a contribution humour can make toward
Robertino Knjur, interview with author, October 16, 2010, Kanjiža (Otpor Subotica), Serbia.
Aleksandar Mari , interview with author, December 5, 2010, Novi Sad, Serbia; Darko Šper, interview
with author, October 15, 2010, Novi Sad (Otpor Zrenjanin), Serbia; Goran Daškovi , interview with
author, December 2, 2010, Valjevo, Serbia; Željko Trifunovi , interview with author, November 9,
2010, Valjevo (Otpor a ak), Serbia.
856 Ivan Marovi , interview with author, November 1, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia.
857 Dragana Pileti , interview with author, October 13, 2010, Belgrade, Serbia.
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progressing a nonviolent resistance campaign. In a similar vein, some scholars in humour
studies consider the subversive role of humour as merely a psychological safety-valve.
They posit that anti-authoritarian jokes only serve to support the oppressed’s need for
psychological flight from their harsh reality, effectively enabling oppression to be
endured and sustained. This thesis, however, argues that the safety-valve theorists’
position is deficient, being based only on an analysis of joke contents. The political
motivation underlying jokes is ambiguous, depending on the interpretation of contexts
surrounding jokes.858 This is why this thesis has concentrated on activists who have
utilised humour instrumentally to serve as a form of protest action. Their goal was to
remove a dictator and the overarching approach for pursuing this goal was the use of
nonviolent methods. By providing numerous examples of humorous actions staged by the
1996-7 protesters and Otpor activists, this thesis has so far made a case intended to
weaken the argument of the safety-valve theory proponents. It has shown that humour
has actually been conducive to furthering the ends of protest campaigns that successfully
brought down a dictator.
To respond to the dismissal of humour’s effectiveness in the pragmatic nonviolence
literature, the examples of the 1996-7 protests and Otpor bring to light the ability of
humour to contribute toward a successful nonviolent resistance campaign. This
contribution can be explained through reviewing three processes from their campaigns:
mass mobilisation, communication with a wider audience, and response to repression.
Rather than simply presenting a generalisation, the following discussion will reflect on
the experiences of the Serbian activists, located within the broader context and practice
of nonviolent resistance.
Mass mobilisation. Humour was used among the 1996-7 protesters and Otpor activists to
strengthen their morale in pursuit of their struggle, and to facilitate recruitment of new
members. These processes are essential in the early stages of organising a mass
demonstration or a movement’s formation. They are also crucial when the struggle is
prolonged, helping bolster participants as they become fatigued. These are crucial times
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when a movement can potentially lose its critical mass.859 Satirical street theatre and
carnivalesque activities can lift the spirits of people by providing camaraderie building
moments through laughter together in times of apparent isolation. Through such actions,
the less powerful party is encouraged and psychologically strengthened by laughing,
despite the power of the opponent. These actions can generate a feeling of triumph to
counter emergent pessimism a protracted struggle can bring.
Humorous protest actions can constitute a form of entertainment useful for attracting new
members to a movement. In general, young people are prone to be attracted to fun
activities. Humorous street skits and carnivalesque rallies provide them just this sense of
having fun. Doing something silly to provoke the authorities can be exciting for the
young. They can also express themselves through fancy costume designs, musical and
theatrical performance, or the creation of satirical slogans. These activities can proliferate
to the point where they become a label with which people associate the movement. The
label can offer the movement’s members the image of being ‘cool and hip.’ It is useful
for popular recruiting, to attract the young who generally want to identify themselves
with something ‘trendy.’
The impact of humour on the mobilisation process reflects a pivotal link between
nonviolent activism and humour. According to statistics collated by Chenoweth and
Stephan, nonviolent resistance campaigns are more effective than armed struggles due to
the higher degree of public participation. It is easier for the elders and children of a
community, for instance, to join street demonstrations rather than participate in plotting
bomb attacks. In this sense, nonviolent protests are more inclusive and likely to attract
public participation than is an armed struggle.860 Humour can improve the chances of
gaining public participation in a nonviolent campaign. It renders nonviolent protests
interesting and fun for people to take part in, especially when a prolonged protest can
become tiring and somewhat bland.

Gene Sharp, The Politics of Nonviolent Action (Boston, MA: Porter Sargent, 1973), 573-9. See also
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Communication. Humour is a useful tool for communicating with a wider audience.
Firstly, in an atmosphere of conflict, it can tone down the sense of threat and fright which
can be pervasive. Overcoming fear stands at the heart of nonviolent activism. Mohandas
Gandhi was perhaps the most outspoken about fearlessness being a prerequisite for
nonviolent action: “nonviolence and cowardice are contradictory terms and the path of
true nonviolence … requires much more courage than violence.”861 Gene Sharp,
moreover, points out that fear of sanctions is actually what underpins a coercive ruler’s
power. Casting off this fear can provide a very substantial strategic benefit. In the face of
repression, courage helps nonviolent activists stay firm, maintaining their nonviolent
discipline without fleeing or resorting to an armed response. Thus in bolstering activists –
and the public’s – fearlessness, humour can be highly instrumental in helping maintain
perseverance in the face of oppression.862
The 1996-7 protesters and Otpor activists brought into view the potential of humour to
deal with widespread fear, which eventually encouraged the Serbian populace to rise up
against Miloševi . Generating a sense of insecurity, a fear of the ‘defined enemies’ and
of state persecution was Miloševi ’s key instrument for remaining in power. Protesters
and activists countered this doctrine of fear by deliberately mocking the regime. Through
humorous street skits, Otpor activists communicated the idea to the public that the
regime was actually incapable of harming its citizens, helping break down their fear of it.
When actions were carried out nationwide, and the whole country laughed at the regime,
its authority went into decline.863 By the end of his rule, Miloševi was far from being a
figure feared by the Serbian public. He was unable to wield fear as a means to remain in
power.864
Secondly, humour can prove vitally important for capturing the media’s attention, and
thus providing a movement the opportunity to popularise their protest agenda. This
stimulative potential of humour to facilitate communication with a wider audience is a
Young India (31 October 1929); Harijan (4 August 1946), cited in Thomas Weber, Conflict Resolution
and Gandhian Ethics (New Delhi: Gandhi Peace Foundation, 1991), 59.
862 Sharp, The Politics of Nonviolent Action, 19, 457-8; Gene Sharp, Waging Nonviolent Struggle: 20th
Century Practice and 21st Century Potential (Boston, MA: Porter Sargent, 2005), 439-40.
863 For a similar observation, but drawn from different contexts, see Hannah Arendt, On Violence
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factor deserving of recognition in contributions to the emerging knowledge base linking
nonviolence and the effectiveness of communication methods.865 As discussed in the
introductory chapter, key thinkers who have contributed to the nonviolence literature
suggest self-suffering to be an important way to get ‘onlookers’ on board with activists.
Underlying this assumption is the necessity of these acts of self-suffering being made
known to their target audience, and a belief that people in that audience will be
sympathetic toward the plight of those being abused by the mighty. Bringing the facts of
such abuses to light is a key purpose of the publicity the acts of self-suffering are
intended to generate. Thus sympathy is working on two levels. First it stimulates the
immediate interest and gains publicity for those suffering in the protest action. But
subsequent to this, it generates sympathy for those suffering the abuses which the protest
action is about, and about which the target audience has become better informed. Put
differently, sympathy is regarded as the key factor for the effectiveness of self-suffering
as a practice in the repertoire of nonviolent protest actions.
However, the 1996-7 protests and Otpor’s campaigns have exemplified the role that
amusement and ‘exoticness’ – emanating from humorous actions – can also play in
drawing public attention toward a protest campaign. The theatrical element of humorous
street actions provided novelty that triggered public curiosity about their campaigns.
Otpor’s leading activists determined that conventional methods of protest, such as
petitions and rallies, could appear uninteresting to the public and might thereby fail to
popularise their movement’s agenda. Hence, humour was seen to be a ‘handy’ way of
packaging Otpor’s messages, rendering them attractive and popular. This idea is in line
with the increasing reliance of social movements on televised media and even more
recently the internet. When a movement needs to capture ‘public’ attention, it is the
consumers of these media, rather than the masses on the street, that they increasingly
target. Creativity, novelty and entertainment are components of humorous actions that fit
with the logic of the media’s amusement-driven world. It makes possible the engaging
actions of a few activists becoming news.866 And by becoming news, a movement can
See, for example, Brian Martin and Wendy Varney, Nonviolence Speaks: Communicating against
Repression (New Jersey: Hampton Press, 2003); Ellen W. Gorsevski, Peaceful Persuasion: The
Geopolitics of Nonviolent Rhetoric (New York: State University of New York Press, 2004).
866 Wayne Grytting, "Gandhi Meets Monty Python: The Comedic Turn in Nonviolent Tactics," Waging
Nonviolence (October 28, 2011), http://wagingnonviolence.org/2011/10/gandhi-meets-monty-python865
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communicate with a widespread audience, making them aware of their struggle and
potentially convincing them of the merits of their cause.867
Repression. Humorous actions can turn around an oppressive regime’s repressive
mechanisms. The challenges nonviolent activists mount often elicit a repressive response
from the regime they oppose. When a regime constantly applies repressive measures, it is
based on the belief that punishment can induce the submission of activists.868 In an
ongoing debate within nonviolent action literature, as discussed in Chapter 1, concepts
such as ‘political jiu-jitsu’ and ‘backfire’ reflect attempts to reverse the consequences of
a regime’s repressive tactics. ‘Political jiu-jitsu’ connotes the process whereby activists’
nonviolent discipline can reverse the consequences of repression, directing it back
against those who unleashed it. Counterproductive consequences can result from an
oppressive regime’s actions through achieving a change in public opinion that favourably
disposes them toward the activists who are being repressed, shifting loyalty among the
regime’s security forces, and increasing international sanctions on the regime.869 These
effects can be enhanced further through activists’ use of mass media to expose regime
repression as suggested by the complementary concept of ‘Backfire.’ The media can
effectively generate public outrage and enable a shift in popular support from the regime
to activists.870
The 1996-7 protesters and Otpor activists realised the potential of humour to deal with
repression, supplementary to the process of ‘backfire.’ Satirical and parodic forms of
humorous action can provoke a repressive reaction from the opponent they target.
However, because these actions are seen by the public as being merely funny and
harmless, the consequences of repression could become counterproductive for a reactive
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opponent. The image of playful activists makes repression appear excessive and absurd.
A corollary of this ‘backfire’ process is that even in the case where an opposed regime
recognises the risks and does not intervene in the apparently benign humorous street
actions, the regime will still lose political momentum. By acting permissively, and
allowing protest actions to continue, as a demonstration of its own benign and tolerant
disposition, the regime is nevertheless leaving itself open to more of the same
‘attacks.’871 Thus the contribution of humour to a protest action is to make whatever
action the opposed regime takes – reactive repression or permissive tolerance –
counterproductive for them. Even without repression, the regime will still come to be
seen as representing an illegitimate political entity. It will have failed to sanction protest
actions ridiculing it. Moreover, the failure will enable activists to continue exposing the
regime’s illegitimacy to the public.872 The politics of legitimacy underpin this technique
of implementing humorous techniques within protest actions.
This section has pursued a focal task of the thesis, to demonstrate the contribution of
humour to nonviolent resistance campaigns. It has linked evidence and observations
obtained from Serbia’s 1996-7 protests and the Otpor movement with a broader set of
concepts developed from the knowledge base of nonviolent activism. The experiences of
these movements are helpful for reflecting on the ongoing discussions regarding mass
mobilisation, communication and responses to repression, which are central to effective
nonviolent resistance campaigns. The impact of the 1996-7 protests’ and Otpor’s
humorous actions can also be discerned at the theoretical level: they can shed some light
on different ways humour operates as a form of power in nonviolent conflicts.
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Theoretical analysis: ‘excorporation’ and the carnivalesque – the operation of
humour in nonviolent conflicts
This section theorises how humour works as a form of power in nonviolent conflicts. It
applies concepts from the nonviolent action and humour studies literature, as outlined in
Chapter 1, to the humorous actions staged by the 1996-7 protesters and Otpor activists.
While these theories and concepts are useful for making sense of the protest movements
this thesis has analysed, activism ‘on the ground’ itself also provides new insights for
rethinking what elements are required to foster constructive nonviolent politics.
In Chapter 1, we discussed assumptions underlying the theory of nonviolent action
primarily promulgated by Gene Sharp. Sharp posits that nonviolent actions work to
undermine the opponent by removing the resources that support their power. And
obedience underpins all these resources; nonviolent activists are encouraged from the
outset to cease to obey those that rule them. The fundamental assumption is that
obedience is voluntary and thereby consent-based. This implies that ‘the people’ can give
and also withdraw their consent from ruling elites, presumably because they are equipped
with a sufficient degree of free will to be able to do so. Sharp’s theory moreover explains
that when methods of nonviolent action are applied, changes can occur in four ways,
through: conversion, accommodation, coercion and disintegration.
The power of nonviolent action derives from the politics of legitimacy. A ruler can only
be confident of maintaining authority and remaining in power if she or he is perceived to
be legitimately empowered. This implies the ruled believe there are just causes for his or
her placement in a governing position. Dissent reflects a crack in the ruler’s legitimacy,
and nonviolent action can expose this crack to the public. In addition, the politics of
legitimacy can come into play when nonviolent activists are repressed. Avoiding a resort
to arms, despite harsh repression, can help establish a basis of legitimacy for a
movement’s cause, and the struggle activists are engaged in. The support and loyalty,
once rendered to the empowered regime, can shift from them to the protest movement.
Expressed differently, the nature of the means used in a struggle correlates with a shift in
the perceived legitimacy of the antagonists. State violence inflicted on unarmed people is
difficult to justify. And an unjustifiable use of force may lead to the demise in legitimacy
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of a regime. Any cracks in a ruler’s legitimacy, initially revealed by dissidents, will only
be amplified and become more obvious.
In contrast to nonviolent action theory, conceptual explanations of the function of
humour suggest humour deals with power in a number of ways. Firstly, while the notion
of giving and withdrawing consent assumes individuals’ rationality as a departure point
for nonviolent action, having a ‘sense of humour’ arises from intuition and is shaped by
culture. The ability to create jokes requires less in the way of logical thinking and more
‘common sense,’ implying that one may know what a good joke is but fail to explain
why it is funny. The skill of joke creation develops from parts of our mind and brain
unreachable by reasoning. Nevertheless, as was discussed earlier, this skill is influenced
by cultural experience. That is, there is an implicit understanding throughout society of
what is considered to be funny; what is hilarious in one society may not be so in others.
In general, joke-makers have the intuition to know what kind of jokes work for their
audience. Although this cultural particularity identifies and differentiates a ‘sense of
humour’ in one society separately from others, the intuitive basis of creating jokes
nevertheless renders humour a universal experience. Almost all societies laugh. The only
difference is what the specific content is that triggers the laughter.
Secondly, humour studies suggests an alternative explanation of how humour can subvert
power and constitute a mechanism for change, different to the mechanisms proposed in
nonviolent action theory. Nonviolent action theory’s ‘conversion’ process provides little
explanatory power for processes of change stimulated by humorous protest actions. This
is principally because the conversion mechanism generally works to change the
opponent’s attitude without humiliating or coercing them. However, ridiculing, deceiving
and taking advantage of the opponent characterise genres of humour such as satire and
parody. Humiliating the opponent can be a by-product of humorous actions. In addition,
rational conversation with the opponent is a key contributing factor when seeking to
convert your opponent. But a point of departure for joke creation is that it is not
fundamentally based on rationality, as pointed out above. Hence, the power of humour as
a method and agent of change cannot be attributed to processes of a rational nature.
The other processes suggested by nonviolent action theory and discussed in Chapter 1 –
accommodation, coercion and disintegration – do not ‘directly’ relate to humorous
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protest actions either. The key reason is that in their design, it is not the objective that
intentional economic and political damage be the outcome of implementing humorous
protest actions. However, according to Sharp, it is inflicting this kind damage on a
regime’s institutions, as a consequence of activists applying the methods of noncooperation (e.g. economic boycotts) and intervention (e.g. occupations of a government
building or the airport), that provides nonviolence its power. And it is these methods and
their potential to destabilise the opponent that nonviolent action theory posits will
facilitate change by way of accommodation, coercion or disintegration. For the former
mechanisms to be operative, the methods of non-cooperation and intervention must be
applied to the degree necessary to achieve the result that the antagonist’s institutions
willingly decide to negotiate with the activists in order to find mutual grounds of interest
and terminate the conflict. In the case of ‘coercion,’ the antagonist’s institutions grant
activists their demands ‘against its will’ because it is unable to bear the consequences of
nationwide refusal of tax payment or widespread strikes, for example. In the process of
‘disintegration,’ activists apply methods of non-cooperation and intervention extensively
until they accomplish removal of ‘all’ the regime’s sources of support. Consequently, the
opponent no longer even possesses enough authority to grant activists their demands.
Now these processes of change may well be at work at times when humorous actions are
being staged, if operating alongside or as a part of methods of non-cooperation and
intervention. However, the explanation provided by nonviolent action theory to explain
the efficacy and power of nonviolence fails to capture how humour ‘by itself’ can operate
to resist domination and bring about change.
The primary mechanism for change exploited by satirical and parodic protest actions is
the ability to promote a suspension of belief in the truth claims of those the protesters
oppose. The concept of ‘excorporation,’ introduced in Chapter 1, denotes the processes
of this mechanism. Subordinates embrace the rhetorical and symbolic codes
underpinning the authority of those in power. Employing humorous tactics, protesters
alter and distort to absurdity the original meaning of this rhetoric and symbolism. By
doing this, there is no direct conversion, accommodation or coercion imposed on the
opponent. Rather, the discursive power that has led people to believe in the opponent’s
promulgated propaganda is weakened. This process can cause changes in popular
perceptions about the invincibility of the opponent.
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Lastly, carnivalesque humour suggests ways to think about nonviolent politics as being
processes of cognitive and emotive transformation. The principle ‘tone’ of discourses
emerging from nonviolent activism has been dominated by responses advocating head-on
resistance; attention has been drawn to strategic plans for coercing and ‘bringing down’
opponents. However, carnivalesque humour reminds us that there remains an unexplored
form of nonviolent action that can facilitate social change without deliberately planning
and inflicting damage on the opposing party. Through overturning hierarchy, indulging a
sense of pleasure, and presenting scenes of utopian society – for instance – carnivals
create a space for free-flowing imagination. This space allows the transcendence of what
seems to be a fixed reality; those subordinated to a regime are encouraged to think of the
possibilities of realising a more equalitarian polity. In addition, carnivals generate a sense
of emancipation through their festive atmosphere. Joyfulness and amity can be felt
amongst carnival participants, enabling them to overcome the limiting psychological
constraints an antagonistic disposition toward their defined adversary can promote. These
attributes of a carnival atmosphere reflect ways in which imagination and cheerfulness
can bring new insights into the dynamics of nonviolent conflict and struggle.
The three aspects of humorous protest action this thesis has examined – intuition and
culture as humour’s loci of operation, ‘excorporation’ as a mechanism of change by
humorous protests, and carnivalesque humour’s transformative potential – were brought
to the fore in protest actions staged by the 1996-7 protesters and in Otpor’s campaigns.
Despite the predominant hegemonic perspective, which tends to dismiss culture as a
domain of resistance, their actions reflected the crucial role of culture in providing ideas
that protesters drew on as a resource. But because the cultural realm remains a space
where domination takes place, satirical and parodic protests deriving inspiration from this
realm work to subvert the dominant system by incorporating some of its elements, rather
than ignoring or denying its existence. The carnivalesque humour practiced in the 1996-7
protests and Otpor’s campaigns incorporated different processes. It generated joyful
emotion in street protests, helping protesters maintain their nonviolent discipline. In
addition, carnivalesque protests induced a cognitive transformation that contributed to
conceiving of a ‘parallel polity’ as a path to nonviolent revolution.
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Humour: intuitive and cultural practices
There is an inexpressible and unidentified body of experience and knowledge that
underpinned the ways in which the 1996-7 protesters and Otpor activists conceived of the
functions of humour. Encountering the question as to the reasons why they used humour,
most interviewees were initially silent. They took some time considering why humour,
not other things, crossed their minds as a protest method in the first place. Then, many
arrived at answers such as:
… most of the things we did came by intuition … I think humour is a part of our nature.
It’s the way we operate … Humour is a logical way [for us]. It’s nothing like you had a
deal [with rank-and-file activists] that ‘you need to use humour in your action.’ No,
nobody told you that.873
It is hard for me to explain why we did what we did. It was like an intuition at the time
… We only knew that humour was entrenched in our genetics. People here had a good
sense of humour as a defensive mechanism ... That was probably why we used humour in
our actions.874
When we made jokes, it was not about [the butt of] the jokes as such, but the audience.
You have to feel the rhythm of your audience, knowing what they need to hear at the
time … I think it’s important to stress that humour came into play in our action because
the situation in the 1990s provided the fruitful source for humour. On TV, you had
Miloševi speaking about the Swedish standard in Serbia … but in reality, it was very
contradictory. You can make jokes out of that very easily and spontaneously when you
have experienced this [contradictory] situation for a while … So I think our humorous
street actions were not so planned. We did it naturally.875
I don’t remember [that] we were encouraged to use humour in our actions. But I
wouldn’t be surprised if that was the case because it was like telling a drunkie to drink
beer. Maybe activists in Belgrade had a broader idea about the functions of humour, but
it’s already in our nature to joke about things.876
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… humour is a very obvious tool for young people. We were not politicians, so we
couldn’t have the formal speech like them. So, our use of humour was very natural.877

The nexus between intuition and culture is an entry point to begin to understand the
operation of humour as a vehicle for nonviolent struggle. As pointed to earlier, the
intuitive basis of humour can be shaped by culture: cultural settings formulate the
collective understanding of what is considered ‘funny.’ When activists incorporated
humour into their protest repertoires, the very same cultural background which gave rise
to everyday jokes remained relevant. The statement ‘you have to feel the rhythm of your
audience, knowing what they need to hear’ should be taken seriously because it indicates
activists’ awareness of the cultural knowledge required for creating humorous protest
actions.
The popularity of black humour in Serbia set the stage for the 1996-7 protests and
Otpor’s development of humorous protest actions. Black humour, characterised by
‘poking fun’ at otherwise depressing moments, has long been a mechanism of coping
with everyday difficulties in Serbia such as poverty, war atrocities and limited civil
freedom. The prevalence of black humour helps explain the popularity of comedy films,
satirical rock songs and absurd theatre in the former Yugoslavia, and now Serbia. These
different forms of comedic pop culture constituted a vehicle for artists to express their
discontent toward the regime.
As early as 1991, the comedic approach to protests that had been predominantly limited
to a particular circle of artists, became popular among seasoned activists and student
protesters. The anti-war demonstrations, followed by the student protest in 1992, saw
numerous funny slogans and satirical street skits being created. In the 1996-7 protests,
this trend reached its apogee with millions of demonstrators inventing witty slogans and
participating in carnivalesque rallies as well as humorous street theatre. But it was in
Otpor’s nonviolent campaigns that humour was utilised with a clear strategic purpose.
Activists, to a certain extent, calculated the impact of humorous actions for increasing the
movement’s publicity.
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Cultural settings are a breeding ground for humorous protest actions in the sense that
everyday jokes and comedic pop art influence collective cognition, and thus shape the
background of humour’s subversive potential. Cultural settings frame and formulate the
ground on which intuitive humour can be used to belittle authorities. This is why activists
struggled to explain how the idea of infusing protest actions with humour came into
being. Humour constitutes a part of their common sense, a heartfelt knowledge operating
beyond their ability to rationalise. Activists used humour simply because they felt that it
could be used.
The 1996-7 protesters’ and Otpor activists’ humorous street actions have brought cultural
experiences back into the body of knowledge of nonviolent activism. They shed light on
how the invention of protest actions is shaped and enriched by the cultural settings within
which the activists exist. Ideas for humorous actions are influenced by the intangible
asset their knowledge provides that humour can be a powerful method for resisting the
dominating power they face. As much as cultural experiences shape ways of thinking,
they also provide ideational resources for strategic planning in a political struggle. That is
to say, if the powerful maintain their power by relying on cultural resources to mobilise
popular support, the same resources are available to those who wish to resist them. The
less powerful can make use of their cultural background as a source of ideas to design
campaigns that will resonate with the masses. Exposing the ruling elites’ deficient
legitimacy may best be achieved by drawing on the cultural bases that were used to
consolidate their legitimacy in the first place. Because humour originates from the
cultural settings of society, it also has the potential to challenge the cultural foundations
of obedience.
This dialectical relationship between cultural influence and making use of cultural
resources alters the traditional premise of the theoretical foundations for nonviolent
action. To engage in a nonviolent struggle with the powerful, the grievance groups are
encouraged to withdraw their consent from the systems fundamental for the powerful to
remain in power. This theoretical stance toward nonviolent action has been challenged,
especially from the viewpoint that consent can be constructed by the dominant, from
subordinates, through internalising their demands for obedience. Critics also point out
that the realm of culture is a prime tool for the maintenance of hegemony. The ostensibly
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apolitical characteristic of culture makes dominance within its realm appear more natural,
and thereby questioning it becomes impossible.
From a ‘discourse’ perspective, the influence of culture is entrenched at the level of truth.
In many ways, culture shapes our worldview by variously excluding and organising our
perceptions of reality. Often times, and in large part, we are individually the person we
now conceive ourselves to be because we identify ourselves with a particular community
which constitutes our past and shapes the trajectory of our future. In this sense, it seems
that culture imposes its power on us. An escape from it is almost impossible. If we
continue to follow this line of thought, consent withdrawal underpinning nonviolent
action theory becomes irrelevant. Not only can we do little to escape from cultural
domination, but withdrawing from it is equivalent to emptying our identity. Whether or
not it is fabricated by the dominant power, or culture, the basis on which our ‘sense of
humour’ develops also shapes the person we are.
The assumption that culture can be totally instrumentalised for manipulation by the
powerful suggests an all too simple relationship between domination and resistance.
Where there is domination, there is also a channel for resistance. Rather than
withdrawing ourselves from a dominant system, one can embrace it, not as an agent
equipped with complete free will, but as a ‘culturally embedded agent.’ In the course of a
struggle, an agent does not wholly reject domination, as that implies the denial of one’s
own background and the entrenched influence a dominant system would have on us. But
the degree of autonomy an agent might achieve could enable arising from the system,
while still basing itself on it, making use of the material it provides and eventually
emasculating the system itself. Satirical and parodic genres of humour have the potential
to become a ‘vehicle’ for accomplishing precisely this kind of undertaking.
‘Excorporation’ as a mechanism of change: satirical and parodic actions
Subverting an opponent’s power by distorting their truth claims constitutes the central
process for change that satirical and parodic protest actions are engaged in. The concept
of ‘excorporation’ sheds light on how satire and parody can deal with power in this way.
When satirical and parodic forms of humour are incorporated into repertoires of
nonviolent action, they introduce a means for weakening the very foundations of the
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institutions they oppose: invalidating the truth claims that underpin their authority. These
claims are usually expressed in the form of propaganda through rhetorical speeches and
symbols, for instance. Satire and parody undermine these claims by reconstructing an
absurd version of it. The persuasive power of these truth claims is suspended once ‘the
truth’ has been reduced to a joke.
In the 1996-7 protests, witty slogans and satirical street performances demonstrated this
mode of protest through ‘excorporation,’ subverting the Miloševi regime’s propaganda
in the process. The protesters mimicked the tone of the regime’s justification of electoral
falsification. But they distorted or exaggerated the core content to expose the absurdity of
such rhetoric. The truth claims of the regime were contested through the satirical tone
underlying the slogans that mocked the endless repetition of election rounds, the
Electoral Commission’s falsification of the opposition coalition’s victories, the Court’s
judgment that legalised the regime’s vote rigging, and the media’s reproduction of the
regime’s ‘lies’: ‘Today the 746th round of election in Serbia is held – vote with the SPS
membership card’ , ‘Somebody give the Electoral Commission a calculator!,’ and ‘Who
says that Serbia is an undemocratic country? In Serbia, everybody has the right to have
all information concealed from them.’
In a similar vein, some of the student’s satirical performances were subversive because
they were created based directly on the regime’s rhetoric, but worked to undermine it.
For instance, students’ offer of copies of the Serbian constitution to the court was based
on the court’s legalisation of the regime’s unlawful vote rigging. By giving the court
copies of the constitution, the general assumption that the court held the highest authority
in implementing constitutional law was questioned. The truth claim that founded the
court’s authority was shown to be at odds with the court’s actions – thus invalidating its
claims to legitimacy.
Many slogans and satirical performances mocked regime figures by utilising material
actually provided by them. The outcome was to show the absurdity of the regime’s
propaganda being brought to the fore. Examples were slogans that mocked meanings of
the names of Mirjana Markovi

and Slobodan Miloševi . They emphasised the

contradiction between these meanings and the destructive consequences of the couple’s
leadership. Others included slogans poking fun at personalities amongst the ruling elites
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by using an allegory known for its symbolic offense in Serbia. For instance, Markovi
was often referred to as a hen, cow or witch, so her indecent manipulative personality
was highlighted (‘You’ll be safe in India. They don’t kill cows there,’ ‘Down with the
hen from Dedinje’). In other street skits, protesters used animals as props in order to
denounce these elites (e.g. students in Kragujevac used pigs and those in Niš donkeys to
demonstrate the ‘dullness’ of the regime’s cronies). Some satirical street skits relied on
this protocol. An obvious example was the Mechanical Engineering students’ action,
‘The Search for the Rector,’ in which the Rector’s academic background in agriculture,
his attempts to downplay the importance of the student protests and his absence at the
end of the protest became a terrific source of a week-long hilarious search for him. But
the twist was the students’ visit to a palm reader who predicted the dismissal of the
Rector in ten days. In this sense, while the Rector’s own narratives gave meanings to the
students’ actions, the students’ twist in the end led to the destruction of the narratives’
source.
By imitating the tone of the regime’s defamation of protesters, various slogans and
satirical street performances were created to counter the allegations against them.
Countless slogans reflected protesters’ use of self-disparaging humour to make absurd
the regime’s denunciation of them. ‘I have an under-aged, retarded, impressionable,
reduced, manipulated, pro-fascists temperament,’ or ‘I’m a fascist, a etnik and an
invisible man [during the state media’s on-air time]’ are some examples. Satirical
performances such as the ‘Prisoners’ Walk,’ ‘We Are Constructive,’ ‘the Blood
Transfusion,’ and the ‘Forbidden City’ demonstrated how protesters utilised the regime’s
defamation of them to unveil the invalidity of the claims. In these actions, the regime’s
propaganda was distorted or exaggerated to the level of the absurd. The ‘Prisoner’s
Walk’ showed the regime’s restriction of civil rights by using the analogy of the prison.
In countering the regime’s accusation of students as being ‘destructive,’ students
‘constructed’ a wall in front of a state building and even sang the solidarity song of the
workers. In the action ‘Blood Transfusion,’ students twisted Markovi ’s threat of a
protest crackdown by literally interpreting the term ‘blood’ referred to in her
proclamation: ‘a lot of blood had been shed for the introduction of communism into
Yugoslavia and the Communist Party would never go without blood.’ Subsequently, they
donated their blood to fulfill the first lady’s wish, so her party could now step down from
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power. The action ‘Forbidden City’ was based on the police’s prohibition of students
from entering into the residential area of the Miloševi family. It was to highlight the
exclusive status of the regime in society.
In Otpor’s campaigns, the mode of ‘excorporation’ came of age in accordance with the
movement’s advanced nonviolent strategy. Activists from branches across Serbia
systematically created satirical street performances out of the regime’s propaganda.
There were no outright condemnations of the regime in these actions. Rather, they used
the content of the regime’s propaganda and twisted it to absurdity. Through this kind of
operation, their actions subtly invalidated the claims underlying the regime’s propaganda.
Popular examples were ‘A Dinar for a Change’ (staged in Belgrade and other major cities
as a response to the absurdity of the policy ‘A Dinar for Sowing’), the variety of
‘Reconstruction’ actions (carried out in Novi Sad, Valjevo, Kragujevac,
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Leskovac, in an attempt to disclose the regime’s incapability of reconstructing the
country after episodes of war and economic recession) and the ‘Nice Day for Terrorism’
action (staged in various cities such as Niš, Kraljevo, and Užice, as an absurd reaction to
the regime’s labelling of Otpor as a terrorist organisation).
Many satirical skits also dealt with the media’s manipulation of information. Rather than
blatantly criticising the regime-controlled media, activists in cities such as Novi Sad,
Zrenjanin, and Aleksandrovac carried out skits drawing on metaphors that represented
the crisis of media control, with skits such as the ‘media eclipse,’ the ‘fine certificate’
and ‘brainwashing.’
The tactical sophistication of satirical street events was most evident in the ‘Load and
Unload 2000’ action in which activists managed to turn the authorities into the ‘clowns.’
The earlier police raid on Otpor’s office in Belgrade provided the plot for this action.
While the core idea of the raid remained the same, the difference was based on the
material that attracted the raid in the first place. Boxes confiscated by the police were
empty.
Ideas for these satirical actions emerged from the content of the regime’s propaganda,
which the satire embraced in order to deconstruct it. Otpor’s messages conveyed in the
satirical actions made use of the rhetorical material provided by the regime. The actions
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were ‘populism-oriented’ in this sense. However, they were concurrently anti-regime
populism, because the actions twisted the original rhetoric, replacing those components it
removed with the movement’s messages.
As with satirical street theatre, Otpor’s parodic protest actions worked to subvert the
regime on the basis of ‘excorporation.’ They dealt with various sets of rhetoric and
symbols common in society so as to undermine the symbolic foundation of the regime’s
authority. The actions were ‘parodic’ fundamentally because they mimicked and
parodied the regime’s rhetoric. But in the process of mimicry, these actions disjointed the
fusion between the form and content of that rhetoric. While the form was maintained
through the act of imitation, the original content was usually replaced with the Otpor’s
anti-regime message. In this way, the rhetoric that was initially foundational to the
regime’s authority was re-appropriated by the movement to undermine it.
A conspicuous example of parody in an Otpor action was their ‘May Day’ celebration.
Leading activists deliberately organised the Otpor event in parallel with the Socialist
Party event. Kragujevac was chosen as the site of the event for its symbolic significance
attached to the ‘Leftist’ ideology with which the regime aligned itself. Activists imitated
the whole ritual of the Socialist Party’s May Day event, including inviting workers to the
event. However, they announced that the ‘real workers’ were reclaiming the meaning of
May Day from the ‘corrupt criminals’ of the regime. In a similar fashion, at Otpor’s First
Congress they mimicked the Socialist Party’s Congress: activists had Otpor’s allies
congregate, leading figures delivered speeches in the ‘Leninist revolutionary’ style, and
participants generated a militaristic atmosphere by having military haircuts and wearing
black leather jackets. However, Otpor’s Congress was held as a declaration of the
movement’s enlargement. This was a message to intimidate Miloševi , but the act of
intimidation was accomplished through the staging of a ritual originally belonging to the
regime.
A number of Otpor’s parodic protest actions were carried out to reclaim historical
narratives from the Miloševi regime. Examples were the ‘Relay Race’ organised in
Valjevo, the anniversary of Tito’s birthday in Užice and the re-enactment of Tito’s train
trip organised as a farewell for Ivan Marovi . These events and historical narratives had
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been monopolised by the regime, helping support its claim to be the legitimate heir of
Tito’s communism. Otpor activists reinterpreted and reconstructed the events so as to
dismiss Miloševi ’s claim. Similarly, subversion through parody also appeared in
episodes where historical figures were registered as Otpor members. Activists ‘recruited’
a number of heroic Serb personalities by draping their monuments with an Otpor flag or
T-shirt. (Counterfeit) Signatures of these famous figures were printed on Otpor’s
application forms to demonstrate that even Serb historical icons, once incorporated in the
regime’s nationalist rhetoric, had changed sides to support Otpor. History no longer
played into the hands of the regime.
The satirical street performances and parodic protest actions staged in the 1996-7 protests
and Otpor’s campaigns worked to ‘excorporate’ power. These actions brought about
change in popular discourses. While relying on the very same rhetorical and symbolic
sources that once empowered the ruling elites, satirical and parodic street actions
distorted the original meanings of these sources to the absurd. Truth claims underlying
the rhetoric or the sacredness of these symbols lost the firm ground on which the
authority of the regime had rested. In some situations, satirical and parodic forms of
humour revealed cracks in the regime’s rhetoric, allowing people to see their invalid
claims to authority. But in others, these humorous actions themselves ‘created’ cracks in
the regime’s authority. They prodded the regime to lose its temper and show its true face.
The Otpor movement, in particular, contributes toward developing a greater
understanding of the strategic logic of ‘excorporation.’ The process of excorporation,
through humour, can take place in the everyday conduct of making jokes about
authorities. It is a part of ‘hidden transcript,’ the act of rebellion behind the backs of
authorities, which can provide the ground for the eruption of an organised uprising.878
However, Otpor showed that when humour’s ‘excorporation’ occurred during a time of
organised resistance, the process intensified. The ruling elites’ rhetorical subversion was
coordinated nationwide. The regime’s loss of rhetorical and symbolic bases of power
proceeded rapidly in periods when Otpor’s campaigns were launched. In other words, the
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speed and scale of the effects of ‘excorporation’ can be greater than for joke-making in
everyday life alone, when humour is used with strategic planning and purpose.
In the face of regime repression, the ‘excorporation’ process of using humorous actions
can accelerate a regime’s decline in legitimacy. State violence needs justification. Failing
to justify the use of force against unarmed people can result in the demise of the
perceived legitimacy and power to rule. This is why prosecuting unarmed dissidents is
usually accompanied with labelling them as terrorists, traitors, or those who are a threat
to society. In the case of Otpor, this held true. Activists were routinely detained,
interrogated and, in a few cases, tortured for pasting posters and stickers, leading public
gatherings, and distributing leaflets. The police could comfortably label Otpor activists as
being manipulated by the U.S. Government and its NATO allies, and thus being traitors.
Therefore, repression would be perceived as legitimate by the Serbian public. However,
when it came to activists’ satirical street actions, such explanations appeared absurd.
According to Otpor activists, there was a public perception that arresting ‘kids’ who just
did something funny on the street was ridiculous. This perception indicated that the
authorities struggled to identify a justification for repression when facing those carrying
out humorous protest actions. Because these actions contained the image of jocularity
and innocence, people saw them as politically non-threatening. Hence repression
appeared to be an excessive response.
Fundamentally, humorous protest actions create a situation where the justification for
repression appears nonsensical. ‘Backfire’ theory suggests several methods of nonviolent
action can communicate the repressive image of a regime, thereby exposing the regime’s
illegitimacy. What humour does is different from other methods of nonviolent action in
that it forces the opponent’s repression to encounter its own absurdity. Humour reveals
the unwise fabrication of justification needed for the repression of activists. Humorous
street actions even invite onlookers to laugh at how ludicrous the justifications are. If the
‘excorporation’ process works to generally subvert the truth claims of the opponent’s
propaganda, it also operates to disturb the coherence of a grand narrative justifying the
regime’s repressive actions. And incoherent justifications undermine the legitimacy of
the regime.
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Emotion and imagination in nonviolent conflicts: the carnivalesque
The carnivalesque features of protest action, predominantly manifest in the 1996-7
protests and in Otpor’s festive activities, suggest the power of humour to transform the
antagonism of street protests to cheerfulness, and to transcend the cognitive limits that
prevent people from seeing the possibilities of social change. In the nonviolent resistance
literature, these effects of nonviolent action have been little discussed at the expense of a
debate dominated by discussion of ‘bringing down’ the mighty opponent through
inflicting political and economic damage on them. In this sense, while the previous
discussion of satirical and parodic humour has drawn on nonviolent action’s theory of
power, this section introduces two analytical perspectives on carnivalesque humour
which are almost entirely unfamiliar to nonviolence theory: emotion and imagination.
Emotion
In the 1996-7 protests, we saw episodes of carnivalesque behaviour which included
activities such as food throwing (in this case, eggs), noise-making (e.g. whistling,
banging pots and pans and car horn honking), festive parades (such as people wearing
various kinds of costumes to become who they wished to, bringing pets with them to the
protest site, and dancing to musical rhythms), game playing (e.g. chess, football, garbage
fishing), and theatrical performances (the prominent one was the ‘Macbeth’ ballet
performance staged before the police cordon). There were also a diverse range of flags
and commercial banners used to replace the usual display of national flags, reviving the
‘cosmopolitan’ atmosphere of Belgrade. The regime’s slogans – with their dull and
hostile messages – were substituted with witty slogans to express creativity and
playfulness amongst the protesters. The carnivalesque protests reached their apogee in
the stand-off students named as the ‘Cordon Against Cordon’ action. The action was a
‘carnivalesque’ response to the police blockade of Belgrade’s main walking route. It
lasted for eight days despite the piercing cold of December. During the stand-off, the
Students’ Main Board spearheaded the organisation of carnivalesque activities, ranging
from an all-night discotheque, parties, through to beauty contests. The ‘crowd’ was
dancing, drumming, singing and hugging one another, forcing the police to deal with
festive emotions unfamiliar in their experiences of crowd control.
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The joyfulness generated by the carnivalesque activities largely transformed the
atmosphere of hostility between the authorities and protesters. Like other protest
movements, anger and frustration toward the regime’s rigging of votes and its policies
generally drove people to take to the street in 1996-7.879 The escalation of mass outrage
had its positive and negative effects. On the one hand, it kept alive the sense of urgency
among protesters. On the other, it heightened antagonism between the protesters and
those they perceived as representatives of the regime. The clash that occurred between
Belgrade-based protesters and Miloševi ’s supporters – bussed in from the Serbian
provinces on December 24, 1996 – reflected how hostility could undermine the
nonviolent discipline of protesters. The generation of outrage as a dominant emotion at a
protest could turn it from one of nonviolence into a riot. Because of this, there were
attempts to mitigate feelings of anger through promoting carnivalesque activities. Protest
organisers, especially the students, learned that had the protest participants been incited
to provoke police officers, the regime would have conveniently justified a crackdown.
The majority of carnivalesque activities were organised precisely to avoid this outcome.
But importantly, once a carnivalesque atmosphere was established and felt, protest
participants were even inspired to improvise festive activities themselves without further
organisation. Enjoying fun activities on the street then became a dominating scene in the
1996-7 protests that eventually marginalised the role of collective rage initially
motivating protesters.880
The nonviolent stand-off between Belgrade citizens and the police cordon is prime
evidence to show how carnivalesque humour can transform the emotions of a street
protest. Plays, games, music and the offer of flowers, food, and even kisses forced the
police cordon to confront a cheerful mob, rather than an angry one. This was a mob with
a smiley face and playful manner. Time and again, staff of the student protest security
team stressed that the carnivalesque activities offered a friendly image of the protesters.
Other students provided anecdotes of the normally stern police who could not resist
cracking up with laughter. A police officer who had a moustache was jokingly called by
See, for instance, James M. Jasper, "The Emotions of Protest: Affective and Reactive Emotions in and
around Social Movements," Sociological Forum 13, no. 3 (1998): 397-424.
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James Scott," European Journal of Social Theory 7, no. 2 (2004): 183-4.
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the students as ‘Brko’ (brk is the Serbian term for moustache). Ivan Marovi continues,
“[W]hen he showed up, the whole crowd started the chanting, ‘Brko Brko Brko,’ because
he was our favourite and he really liked it.” Another veteran of student protests, Vladimir
umi , notes that while the police cordon was fully equipped with batons and shields,
students were armed only with jokes and smiles. Their victory was defined by the
police’s laughter at their joking.881 A female student who was giving out flowers and
kissing a police officer ended up marrying him.882
These anecdotes indicated ways in which the tension between protesters and the
authorities was toned down by the force of carnivalesque humour. Carnivalesque
activities such as theatre performances, concerts, plays, and games invited protest
participants to laugh among themselves, at the police and even with the police.883 In turn,
the joyfulness of the civic multitude produced a self-sustaining emotional climate for the
protests which influenced ongoing playful behaviour among protesters.884 This collective
behaviour helped mitigate any chance a protester would be incited to translate their
resentment toward the security forces into verbal insults or vandalism.885
The impact of nonviolent action on the emotion of a movement’s participants has been
little addressed. In pragmatic nonviolence, existing analyses place the emphasis on
effectiveness of nonviolent strategies and tactics in achieving the goals of a movement.
As was discussed in Chapter 1 and in the previous section, methods of non-cooperation
and intervention are considered powerful tools for putting pressure on an opponent to
eventually grant activists their demands. However, these methods potentially generate
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hostility among grievance groups toward the parties they oppose.886 Similarly, angerladen speeches often dominate the protest scene. They work to sharpen the grievance
group’s resentment toward the opponent, which usually means a person or people rather
than a corrupt system.887 As a result, an atmosphere of threat and distrust is established,
providing grounds that enable nonviolent discipline to be dismissed by protesters.888 At
the other end of this position spectrum stands the suggestion of principled nonviolence
that nonviolent activists should remain altruistic, trustful and compassionate when
encountering an opposing party. There is a common assumption that ‘love’ will work its
magic to change the heart of the opponent.889 For those employing nonviolence because
of its strategic superiority to armed tactics, this emotional obligation can appear
unrealistic and too demanding.890
In a nonviolent conflict, carnivalesque humour constitutes an alternative means of
expressing emotion that overcomes the dilemma of choosing between getting angry at
those responsible for the oppression being resisted, or loving them in spite of it. For
those regarding nonviolence as a technique of struggle, the influence of methods selected
can alter the atmosphere of the struggle and therefore should be of concern. Allowing
hostility-filled methods to dominate the protest scene can heighten tension between the
authorities and protesters. And hostility can translate into a protester’s provocatively
dangerous reaction to the security forces. A lack of nonviolent discipline induces at least
two negative impacts for a protest movement: 1) a decline in the leverage the movement
can exercise among third parties and thus diminishing chances for the campaign’s
success; 2) provides the regime with a justification for a crackdown which can cause a
large number of casualties and discourage prospective participants from joining the
campaign.891 Carnivalesque activities can prevent these drawbacks by generating
886
887
888
889
890
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cheerfulness and amity so as to tone down collective rage. This can help activists hold
back from provocative behaviour, and thus avoid clashes with the security forces. But
this is not a case of activists refraining from provocation due to their altruism and
compassion toward the opposing regime’s apparatus. What carnivalesque protests do is
to construct a climate of cheerfulness, which influences demonstrators to ‘forget’ their
antagonism toward representatives of the regime. Carnivalesque humour can displace
anger from the emotive space of a street demonstration.
Imagination
Another potential benefit of carnivalesque humour manifests at the level of perspective.
As Chapter 1 canvassed, carnivals provide a space, although temporary, for imagining
the alternatives to the seeming fixed reality one is facing. The humour generated in the
atmosphere of a carnival brings into existence a cosmology within which official
seriousness is transgressed by playfulness, and the indulgence of pleasure and
imaginative use of words in conversations. It is a platform for imagination where
multiple possibilities spring up. Costume dressing, mask wearing and the invention of
plays and games, to name a few, allow a free-flow of the imagination. Anyone can
become who they wish to be, concealing their identity or transforming it. The rules of
things being fixed in a world of seriousness are violated. Social roles can be reversed.
The sacred is brought down to the ordinary; slaves become masters, the invincible is
reduced to the vulnerable. Dance, music and singing are performed in the gloomiest
place. People laugh to cast aside the seeming miserable reality imposed on their fate.
The spirit of the carnivalesque is vivid because of its emergence from the most unlikely
site: that of pessimism and sorrow. The contrast between carnivals and their background
setting reflects the force of life’s struggle against the cult of death. This contrast was
discernible in the 1996-7 protests which emerged in the context of Serbia’s turbulence in
the 1990s. There had been episodes of regional wars, widespread poverty, international
boycotts, gang crimes and a failure of democratisation combined with mass pessimism.
As a result, the younger generation fled the country for a ‘better life,’ while the elders
were left to endure the ostensibly hopeless political situation. Despite this, the
carnivalesque demonstrations in 1996-7 were possible. Regular protesters and those from
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the civil society sector provided testimonies that the hardship widely experienced at the
time strangely enabled the carnivalesque protest as an escape from the everyday struggle
for survival.892 Pedrag Le i , for instance, points out:
In the protests, you saw people smiling all around you. For years, they were so sad
because of the wars. When you went to the protests, you wanted to smile because nothing
was pleasant at home. So, the street was like an escape from the abnormal life at the time.
On the street, people had normal life in Serbia.893

The depressing backdrop allowed the 1996-7 protests to represent an alternative world
envisioned by the protesters. Dragi evi -Šeši

notes that the 1996-7 carnivalesque

protests were equivalent to “a festival of freedom.” They embodied “the vision of
abolishing certain relations and privileges of power, of finding a more adequate political
expression.”894 Laughter, joking interactions among protesters, smiling, the cosmopolitan
flags, rock ‘n’ roll concerts, theatre performances and other carnivalesque occurrences
improvised by the protesters depicted the image of ‘another Serbia.’895 Carnivals
provided a space for Serbians to imagine this reality in parallel with the popular
perception of Serbia being a war-mongering, nationalist and xenophobic country. The
carnivalesque protests did more than just turn the world experienced by most Serbians at
the time upside down. They also transcended cognitive limits to enable hope and a view
of the possibility of changes to come.
As with the 1996-7 protests, Otpor’s carnivalesque events encouraged young activists to
imagine a scenario of social change. The events were organised in different sites off the
street. Rock ‘n’ roll concerts were held in town halls and public parks. Activists went to
the police station, inviting the officers for a dance or sharing food with them. Parties
were organised in cafés and pubs. Theatrical plays were performed on the river bank.
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What these carnivalesque events had in common was the offer of a platform on which to
imagine alternative realities. Such a platform was particularly important for young
Serbians who found themselves still trapped in Miloševi ’s dictatorial rule on the eve of
the year 2000. The title of the concert caravan, ‘EXIT,’ reflected the aspiration of young
people who made up the majority of Otpor’s members. Many activists point out that the
concerts and parties provided a metaphor, one of a world without the Miloševi regime
that they were attempting to materialise. In such a world, having fun and hanging out
with friends was possible. There was no fear of military mobilisation to fight in wars. In
that world, they hoped for a ‘normal’ life where there was no international isolation to
prevent them from attending concerts in other countries or from traveling aboard. It was a
world where they could raise their children, providing them with food, housing and a
good education.896
The imagined world of ‘exit’ does not imply political nihilism, because those wishing for
it engaged heavily in Otpor’s campaigns for regime change. Despite their harsh
repression, these activists risked their lives to make this other world possible.
Carnivalesque events provided an imaginative space for the activists who were in the
progress of struggling for social change. They offered a site for envisioning how political
change could allow them to live life with fun and delight. Such a space could inspire
activists who in turn transferred their hope and positive outlook, as elicited from
carnivalesque events, to society more widely. Dalibor Glišovi notes: “[p]eople didn’t
believe that the regime would be gone,” but their carnivalesque humour “showed them
that the state of things can be changed.”897
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As another form of carnivalesque event, Otpor’s feasts, to some extent, created a
platform for activists’ interaction with the police, shifting the perceptions of their
opponents. In some towns such as Kragujevac and Aleksandrovac, activists visited the
authorities at the police stations, offering them food and gifts. Similar to the ‘Cordon
Against Cordon’ action organised during the 1996-7 protests, female activists surprised
the police by kissing their cheeks and giving them flowers. From a tactical viewpoint,
this might have contributed to ‘humanising’ and thus ‘disarming’ the police officers. But
the impact of the carnivalesque humour on the regime’s apparatus can perhaps be seen
more appropriately at the level of a change in perspective. As Goran Daškovi points out,
“for a long time the Miloševi regime had divided people in Serbia into those against it
and those serving it.” Through laughing together, food sharing and other participatory
entertaining activities, carnivalesque events introduced a worldview in which the division
along the fault line of pro- and anti- Miloševi was illusionary. Those serving the regime
were also neighbours and friends of those opposing it.898
Expressed differently, sharing food as an activity at carnivals potentially allowed the
inclusion of those defined as representatives of the ‘enemy.’ The feasts’ inclusive nature
opened a space for interaction among conflicting parties. Such a space constitutes within
it the possibility for further dialogue and a chance for building a constructive
relationship, even with a member of the opponent’s apparatus. The dialogical interaction
provided during the feasts enabled antagonists to overcome their pre-defined perception
toward their adversary.899
Carnivalesque humour’s contribution toward overcoming cognitive blocks provides a
crucial opportunity for reflection on the idea that there is a need to construct a ‘parallel
polity’ underlying a nonviolent revolution. Nonviolence practitioners and theorists
proposed the idea of constructing alternative or parallel institutions when nonviolent
resistance campaigns have been launched long enough and gained critical support from
the populace. In some situations, alternative institutions can be established as a
counterpart of the ongoing non-cooperation programmes which can put additional
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pressure on the regime being opposed. The idea of a parallel polity can be translated into
forms of alternative economic, cultural and political institutions.900 A new system of tax
collection, for instance, can be introduced as a path toward economic independence from
the regime. Sharp considers the establishment of a parallel polity as a way of
empowering the oppressed, paving the way for complete independence. In a similar vein,
Gandhi founded the constructive programme which covered different processes of civil
independence subsequent to the removal of the British colonisation from India. His idea
was to foster sustainable development in India by encouraging a self-sufficient and
community-based economy, the abolishment of untouchability, the introduction of basic
education in villages and the improvement of women’s status in India, to name a few. 901
The notion of the carnivalesque – the imagining of other possibilities – can be recognised
as an initial step toward a parallel polity. Underlying the ‘constructive programme’
initiative is the suggestion that a process of thinking of the alternatives is needed for
nonviolent resistance to be able to overturn domination. The notion of an alternative
polity recognises that a dominant regime’s influence can penetrate into almost every
sphere of life, and over which they may monopolise power. Therefore, nonviolent
activists need to be able to imagine the type of society that can transcend the current
institutions they are up against.902 The existing discussion in the nonviolence literature
points out the concrete forms of alternative institutions for the establishment of parallel
polity. However, the process that helps people to reach this stage remains missing from
the discussion. Thinking of the alternatives requires a shift in perspective. Without this, a
cognitive block remains. The images of a counter-reality that can emerge in a carnival
atmosphere can help those trapped in an oppressive situation to transcend this mental
block by reminding them of the possibilities of a change from the status quo. That is,
those subordinate to the structures of the current regime can set themselves free; gender
prejudice can be lifted; civil liberty can be granted; and justice is within reach. ‘The
Sharp, The Politics of Nonviolent Action, 398-400; Burrowes, The Strategy of Nonviolent Defense,
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carnivalesque’ brings into existence an outlook where social realities are subject to
possibilities of change. For those engaging in a nonviolent struggle, this outlook comes
with the hope of transforming their society from one of oppressiveness to that of a
‘caring’ polity, where citizens are treated equally. It is this hope that is can translate into
activists’ persistent endeavours in pursuit of a nonviolent revolution.
Conclusion
This chapter has offered practical and theoretical analyses of humour’s operation in
nonviolent conflicts, which has been the central task of this thesis. On a practical level,
the experiences of the 1996-7 protesters and Otpor activists brought to light the
advantages of humour in the conduct of nonviolent resistance campaigns. Humour
constitutes an effective tool for drawing an increasing number of activists toward a
protest movement. For the public generally, it is a useful method for ‘advertising’ a
movement’s agenda. In response to an opposing party’s repression, humour can enhance
the effect of ‘political jiu-jitsu’ and ‘backfire,’ enabling activists to expose the absurdity
of a regime’s justifications for their repression to the public. This effect also exacerbates
the oppressive regime’s crisis of legitimacy.
On a theoretical level, the humorous protest actions staged in the 1996-7 protests and
Otpor’s campaigns bring into frame three ways humour works in nonviolent conflicts.
Firstly, satirical and parodic protest actions subvert and desecrate the opponent’s truth
claims as expressed in their propaganda and symbolic manipulation. They do so by
initially embracing parts of the propaganda and symbolism, but then twisting the core
meanings to absurdity. In this way, the propaganda loses its convincing tone; symbols’
sacredness is robbed; the regime’s manipulation of popular discourses can be challenged.
Secondly, carnivalesque humour can channel the emotion of street protests from anger
into cheerfulness. This emotional transformation can influence protesters to maintain
their nonviolent discipline. And this discipline hinders the opposing regime from
justifying a protest crackdown. Lastly, carnivalesque humour incorporated into
nonviolent protests encourages protesters to imagine realities alternative to the current
oppressive situation. This imaginative process is crucial not only during the campaign to
overthrow an oppressive regime, but also for facilitating long-run social change.
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Imagining other possibilities constitutes a practice necessary for emancipation from
‘paradigms’ favourable to a dominant system. This practice can set the stage for the
founding of parallel institutions, an idea central to a nonviolent revolution.
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CONCLUSION

This thesis argues that humour is an effective vehicle for nonviolent struggle. Serbia’s
1996-7 protesters and Otpor activists proved this effectiveness by systematically
applying different forms of humour in their protest campaigns which culminated in the
bloodless overthrow of Slobodan Miloševi . The thesis undertook three tasks to explore
humour’s potential. Firstly, it provided an extensive account of humorous protest actions
staged during Serbia’s two waves of activism: the 1996-7 protests and the nonviolent
resistance campaigns led by Otpor. Secondly, drawing on this account, it has offered a
practical analysis of the differing advantages humour can provide nonviolent resistance
campaigns. Thirdly, this thesis has theorised how humour operates in nonviolent
conflicts. It has concluded humour operates effectively in nonviolent conflicts in three
ways. The first way is that satirical and parodic humour can subvert ruling elites’
propaganda by enabling protesters to turn their propaganda against them. Secondly,
carnivalesque humour can help diffuse the potentially antagonistic atmosphere of street
protests and create an environment conducive to cheerfulness, helping avoid clashes
between protesters and security forces. Lastly, humour offers a metaphor of emancipation
from an oppressive situation, encouraging the oppressed to make this metaphor become
reality.
Elements crucial for developing humorous protest actions: reflecting on Serbia’s
1997-6 protests and Otpor
Serbia’s 1996-7 protests and Otpor showed that the most crucial factors enabling the
effectiveness of humorous protest action relate to how the protest movement itself
develops. These factors are: that it is shaped by a strategic plan focused on nonviolence,
and that it employs an effective organisational structure. A tradition of mocking the
authorities in Serbia set the stage for this development. This tradition was seen in the
form of everyday anti-regime jokes, satirical rock ‘n’ roll music, tragicomic films and
comedy television shows. These forms of comedic pop culture were used to help expose
the regime’s wrongdoings to the public generally, and galvanise collective subversive
acts against the ruling elites. But it was Serbia’s artist groups that successfully translated
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everyday humour into organised protest actions. By primarily combining absurd theatre
with street protests, artists influenced seasoned activists to opt for humour in countering
Miloševi ’s propaganda. The 1991 anti-war demonstrations and the 1992 student protest
saw the emergence of this trend. Activists and student protesters improvised numerous
witty slogans and funny street performances. Ideas that shaped the design of satirical
street theatre carried out in this period considerably influenced the nature of humorous
actions staged by protesters in the late 1990s.
The 1996-7 demonstrations against electoral fraud saw the widespread use of humour as
a form of protest, while protesters began conceptualising the strategic advantages of this
kind of use. Carnivalesque rallies, witty slogans and satirical street theatre emerged as a
means of using humour to channel the public’s contemptuous reaction to the regime’s
annulment of electoral victories gained by the opposition coalition. Despite their apparent
spontaneity, some of these humorous actions were organised and coordinated by the
opposition parties and students. To a large extent these actions were deliberately carried
out because student protesters, in particular, thought through the implications beforehand
of what effect humour could have on the regime. They considered the possibilities an
entertaining ‘edginess’ could have, through staging humorous actions, to maintain the
critical mass support necessary to make their protests effective. In addition, they
considered the exotic, theatrical characteristics of such actions could draw increasing
media coverage of their protest events, and thereby enhance public recognition of the
protesters’ cause. While some street skits constituted a provocative response to the
authorities’ attempts to hinder their protests, others conveyed protesters’ desires to
construct a cordial relationship with the security forces.
Having learned from their experiences in the 1996-7 protests, the founding members of
the Otpor (Resistance) movement sought to maximise the advantages of humour in the
design of their protest campaigns. The 1996-7 protests culminated in several setbacks,
especially Miloševi ’s re-consolidation of power. Otpor’s leading activists generally
attributed these setbacks to the protests’ failure to pursue and bring about regime change.
Therefore, they set out to accomplish the overthrow of Miloševi through electoral means
as the movement’s goal. This goal was realised due to activists’ development of
nonviolent resistance strategies that eventually mobilised the popular vote in support of
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the opposition coalition to defeat Miloševi . Central to their strategy was the conduct of
an electoral campaign that lasted a few years. Subordinate to this long-running public
relations strategy were specific campaigns that typically conveyed messages exposing
Miloševi ’s illegitimacy to the Serbian populace. Different means were conceived of to
transmit this message to a wider audience. These means of transmission ranged from
media coverage of Otpor’s street actions, its organisation of concerts and parties through
to the mass production and distribution of Otpor’s promotional material. The
establishment of local branches across Serbia allowed these activities to multiply.
Regional and local activists ran the Otpor branches, and they were subject to Otpor’s
core principles, crucially including that of ‘doing things nonviolently.’ While being
encouraged to combine humour with their protest actions, local activists were free to
invent actions they considered most appropriate for their communities.
Otpor’s revolutionary goal of regime change, more developed strategies and its
expansive network of branches improved the effectiveness of humorous protest actions in
three ways. Firstly, they conveyed a political message through their humorous actions
that corresponded with the movement’s goal. These messages were designed to ridicule
Miloševi ’s policies, or insult his cronies, to further unveil his illegitimacy to Serbians.
Secondly, the key purpose of employing humour was to draw increasing media attention
to Otpor’s protest campaigns. By obtaining consistent media coverage of its activities,
the movement could maintain public recognition of its cause even when there was no
traditional political street demonstration occurring. Lastly, the branch-based organisation
enabled the nationwide proliferation of humorous actions. Otpor’s headquarters
encouraged local activists to infuse their street actions with humour. And this
encouragement ensured that the function of humour – as a stimulus for media attention –
was effective nationally.
Despite encouragement from Otpor’s headquarters, local branch activists made their own
decisions whether to, or not to, use humour in their activities, depending on local tactical
considerations. In different areas, Otpor’s stakeholders – the anti-regime media,
opposition parties and NGOs – could provide local activists with limited or at times
extensive support. The degree of support largely depended on the degree of control the
ruling national regime exerted on local government in a particular town. This local
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context shaped activists’ decisions whether or not to stage humorous protest actions.
There were three scenarios that proved conducive for activists to use humour in their
campaigns. Firstly, in areas where Otpor received extensive assistance from local
independent journalists, activists regarded humorous street actions useful for gaining
them increased media attention, and thus furthering Otpor’s publicity. Secondly, where
some degree of collaboration between Otpor and opposition parties together with NGOs
had been established, humorous actions enhanced the effects of ‘political jiu-jitsu’ and
‘backfire.’ Activists anticipated police suppression of their actions, and these opposition
groups then helped them publicise police abuses so as to taint the regime’s image.
Thirdly, in towns where Miloševi ’s Socialist Party dominated local governments; antiregime media was banned; and repression was harsh, but civic protests were common,
activists opted for humorous actions. Because of the near absence of independent media,
‘doing something funny on the street’ enabled Otpor to gain public recognition. In
addition, due to having a history of civic protests, activists saw satirical street skits as
being crucial to amplifying popular dissent amongst locals. However, they avoided
creating skits that directly insulted regime figures, because it could provoke harsh
reprisals and repression.
The 1996-7 protests and Otpor shed some light on elements crucial for social
movements’ incorporation of humour into their protest repertoires. The first element is
that of having a tradition of subverting authority through jokes. The everyday presence of
anti-authority jokes and comedic pop culture cultivates anti-regime sentiment among the
general public, while during a protest event, provides protesters with ideas for
choreographing humorous street actions. Secondly, when everyday jokes are translated
into planned protest actions, activists accumulate experience of executing humorous
actions in the context of protest events. Developing on this experience allows them to
learn from past mistakes and improve the effectiveness of humorous actions. Thirdly, a
movement’s development of an expansive network of branches across a country enables
the proliferation of humorous actions. With the establishment of each new branch,
activists can be encouraged to continue infusing protest actions with mockery of the
ruling elites. Speculatively, the greater the number of branches existing, the greater the
number of humorous protest actions that can be produced. Lastly, this multiplication of
humorous actions throughout the organisational structure of the resistance movement will
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depend on how active a role is played by existent anti-regime media and the tendency
among locals to defy ruling elites. These two factors will be the most likely to influence
activists’ preferences for using humour.
Tab. 2 – Elements crucial for the development of humorous actions in protest movements

Elements

The impact on developing
humorous protest actions

A tradition of mocking the authorities

Popular awareness of humour’s subversive potential.
Creative ideas for inventing humorous protest
actions.

Degree of experimentation

Activists’ improvement of humorous protest action

incorporating humour into

effectiveness, based on learning from past mistakes.

protest campaigns
A movement’s expansive

High level of coordination.

branch network

The widespread nature of humorous protest actions’
effectiveness.

Activists’ sensitivity to local

The avoidance of counterproductive consequences

politics

from using humour in a politically inappropriate
context.

Advantages of humour in nonviolent resistance campaigns
The central position humour occupied in Serbia’s successful protest campaigns refutes
the safety-valve theory of humour, which downplays the subversive role humour can play
to be merely an expression of the oppressed’s psychological release of frustration. The
1996-7 protests and Otpor demonstrate humour’s substantial contribution toward
overthrowing a dictator. Importantly, in contrast to the tendency of pragmatic
nonviolence to dismiss humour’s capacity to be effective as a means of resistance, these
protest events inform us that humour can enable progress in a nonviolent resistance
campaign. This analysis then helps to explain the impact humorous protest actions can
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have, and importantly what effects might be felt by three groups on which a campaign’s
success depends: supporters of the protest movement, ‘third parties’ and the institutions
opposed by the protesters.
For a movement’s supporters, humour constitutes a viable tool for empowerment and
recruitment. Generally, a protest that becomes a site for individuals to ‘laugh together,’ to
have fun and to express their creativity can attract critical numbers of participants.
Especially for those trapped under dictatorship, these features of a protest can serve as an
emancipatory force. Laughing and joining fun activities organised in a public place
usually controlled by the authorities can release protesters from fear. For the young,
subverting the despised regime with funny protest actions allowed them to be seen as
‘cool’ among their peers. This image can gain young people some degree of social
acceptance in their otherwise oppressive environment. In this sense, the ‘cool’ label
attached to staging humorous actions can serve to draw the interest of youngsters to
become active members of a protest movement
For the general public, humour proves useful as a communication tool. Humorous protest
actions contain some theatrical elements: there is a plot and a point for the audience to
draw on. The comic aspect of the actions, moreover, serves as entertainment, while the
underlying political message can provoke thought in the audience. Activists can also
employ these theatrical and comic elements to attract an increasing media audience.
When the audience becomes large enough, due to the consistent news coverage of
humorous protest actions, activists can effectively transmit their movement’s agenda to
the wider public. This means of communication then enables activists the opportunity to
convince non-partisans to become sympathetic to their cause. When a movement’s
sympathisers expand in numbers to the point sufficient for the opposed regime to feel a
loss of its popularity, activists may be able to apply substantial pressure on the regime to
meet their demands.
In response to repression by the opposed regime, humour can multiply the effect of
‘political jiu-jitsu’ and ‘backfire,’ as suggested by the existing literature on nonviolent
resistance campaigns. A repressive response toward unarmed activists can diminish a
regime’s perceived legitimacy. Integrating humour into a nonviolent protest generates a
situation where the regime is perceived not only as illegitimate, but as ridiculous. This is
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because humorous tactics project an image of the activists as innocent and harmless. A
regime’s criminalisation of them appears absurd and incongruent with the harmless
image the activists present, only serving to reinforce incredulous interpretations of the
regime’s oppressive behaviour. In addition, humorous protest actions create a dilemma
for the regime’s security apparatus. They may be ordered to suppress activities that
appear subversive toward ruling elites, including humorous street actions. However,
because these actions can be derisive, highlighting the ruling elites’ stupidity, a police
crackdown on activists only validates their ridicule. But even if the authorities are aware
of this counterproductive consequence and thus avoid a repressive response toward
activists’ humorous actions, this decision can also damage the regime they serve – if it
simply permits activists to continue discrediting the regime through their satirical skits.
In summary, humour creates a dilemma whereby whatever action authorities take in
response to activists’ challenges, it will only serve to prove activists’ claims of regime
illegitimacy.
Tab. 3 – Advantages of humour in nonviolent resistance campaigns

Target audience
A movement’s supporters

Advantages of humour
Mobilising a movement’s supporters and recruiting new
activists

The general public

Reaching out to a mass audience through media coverage
of humorous actions

The opposed regime

Creating a crisis of legitimacy

Theorising the operation of humour in nonviolent conflicts
Humour works in nonviolent conflicts through rhetorical appropriation and emotive as
well as cognitive transformation. The former process is explained through the concept of
‘excorporation,’ while the latter becomes explicable through the notion of ‘the
carnivalesque.’ ‘Excorporation’ is a process that can take place even when those
subordinated to a dominant system have no means of direct escape (e.g. consumers losing
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themselves in the world of consumption). While submerged within the system,
subordinates can adjust to their own ends the means and logic of the system that has
initially consolidated the power of the dominant (e.g. consumers becoming ‘window
shoppers,’ so they avoid consuming goods through the actual act of purchasing). By
doing this, subordinates can disturb the dominant system even while it continues
attempting to totalise its control. This process of resisting from within a space of
domination can be seen at work in satire, parody and tricksters’ ruses. These subversive
genres of humour emerge from exploiting the resources that have in the first instance
been sources of strength for their target of attack. But in the process of satirising,
parodying or tricking, these original resources are twisted and deformed. Basic elements
are left out, and replaced with new elements that challenge the target’s truth claims about
itself. Without the integrity of these truth claims intact, the possibility emerges for the
target to lose its very foundations, and its reason for being.
When satirical and parodic forms of humour are incorporated into protest repertoires, the
process of ‘excorporation’ – explained above – is put to work subverting the opposed
regime’s truth claims. Satirical street theatre and parodic protest actions are created from
the propaganda of ruling elites. But the essence of the propaganda is twisted or
exaggerated to the absurd. For instance, if the propaganda relates to a government’s
policies that have supposedly improved the livelihood of the populace, satirical skits reconstruct an absurd version of these policies. The central claim that they ‘have improved’
people’s livelihood is replaced with the skit’s satirical depiction of widespread economic
hardship. In the case of a government’s defamation of activists as terrorists or traitors,
satirical street performances contain activists’ exaggeration of the accusation, while in
parodic protest actions activists’ ‘fake’ acceptance of the charges laid against them.
These acts of exaggerating and pretending contrast with the popular assumption that one
should solemnly refuse any unfounded allegation. But such a refusal can often merely
seem to verify the allegation: a wrongdoer usually denies her or his wronging. Satirical
and parodic protest actions transcend this rhetorical deadlock. They equip activists with a
rhetorical tool they can utilise to ‘admit’ the truthfulness of the allegations made, and
even endeavour to substantiate their guilt with absurd evidence and testimonies. (For
example, activists accused of plotting suicide bombing might walk in the downtown area
carrying detonated bombs, made of limes and oranges. They proclaim that they are real
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terrorists, evidenced by the ‘homemade’ grenades they carry). Such absurd admissions
and evidence presentation brings to the fore the absurdity of the regime’s ‘trumped up’
allegations themselves.
Without attempting to invalidate outright the truth claims of a regime’s propaganda,
satirical and parodic protest actions subvert domination by targeting the inconsistency
and incoherence of these claims, or their defamatory insinuations about activists. Because
these actions mimic the tone of elite truth claims, they become their reflection. Yet, this
reflection distorts the shape and form of the original, painting it as something ridiculous.
This process serves to resist a discursive form of domination both at the level of ‘truth’
production and ‘truth’ consumption. Through the act of deforming to absurdity the
opponent’s truth claims, satirical and parodic actions hinder ruling elites’ attempts to
manipulate public opinion, whereby they strive to establish their promulgated
propaganda as the ‘only’ truth, denouncing alternative explanations as ‘lies.’ Meanwhile,
satirical and parodic protest disturbs popular ‘dogma,’ reflecting what we have been led
to believe is ‘the truth’ in a distorted way. This type of protest action often depicts
scenarios that demonstrate how a popular willingness to accept beliefs and established
norms that maintain the status quo, without questioning the motives of the elites
favouring it, is what actually underpins their own subordination. Humorous protest action
brings to the fore an inconvenient fact: that a widespread lack of critical thinking among
the populace helps sustain the system of their own domination. Humour invites people to
see themselves as constituent supports of the regime that subordinates and exploits them.
And it invites them to see that embarking on a course of resisting oppression requires this
process of self-reflection to begin, to challenge their own strongly held beliefs. This is the
potential of humour as a ‘technology’ of nonviolent resistance, to help deal with
domination at the level of popular discourse.
Carnivalesque humour offers a counter-reality of metaphors, enabling protesters to
overcome perceptual limits a stultifying regime can engender, to see the possibilities that
social change can present. Carnivals contain a world of alternative realities.
Characteristically, they are festive rituals in which participants are encouraged to invert
the predominant social hierarchy. Lower orders of society are allowed to insult elites.
The populace is permitted to ridicule sacred institutions and violate norms. Unreserved
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laughter, usually prohibited in religious teachings, is sanctioned in the carnival
atmosphere. These permissions, although only temporary, have historically provided a
platform for uprisings by subordinates. Through carnivals, they have had a taste of
overturning hierarchy. This ‘breathing space’ encourages those trapped in a world full of
injustice to conceive of a more just world, through existing momentarily in the carnival
inspired world of greater equalitarianism.
When a wide range of carnivalesque activities are incorporated into protest campaigns,
they depict emancipatory scenes against a backdrop of oppression. These are scenes
where people can defy authorities with jokes, feel the triumph of cosmopolitanism over
xenophobia, exchange political views without fear of state persecution, and imagine lives
without the everyday struggle merely to afford basic commodities. In many ways,
carnivalesque protests constitute an ‘exit’ for those trapped under dictatorship. Rather
than conveying a nihilistic undertone, this ‘exit’ experience motivates them to want to
make the temporary carnivalesque experience a permanent one. And achieving this is
possible only when regime change and some degree of social reform can take place. Put
differently, the combination of carnivals and protest campaigns results in a political
project where protesters are exposed to the possibility of a life beyond their regimeimposed reality. At the same time, they are inspired to pursue this other reality.
The carnivalesque process of imagining other realities can be seen in light of the notion
of constructing a parallel polity, an idea central to conceptions of nonviolent revolution.
In the nonviolence literature, concrete suggestions have been made for dissidents to
construct parallel institutions as a breakaway from their old regime. However, the
creation of alternative institutions requires a thinking process that enables the populace to
realise the possibility of alternatives existing. Explaining what origins such a cognitive
process might emerge from has been missing from the ongoing discussion regarding how
a parallel polity might be founded as a pathway to a nonviolent revolution. The concept
of the ‘carnivalesque’ can fill the gap. In carnivalesque protests, participants are
encouraged to relate their experience to a metaphor of emancipation from hierarchical
order. This metaphor contests popular perceptions that the dominant system will last
eternally. It enables protest participants’ acknowledgement of the possibilities of change
in power relations between them and the ruling elites. Only when there is this
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acknowledgement that other realities are possible, can one realise the importance of
establishing a parallel polity as a concrete form of independence from an existing regime.
Expressed differently, ‘the carnivalesque’ provides an outlook toward the possibility of
independence that is fundamentally necessary to be able to realise any real project to
actually establish independence.
Another effect of carnivalesque humour is its channelling of the protest atmosphere from
antagonism toward cheerfulness. Although the joyful nature of carnivals has been
recognised largely by cultural studies scholars, its impact on the nonviolent nature of
street protests has been little discussed within the nonviolence literature. This thesis,
however, has explored this theme. It concludes that when carnivalesque activities are
organised in street protests, they tend to generate a euphoria of, among other things,
being together on the street, of dancing to musical rhythms, of whistling and banging
pots and pans, and of joining costume parades – for instance. This emotion can tone
down protesters’ rage against the institutions of their adversary, which initially drove
them to the street. The emotive shift can influence protesters to hold back from
provoking the authorities with verbal insults and sabotage. This influence generally
enables street protests to maintain their nonviolent approach. And in the case of a protest
crackdown, remaining nonviolent makes it difficult for the government to justify its
repressive actions.
The search for protest methods that can dissipate protesters’ anger is uncommon in the
current academic debates regarding the nature of nonviolent resistance. Usually, methods
of nonviolent action suggested to protesters by scholars aim to highlight their grievances,
making use of anger to strengthen the movement’s political solidarity. The carnivalesque
protest, however, introduces a different phenomenon. Cheerfulness, laughter and fun can
mobilise people to join street demonstrations. When carnivalesque activities are
organised as a tactic to facilitate stand-offs between protesters and security forces, they
tend to generate an atmosphere of tolerance and peaceful endurance. Protesters tolerate
police officers, not because of an ethical imperative, but because it is undesirable to leave
the street entertainment. They put up with the piercing cold of winter, not necessarily
because of a firm ideological commitment, but because the fun of dancing on the street
with their friends renders the cold bearable. In a carnivalesque protest, participants tend
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to refrain from provoking the security forces. Rather than doing this because of a ‘love’
for their oppressors, the police are people they can play games with, whom they can tease
for a bit of laughter, and acquaintances they have developed through sharing food and
drink with them.
This thesis has demonstrated that satirical, parodic and carnivalesque forms of humour
constitute a powerful vehicle for nonviolent struggle. Through a study of Serbia’s 1996-7
protests and the Otpor movement, it has argued these forms work in three directions.
Firstly, satire and parody subverts domination by initially submitting to the logic of
domination in order to co-opt it, but then later turning it against those holding power.
Secondly, carnivalesque humour influences the emotive climate of street protests,
potentially transforming collective rage to cheerfulness. This emotive shift can reinforce
the nonviolent discipline among protesters and consequently help prevent clashes
between protesters and security forces. And lastly, this thesis concludes that
‘carnivalising’ protest events encourages participants to think of the possibilities of
emancipation from an oppressive situation. This imaginative process sets the stage for
constructing alternative institutions as a project of acquiring independence from a
currently dominant system. Challenging a discursive form of domination, mitigating
collective rage in street protests, and generating hope for social change denote the power
of humour in nonviolent conflicts.
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APPENDIX 1 – ON PRINCIPLED AND PRAGMATIC
NONVIOLENCE

In the scholarship and practice of nonviolence, two approaches are often posed as being
in tension: the principled and the pragmatic. The former conceives of nonviolence as a
way of life, rather than an instrument to achieve political goals. And to live a nonviolent
life, it is suggested that a practitioner shy away from committing all kinds of physical and
psychological harm because it violates the sacredness of life. Nonviolent behaviour is
shaped by the purification of mind and remains coherent with non-harmful thinking. In
this sense, verbal insults and offensive gestures, despite the absence of physical violence,
can be identified as violent action.903
In addition to its ethical constituent, the principled approach to nonviolence emphasises
the unity of the goal in pursuing a conflict and the means used to achieve that goal.904 As
a major advocate for this strand of action, Mohandas Gandhi regards the lack of basic
needs as generally underlying a conflict. Antagonism between parties is instigated by one
party’s inability to fulfill its needs materially or psychologically. Hence, meeting basic
needs should be the goal aimed at by the conflict parties. For Gandhi, violence is a means
incapable of accomplishing this goal fundamentally because its impact is destructive to
humans’ lives. And without preserving lives, our elementary need – that is to live –
cannot be realised.905 From this viewpoint, nonviolence is goal-revealing because when
used in a conflict, it enables a grievance group to point out social problems as the
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underpinning of unfulfilled basic needs. At the same time, avoiding harming antagonists
through the employment of nonviolent means allow them to address their demands
alongside the grievance group’s. In this way, both conflict parties’ concerns are dealt
with in a conflict transformation process, paving the way for the reconstruction of
relationships. The use of nonviolent means in a conflict can set the stage for realising a
society of nonviolent coexistence.906
For principled nonviolence adherents, change occurs through the antagonist altering
attitude to agree with each other. Rational persuasion and the practice of ‘self-suffering,’
constitute the key methods to bring about this change. As an element of Gandhi’s
satyagraha, or soul force, the practice of self-suffering denotes nonviolence
practitioners’ acceptance of the opponent’s assaults in the course of civil disobedience.907
This response can surprise or even shock an opponent who is expecting a counter attack,
evoking her or his sense of morality; i.e., the opponent may feel guilty about his or her
hostility toward nonviolent activists.908 And activists may take this opportunity to
convince the opponent for a change in behaviour or policy in a way that redresses
grievances of the group represented by them. But more likely, activists’ self-suffering
brings to the fore the oppressive nature and hence the illegitimacy of the opposing ruling
elites. And by publicising this nature, activists may elicit sympathy and support from
‘onlookers’ or third parties to the conflict.
In contrast to the ethical emphasis by principled nonviolence advocates, proponents of
the pragmatic approach consider nonviolence as a set of techniques employed in a
struggle. Gene Sharp argues that most people apply methods of nonviolent action
because of their effectiveness. A grievance groups may opt for nonviolent action because
the avoidance of hurting the other party can evoke public empathy, leading to increasing
legitimacy and support for their protest campaigns. And rising legitimacy in a conflict
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implies a step closer to victory.909 From this perspective, nonviolence is positioned in
‘power politics.’ It is superior to violent means because of its participatory nature (for
instance, it is easier for the elders and children of a community to join street
demonstrations than participate in plotting bomb attacks), and its leverage over third
parties (for example, a nonviolent response to repression can discredit the oppressor,
undercutting their domestic and international endorsement).910
But to wield power in a nonviolent conflict, systematic plans are required as with the
case of a military combat. Sharp postulates that the application of nonviolent actions
should be strategic or goal-oriented. That is, a group should set goals of launching a
protest campaign. These goals would shape the group’s formulation of strategies or
‘ways to fight,’ which include a thorough analysis of both one’s own and the opponent’s
resources, strengths and weakness. Strategies would guide the group to select and
implement tactics that entail different small-scale plans conducted in a different
timeframe, and are subject to change in accordance with conflict dynamics. 911
The pragmatists embrace ‘nonviolent coercion’ as a crucial mechanism of change. They
accept activists’ application of nonviolent, but disruptive methods that force the opposing
party to grant activists’ demands. Coercive means such as economic boycotts and
occupation of public places can impose economic and political damage on the opponent
directly. When the damage spreads to a large enough scale, bureaucrats, the police force
and the army, upon which a regime depend, may defect. The regime’s human resources
may be removed. For foreign investors, continuous boycott campaigns may discredit the
regime sufficiently that they discern it as incapable of maintaining political and economic
stability. The decrease in foreign investment may further undercut the regime’s financial
resources. At some point, the expansive use of coercive methods can destabilise regime
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power. Against its will, the regime may be required to grant activists their demands.912
Here the action is operating in the realm of power politics.
Despite the dichotomy, the principled and pragmatic strands of nonviolence may be
viewed as being on a continuum; practitioners have rarely positioned themselves at either
end of the spectrum. Historically, although advocates for principled nonviolence have
been spiritual figures or organisations such as Mohandas Gandhi, Martin Luther King,
the International Fellowship of Reconciliation and Pax Christi, they understood the
strategic advantages of nonviolence. And their campaigns aimed to effectively galvanise
public actions so as to accomplish their stated goals.913 Sharp who has consistently
expressed his disagreement with the ethical imperative of nonviolence nevertheless
acknowledges the practical insights of principled practitioners, especially Gandhi.914 In a
similar vein, Sharp himself was initially drawn to nonviolence by studying moral aspects
of Gandhi’s campaigns.915 Despite his subsequent development of pragmatic perspective
on nonviolence, Sharp considers activists’ vandalism and hatred of their opponents as
key factors that diminish the activists’ own legitimacy in their struggle against
oppression. And this concern reflects Sharp’s awareness of political significance of
nonviolence’s ethical basis.916 Other pragmatists point out that nonviolence can be
instrumental in achieving political goals regardless of their ethical or unethical nature.
However, they note that using nonviolence for a ‘good’ cause is preferred to causes such
as nationalism or patriarchy.917 In conclusion, it would seem that nonviolence
practitioners have generally not wholly embraced either principled or pragmatic
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nonviolence. Rather, their commitment to nonviolence is contingent, and in most
situations, pragmatists and true believers work together for social change.918
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Simon Fisher, Dekha Ibrahim Abdi, Jawed Ludin, Steve Williams, Richard Smith and Sue Williams,
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APPENDIX 2 – THE CHRONOLOGY OF THE NONVIOLENT
STRUGGLE IN SERBIA’S 1990S AND A NOTE ON OCTOBER 5

December, 1990:

First multi-party election held in Serbia.

March 9, 1991:

Vuk Draškovi , the leader of the Serbian Renewal Party
leads a mass demonstration which is harshly crushed by the
regime.

March 10 to 14, 1991:

Students occupy the Terazije Square, demanding the
release of those arrested during the crackdown.

June and July, 1992:

Students stage protests, demanding immediate elections
and the removal of Miloševi regime.

November 3, 1996:

First round of the federal and municipal elections held.

November 17, 1996:

Second round of the municipal elections held.

November 19, 1996:

Protest against vote rigging starts in Niš.

November 21, 1996:

First protest march staged in Belgrade.

November 25, 1996:

Belgrade University students form ad hoc committees for
protest organisation.

December 14, 1996:

Approximately 200 students from Novi Sad set off on a 20
hour march for Belgrade.

December 17, 1996:

Niš students stage a march from Niš to Belgrade.

December 20, 1996:

Thirty students from Kragujevac march to Belgrade.

December 24, 1996:

SPS supporters clash with the protesters in Belgrade.

January 1 to 8, 1997:

Students and Belgrade protesters carry out ‘Cordon
Against Cordon’ action.
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February 23, 1997:

Opposition’s protests concluded

and

Zoran

in i

inaugurated as Mayor of Belgrade.
March 27, 1997:

Election for the chairperson and representatives of the
newly-founded ‘Student Parliament’ held.

July 23, 1997:

Slobodan Miloševi

appointed as President of Federal

Republic of Yugoslavia.
September 21, 1997:

Parliamentary and presidential elections held in Serbia.
Zoran Ðin i ’s Democratic Party leads election boycott.

September 30, 1997:

Zoran Ðin i

ousted from the position of Mayor of

Belgrade.
May26, 1998:

University Act enacted.

October 20, 1998:

National Assembly enacts Public Information Act. Otpor
founded in the same month.

November 3, 1998:

First Otpor’s clenched fist symbol sprayed on a wall in
Belgrade. Consequently, four activists arrested.

Mid-November, 1998:

Sr a Popovi , Branko Illi and Ivan Andri interrupt the
ceremony of the 61st anniversary of Economics Faculty,
Belgrade University.

17 November 1998:

March, ‘We are Paving the Way’ from Belgrade to Novi
Sad.

24 March-June 9, 1999:

NATO strikes carried out. Otpor suspend its activism.

August 1999:

Otpor and other student organisations release ‘Declaration
for the future of Serbia.’ Otpor resume its activism.

November 22, 1999:

The concert ‘We Have a Situation’ organised.
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January 13, 2000:

Otpor organises the Orthodox New Year party. Campaign
‘This is the YEAR’ launched.

February 17, 2000:

Otpor holds first Congress that transforms it from a student
movement into People’s Resistance Movement (Narodni
pokret Otpor). Campaign ‘It’s Spreading’ launched.

April 14, 2000:

Activists from Novi Sad march to Belgrade under the
theme ‘This is the Last March.’ Pressure put on opposition
coalition to remain united.

May 2, 2000:

Marko Miloševi

beats up Otpor activists, Radojko

Lukovi , Nebojša Sokolovi and Mom iloVeljkovi . As a
response, Otpor launches campaign ‘This is the Face of
Serbia.’
May 13, 2000:

Boško Peroševi , president of the Socialist Party in
Vojvodina, assassinated. Otpor activists, Stanko Lazendi
and Miloš Gagi , accused of committing murder.

June 29, 2000:

Regime outlaws Otpor as a terrorist organisation.

July 27, 2000:

Otpor launches the campaign ‘He’s Finished’ (Gotov je).

August, 2000:

Election campaign ‘It’s Time’ (Vreme je) announced.

September 8, 2000:

Otpor activists in Vladi in Han arrested and tortured by the
local police.

September 24, 2000:

Presidential election results in defeat of Slobodan
Miloševi .

Outcome

falsified

and

the

Democratic

Opposition of Serbia responses with nationwide strikes and
demonstrations.
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October 5, 2000:

Strikes and mass demonstrations culminate in Miloševi ’s
acceptance of electoral loss. He steps down from power on
the following day.

The ‘Bulldozer Revolution’ of October 5, 2000
The campaigns ‘He’s Finished’ and ‘It’s Time,’ launched in mid-2000, culminated in the
victory of the opposition coalition and the overthrow of Slobodan Miloševi . On
September 24, the Democratic Opposition of Serbia (DOS) won the election with 57 per
cent of the votes. Slobodan Miloševi moved to undo his defeat through the Electoral
Commission falsifying the original election outcome. It declared that the DOS received
only 48 per cent and Miloševi 40, which had increased from the original 34 per cent
indicated by the exit poll.919 The Commission set the runoff elections for October 8.
Having anticipated the electoral fraud, the DOS, Otpor and other opposition forces
prepared to lodge the nationwide strikes as a back-up plan to oust Miloševi .920 To
preclude the possibility of a protest crackdown, particularly carried out by the much
feared Special Operations Unit (Jedinica za specijalne operacije – JSO) or Red Berets,
there had been lobbying and bargaining for the Unit to remain inoperative despite the
order from Miloševi .921 At the same time, the Yugoslav Army and the police force
began to detach themselves from the regime. The Yugoslav Army chief, Nebojša
Pavkovi , stated that he would respect the will of the electorate, and would avoid
1

2

3

The narrow victory of DOS partially resulted from an electoral maneuver of Miloševi . Near the end
of July in 2000, he managed to reduce the number of electoral units for federal legislative elections
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previous two units to the southern Serbian units of Prokuplje and Vranje. Lenard Cohen notes that “the
fact that the latter two districts, two small towns and their environs – containing a large number of
displaced non-Albanians – would now elect 18 percent of the federal parliamentary deputies opened
the door to electoral manipulation by the regime.” See Lenard J. Cohen, Serpent in the Bosom: The
Rise and Fall of Slobodan Milosevic (Boulder, Colorado: Westview, 2002), 405.
Tom Gallagher, The Balkans in the New Millennium: In the Shadow of War and Peace (Abingdon,
Oxon: Routledge, 2005), 112; Ivan Vejvoda, "Civil Society versus Slobodan Milosevic: Serbia 19912000," in Civil Resistance and Power Politics: The Experience of Non-Violent Action from Gandhi to
the Present, eds. Adam Roberts and Timothy Garton Ash (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009),
312.
Dragan Bujoševi and Ivan Radovanovi , October 5: A 24-Hour Coup (Belgrade: Media Center,
2000), 51-5; Tim Judah, The Serbs: History, Myth and the Destruction of Yugoslavia (New Haven and
London: Yale University Press, 2009), 343; and Vejvoda, "Civil Society versus Slobodan Milosevic,"
312. See also Anika Binnendjik and Ivan Marovi , "Power and Persuasion: Nonviolent Strategies to
Influence State Security Forces in Serbia (2000) and Ukraine (2004)," Communist and PostCommunist Studies 39 (2006): 411-29.
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cracking down on any popular uprising.922 A few days after the election, the chief of
public security, Vlastimir

or evi said to other rank-and-file officers that Miloševi

“has lost the elections and should step down. It’s easier for him to get out of the way than
for the whole people.”923
Between September 25 and October 5, 2000, the Democratic Coalition led a nationwide
mass demonstrations and strikes, putting pressure on Miloševi to accept electoral defeat.
On September 27, thousands of residents in the cities of

a ak, Novi Sad, Niš, Valjevo

and Kraljevo, started the rallies, and the number reached some twenty thousand a few
days later. This date also saw 200,000 protesters gathering in Belgrade’s downtown. In
Kragujevac, factory workers launched strikes, while in Novi Sad, 150 staff of the stateowned television station signed a petition asking for the resignation of the chief editor. In
a ak and other cities in Central Serbia, students and teachers boycotted their classes,
and shops as well as theatres owners closed their businesses temporarily. An observer
noted that even the grilled meat stands were on strike.924 But it was the stoppage of
around 7,500 miners from Kolubara collieries in Valjevo that virtually brought Serbia to
a halt because these collieries supplied nearly half of the country’s electricity.925
From October 2 onward, leaders of the DOS declared ‘D-Day’ commencing mass
mobilisation in at least 40 cities for the march on Belgrade.926 On October 3, some
20,000 protesters took to the streets of Belgrade. So did some 30,000 in Niš. Marching
past Miloševi ’s residence in Dedinje of Belgrade, the crowd chanted, “the police are
with us.”927 On October 4, the DOS began to call for a national rally from the provinces
to Belgrade. Opposition politicians in

a ak – led by then the Mayor of this city,

Vladimir Illi – Užice and Valjevo prepared hundreds of busses (including the bulldozer
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Matthew Collin, This is Serbia Calling (London: Serpent'
s Tail, 2001), 218.
Bujoševi and Radovanovi , October 5, 47-8.
Joshua Paulson, "Removing the Dictator in Serbia – 1996-2000," in Waging Nonviolent Struggle: 20th
Century Practice and 21st Century Potential, eds. Christopher A. Miller, Hardy Merriman and Gene
Sharp (Boston, MA: Porter Sargent, 2005), 329.
Bujoševi and Radovanovi , October 5, 41; Bringing Down a Dictator, DVD, directed by Steve York
and Peter Ackerman (the United States: York Zimmerman Inc., 2001).
Collin, This is Serbia Calling, 216; Paulson, "Removing the Dictator in Serbia – 1996-2000," 329; and
Sabrina P. Ramet, Balkan Babel: The Disintegration of Yugoslavia from the Death of Tito to the Fall
of Miloševi (Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press, 2002), 358.
Ramet, Balkan Babel, 358.
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which would be the symbol of the revolution) to transport approximately 120,000
protesters from their cities to Belgrade.928 Despite attempts to block waves of protesters
from the provinces to reach the capital city, police officers were well aware that the
Miloševi regime was on the verge of its swan-song. As a result, protesters could
negotiate their way to Belgrade without clashes with them.929
The plan to ‘finish’ Miloševi culminated in the masses’ seizure of Belgrade’s City Hall,
the Parliament House and office of the state-owned media. On October 5, hundreds of
thousands of protesters arrived in Belgrade. Eventually, they got through the police
cordons and ‘stormed’ the Parliament House. Others followed the bulldozer of Ljubisav
‘Joe’

oki , seizing the office of the Radio and Television Station of Serbia.930 The

crowd began to hurl stones at the police officers who responded with tear gas and stun
grenades. The subsequent scenes, as shown in the media, included arson, window
smashing, and looting of property from state buildings. Nonetheless, many protesters
refrained from vandalism. Instead of storming the Parliament House, they pasted the
stickers ‘He’s Finished’ on the shields of the riot police, and gave the authorities flowers
and food.931
The purge of Miloševi concluded in the evening of October 5 when the electoral victory
of the opposition presidential candidate, Vojislav Koštunica, was recognised. The riot
caused two deaths – one died from heart attack and another from a car accident – and 65
injuries.932 On October 6, Miloševi

admitted his defeat in television broadcast,

congratulating the new President, and thanking his people for removing from his soul
“the great burden of responsibility.”933
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2011). The deaths are Jasmina Jovanovi from a ak who died in Belgrade after falling under the
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APPENDIX 3 – LIST OF NON-GOVERNMENTAL
ORGANISATIONS AND INDEPENDENT MEDIA IN SERBIA’S
1990S*

List of non-govermental organisations

Association of Drama Artists
Center for Anti-War
(Currently known as Center for Peace and Democracy Development)
Center for Cultural Decontamination

(Centar za kulturnu dekontaminaciju)

Center for Free Election and Democracy

(Centar za slobodne izbore i demokratiju)

City Parliament of Serbia

(Gra anski parlament Srbije)

Committee for Human Rights, Leskovac

(Odbor za ludska prava, Leskovac)

Dah Teatar
Civil League
Fund for an Open Society, Serbia

(Fond za otvoreno društvo, Srbija)

Humanitarian Law Center

(Fond za humanitarno pravo)

Independent Trade Union

(Nezaviznost)

LedArt
Magnet
Škart
Women in Black

(Žene u crnom)

Yugoslav Action Coalition
Yugoslav Committee of Lawyers for Human Rights (Komitet pravnika za ludska prava)

It should be noted that the lists provided here include the organisations and press operating in Serbia’s
the
1990s and referred to in this thesis. Thus these lists are incomprehensive.
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List of independent media

34 M

Kragujevac-based TV channel

Association of Independent Electronic Media

Independent media coalition

B92

Belgrade-based radio station, TV
station and online news service

BETA

National news agency

Bis

Kragujevac-based radio station

Blic

National newspaper

City TV

Kragujevac-based TV channel

Club Inn TV

Požarevac-based TV channel

Danas

National newspaper

Decija TV

Kragujevac-based TV channel

Demokratija

National newspaper

(currently defunct)
Dnevni telegraf

Belgrade-based newspaper

(currently defunct)
FM 021

Novi Sad-based radio station

Glas javnosti

National newspaper

(currently defunct)
Human Rights (Prava oveka)

Leskovac-based news magazine

Ibraske Novosti

Kraljevo-based radio and TV

channel
Kanal 9

Kragujevac-based TV channel

Korak

Požarevac-based newspaper

Narodni Radio 34

Kragujevac-based radio station

Naš glas

Smederevo-based newspaper

Naša borba

National newspaper

(currently defunct)
Nezavisna svetlost

Kragujevac-based weekly news
magazine
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NIN

Belgrade-based weekly news magazine

Patak

Valjevo-based radio station

Radio 9

Kragujevac-based radio station

Radio BOOM 93

Požarevac-based radio station

Radio Kragujevac Channels 1 and 2

Kragujevac-based radio stations

Radio Luna

Užice-based radio station

Radio Ozon

a ak-based radio station

Radio Trstenik

Kraljevo- and Trstenik-based radio station

Radio Užice

Užice-based radio station

Republika

Weekly news magazine

(currently defunct)
RTV a ak

a ak-based TV channel

Smederevac

Smederevo-based newspaper

TV 5

Niš-based TV channel

TV Alfa

Užice-based TV channel

TV Mreža

National TV channel

TV Ritam

Požarevac-based TV channel

Vin

National TV channel

VREME

Belgrade-based weekly news

magazine
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